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ABSTRACT

Volcanic rocks which outcrop over 40 sq. km in

eastern Jersey and which have a maximum thickness of 25 km

have been mapped in detail. Basaltic and andesitic lavas,

tuffs and agglomerates, which have been affected by

keratophyric alteration, are overlain by numerous ignimbrite

cooling units, the youngest of which are generally aphyric,

the oldest being porphyritic. Local rhyolites, tuf'fs and

andesites occur among the igniinbrites. The volcanics are

essentially conformable upon Brioverian sediments and are

regarded as being late Precambrian in age. Cadomian E-W and

N-B fold phases, with associated faulting, are largely

responsible for the present outcrop pattern.

The petrology and geochemistry of these volcanics

have been studied. Together with the regional distribution

of similar late Precambrian volcanism they indicate that

the caic-alkaline suite was generated soon after the

initiation of the global tectonic movements which eventually

produced the Caledonides. The basalts and andesites are

thought to result from the partial melting of a descending

lithospheric plate within the mantle, the magmas thus

produced being modified en route to the surface by

fractionation and crustal contamination under a variable

The rhyolitic maginas were produced by crustal
2

anatexis and collected in high-level magma chambers prior

to their eruption.
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Post.-orogenic Cadomian plutonics which invade

the volcanics are also caic-alkaline but are chemically

distinct from the extrusives. The petrology and geochemistry

of a dyke swarm which invades the volcanics and just

postdates emplacement of the plutonics is also discussed.

This appears genetically related to the plutonic complexes

and was generated close to the base of the crust.
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1. AN INTRODUCTION

1.1. Scope of the Thesis:

This thesis is concerned with the geology,

petrology and chemistry of the volcanic rocks and associated

minor intrusivee found in eastern Jersey, Channel Islands.

The work is part of a project sponsored by the States of

Jersey and the Institute of Geological Sciences to produce

1 : 10 000 and 1 : 25 000 scale maps and accompanying memoirs

describing the geology of all the is]ands.

A total of fifteen months was spent in Jersey

preparing maps and collecting material for study In the

laboratory. In addition a series of representative rock

samples was collected for the Institute, together with a set

of relevant photographs. The regional geology of Brittany

was studied for a fortnight at Easter 1975 under the

direction of Dra. Roach, Renouf and Barber.

Coastal exposures provide excellent near-

continuous sections through the volcanic sequence, and over

half the period spent in Jersey was devoted to producing

accurate geological maps of these traverses. It should

perhaps be mentioned that a combination of vertical cliffs,

rapidly rising tides and aggressive sea birds render parts

of the north coast extremely dangerous. Inland, exposures

of solid rock are sparse, apart from a few 'concentrations'

akrg valley sides, due to a thick cover of Pleistocene

deposits. These superficials were mapped separately for

the department by Mr. D.H. Keene.
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A series of variably scaled maps drawn by Hunting

Surveys Ltd.. was provided by the States of Jersey. These

proved very accurate, both above and. below the high water

mark. The horizontal tidal range over the reefs mapped

rarely exceeded 100 m. Use of the maps and a Suunto compass-

clinometer proved adequate for any positioning required. The

coastal strip was mapped on a scale of 1:2500 with the

exception of the foreshore at St. Helier which, like the

Inland areas, was mapped on a 1: 5000 scale. The dyke swarm

at Anne Port was mapped on a 1:1000 scale.

To overcome the lack of Inland exposures a series

of boreholes have been drilled In areas of doubt. Records of

temporary exposures and well sections kept by Miss M.C*simlr

were obtained by Mr. G. Blason (I.G.S.Exeter) and used where

appropriate. The same applies to information on field. slips

kindly loaned by A.E.Mourant. I was permitted to examine and

sample a series of cores from Queen's Valley drilled. for a

dam-site feasibility investigation by the consultants T.& C.

Hawksley.

12. The Geogra phy of Jersey.

Jersey Is the largest and most southerly of a grip

of islands lying In the Bay of St.Malo (Fig.l.l). A series

of tidal reefs surround the Island ; the Ecrehous,Dlrouelles

and Paternosters to the north,the Minquiers to the south. The

Island Is roughly rectangular in shape and measures 18 km from

east to west and 11 km from north to south. It has an area of

about 115 square kilometrea. The greater part of the Island.

is a dissected plateau 300 to 14.00 feet (90 to 120 m) high In

the north and sloping southwards to a height of around 200tt
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SCALE:	 1:2,500,000
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Fs.1.1. LOCATION MAP OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS
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(60 m) (FIg. 1.2.). This produces a near-vertical cliffline

especially In the north of the Island. In the east, south

and west, broad bays with tidal flats and. reef a up to 14. km

wide are backed by low lying deposits of Recent sediments,

which are bounded by a fossil oliffline cut into the main

plateau.

A few minor streams drain to the north, east and

west of the island. Major drainage Is to the south, and a

series of deep narrow valleys converge on St. Aubin's Bay.

Quarrying for road metal and building stone was

once extensive and two quarries are still active, the Ronez

quarry (619 569) providing d.iorite for road. metal and fa

the construction of a breakwater at St. HelIer liarbour.

Nearby Le Quesne's quarry (631 561) produces granite f or

ornamental and building purposes.. Numerous disused quarries

In the granite originally provided. stone for the same

purpose and some have been filled with refuse, e.g. Mont Mado

quarries (638 557). The Rozel Conglomerate was quarried. at

Verciut (711 530) and used to build various breakwater and

sea-walls. The material for many of the older buildings

and walls in St. Helier was obtained from the West Mount

Quarry (6146 14914) In andesite while Anne Port quarry

( 713 513) provided the Germans with large amounts of rhyolite

for road metal. Numerous small roadside quarries In the

volcanic and. sedimentary rocks provided. local road metal

before the advent of tarmacadam but these are now overgrown.

Artificial deepening and. widening of many valley floors for

agricultural purposes has resulted In frequent exposures.
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1.3.	 revipua work on the volcanics of Jersey.

Interest in the geology of Jersey is by no means

confined to the present century, Dumaresq providing an adequate

description of the Rozel Conglomerate as long ago as 1685

(In Mourant, 1932). For a long time the volcanic sequence was

misidentified as metasedimentary or plutonic In origin

(McCufloch, 1811 ; Nelson, 1830 ; Austen, l8Li.9 ; Transon,l851;

Ansted, 1862). The extrusive nature of the andesitea was first

recognised by Birds (1878), while Davies (1879) described the

epherulitic rhyolitee a year later. Livelng (1881) mapped both

Jersey Shale and the volcanics as 'volcanic ash and trap'.

Noury (1886) recognIsed the sequence :

3. Porphyree petrosiliceux

2.	 SpilIte

1. Porphyre argileux.

but clearly regarded the lower units as metasediments. His

published map is reliable in most respects. De Lapparent worked

as a petrologist in conjunction with Noury and reported the

volcanic nature of the succession in his earliest paper (188Lt).

He originally assigned the volcanica to the Permian, but later

said that they were Precambrian (1890, 1891a.). He believed

that the granitea predated the volcanica and finally erected

the sequence :

LI..	 Porphyres Acides, Tufs et Pyromerides

3. Brechea, porphyres gris

2.	 Porphyre, spilite

1.	 Orthophyre.



Large spherulites (pyromerides) in the rhyolites

intrigued not only De Lapparent (1887) but also Hyndman and

Bonney (1896).	 Parkinson (1898, 1901) investigated the

problems of spherulitic growth with especial reference to

Jersey. Although he clearly regarded spheru].ltes as secondary

growths (1898) Parkinson suggested that they derived from t1

imperfect mixing of two sagmas.

Sinel (1912) produced a map remarkably like IIoury's.

He proposed that the andesites represented the last volcanic

episode In the island and that the Rozel Conglomerate was an

Intrusion breccia. De Chardin (1920) described only a part

of the volcanic sequence and his 'sketch' map has little

field value. His work was important In that he was the first

person to recognise the synclinal form of the volcanic out-

crop.

Wlymen (1921) subdivided the 'and.esites' at

Weetmount and Lee Rouaux Into ashes, lavas and breccias. He

largely reversed the acidic sequence of previous authors and

placed porphyritic types above pyromeridal types. He then

postulated major W.-S. faulting and anticlina]. folding to

explain the distribution of the rock types, but the map

accompanying his account does not support these postulates.

He suggested that a volcanic vent was located somewhere

around Lea Reuaux and later (1953) that part of the rhyolite

succession was an intrusive ring dyke.
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Wells and Wooldridge (1931) showed that Plyaen'a

faulting was non-existent and that there was a perfectly

noraal intrusive contact between the N.W. granite and the

volcanics.

A series of papers by ourant in the early thirties

(1932, Oxford D.Phil thesis, unpubi.; 1932b, 1933.) fora an

outstanding contribution to the understanding of Channel

Islands geology. His work on the volcanics has remained the

definitive statement of their geology to the present day.

Mourant recognised the succession

c. Non-porphyritic Riiyolite	 1200 a

b. Porphyritic Rhyollte	 900 a

a. Andesite
	

600 a

The outcrops of these series shown on his published nap are

difficult t fault. (Pig. 1.3.).

Mourant agreed with Plyaen (1921) that the Andesite

was conformable upon the Jersey Shales and described a

conglomerate developed between the two. He recognised ashes,

agglomerates, lavas and occasional sedimentary horlions in

this formation but did not distinguish thea on his map. He

believed that inhere of andesite in the Porphyritic Rhyolite

around Trinity reflected late local andesitic vulcanicity

also seen on the north coast of the island. A conglomerate

outcropping on the east side of Giffard Bay was correlated

by Mourant with the Andesite rather than the Rozel Conglomer-

ate and an agglomerate seen near West Park was misidentified

as a conglomerate at the same horizon.
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EI1CONGLOME RATE

flTffl NON-PORPHYRITIC
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Fig.1.3. Moranf's (1933) 9•otoglcal map of £ Jersey.
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The existence if touraaline in the andesite around.

Maiso* de Haut led Mourant to suggest that a poorly defined

pneuatolysed zone extends froi St. Baviour' a Church to

Francheville. He recognised that the andesites as a whole

had, undergone alteration which produced a spilitic nineralogy

but still preferred to retain the tern 'andesite'.

Despite the fact that the porphyritic and non-

porpbyritic rhyolitee do not torn absolutely separate series

Mourant clained, not without justification, that his was the

first subdivision that could be traced throughout the island..

The perpkyritic rhyolites were further divided into

pale and dark types, the latter younger, with transitional

boundaries. The dark type contains nore xenoliths arid.

phenocrysta, and displays nore narked. flow banding. Breccias

are rare in the series, which is herulitio at the top. The

pale and dark varieties of porphyritic rhyolite show little

nicroscopic difference. Both have tine grained'nicrogranitic'

natricea and corroded and sericitised. phenocrysts. Plow is

picked. out by coarser bands which Mou.Pant believed to have

been enriched in water during solidification of the lava. He

clearly describes axiolitic textures but ascribes then to

secondary infilling of cavities.
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Mourant recognised the following non porphyritio

sequence on the east coast of the island:

'Autobrecciated flow rhyolite'

'Pine ash ....... appears water sorted'

Purple rhyolites

Columnar flow rhyolite
	

L00 feet (122 m)

Rhyolite breccia with lava
	

120 feet ( 36 m)

He suggested that the non porphyritic succession on the north

coast was more complex. The distribution of some 'pale green

lavas' In Bouley Bay led. Iourant to postulate a volcanic vent

located just to the west. Correlation of pyroaerides at Tête

des Hougues and Les Hureta indicated to Mourant that a

synclinal fold axis rune somewhere through Bouley Bay though

he could not position it with any accuracy. Rare phenocryoto

in the 'non porphyritic' lavas are set in a fine mozaic of

quartz and feldspar which often shows the 'patchy devitrif I-

cation of Parkinson (1898) i.e. fine feldspar grains set in

a matrix of 'later' coarser quartz. With the exception of

spherulltes other microscopic features are similar to those

seen in the porphyritic rhyolites.

Mourant Inveetlgatedepherulltic growth in some

detail. He showed that all spherulitea had grown outwards

from a nucleus. In simple apherulites, which consist of

radiating fibres of feldspar enclosed In granular quartz the

nucleus wa. a point. Growth of these apherulites was

explained by supercooling of the lava. More complex

apherulites had planar nuclell and were produced by 'rhythmic'

cryatalllsatlon of feldspar which occurred only when the lava

was supersaturated. Water liberated during growth of the feld-

spar was thought to act as an agent enhancing growth of later
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concentric feldspar zones. The concentric arcs and rings of

quartz found between layers of feldspar were explained by

postulating contraction of spherulites and secondary infihl.

Thermal metamcrphiam of the Jersey Shales at their

contact with the N.W. granite (Fig. l.L) was described by

Aneted. (1862). Mourant showed that the rhyolitea and

andesites at C8t11 Point (631 562) were similarly affected

and had a N.-S. vertical foliation.

The dyke swarms through Anne Port and the S.E.

granite were also mapped by Mourant. Inland exposures of

identical rocks were shown as irregularly shaped intrusions

rather than dykea. Mourant's interpretation of these

intrusions as non-dyke bodies has been followed in all

subsequently published maps e.g. the map compiled by Squire

and Renouf for the Societe Jerslase, 1972.

Mourant suggested that the main volcanic outcrop

was a N.E. plunging synclinorium and. that the andesites on

the St. Helier foreshore formed a southerly plunging syncline.

The two were thought to be separated by an E - W anticline.

He failed to elucidate the structure of the Jersey Shales

but suggested that the earliest folding seen in Jersey'may

have been synchronous with the intrusion of the granites'.

A principle WNW - ESE fault trend was recognised with both

lateral and vertical throws. This was dated as poet-granite,

pre-Rozel Conglomerate.
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ourant considered. that the volcanics showed

greater aft inity with the Uriconian of Shropehire than with

late Precambrian extrusives seen in nearby Tregor. Neverthe-

less he regarded the Jersey volcanics as late Precambrian In

age.

Field work was carried out by Kiuptel during the

Nazi occupation of Jersey. He was firmly convinced that all

pre-Tertlary 'vulcanism' was In tact Intrusive, as his field

notes and letters testify (these were kindly loaned by

Dr. A.C. Bishop). It Is interesting to note that he later

wrote (2. 3.63.) that Rittman had identified Ignimbrite from

Giffard Bay.

Postwar publications on the volcanics have been few.

Casimir and. Henson (1955) produced an excellent map of Gtffard.

Bay (650 560) showing the main rock types. Squire (l97Z)

examined the east side of the same bay where andesites overlie

the sediments with which he was concerned. Both of these

works surfer in that they look at only a small part of the

volcanic sequence yet draw broad conclusions about the whole

succession. Squire recognised interfering E - W and NW-SE

fold axes In the Jersey Shales. He suggested that the

volcanic rock8 formed as part of an laland arc complex.

A map of the Island produced by Graindor (

Boyer, 1970) shs little difference from Mourant's (1933)

map. Boyer showed that the acidic volcanics are largely

Ignimbritea. He suggested they were Cambro-Ordovician
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in age on the basis of similarity with vulcanism of that

age seen in the Coevrons. Auvray (1975) has dated the

Tregor volcanice at 530 Ma and suggests that the Jersey

material 18 of a similar age.

1.14.. The geolopy of Jersey - p synopsis

Plutonic complexes form three corners of the

Island and invade Brioverlan sediments and. volcanics

(Fig. ].Li..). The Roze]. Conglomerate forms the N.E. eorner

of the Island and Is believed to postdate the granites.

Minor intrusions are abundant.

1.14.1. The Jersey Shales :

The sediments outcropping in weetern and. central

Jersey are the oldest known rocks on the Island. Their base

is not seen but they must exceed 1000 m In thickness. Squire

(19Th) demonstrated that these 'shales' are flysch type

greywackes and suggested that they were 'fan-valley'

deposits. The term 'Jersey Shale' Is retained by virtue of

Its long and widely accepted usage.

Graded units form the bulk of the succession and

may be up to 0.1 m thick. Grit horizons rich in mudf].akes

and mud.balle have been described by Mourant (1932). Squire

has mapped conglomerate horizons around Gargate Mill

(605 530) and Quetival Mill (632 532). Impure grit bands

become thicker and more abundant towards the top of the

succession as do penecontemporaneous slump structures. The

Internal stratigraphy of the sediments remains virtually

unknown. With the exception of the conglomerate mentioned
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above Squire f'ailed to produce ary map showing major

lithologica]. or atratigraphical divisions.

Graindor (1957) has correlated the shales with the

Upper Brioverian of Normandy. This agrees with the probable

age of trace fossils found by Squire (section 1.5.2.).

l,Li.,2. The Volcanics :

The conformable relationship between the shale and

volcanics is well exposed around Belle Hougue (655 565).
Three formations were recognised in the field, these

corresponding almost exactly with Mourant's series. They are:

The Bouley Bay Rhyolite Formation 	 Lj30 m

The St. John's Bay R1iyolite Formation 	 950 m

The St. Saviour's Andesite Formation	 850 ni

The thicknesses quoted are maxima. The volcanics form two

synclinal structures, a small 8.S.W. plunging syncline just

west of St. fielier (the St. Helier syncline) and a larger

N.N.E. plunging synclinorium occupying the north-east of the

island (the main syncline). A detailed map of the volcanics

showing their field relationships and internal subdivision

is appended.

The Andesite Formation outcrops in three separate

areas : the faulted Belle Hougue inller (350 m thickness),

the St. Helier syncline (300 ni thickness) and, around the rim

of the main syncline (850 ni thickness). In each area a

sequence of andesitic lavas, tuff a and agglomerates can be

seen. Correlation between these areas is difficult. The
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andesitea have undergone low grade thermo-regional meta-

morphism and now display a epilitic/keratophyric mineralogy.

Pyroxene andealte was originally the dominant lava type and

a few isolated exposures of olivine basalt have been found

within the formation.

Acidic vo].canica form the core of the main syncline.

Their exact relationship with the andesites is uncertain :

some overstep certainly exists and there may also be a

significant time gap between the formations. The lack of

inland exposures prevents detailed correlation of the two

coastal sections, and the porphyritic/aphyric division is

the only boundary which can be mapped with any certainty.

Much of the succession is ignimbritic, porphyritic

Ignimbrites being followed by aphyric tufts, rhyolites and

ignimbritea. A few porphyritic flows occur in the aphyric

sequence. All the 'rhyolites' have undergone de'vitrifi-

cation, and epherulites are common. Many of the ignimbritea

mapped in the field are composite, and some individual flows

can be recognised. Petrological variations within individual

ignimbritea are consistent with those desribed from other

areas, and many display deeply eroded upper surfaces. Minor

andesitic vulcanism is associated with these acidic

eruptions.
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l.L..3. Plutoniem.

Basic rocks form part of the N.W. and. S.E.granite

complexes and predate the acidic intrusions with which they

are associated.. We1l and Wooldridge (1931) suggested that

they are relics of a once continuous basic sheet which

underlay the whole area. The granite metasomatised and

remelted the basic masses (Key!, 1974), so that in the S.E.

complex agmatites are widely developed along the acidic!

basic junctions, while at Sorrel Point (612 570) on the N.W.

coast a hybrid is thinly developed along the same contact.

The basic plutonism was originally gabbroic,and.

layered on a fine and coarse scale. Several episodes of

alteration to a dioritic assemblage have been recognised

in the S.E. complex (Key, 1974), but metasomatism was less

intense in the N.W. pluton and much original gabbro remains.

The layering now dips at moderate angles to the north-east

in the south-east complex, and b the south in the northern

complex. Palaeomagnetic data from the least altered rocks

suggests that the basic material now forms foundered blocks

within the granites (Mr. B. Duff, Leeds, pers. comm.).

Several phases of granitic intru8ion have been

recognised. The N.W. and S.W. granites display aplogranitic

marginal fades, that of the N.W. granite being a distinct

separate intrusive phase. In the S.E. complex 'Old' and

'New' granites were recognised by Mourant (1932) who

thought that the latter were Hercynian. Adams (1976) has

shown that all the granitee are Cadomian but he also
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distinguished. early and late granites. His grouping is

not the same as Mourant's. The Longv-ille Granite, the

oldest of the granites is 580 Ma, (Adams, 1976) and

intrudes the voloanics.

Key has suggested that the metasomatism

immediately adjacent to the granites took place at 900°C

under 2 kb water pressure, indicating that these are high-

level plutons.

Thermal metamorphism around the granites is not

marked. The shale adjacent to the N.W. granite has been

spotted by hornfelsing and the resulting aureole is up to

500 in wide (Scpiire, 1971i). At Côtil Point the aureole in

the volcanics is 300 in wide and a moderate N.-S. foliation

is developed.. Pneumatolytic tourmaline in the andesites

adjacent to the S.E. granite may have originated from the

pluton, though no tourmaline is known from the granite

itself.

1.L.Li.. The Rozel Coiz1omerate

The thickness of this molasse deposit is uncertain

estimates varying from 300 feet (91 in) (Comes, 1931) to

2000 feet (610 in) (Mourant, 1932). The conglomerate is

unconformable upon the volcanics. Locally the base is a

series of graded Bands and purple silts displaying mud-

cracking and rain pitting. he rest of the conglomerate

is much coarser but also graded. Shale and. granite cobbles

are abundant and infrequent cobbles of conglomerate

Indicate some reworking of the deposit. Volcanic debris
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is confined to the base of the deposit, the granite cobbles

cannot be correlated with any local plutons and the shale,

which might be locally derived, has a widespread occurrence.

Imbrication seen at Tate des fiougues (679 51..5) indicates

a northerly derivation of material, and combined with the

lithology suggests an extra-island origin for the bulk of

the material forming the conglomerate.

The age of the conglomerate has been the subject

of much discussion as it contains no fossils and has been

dated by lithological comparison. Palaeomagnetic studies

indicate a Cambro-Ordovician age (Mr. B. Duff, pers. comm.)

and the conglomerate would seem to be a typical post-

orogenic molasse produced by uplift and denudation of a

Cadomlan mountain chain. Cooling dates obtained from the

youngest of the Jersey granites (Adams, 1976) suggest that

their Intrusion was penecontemporarieous with deposition of

the conglomerate.

l.ti.5. Dykes

Several periods of dyke Injection can be recog-

nised In Jersey. Pre-granite &ykes have undergone contact

metamorphism at c8tii Point, while post-granite dykes In
the same area are unaffected. A swarm of dolerite and, acid

porphyry dykea, often composite, rune E.N.E. through the

S.E. granite complex and then swings to run N.E. through

Queen's Valley Into Anne Port Bay (715 555). A few members

of the swarm extend further north, and cut and bake the
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Roze]. Conglomerate. Infrequent randomly orientated

porphyry and dolerite dykes and sills seen elsewhere in

the isl9nd could belong to the same intrusive phase.Within

the S.E. complex several stages of injection of this swarm

can be observed.

Randomly orientated lamprophyre &ykes of Hercynian

age occur throughout the Island. Mine ttee are abundant,

while minor vogesites and monchiquites are also recorded.

i.L6. Structure :

SquIre (19Th) studied the structure of the shales

in some detail. He recognised 'early' Viducastian E - W

fold. axes refolded by later NW - SE axes which he believed

were related to granItic emplacement and were post-

paroxysmal Cadomian In age. NE - SW folding in the Rozel

Conglomerate was considered by Squire to be of Variscan

origin, while the same orogenesis also 'tightened' pre-

existing Cad.omIan folds. E - W and N - S folding can be

seen in the volcanics, the former probably Viducasian, but

the age of the later N.- S. folding is uncertain.

Sinistral wrench faults, trending E. - W.,show

lateral displacements of up to 1.5 km, as well as some

vertical movement. Minor normal, reverse and wrench faults

are abundant and generally vary between N.W. and N.E. In

their trend. Squire has suggested that all faulting can be

related to a N.- S. primary stress field.
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LLi..7. Recent DeDosits :

Much of' the peneplained plateau seen in Jersey

is covered by Pleistocene bess (Fig. 1.5.). The surface

itself' is probably of late Pliocene or early Pleistocene

age (Keene, DJ., unpubl. ma. ). Early post-glacial wind-

blown sands are found around St. Peter's Church, while later

dunes occur behind St. Cuen's, St. Aubin's, and Grouville

Bays. The town of St. Helier Is built on peats, clays,

sands and gravels of art essentially interglacial/postglacial

origin. Similar deposits occur behind the dunes of Grouville

and St. Aubin's Bays and in Isolated exposures around the

coast.

Periglaclal soliflucted. debris (head) covers many

slopes, especially valley sides, and forms some cliffs as

at Bonne Nuit Bay. It Is omitted from Fig. 1.5. for the

sake of' clarity, as is the alluvium which covers many valley

floors.

Raised beach deposits occur at various levels and

are common around the island. The fossil cliff line cut

Into the plateau at about 30 m above present sea level is

the clearest evidence of a previous sea level. A submerged

forest of Pleistocene age is uncovered during exceptionally

low tides in St. Ouen's Bay.
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1.5. The Geological setting of the Channel Islands :

The geology seen In the Channel Islands Is cloBely

related to that of the nearby Armorican Massif (Pig. 1.6.).

Any affinities with the British Isles are less obvious, the

metamorphic complexes of southern England (Lizard., Start

Point, Dodman Point) the Rosslare complex of southern

Ireland and the late Precambrian rocks of Central England

and. Wales being perhaps a part of the same story. The

stratigraphic groupings and. events recognised In Armorica

are :

1. The Pentevrlan : Archaean crystalline basement.

2. The Brioverian : late Precambrian eugeosynclinal

sediments and volcanics, unconformable on the

Pentevrian.

3. The Cadomian orogeny : a late Proterozoic event,

accompanied by several plutonic episodes.

Li.. Post Cad.omian sedimentation, interrupted by the

Hercynlan orogeny.

1.5.1. The_Pentevrian;

On the west side of the Bale de St. Brleuc

Brioverian metased.Iments rest unconformably on gnelssee and

metadolerites termed the Pentevrian (Cogné, 1962) and dated

at 1000 - lLi.00 Ma. (Leutwein and Sonet, 1965). Pentevrlan

basement has since been positively identified at St. Quay,

St. Malo, La Hague, Guernsey and Alderney (Roach et al,

1972). Gnelsses on Bark probably belong to this period

R. Thomas, pers. comm.). High grade orthogneisses and

paragneissea showing evidence of several phases of meta-

morphism and. deformation are typical.
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Three major radiometric groupings are recognised

in the Pentevrian (Roach et al, 1972). An early 'Icartian'

event is dated at 2620 ± 50 Ma (Adams, 1976). This affects

Guernsey (the Icart Gnelss) and Cap de la Hague

(2650 ± 100 Ma., Leutweinet al, 1973). 2220 ± 120 Ma.ages

for the western granodiorite of Alderney are regarded as

'comparable' to the Guernsey dates (Adams, 1976). A

'Lithouan' episode refolded Icartian foliations under upper

greenschist facies conditions (Roach et al, 1972). Icart

Gneiss from Lihou (off W. Guernsey) yields a 1960 ± 150 Ma

isochron to date this event (Adams, 1976). Ages varying

from 900 to 1200 Ma have been obtained from around St.Brieuc

and from the St. Malo migmatite belt (Leutwein and Sonet

1965 : Leutwein, 1968). No event of this age is recorded in

the Channel Islands (Bishop et al,1975). Other ages varying

from 42 Ma.(Graindor, 1962b) to 1000 Ma (Leutwein and

Sonet, 1965) obtained for the St. Malo migmatite reflect

overprinting by later Cadomian and Hercynian events (Brown

et al, 1971).

The Icartian has been correlated with the lower

Scourian and Keno ran orogenies ; the Llthouan with the

Svecofennidian, Hudsonian and Karelian; and the late

Pentevrian with the Grenville orogeny (Roach et al,1972).
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2.5,2. The Brioveri&n :

Barrois (1895) termed a series of Precambrian

geosynclinal sediments from Brittany and Normandy the

Brioverian. Turbiditee, phtanites, ].imestonee and

volcanics are all found. The relationship between

Pentevrian and. Brioverlan is often obscured by Cad.omian

cataclasis, although sub-Brioverlan unconformities can be

Been at Jospinet, Grave des Courses and Palus Plage. Graindor

(1957) proposed a three fold. division into Lower, Middle and

Upper Brioverlan for the Lower Normandy area. Subsequent

extension of the divisions to other areas (Cognê, 1962) has

been criticised by Graindor (l9G2a).

Minor late Middle Brioverian tectonism (the

Constantian) has been recognised (Graindor, 19611.). This

partly depends on the interpretation of basal Upper

Brioverian conglomerates as tillitea, though as Winterer

(l9GL1.) showed, these originated as sub-aqueous mud flows.

The time span of the Brioverian can be radio-

metrically estimated. The 900 - 1200 Ma. Pentevrian event

must pre-date the Brloverian. Roach (1965) has suggeèted

that a metasedimentary raft In the L'Eree Adaiuellite of

Guernsey (660 ± 25 Ma ; Adams, 1976) is of Brioverian origin.

Auvray (197) obtained ages of 528 ± 211. Ma for the Tregor

volcanics which he correlated with the Jersey rhyo].ites.

Use of the more usually accepted. 87Rb decay constant of

1.39 x l0 1yr rather than Auvray's 1.l.i.7 x l0yr1

(Moorbath, 1975) gives an age of 557 Ma. The oldest

granitee Intruding the Jersey Brioverian are 580 Ia. (Adams,
1976).
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No ages have been obtained from the Brioverian itself.

Graindor (1957) placed the sediments in the upper Brioverian;

Squire (1973) suggested that Sabellarites-]ike burrows in

the sediments indicated an age of 750 Ma. Downie (1975)

considered them more likely to be of a very late Pre-

cambrian (Vendian) age.

Spilites at Erquy, normally regarded as &ioverian

(Auvray, 1968 ; Brown and. Roach, 1972), have been dated. at

Ij.92 ± 10 Ma by Vidal et al. (1971). Mcrofossils from

intercalated sediments also suggest a lower Ordovician age

(Deunff et al, 1973). Leutweln (1968) obtained a

750 ± 25 Ma age for the same material and its true age

remains uncertain (Bishop et al, 1975).

1.5,3.	 adom1an Oroeneeis and Plutonism

Cogné (1962) and Graindor (1964) have recognised

two phases of deformation. The early Constantian uplift

produced N - S folding west of St. Brieuc and a post-

Brioverian, pre-Cambrian (Viducastian) episode produced

major E - W folding. Brad.shaw et al. (1967) and Roach et al.

(1972) found no major evidence of a Constantian phase, and

Roach et al suggested that all major deformation was post-

Brioverian. The climax of regional metamorphism was

synchronous with, or just postdated, the main deformation

(Roach et al.). Greenechist fades is ubiquitous, with

local developments of amphibolite facies (Sark,Minqulers).

In western Finlstere the Le Conchet schists attain lower

almandine amphibolite grade (Bishop et al,1969). These

postdate the foliated Gneiss de Brest (690 ± 40 Ma.,

Adams, 1976) and are intruded, by the unfollated Renards

granite (565 ± 40 Ma.).
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The main metamorphism can be dated elsewhere.

Foliated (690 ± 25 Ma.) and unfollated (630 ± 30 Ma.) acid

&ykea on Ald.erney, and the foliated L'Eree Ad.amellite

(660 ± 25 Ma.) and unfoliated Cobo Adamellite (570 ± 15 Ma.)

on Guernsey, bracket the metamorphism nicely (Adams, 1976)..

Two phases of plutonlem clearly exist, pre/syn

tectonic intrusions being foliated while post-tectonic

intrusions are not. Pre-tectonic plutons are not seen in

Jersey but exist in Guernsey and possibly Bark (Mr.R.Thomas,

Queen Mary College, pers. comm.). Post-tectonic plutons

are often gabbro - diorite - tonalite - granite complexes,

e.g. the S.E. 'granite' of Jersey, early basic members being

affected by later acidic intrusions. These plutons tend to

show an E - W elongation and may show a weak N. - S.

foliation as in northern Guernsey, a residual from the main

metamorphic event (Bishop et al, 1975).

A very late plutonic episode has been recognised

in Jersey by Adams (1976). The N.W. granite gives a date of

490 ± 15 Ma., and younger members of the S.E. complex, dated

at 520 ± 4 Ma. intrude 580 Ma. older members.

Post-orogenic molasse deposits are found in

Alderney (the Alderney Sandstone) and Jersey (the Rozel

Conglomerate). They may not be strictly contemporaneous.

The Alderney Sandstone has been correlated with nearby

Cambrian at Cap de la Hague (Bishop et al, 1975), and like

the flozel Conglomerate Is devoid of fossils. Dykes cutting

the sandstone (317 ± 9 Ma.) and conglomerate (427 t 13 Ma.)

provide a lower age limit to sedimentation (Adams, 1976).
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Palaeomagnetic studies in progrsa have indicated Cambro-

Ordoviclan palaeopoles for both deposits and. similar 'red

beds' in Brittany (Mr. B. Duff, pers. comm.). It 18 thuB

possible that this sedimentation just predates the youngest

granites found in Jersey.

l.5.L.. Post Cad.omian Historv :

Lower Palaeozoic sediments are preserved in the

E. - W. Hercynian fold belt of Armorica and display an

increase in metamorphic grade towards the south. Hercynian

plutons are abundant in Brittany but the Channel Islands

remained remarkably unaffected by the orogeny. Mesozoic

rocks overstep Armorica to the east and cover much of the

floor of the English Channel. Pre-Mesozoic outcrops rarely

extend further than 10 km from the French coastline (Carte

Geologique de la Manche). Lutetian limeatones outcrop on

the sea floor close to all the Channel Islands : indeed they

occur between Jersey and the Ecrehous. It seems possible

that they once covered much of Armorica. Quaternary

deposits are common throughout the area.

1.6. Laboratory Technlauee :

1.6.1. Petrolo1cal :

Over Li00 thin sections of rocks from Jersey and

10 from Brittany were cut and studied. Approximate model

analyses were obtained for most of these using a count of

around 2000 points.
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1.6.2. Chemical Analisee :

A total of 113 whole rock chemical analyses of

selected samples were made. A variety of techniques was

used depending on the element being Investigated and the

equipment available. These are outlined below. Rock

standards used for wet chemical methods were Q.M.C.

standards I]., 13 and 12 and Tanzanian standard Ti. For

X-ray fluorescence (X.R.F.) analysis international

standards DTS-1, Wi and Gl and Q.U.C. standard 13 were

additionally used.

Rock powder used for all methods was prepared from

unweathered rock slices cut parallel to those used for thin

sections. These were cleaned In an ultrasonic vibrator,

crushed In a jaw crusher and ground to a powder In an

automatic mortar and pestle. This grinding was carried out

under acetone to prevent oxidation of ferrous iron (French

and Adams, 1972). Powder used for X.R.F analyses was also

ball-milled for 10 minutes.

Rock solutions for colorimetrlc and spectroscopic

determinations were made up as follows. About 0.1 g of

rock powder was accurately weighed into a watertight 60 ml

polypropylene bottle. Five drops of aqua regia and 5 ml

of Li0% w/i bydrofluorlc acid were added. The sealed bottle

was placed in a boiling water bath, a period of one hour

being sufficient to dissolve all the minerals in the rocks

under Investigation (French and Adams, 1973). This solution

was cooled In ice, 3 g of solid boric acid was added and.

the mix transferred to a 100 ml flask. After complete

solution of the acid the flask was diluted to the mark.
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L6.2.LFlame SDectroscoDy

For flame absorption and emission spectroscopy

5:100 and 15:50 dilutions of the 'neat'rock solution was

prepared. Each element was examined using appropriate

ncentrationa and flame conditions (Table 1.1.) with a

Rye-Unlearn 3P1950 Spectrophotometer. The following

information, additional to Table 1.1. should be noted :-

(a) Sodium and potassium were initially analysed by

Flame Emission Spectroscopy (F.E.S.). Atomic

Absorption Spectroscopy (A.A.S.) allows better

precision and was employed when the appropriate

hollow cathode lamps became available..

(b) Calcium suffers from lonisatlon effects when present

in quantity. These effects are enhanced when excess

boric acid Is present (French and Adams, 1973). To

overcome this interference 2 ml of neat rock

solution were diluted to 25 ml, with a 2% solution

of tiron, a complexing agent.

l.G2 Iii). Colorimetric determinations :
These were carried out on a Perkin Elmer model 55

Spectrophotometer for silica, phosphorus, iron and titanium.

In each case a one centimetre cell was used.

(a) Silica : 5 ml of satured boric acid so].utIon, 2 ml

of neat rock solution and 25 ml of ammonium molybdate

in dilute perchloric acid were placed, in that order,

into a 50 ml flask and diluted to the mark. The yellow

coloration does not achieve its maximum intensity

immediately but was measured at Lj.20 nm, after ten

minutes and then repeatedly until consecutive identical
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results were obtained. Both artificial and natural

standards were used. This method has a precision of better

than 1% at the 95% confidence level and the value obtained

includes phosphorus.

(b) PhosDhorus :	 Phosphorus in some rocks was

determined colorimetrically. 15 ml of neat rock

solution, 5 ml of conc. perchioric acid, 5 ml of

ammonium metavanadate solution and 5 ml of ammonium

molybd.ate solution were placed in a 50 ml flask,

mixed and diluted to the mark. Absorbance at

Lj.30 nm was measured after 1.5 hours. Artificial

standards were used. This method has a precision

of 3% at the 95% confidence level.

(C) Titanium :	 Some co].orimetric determinations of

titanla were made. 5 ml of neat rock solution,

2 ml of tiron solution and 15 ml of buffer solution

(ammonium acetate In acetic acid) were placed in a

50 ml flask and shaken. 100 mg of solid sodium

dithionite were added to remove colour due to Iron

and the solution was diluted to the mark. Absorbance

at I3O nm was measured immediately and compared with

rock standards. This nethod has a precision of 1.5%

at the 95% confIdence level.
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(d) Tron : Total iron as ferric iron was measured

colorimetrically for most rocks. A mixed reagent

of 2.2. dipyridyl solution, hydroxylamine hydro-

chloride solution and sodium acetate solution was

prepared. 10 ml of this was added to 2 ml of

neat rock solution and diluted to 50 ml.

Absorbance at 522 nm was read. immediately and.

compared with an artificial standard.. This method

has a precision of 0.5% at the 95% confidence

level.

1.6.2. (iii.	 XSR.P. determinations :

All sulphur and some titanium, phosphorus and

calcium analyses were made by X.R.F. Ball-milled rock

powder was pressed Into discs with boric acid backing.

Plateau voltage (E. H. T.), 2 9 peak and pulse height analyser

(P.H.A.) were set at optimum values using appropriate peak

finders. These vary slightly from run to run, typical

values being shown in Table 1.2.

Sulphur was determined only in rocks known to

contain suiphides, and was always analysed first,as discs

gain a fine coating of sulphur-rich oil when vacuum path

conditions are released..

1.6.2. (Iv). Ferrous iron :

Ferrous iron was determined by the method

recommended by French and Adams (1972). About 250 mg of

rock powder was accurately weighed into a 60 ml polypropy-

lene bottle. 5 ml each of Li.0% w/v hydrofluoric acid and
concentrated sulphuric acid were mixed and added to the
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bottle which was sealed immedlate].y. This was placed in

a boiling water bath for 15 minutes. This bottle was

quickly cooled and. filled with saturated boric acid. This

solution was placed in a ILOO ml titrating vessel and the

bottle washed into it so that the total volume was about

250 ml. Using N-phenylanthranilic acid as an indicator

the solution was titrated against standardised ceric

sulphate solution. This method. has a precision of 0.5% at

the 95% confidence level.

1,6.3,.Jy). Water and carbon dioxide :

(a) 20, uncombined water : when this was estimated. about

g of rock powder was accurately weighed into a

platinum crucible and placed overnight in an oven
0

at 110 C.. Reweighing gave the loss in weight.

(b) ff20+, combined water; and carbon dioxide: these were

determined in two ways :-

(1) When carbonate was known to be present about

100 mg of rock powder was accurately weighed

into a nickel boat. This was placed in a Du

Pont loisture Evolution Analyser and rapidly

heated to 1000°C, this temperature being

maintained for thirty minutes. The instrument

gives a direct readout in microgrammes of water

evolved, but was checked for background against

known standards.
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(ii) Lose on ignition was determined for all

samples. Approximately ig of powder was

accurately weighed into a platinum crucible

and heated at 1050°C for at least two hours.

After cooling in a desiccator the total loss

In weight was measured. When water has been

estimated by method (I) the weight of any

CO2 evolved can be estimated. When carbonate

was known to be absent in the sample total

water was Initially measured by this method.

The percentages obtained were corrected for

uncombined. water, oxidation of ferrous iron

arid sulphur content ; when carbonate is

present suiphides oxidlee to sulphate, other-

wise they dissociate and the metal forms an

oxide.



Oxide

Al203

Fe203

C aO

MgO

N20

K20
I,

MnO

Method

A.A.S.

A.A.8.

A.A.S.

A.A.S.

P.E.S.

A A.S.

F.E.S.

A.A.S.

A.A.S.

Oxidant

N20

Air

1120

N20

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air
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Dilution Standard PrecieiQn

15:50	 A	 0.2%

5:100	 R	 1.0%

2:25	 A	 1.0%

5:100	 A	 0.02%

5:100	 R/A	 1.0%

15:50	 R/A	 0.5%

5:100	 B/A	 2.0%

5:100	 B/A	 0.5%

Neat	 A	 0.5%

Table 1.1. Method, flame conditions, concentration

and standard used for the analysis of each oxide by

flame spectroscopy. Precision is measured at the 95%

confidence level. A = artifificial standard,

R = rock standard.

Element

2e°

Crystal

E.H.T.

P.H.A.Lower level

P. H. A. Window

Count time (secs)

Path

Counter

Background 2e°

Precision

P

89.7

PE

1700v

130 V

190 v

3xLi0

vacuum

flow

86.7

2.3%

S	 Ti	 Ca

75.8	 86.2Li.	 113.3

PE	 LIP	 LIP

1610 v 1550v l600v

70v	 l3Ov 200y

bO y	lbOv	 lL1.0v

3xlO 3x10 3x10

vacuum air	 air

flow	 flow	 flow

2.Lt%	 1.3%	 1.0%

Table 1.2. Typical machine settings and conditions

for elements analysed by X.R.F. Precision measured

at the 95% confidence level. LIP = lithium fluoride,

PE Pentaery-thrltol.
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2.1. Introauction.

This chapter is concerned with the and.esltic rocks

of the Belle Hougue area, which forms the headland between

Giffard Bay and Bouley Bay (FIg. 2.1.). The volcanic

sequence consists of andesitic lavas, agglomerates and tuffs

and is separated from the Brioverian sediment8 below by a

massive breccio-conglomerate. The rocks are believed to form

several southerly plunging folds with steep limbs, some Just

overturned. They are bounded to the south by the Premont

wrench fault, which brings them into contact with younger

acidic volcanic rocks (FIg. 2.2.).

The main rock groups are described, in the follow-

Ing order :-

Pre-volcanic sediments - The Brioverian Shales

Intra-volcanic sediments - Brecclo-conglomerate 	 25 m

- Mudstones

Agglomerates	 - Les Rouaux Agglomerate 25 m

- Agglomerate

Tuffs	 - Vicard Tuft	 80 in

- Long Echet Tuft	 15 in

Andeeltes	 - Belle Hougue And.eslte 60 in

- Petit Port Andealte	 55 m

The field relationships, environment and alteration of the

various rock types are discussed.
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Fig.2.1. Location of th. Bell. Hougu. Inli.r.
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Tig.2.2. SimplifIed mao of the B.11e Hougu. area. A org. detailed map

s appended.
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A large scale geological map of the area is

appended and a simplified ver8ion of this (Fig.2.2.) is

included in the main body of the thesis for reference. This

shows the main rock groupings and structural elements and

exhibits some marked differences from previous maps of the

area. Hourant (1932, 1933) mapped the area but did. not

attempt to subdivide the 'andesites'; his interpretation

of' the structure Is radically different from that proposed

here and his map Indicates that the inlier of Jersey Shale

south of Lee Rouaux is limited by faulting on Its western

margin (Fig. 1.3.). This has been mapped as a folded InhIer

which must result In a different stratigraphical inter-

pretation of the area. Other authors e.g. Squire, 197Lj.,

have followed Mourant's exposition.

No evidence was found in the field for the exis-

tence of Mourant's fault. It is 'located' half way up the

side of a deep N-S valley, which shows no feature In the

appropriate position. Three lines of evidence point

folding as the preferred interpretation :-

(i)	 Exposures of breccio-conglomerate, in N-S

vertical contact with agglomerate, are present on the head.-

land. above Belle fiougue Point (Fig. 2.2.). This breccio-

conglomerate also outcrops to the east and the west, and

is the basal unit of the andesitic sequence ; to explain

Its repetition other than by folding Is difficult.
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(ii) The bedding of the Lee Rouaux Brioverian inhier

dips almost uniformly to the east, which would agree with

Mourant's Interpretation. However in the western corner of

their shoreline exposure very poorly developed graded

turbiditee a ow the beds to be overturned, suggesting the

presence of near Isochinal folding. Squire's map also

records this feature.

(iii) The deep N-S valley mentioned above follows almost

exactly the axis of the proposed antichine, precisely where

preferential erosion Is to be expected.

The coastal section on the eastern side of Giffard

Bay (Fig. 2.2a.) presented perhaps the most difficult mapping

encountered In the volcanic rocks. Caslmir and Henson (1955)

and Squire both mapped the area in detail. The boundary

between sediments and volcanics as mapped by the former

varies little from that Indicated In FIg. 2.2., but beyond

noting that andesite lava flows and andeeltic agglomerates

are present they made no attempt to subdivide the andesites.

Their observation that 'all the lava flows In this area have

a general Inclination of 300 to Li.0° to the west' Is however

disputed, for the general direction of dips noted In the

field was at a fairly high angle to the east (Fig. 2.2.).

Squire produced an exceptionally detailed map of

this coastline, and of the Lee Rouaux sedimentary Inhier.

While his boundaries coincide well with those of the

present author, his Interpretation of the nature of the rocks

seen is at times quite different. No evidence was found of

the acidic Ignimbrite east of Les Rouaux to which he refers.
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Figure 2.2a. Giffard Bay and Belle Hougue Point viewed

looking east from La Crate.
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An agglomerate in this same area has been identified as a

lahar by Sq.uiree ; Professor W.W. Bishop examined this

deposit with the author and agreed that there was no

evidence of a laharic origin. As was the case with previous

authors, Sq.uire made no attempt to extrapolate the coastal

detail inland.

2.2. Pre-Volcanlc Sediments :

The Brioverlan Jersey Shales found in the Belle

Hougue Inlier are essentially greywakes. Thin graded sand-

stones and silteones are separated by more massive grits up

to a metre thick. These are thicker, coarser and more

abundant towards the top of the succession. Much of the

shale in the Les Rouaux area Is contorted. In part this is

due to movement along the Les Rouaux Fault (FIg. 2.2.) which

has produced drag folds In the sediments (Sciuire, 19Th,

Fig. 69). As one moves eastwards In this area towards the

volcanics, it Is apparent that the Intensity of the contor-

tion Increases, massive slumping of the ehales having

occurred with the almost total destruction of bedding planes.

Slumping evidently took place before consolidation of the

shales and was almost certainly caused by tectonic activity

associated with the local onset of vulcanicity.

The shales outcropping to the east of Belle

Hougue (Fig. 2.2.) display similar coarsening as they young

but are less distorted. Gentler slumping can be seen and

suggests the existence of a NE-SW palaeoslope (Squire,197Li).
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2.2.].. The relattonshi of the Jerse y Shale with the

Volcanic Rocks.

Wells and. Woold.ridge (1931) stated that andesitic

rocks succeed shale unconformably at Lee Rouaux. Mourant

(1932) indicated the opposite, noting that the shale and.

andesite have the same dip of 600 to the SSE. An

unconformity is Implicit In Caslmir and. Heneon's paper,for

their map indicate8 vertical bedding in the Jersey Shale and

they refer to the low westerly dip of the andesites.

However, their text is by no means clear on this point.

The breccio-conglomerate which has been mapped at

the base of the andesites nowhere shows any diBtinct differ-

ence of dip and strike from that of the adjacent shales ;

the two are felt to be strictly conformable. This has a

direct bearing on the age of the volcanics, a problem

discussed. later (Chapter 12 ).

2 .3. The Breccl.o-Conglomerate.

The existence of sediments distinct from the

Jersey Shale and. occurring between it and the volcanics in

the Belle Hougue area has been noted by previous workers.

Mourant (1932) mentions a purple mudetones located at the

base of the cliffs to the east of Long Echet, dissimilar,

In the field at least, to the normal Brioverian and

associated with the and.esites. Casimir and. Henson (1955)

have placed these mud.stonee at the top of the local shale

succession, whilst suggesting that they are In part derived

from air-borne products of volcanic eruption. Squire (19Th)

also suggests this origin for the purple mudstones, and
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suggests that the upper conglomeratic part of the sedimen-

tary sequence reflects the overstepping of 'sheltered

marine beach deposits' by an 'advancing terrestrial valley

conglomerate'.

Mapping has shown that the purple muds tones pass

laterally into grits, conglomerates and breccias of far

greater extent than previously indicated. The most

variation of this deposit is seen on the east 8ide of

Giffard Bay (Fig. 2.2.). Here the most southerly expression

of the breccio-conglomerate is a purple shaly mudstone. This

is replaced across a fault by a greenish siliceous rock,

containing numerous angular fragments of finely bedded grey-

green shale, up to 10 cm + in diameter. Several bands of

grit, 0.2 to O.L. m thick occur within this breccia and

small patches of purple mudstone occur at the top. This rock

type can be traced northwards until, opposite Long Echet, it

is overstepped by the Vicard Tuff, which rests directly on

the Jersey Shales. The base of the breccio-conglomerate

remains essentially a breccia of the shales, angular frag-

ments of andesitic material and infrequent well-rounded

pebbles of white quartz appearing towards the top.

The groundmass of the breccio-conglomerate Is a

fine grained mixture of quartz and plagloclase. Much of

the quartz occurs as small interlocking graln8, showing

irregular and indeterminate boundaries under crossed nicole.

Alteration of the plagioclase to white mica has resulted in

the obliteration of much of the groundmass. Larger grains

of plagioclase (albite/oligoc].ase), up to 6 mm in diameter,

are set in the groundmass.



(a) Green shale and mudatone

(b) Andesite

(c) Purple mudstone

(d) Porphyry

(e) Vein quartz (well rounded)
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Two very large blocks of shale, 20 m long, occur

in the breccio-conglomerate opposite the southern end of

Long Echet (Fig. 2.2.) and were clearly locally derived.

The northern third of this outcrop is totally

different from the rest. Its true base is not seen as Its

boundary with the shales Is faulted. Purple grlt8, with

lenses of purple mudstone, pass laterally into coarser

conglomerate material In a northerly direction. The grits

are coarse, being composed of rock grains up to 1.5 mm In

diameter, with a secondary cement of quartz, chlorite and

ferroan calcite. The conglomerate Is similar, but has an

additional content of pebbles, up to 70 mm in diameter.

These may vary from subangular to rounded and form up to

70% of the rock. Rock -types which form pebbles are :-

lO-L1.0% of pebbles,
up to Li.Omm

0-35% of pebbles,
up to Li.0 mm

0-2O9 or pebbles,
up to Li.Omm

5-90° of pebbles,
up to 70mm

0-3 % of pebbles,
up to 25 mm

The purple mudetone lenses vary up to 2 m long and 0.1 m

thick. They are excellent 'way-up' IndIcators and show the

sequence to be Inverted In places, as they display graded

structures (FIg. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Graded grits and purple niudstones seen

on the east side of Giffard Bay in the

Breccio-conglomerate at the base of the

Belle Hougue andesites. The grading and

contemporaneous slump structures

indicate local overturning of the

sediments.
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A 8ma11]fl8 of lava 10 m long and. 1 m thick Is

sandwiched within this sequence of grits (65Li0 5630).

Grey-green In colour, It Is remarkably uncontaminated by

the surrounding sedlment8 and haB a sharp undulatory base,

though its more Irregular top Is probably eroded. The

matrix consists of disorientated patches of fluxion banded

albite microlites set in similar brecciated. material, and.

abundant chlorite, magnetite and calcite. Clearly the lava

is autobrecciated. Original mafic phenocrysta (8.5%,

2 mm diameter) have been replaced. by the same secondary

minerals. Euhedral outlines do not remain : however the

distribution of magnetite In the pseudomorphe, around the

rim and picking out 'cracks' is Indicative of olivine

(Fig. 2.Li.a), which would suggest that this is an altered

basalt.

Highly angular quartz grains (0.1 mm) concentrated

Into small patches (0.5 mm) occur in the more brecciated

parts of the basalt and were probably derived from the

underlying grit. Veins of secondary chlorite, calcite and

microcrystalline quartz are common.

The highly brecciated nature of theflow and its

association with sediments Indicate that it may have been

deposited In water. This would most certainly have been a

river bed or shallow lake as the surroundIng grits are

undoubtedly terrestrial.
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Figure 2.4a. Phenocrysts, probably originally olivine,

replaced by chlorite and magnetite. From the thin

basalt flow in the breccio-conglomerate just east

of Long Echet.(xlOO).

Figure 2.4b. Chlorite pseudomorphs, many of them

shattered, from the breccio-conglomerate at

the base of the Belle Hougue andesites. (x40).
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Further east, near Lee Rouaux, the breeclo-

conglomerate is similar to the greenish siliceous material

described above. The Jersey Shales are capped by a breccia

consisting of irregular angular blocks, up to 1 m In

diameter, Identical to the sediments below and set in a

silty matrix. At a higher level in the unit, which here

displays a maximum thickness of 25 m, fragments are smaller

and rarely exceed 20 mm diameter, some being sub-rounded

rather than angular. Broken or rounded grains of plaglo .

-clase appear and become abundant and some eilhedral laths

up to 6 mm long were noted. Chlorite pseudomorphs after

amphiboles are also evident and show a clear association

with the alblte (Fig. 2.tib.). Fresh pyrite cubes, up to

10 mm 'across, occur throughout the rock and the presence

of even larger secondary masses of pyrite in the shales

below suggests that these have a similar origin.

The south eastern eorner of the foreshore

exposures of this unit at Lee Rouaux,stratigraphlcafly

the highest part seen, has distinct purplish colour,rather

than the usual green. A few small rounded pebbles of

andesite are present along with the shale fragments. This

appears to represent the transition to the conglomerate

fades seen east of Belle Hougue and would seem to negate

Sq,uIre contention that the brecciated shales represent a

volcanic Injection zone.
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2.3. 1 .	 positional environment of the Breccio-
conglomerate :

There is no doubt that the Jersey Shales are

marine throughout. Equally it is clear that the volcanic

sequence is wholly sub- aerial ; yet no unconformity

between the two can be observed in the field. The breccio-

conglomerate, which effectively separates marine from

terrestrial deposits, represents the transition between

these two distinct environments.

The Brioverlan of Les Rouaux coarsene upwards,

with grit bands thickening and becoming more numerous.

These changes probably indicate sedimentation under higher

energy conditions, which in turn suggests a rapidly

shallowing environment of deposition. Initially the

breccio-conglomerate was solely derived from reworked

Brioverian sediments, which form a well developed breccia.

Gradually other material appears ; firstly fragments from

andesite lavas, the presence of euhedral crystals suggest-

ing that their source was local. Later, quartz pebbles

and sand grains appear in increasing quantities,prod.uclng

a grit, in places conglomeratic, with thin mudetone lenses.

This resembles parts of many red bed sequences. The

quartz is clearly non-local, and the pebbles are always

well rounded, as are the grit grains. Squire (197Li) has

suggested that these pebbles are derived from the erosion

of the Pentevrian basement, now seen in Brittany and the

other Channel Islands. This would appear to be the most

likely source of such material.
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The cause of the environmental change seen is

not hard. to envisage. Lithic fragments and. pebble8 in the

brecelo-conglomerate indicate the proximity of a volcanic

pile, similar to that forming the Belle Hougue succession.

Rapid weathering of this pile and. tectonic activity

associated. with vulcanism could. easily produce the fades

change described ; the breccio-conglonierate Is merely the

first local Indication of more widespread. andesitic

vulcanism.

2.L1.. Intra formational sediments Inthe and.esites :

Intercalatlons of purple and green mudstones occur

at several points within the andeelte succession, especially

as isolated. outcrops on the cliffs above Giffard Bay

(Fig. 2.2.). Although their field appearance and. attitude

are quite unlike that of the main sedimentary sequence,in

thin sections the two types are indistinguishable (Mourant,

1932). The close association of these mudetones with the

and.esltes Indicates that they are a part of the main

volcanic succession. They are of limited extent, and.

formed locally In the intervals between volcanic eruptions.
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2,5. Pyroclastic Deposits :

Agglomerates and. tuff B form a major part of the

andesitic sequence in the Belle Hougue inlier. Agglomerates

occur at several levels, and the Vicard Tuff is the most

extensive horizon In the area. Mapping has shown consider-

able lateral variations in thicknesses and cOfllpOBitiOn8

of the pyroclastics. The agglomerates form lenticular

bodies and the tuff is not continuous over the whole area.

2.5.1. The Les Rouaux Agp lomerate :

This the oldest exposed member of the Belle Hougue

Andesites Is the thickest (25 in) and most extensive agglome-.

rate in the area. In its type area (Fig. 2.5.) It has a

sharp base with a measurable dip. The same is true of out-

crops on Belle Hougue headland (6554 5632). The top of the

agglomerate Is more variable ; though it is generally quite

distinct It may merge with the overlying Vicard. Tuff over

a few metres thickness, e.g. above locality g, Fig. 2.5.

In such instances the grey-purple matrix gradually becomea

bright green upwards and the macroscopic lithic fragments

disappear.

Some internal arrangement cart be seen in coastal

exposures of the agglomerate. Fragments decrease in size

from the base (0.3 in) to the top (0.045 in) but the ratio

of fragments to matrix is random throughout the unit

(Table 2.], Fig. 2.5.). Fragments are often aligned. and

indicate sme Internal dip to the agglomerate. Pumice is

restricted to the base of the agglomerate (Table 2.1,

Fig. 2.5.) but other fragment types show no obvious strati-

graphical control.
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Fig.2.5. Detailed geology of Hi. coast from Loi Rovaux to

La Celømbiér. . Localities a —q r.f.r to TabS. 2.1.

and •Ii. text.
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Total
Max.

Frag-	 Ande-	 Sedi- Diam.
Locality ments Pumice site Por phyry ment (mm)

a	 LO	 L6	 28	 2	 2Lj.	 80

b	 90	 39	 Li.0	 1	 20	 300

c	 L1.0	 38	 35	 5	 22	 30

d	 52	 20	 1	 27	 L.5

e	 70	 7	 80	 -	 13	 120

f	 95	 -	 80	 L.	 16	 8

g	 60	 -	 95	 5	 180

h	 50	 -	 50	 5	 Ii.5	 25

1	 60	 -	 L18	 6	 L.6	 25

j	 80	 21	 LO	 -	 39	 25

k	 10	 -	 60	 -	 Li.O	 30

rn	 50	 -	 50	 5	 L.5	 25

n	 65	 -	 70	 10	 20	 60

p	 80	 -	 65	 25	 10	 50

140	 -	 70	 10	 20	 30

ab1e 2.1.	 Variation of visible fragment content

and size in the Lea Rouaux Agglomerate. Localities

a to q are shown in Fig. 2.5. and are referred to in

the text.
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At locality f (Fig. 2.5) alternatIng bands of

rine agglomerate and fine tuif dip at 750 due south. They

are lenticular In shape and cannot be traced laterally for

more than two metres. Individual lenses reach 0.15 in

thickness and a total thickness of 1.2 in is present. This

exposure is a vertical rock face and similar material Is

not seen in situ elsewhere. The bedding is crude and no

Internal grading of the lenses occurs ; however they are

well sorted and within the agglomeratic levels 95% of

the sub-angular to sub-rounded fragments are between 1

and. 8 mm diameter. On the foreshore at Les Rouaux a 0.8 in

Bub-angular boulder consists of sorted, graded and bedded

water lain material and bears every resemblance to the

material seen at locality f. It is unlikely to be other

than local In origin. This evidence all suggests that the

agglomerate was subjected to localised. water sorting,

probably In a stream, during its deposition.

Lenses of green tulbf up to 23 in long and. ).l5 in

thick occur towards the top of the agglomerate (locality ii

FIg. 2.5.). These are Indistinguishable from the overlying

Vicard Tuff and. this, along with the sometimes transitory

boundary between the two deposits, suggests partial overlap

of the eruptive episodes producing them. At this locality

these lenses dip at 80° to the north.



The purplish matrix of the agglomerate has

undergone felsitic devitrification and now cOnSiat8 of

small (0.01 nun) irregular grey-polarlaing grains with

indeterminate co-margins and liberally coated with chlorite,

sericite and magnetite dust. No traces remain of original

fine grained. pyroclastic constituents such as shards. Four

different types of fragment, all angular in shape, are

found in the agglomerate (Pig. 2.6a). Their sizes and

abundances are summarised in Table 2.1. Sedimentary frag-

ments.are green fine grained sandstones and mudetones

identical with the underlying Jersey Shales. The purple

andesite is polytextural but characterised. by an iron-rich

recrystallised feldspathic groundmass, albite phenocrysta

and altered pyroxenos. Acid. porphyry fragments are often

banded pink and purple and contain corroded quartz pheno-

crysts in their fine grained felsitic matrix. Angular

fragments of quartz and albite crystals up to 2.5 mm

diameter may form up to 1% and 15% respectively of the

agglomerate and must be derived from shattered porphyry and

andesite.

The bright green pumices generally have feathery

filamentous ends and concave, cuspated., longer sides. They

are often aligned, and pick out the internal dip of the

agglomerate. They no longer show any vesicular structure

and consist largely of a mixture of finely divided chiorites

(clinochlore and penninite) and sericite.Deeplte this

alteration traces of an internal fibrous texture remain.

Plagioclase microlites, 0.1 mm long, form up to 3% of the

pumice and are aligned parallel to the long axes and

fibrous texture of individual fragments (Fig. 2.6b).
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Figure 2.6a. Aligned shale, andesite, porphyry and dark

green pumice fragments at the base of the Les Rouaux

Agglomerate (locality a, Fig, 2.5, Table 2.1.).
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,l1
Figure 2.6b. Photomicrograph showing the uidefored

fibrous nature of the pumice in the les Rouaux

Agglomerate. (x40).
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Rare (0.5%) angular frgements of a].bite and quartz

crystals are included in the pumice.

Euhedral magnetite, much of it probably derived

from andesite fragments, forms up to 2.59 of the agglome-

rate and weathers to haematite and limonite. Sparry

calcite, often ferroan, replaces much of the rock,

especially pumice, albite and the matrix, up to lO being

present.

The concentration of larger lithic fragments and

boulders at the base of the aggolmerate and a gradual

upward decrease in their size suggests that the explosive

vulcanism producing the deposit became less violent with

time. The size of the fragments precludes any significant

sorting during air-fall. The restriction of pumice to the

lower parts of the agglomerate may be related. to this

variation of eruptive energy - possibly initial high

maginatic vesiculation produced both the pumice and the

most intense eruptions.

2.5.2.	 ther Agglomerates;

Other agglomerates recognised in the sequence are

similar to the Lee Rouau.x Agglomerate, though not as coarse.

They form Isolated Inland exposures and their relationships

with adjacent formations are not apparent.
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A lens of agglomerate, 12 m thick, outcrops

between the Belle Hougue Andesite and Petit Port Andesite

(6595 5625, Fig. 2.2.). Up to 80% of the rock is formed

by visible lithic fragments which are angular to sub-

rounded In shape and. may reach 100 mm In d.iameter,although

their size rarely exceeds 80 mm. Andesite, andeeltic tuft,

Jersey .Shale and quartz porphyry are present In the ratio

of approximately Li. :3:2:l and the fine gralned tuf'faceous

matrix contains about 1 of shattered albite grains.

Hillside exposures above Giffard Bay indicate the

only outcrop of an agglomerate which is the youngest

volcanic In the area (Fig. 2.2.). The highest of these

reef a, both stratigraphlcally and topographically,

(65Li.5 5606) contains very few visible lIthic fragments.

About 5% purple shale, 7% andeslte and. 0.5% porphyry along

with 15% white albite laths are set In a purple fine gralned.

groundmass which has a slightly brecclated, almost

ecorraceous texture dipping at 750 to 170°. With the

exception of a solitary 0.1 m purple shale fragment all

other fragments are below 10 mm diameter. The field appear-

ance of this exposure suggests a lava rather than a pyro-

clastic deposit. In thin section the matrix Is totally

felsltic and the albites are strongly fractured and angular

In shape. The rock resembles a tuft containing a few

lithic fragments.
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Moving dowithill, and downwards stratigraphically,

there is an increase in fragment size and percentage.

Andesite and and.esitic tuft (100 mm) and shale (30 mm)

are present in equal amounts and together with minor

porphyry (5 mm, ]) form about L1.0 of the lowest exposure,

(6539 5606). Here to irregular cracking has produced

a scorraceous 'flow' texture, now striking 060°. However

fragments are not ali gned with the 'flow' - Indeed, many

are broken by cracks with this trend. The 'flow' texture

Is probably a tectonic feature associated with later folding.

The true Internal dip of the agglomerate is thus difficult

to estimate. The orientation of the overlying niudetone

(Fig. 2.2.) suggests dip to the south with slight folding

as picked out by the later brecciation. The agglomerate

is therefore similar to the better exposed Lee Rouaux

Agglomerate, having a coarser base and an almost tuffaceous

top.

2.5.3. The VIr Turf :

This fine grained grey-green to bright green tuft

overlies the breccIo-conglomerate on the east side of Giffard.

Bay (Fig. 2.7a) and the Les Rouaux Agglomerate elsewhere.

Its boundary with the latter has been described above

(2.5.1.) In Gifard Bay the base of the tuft has a gentle

undulatory configuration, due to differential compaction.

The relationship of the tuft with the overlying rock types

is a little more complicated. At Lee Rouaux large patches

occur Interdigitated with the Belle Hougue Andesite

(Fig. 2.5. 6598 5631) while south of Long Echet a thin

veneer of green bitt covers the Ignimbritic Long Echet Tuft
(Fig. 2.10.).
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Figure 2.7a. Undulatory base of the green Vicard 2uff

overlying the Breccio-conglomerate (654 562). The base

of the younger purple Belle Hougue Andesite is

visible just left of the hammer.
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Pigure 2.7b. Bombs in the Vicard Tuff (665 557). (xi)
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It is suggested that although the bulk of the Vicard Puff

was deposited before any andesite lava flows later

intermittent inter-lava eruptions of the tuff covered the

tops of flows.

The tuff shows marked lateral variation. At Vicard

Point its total thickness is not exposed, but must exceed

80 m (Pig. 2.2. and appended map and sections) while to

the west it thins out and may be absent. Bedding is not

usually developed but north of the faulted junction with

the Vicard Nudstone (6647 5570) the tuff' diplays crude

layering, and contains numerous bombs, up to 40 mm long

( Fig. 2.7b.) and usually aligned parallel to the bedding.

These disrupt the layering on their underside only. Original

glassy material forming the bombs has undergone felsitic

devitrification and replacement by secondary micro-

crystalline quartz, chlorite and sericite. Vesicles in

the bombs have been infilled by calcite.

The tuff usually varies in colour from grey-green

to bright green. Two exposures near La Colombière (6614

5627 and 6618 5625, Fig. 2.5.) are greyish pink in colour.

The colour change is quite sharp and forms a mappable line.

A maximum 3 m thickness of the pink tuff is exposed.

In thin section it is difficult to identify the

rock positively as a tuff and it is only the evidence seen

in the field which reveals its true nature. The tuff

contains up to 20% albite and 10% pyroxene megacrysts set

in a fine-grained felsitic matrix which is obscured by

secondary sericite, chlorite, calcite, quartz and iron ore.
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Both types of megacryst may reach 1 mm in size and are

broken and altered. Both may be completely absent. Albite

is partly replaced by sericite and calcite, with minor

quartz and chlorite. Pyroxenes are totally replaced by

chlorite, calcite, quartz and iron ore, the latter usually

outlining the original pyroxene shape (Pig. 2.8.). Acicular

apatite is always associated with the pseudomorphe.

The pink coloured tuft has a similar petrography

but contains abundant finely divided limonite and haematite

and. completely sericitised teldspars. Instead of altered

pyroxenee it contains abundant small (18%, 2 nun) altered

amphiboles,all aligned with the bedding. These have been

replaced by the same secondary minerals (Fig. 2.9.).

2.5Li.. The Long Echet Tuft :

This pale flesh-pink tuff occurs above the base

of the Belle Hougue Andesite on the east side of Giffard.

Bay (Fig. 2.2.). Its outcrop is delimited by faulting to

the north, where it Is lLj. ni thick and it thins out to the

south (Fig. 2.10). At the base It Is contaminated with

fragments of shale and Vicard Tuff. Megacrysts of corroded

indeterminate plagloelase (3%), perthlte (3.2%) and

bipyramidal quartz (5.5%) all up to 2 mm diameter are set In

a felsitic matrix. Fiamme which resemble strands of white

cotton In hand specimen are up to 15 mm long, are deflected

around niegacrysts and xenollths and have devitrified to

granular quartz. This tuff, which Is markedly more slilcic

than the surrounding tufts and lavas, Is ignimbritic.
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Fire 2.8. roken pyroxene cryta1s in tie Vicdrd 2u*,

now replaced by chlorite, calcite, quartz

and magnetite. (xlOO).
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jue 2.9. n apnioo1e in pink coloured Vicara 'Ufi,
now replaced by chlorite and. quartz, the

original crystal outline being picked out

by haematite. (x175).
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The Vicard. Tuff is overlain by a sequence of

andesitic lavas. The earlier purple Belle Hougue Andesite

has a maximum thicknesB of 60 ni in the east and. thins out

south of the Colombière (Fig. 2.2.) where it is overstepped

by the grey-green Petit Port Andesite. The latter is poorly

exposed but has a maximum approximate thickness of 55 in.

2.6.1. The Belle Hougue Ande8ite :

The base of this andesite is well exposed. at Les

Rouaux (Fig. 2.5.) and on the east side of Giffard Bay

(Fig. 2,2., appended map). At the latter locality it rests

on successively lower horizons in a southerly direction,

first on the Vicard TUff and finally on the Jersey Shales,

which suggests flow down a N-S eroded palaeoslope. At Les

Rouaux it consistently overlies the Vicard. Tuff.

At both localities there is evidence that the

andesite consists of more than one flow. The Long Echet

TUff separates a basal flow 1 in thick from the rest of the

andesite (Fig. 2.10) and at Lee Rouaux late Vicard TUff

deposits, up to	 in thick, within the and.esite indicate

the presence of at least two flows. Some smaller patches of

tufT were undoubtedly picked up by the lava flow, e.g.

6595 5630, but larger patches of tuff, e.g. 6598 5630,are

clearly in situ inter-flow deposits.
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The base of the andesite is locally contaminated.

Southwest of Belle Hougue the flow has picked up and streaked

out fragments of the unconsolidated mudBtone which underlies

the lava (65L1.6 56114 and appended map). 100 m NW of La

Colombire (FIg. 2.5., 6610 5630) a later and.esite flow has

been contaminated with the underlying Vicard Tuff. Ordinary

grey-green tuff passes upwards Into tuff containing Increas-

ing numbers of sub-circular clots of grey-green albite-

andealte which reach 1 m diameter, so that 6 m of so above

the base grey-green andesite has completely replaced the

tuff ; and higher still (20 m) the andesite regains Its

normal purplish colour. This contaminated, mixed zone over-

rides a 'normal' purple andesite to the west, and. rapidly

pinches it out against the Vicard Tuff. It seems likely

that the contaminated andesite flowed. in an E to W direction

and. that a period of erosional activity separates the two

lavas.

The fine grained matrix of the purple andesite Is

usually totally felsitic and obscured by finely divided

secondary chlorite,iron ore, sericite and ferroan calcite

and dolomite. Albite microlites, largely replaced by

sericite and carbonate, may form up to 7% of the rock and.

are rarely aligned by fluxion banding. Eiihedral albite

phenocrysts up to 8 mm long form up to 50% of the rock but

are largely replaced by secondary sericite, kaollnite,

chlorite and carbonate. Originally amphiboles up to 3 mm

long formed up to 10% of the rock, but these have been

replaced by microcrystalline quartz, chlorite, iron ore

(usually rimming pseudomorphs) and carbonate (normally

ferroan dolomite). Randomlyorientated acicular apatite is
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invariably associated with these pseudomorphs. A few

sections of the andesite show axnygdales up to 10 mm

diameter lined with chlorite (O.Li. mm thickness) and filled

with eparry calcite. In some instances a zeolite, probably

heulandite is present rather than calcite. This forms a

rim up to 0.1 mm thick of small grains each about 0.01 mm

long. The centre of the aniygdale is chlorite containing

more isolated. grains of ?heulandite (Fig. 2.11.). A

section taken close to the base of the lowest flow (J29L1.,

6593 5630) displays considerable micro-autobrecciation.

The variation in groundmass mineralogy must reflect original

variable cooling rates in different parts of the flow.

Insi.tf'ficient samples were collected to provide any sensible

Interpretation of this variation.

The green coloured andesite, produced by contamin-

ation with tuff was examined In thin section. Where andesite

clots occur In the tuft the two are less distinctive in thin

section than in the field. The and.esite clots contain more

chlorite in their groundmass and altered plagioclase and

hornblende phenocrysts (Fig. 2.12a.) are easily picked out.

The tuff on the other hand contains numerous highly

fractured plagioclase grains and altered pyroxene megacrysts

(Fig. 2.l2b.). A section of totally mixed 'green e.ndesite'

contains abundant albite megacrysts, both euhedral laths

and angular fragments, but no recognisable pseudomorpha

after maf Ic megacrysta are present.



Figure 2.11. Small grains of a zeolite, probably

heulandite, forming the rim o± an ainygdale.

Isolated grains of the same mineral occur

through the chioritic (penninite) centre

of the amygdale. (x175).
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Piure 2.12a. 2rphibole, replaced by chlorite and ourtz, and

containing apatite needles, from an andesitic

portion of the green 'andesite' at the base of

the Belle Hougue Andesite (see Fig.2.5.). xlOO.
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Figure 2,12b. Pyroxene, replaced by chlorite, calcite and

quartz and containing apatite needles, from a

tuffaceous portion of the 'green' andesite at

the base of the Belle Hougue Andesite (see

Pig 2,5.). xlOO.
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2.6.2. The Petit Port Andesite :

This dark grey-green andesite is the least well

exposed of all the horizons recognised in the Belle Hougue

area. The only coastal exposure is at Petit Port (6625

5590) where andesite rests directly on the Vicard TutT

(Fig. 2.2.). The boundary Is difficult to establish

precisely as tuft and and.esite are somewhat similar in

appearance ; fluxion banding of albite phenocrysts, which

are more abundant in the andesite, Is the only distinguishing

characteristic. Some contamination of the base of the flow

by tuft may have occurred. Frequent isolated cliff-top

exposures of grey-green andesite rich In plagioclase laths

have been correlated with this exposure at Petit Port.

The feleitic matrix of the andesite has been

largely obliterated by secondary sericitisation and original

pyrite In the matrix has oxidised. to limonite. Euhed.ral

laths of albite (20.5%, 7 mm) have also been sericitised.

Pyroxene phenocrysts (9.3%, 2 mm long) have been replaced

by dolomite and ferroan dolomite with minor chlorite and

are usuafly rimmed by magnetite. Apatite needles (1.1%,

0.5 mm) are scattered through the whole rock but are mostly

frequently associated with the altered pyroxene.
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2.7. Alteration of the Andesites :

All the rocks seen in this area have undergone

intense alteration of their original mineralogy arid possibly

bulk chemistry also. The following points appear to be

relevant to any discussion of the alteration they have

suffered :-

(a) All feldspars seen are albite, often highly

sericitised. No evidence of relict more caiclo

plagioclase was found.

(b) No epidote was recognised In these rocks. The

only secondary calc-si].icate noted was

heulandite which Is present in minor amounts.

(c) Dolomite, ferroan dolomite and ferroan calcite

commonly occur as Interstitial groundmass

minerals, replacing pyriboles and intimately

associated with albite megacrysts.

(d) Mafic minerals have also been replaced by chlorite,

iron oxide and microcrystalline quartz. The Iron

usually forms a rim which outlines the shape of

the original crystal.

(e) Sparry non-ferroari calcite Is a late, post-'

chlorite, post ferroan carbonate secondary

mineral filling veins and vesicles.

(f) The chemistry of these rocks.

The mineralogy seen and described is typical of

two rock groups, spilltes and greenschlst fades metamor-

phics : Indeed Cann (1969) ha described spilites as 'rocks

of a basaltic texture In which greensohist fades mineralogy

is completely or almost completely developed'. The textures

of these rocks are and.esitic rather than basaltic as Is

their apparent original mineralogy, with the exception of
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the thin basalt seen in the breccioconglomerate : but

Cann'e statement holds true jfkerophyres are substituted

for 'spilites' and. 'andesitic' for 'basaltic' (Hughes,1973).

It remains to decide how much of the mineralogy now seen is

secondary.

The absence of secondary cab-silicate minerals,

especially epidote and the completely albitic nature of

the feldspar at first sight suggest an initially calcium-.

poor rock. However, abundance of original pyroxenes,

amphiboles and apatite indicates that calcium was present

in some quantity in the rock forming magma. It would be

incongruous to postulate crystallisation of some cab-

silicates (pyriboles) and. the inhibition of growth of calcic

feldspar when feldspar was in fact crystallising. We may

therefore conclude that the feldspar was originally more

calcic. Early secondary carbonate, the only major calcium-.

bearing mineral in these rocks, is always intimately

associated with the albite and pyriboles which it partly

replaces. It would seem that calcite and dolomite have

formed rather than the caic-silicates normally associated

with the greenschist facies.

Anorthite changes to albite at low temperatures

(26L.-33l°C) in the presence of water, soda, silica and

carbon dioxide (Eskola et al, 1937). Calcite and dolomite

are produced as a by-product of the reaction but no zeolites

form. At higher temperatures progressively more calcic

feldspar grew rather than albite. These experiments would.

appear to be directly applicable to the alteration undergone
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b7 the Belle Hougue rocks. Free secondary q ,uartz Is common

and. Indicates that silica was available ; while at the

temperatures involved, and, in the presence of water,alkalis

probably enjoy partial mobility. Only a source of CO2 is

req,uired. One possibility is that the gas was associated

with later volcanic activity ; COmay also have been

released from the underlying sediment which Sq,ulre (l97L)

has said was originally rich in carbonates. The latter

hypothesis seems more plausible. Rapid burial and the

high geothermal gradient which typify volcanic environments

or true regional metamorphism would both provide the necessary

parameters for the changes seen to occur. These rocks

should. properly be termed keratophyres (Batley 1955), but

identification as such is difficult In tle field where the

rocks display andesitic textures. The term andesite is

therefore retained for field usage.

Petrological Investigation of both lavas and tuffs

has consistently indicated that the red/purple types

contained amphiboles while greenish varieties contained.

pyroxene. The presence of amphibole rather than pyroxene

indicates a higher water content during crystalllsation and

usually demonstrates a higher partial pressure of oxygen

(Osborn, 1959, 1962). The red, as against green, colour is

due almost entirely the presence of more highly oxidised

Iron ores and it Is therefore suggested that these andesitic

rocks were derived from a magma source with a somewhat

variable water content. This hypothesis, and the alteration

of the andesites, are discussed. further In Chapter 11.
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2.8. Volcanic Environment :

There is no doubt that all these volcanic rocks are

subaerial and that the transition from the marine Jersey

Shales to terrestrial deposits can be seen in the brecclo-

conglomerate at the base of the volcanic pile. Pluvial

sorting of pyroclastics is of very limited extent and the

bulk of such rocks display textures consistent with air fall

deposition. The sequence of inter-bedded pyroclastics and

lavas with Initially abundant coarse agglomerates Is typical

of the flanks of an and.esltic volcano, and. It is believed

that the area is a section, now folded, through such a

volcanic pile.

Several lines of evidence point to the location of

the eruptive centre. The coarse nature of fragments in the

agglomerates suggests that the vent was no more than a few

kilometres distant. The Les Rouaux agglomerate thins to the

south and west of its type area, as does the Vicard. Tuff.

Volcanic bombs only occur in the most easterly exposures of

the latter. Slumping in late marine sediments indicates a

NE-SW palaeoslope, (Squire l97Li.).Contaminated parts of the

Belle Hougue And.esite have flowed from east to west,while

near Giffard Bay the same andesite possibly covered a north

to south palaeoslope. Although all indication of original

dips in the volcanic pile has been obliterated by later

tectonic activity the evidence strongly suggests a vent (or

vents) located. a few kilometres to the N.E. and topograph-

ically elevated with respect to the Belle Hougue material.

Squire (1971i. ) claims that flow directions seen in the lavas

outcropping on the east side of Giffard. Bay support this

hypothesis. Such evidence was not observed In the field.
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2.9. Conclusjo	 :

The volcanic rocks seen in the Belle Hougue area

lie conformably above the local Jersey Shales, which are

of Upper Brioverian age (Graindor, 1957). In the absence

of evidence to the contrary these volcanicB must be regarded

as similar in age. The volcanics display andesitic textures

and keratophyric mineralogies, the latter being produced

by metamorphism under greenschist facies conditions and In

the presence of carbon-dioxide-rich fluids. The volcanic

sequence is completely terrestrial and represents a section

through a typical andesitic volcano the vent of which was

probably situated a few kilometres north-east of Belle

Hougue.
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3. THE ANDESITIC ROCKS OF THE ST. HELIER SYNCLINE.

3.].. Introduction

This section deals with the andesitic rocks which

outcrop on the west side of St.Heller around West Mount

(Fig. 3.1.). A series of pyroclastics and lavas form an

asymmetrical syncline plunging to the south-west which has

been named the St.Helier syncline (1.4.2.). The shape of

the and.esitic outcrop, together with Its internal dip

directions and. distribution of distinctive lithologies,

provide the evidence of its syncilnal nature. The configur-

ation of the underlying shales is generally consistent with

such a structure. Squire (1974) recognised the folded nature

of the area and suggested that It was bounded to the west by

a NE-SW fault. Since the sha3.e-andesite boundary Is not

exposed In this area his hypothesis is difficult to te8t,but

the Internal structure of the synclIne, as mapped (Fig.3.l.)

argues against the existence of a major fault along this line.

That there is some 'faulting and disturbance due to the

competence difference at the contact......' between shales

and andesites seems highly likely.

The boundaries between Individual horizons are not

generally exposed and have therefore been mapped as 'uncertain'.

Comparison with the Belle Hougue area (Chapter 2) suggests

that thicknesses are likely to be more variable and. junctions

more irregular andfaulted than Is indicated on the map (FIg.3.L)
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3.2. The Shale-Andesite Juntion :

This contact was not exposed during the survey.

Mourant (1932) recorded the following temporary section in

St. John's Road (6Li70 Li955) :

Vesicular Andesite

	

Conglomerate ... ... 	 5 feet (1.55 in)

?Mylonite	 ... ...	 2 inches (5 cm)

Shale

The beds dipped 'south-westward at about 300, with

apparent conformity and It was suggested that the top of the

conglomerate had been baked by the andesite. The conglomerate

was formed solely of shale-derived material and Is probably

analagous to the breccio-conglomerate of the Belle Hougue

area (Chapter 2). The thin ?mylonite recordedi supports the

view that some movement has taken place along the shale-

andesite boundary.

3.3. The St. John's Road Andesite :

Several exposures of highly weathered limonite-

stained andesite along Old St. .Tohn's Road (6Lj.75 14.950) contain

white feldspar laths up to 5 mm long and almost acicular

chlorite patches (3 mm long) which probably replace pyribole

set in a greyish-green groundmass. The feldspars are less

abundant (c.7% of the rock) and less platy than in other

andesites In the syncline, so identifying these exposures as

a separate flow with an estimated thickness of between 30 and

50 m. The exposures are so heavily jointed and weathered

that a sample suitable for sectioning could not be collected.
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The temporary section recorded by Mourant (1932,

above) shows that the earliest andesite in the area was

vesicular. The St. John's Road Andesite does not display

such a feature in any present day exposure and. the vesicular

andesite may represent an earlier lava flow.

3.14. The St. John's Road. Agglomerate :

Lack of exposure obscures the relationship of this

agglomerate with the underlying andesite. 80 in of' agglom-

erate are exposed. at the western end. of West Park (6142 1493)

and 10 m at the northern end of West Mount Quarry (Pig.3.2.).

At the latter locality angular to sub-rounded andesite frag-

ments reach 1 m In diameter and form up to 80% of the rock.

They are set In a grey-green fine gralned. felsi.,tic matrix

much obscured by finely divided secondary chlorite, sericite

and limonite. The andesite is polytextural but usually rich

in platy albite phenocrysts set in a fluxion banded micro-'

litic matrix.

In West Park the agglomerate forms a series of

isolated exposures and shows some lithological variation.

Macroscopic lithic fragments form from 5 to 75% of the rock.

In addition to andesite up to half may be shale, identical to

the Jersey Shale, and a tenth may be a fine grained. pinkish

quartz porphyry. Such fragments do not exceed. 140 mm diameter

and show no discernably consistent distribution pattern.
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3.5. The West Mount Tuff :

This fine grained pale green highly weathered

tuff outcrops In West Mount Park and Quarry and varies from

10 to 26 m in thickness. In the quarry (Fig. 3.2.) Its

relationship with the underlying St. John's Road

Agglomerate is unclear as the agglomerate is only seen as

loose scree fallen from an unstable rock face. This boundary

is also not exposed In West Mount Park but the arrangement

of closely spaced exposures (6L1.35 L1.920) Indicates a highly

irregular junction. Despite the proximity of these exposures

there 18 no Indication of a gradual reduction of lithic frag..

ments towards the top of the agglomerate ; rather the change

from agglomerate to tuft is quite abrupt. The tuft is there-.

fore regarded as a quite separate horizon produced by an

independent eruptive event.

Because of Its highly weathered state no specimens

of tuff were collected for sectioning. Proof of its pyro-

clastic nature is thus based on field evidence. It lacks the

feldspar phenocrysts which typify all the recognised andesitic

lava flows. Such phenocrysts are also generally absent in the

finer-grained. parts of the later Bathing Pool Agglomerate.

In West Mount Quarry (FIg. 3.2.) the tuft is intimately mixed

with the base of the overlying and.esite (see below) In a

mariner which suggests that It was originally an ash.
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3.6. The West Mount And.esite :

This andesite lies above the West Mount Tuft in

West Mount Quarry (Fig. 3.2.). An irregular zone of mixing

at least 15 m thick Is developed between the tuft and

and.esites and. suggests that the lava originally flowed over

an unconsolidated ash. Irregular rounded fragments of

porphyritic vesicular lava, suspended in a matrix of fine

tuff, increase in concentration and. size (up to 1 m diameter)

to the south, until the appearance of the rock changes to a

lava containing randomly orientated patches of tuff. The

transition to uncontaminated lava Is hidden by scree. The

nature of the boundary makes It difficult to discern on a

vertical quarry face, but It appears to dip south at a high

angle. The field evidence instanced above certainly indicates

that the sequence youngs in this direction.

The andesite varies In thickness from about 36 m in

West Park to 100 m In the quarry. Here the thickness may be

exaggerated by tectonic thickening along the synclinal axis.

However andesite from the quarry shows no fluxion banding

and. elsewhere fluxion banding of microlites is quite strongly

developed (Fig. 3.3.). This suggests that only in the

vicinity of the quarry did crystallisatlon of the lava begin

after flow has ceased and therefore that the flow was

originally thicker at this point. It Is also possible that

the andesite consists of more than one lava flow. Exposures

at the south end of the quarry are quite distinct from those

on the west face (Fig. 3.2.) ; they contain fewer pheno -

crysts and are devoid of amygdales. Further south (6L1.52 L.9l8)



Figure 3.3. Fluxion banding in the West Mount

Andesite, picked out by albite microlites.

(crossed polars, x40).

Figure 3.4. Pronged piaiociase renocrys,

now albite, in the West Mount .Andesite.

(P.P.L., x40).
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exposures revert to a highly porphyritic and ainygdaloidal

type. There is thus the probability that up to three

separate lava flows of variable lateral extent make up the

West ount Andesite.

There is a clear Increase In the concentration of

anygda1es towards the base of the highly porphyritic part

of the flow exposed. in the quarry. These amygdales reach

15 mm diameter and. do not decrease in size towards the base

of the flow although consideration of the gas laws would

suggest that they might. These features may reflect a

tendency for outgassed. volatiles to be trapped. at the base

of the flow by the overlying thickness of rapidly solidifying

viscous lava.

Plagioclase phenocrysts up to 10 mm long form

between and 25% of the rock, averaging about 18%. In West

Park (6Li.38 L,.915) and near West Park Pavilion (6Z4i0 Li.905) they

pick out a poor but recognisable fluxion banding which helps

to demonstrate the structure of the area. All plagioclase

is albite and. has been partially replaced by sericite,epidote

and calcite. Uaiy phenocrysts have clear centres due to the

absence of these secondary minerals, and suggesting original

zoning. Many of the phenocrysta have pronged, fork-like

shapes (Fig. 3.Li.), Indicating rapid growth (Lofgren, 1971).
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Irregular clots of chlorite and/or epidote with

associated iron ore, usually as a rim, form up to 6% of the

rock and reach 3 mm diameter. Comparison with other

andesitea suggests that these were originally pyroxene or

amphibole but their shape is such that no positive identific-

ation of the original mineral can be made.

The grey-green groundmass consists of 0.3 mm

feldspar microlites, euhedra]. magnetite, often altered to

limonite, and secondary chlorite, epidote and iron ore all of

about the same size. The granular epidote may poikiliticafly

enclose the mlcrolitea and probably replaces original

pyroxene. Fluxion banding of the microlites (Fig. 3.3.)

suggests that they were the first element of the groundmass

to cryatallise. The relationship between these microlites

and the altered maf Ic phenocrysts suggests that the highly

corroded shapes of the latter are original and not caused by

their subsequent alteration. This indicates that OR eruption

these phenoerysts were not in equilibrium with their matrix.

Amygdales are infilled with alternate layers of

chlorite and microcrystalline quartz. Some (Fig. 3.5.) show

collapse which occurred after an initial lining by secondary

minerals bigit before complete infill.



Figure 3.5. Axnygdale from the West Mount Andesite which

collapsed after being lined with chlorite and

was later completely filled by further layers

of chlorite and quartz. (P.P.L., x 40).

Figure 3.6. Graded bedding in the Bathing Pool

Agglomerate, seen in reefs just north of

the bathing pool itself (643 489).
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3.7. The Bathing Pool Agglomerate :

This pyroclastic deposit displays consideration

lateral variation. Around West Park Pavilion a fine grained

greenish purple tuff is deposited on the irregular cracked

surface of the West Mount Andesite. On St. Helier beach

two sets of reefs referred to this unit outcrop north and

south of the bathing pool respectively (Fig. 3.1.). Both

display poorly graded unitB of tuff and agglomerate which

vary from a few centimetres to a few metres thickness

(FIg. 3.6.). This bedding can rarely be traced for more than

a few metres and shows no aqueous sedimentary textures. Only

the finer-grained tuffaceous uppermost portions of the

thicker beds show well developed grading. All these features

Buggest an air-fall pyroclast. The two sets of reefs show

some lithological differences (Table 3.1.).

N of i,00l	 S of pool

Total thickness	 c. Go m	 c 60 m

20 mm to 14 m

80 to 95%

andesite c.95%
shale	 c. 14%
porphyry c.

10 mm to 0.2 m

0 to 75%

andesite c.27%
shale c.70%
porphyry c. 3%

Maximum size of
fragments
	

in
	

60 mm

b1e 3.1. LIthologica]. variation of the Bathing

Pool Agglomerate north and 8outh of the bathing pool.
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The material north of the pool is considerably coarser, but

it seems difficult to use this fact to suggest any source

for the material, as 100 m further north of the coarsest

agglomerate are the fine grained tufts around West Park

Pavilion. Within the coarser parts of the agglomerate all

the largest fragments (over 0.1 m diameter) are andesite,and.

all are the same type of andesite, a grey-green porp1yr1tic

(albite), microlitic, fluxion banded rock with abundant

accessory apatite. There 18 no evidence that any of the frag-

ments were molten on ejection.

The finer grained tuff from West Park Pavilion is

largely an indistinct mixture of chlorite, epidote and. iron

ore which obscure a felsitic matrix. Poorly developed

fractured microlitic albite forms less than 5% of the rock

and angular fragments of corroded albite crystals, up to 3 mm

in diameter, form a .mi1ar amount. These display a poor

orientation which is probably a d.epositional feature.

Examination of the map shows that the fine grained

tuff a occupy the core of the syncline and are at the base of

the Bathing Pool Agglomerate. This base is not exposed else-

where (Fig. 3.1.) and the tuft probably represents an early

(possibly separate) eruptive phase of the agglomerate. The

consistent similarity of all the andesite fragments suggests

that the agglomerate itself formed by the explosive disruption

of a single homogenous volcanic 'plug'. Shale and porphyry

fragments were probably derived from the volcanic conduit.
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3.8. The Bathing Pool And.esites :

South andst of the bathing pool, andesite out-

crops in a series of tidal reefs (Fig. 3.1.). Three

separate flows and an inter-flow sedimentary horizon are

distinguished. The lower two flows outcrop only on the

western limb of the syncline.

3.8.1. The Lower Bathinp: Pool And.esite :

This highly amygdaloldal andesite is exposed on

two reefs ( 6383 Li 89l and 6378 L1.879). At the more southerly

exposure the top 7 m of the flow are overlain by a thin mud-

stone and the Middle Bathing Pool Andesite. Corroded platy

albite phenocrysts, up to 10 mm long and weathering pink

are set in a fine grained greyish groundmaes, often In

clusters. They display no orientation. Amygd.ales up to 20 mm

long are abundant and show some orientation parallel to the

surface of the flow.

Albite phenocrysts form 30% of the rock. Small

pyroxene phenocrysts (1.2 mm long) now replaced by chlorite,

epidote, calcite and Iron ore, form approximately 5% of the

rock while randomly arranged microlites of alblte, 0.3 mm

long, form LLO% of the groundmass. Granular epidote, inter-

stitial magnetite and secondary chlorite form the rest of

the matrix. The epidote often enclosed the microlites in a

poikilitic manner and probably replaces original pyroxene.

Ainygdales ( 10%) are filled with layers of chlorite, epidote

and, calcite, aiwayB in that order. In some cases these

minerals have been partially replaced by radial growths of

aericite,or by feathery graphic Intergrowths of quartz and

alkali feldspar.
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3.8.2. An Inter-Andesite Mudstone :

A thin poorly bedd.ed mud.etone, olive-brown in colour

and up to 0.3 m thick is present between the Lower and. Middle

Bathing Pool Andesites. The niudstone is in a highly weatherecf

friable condition, it shows no graded structures and. bedding

planes vary from 1 - L,. cm apart. The mud.stone is irregular

in its outcrop and. thickness as it haB been caught up by and

incorporated in the overlying andesite. Sediment also pene-

trates surface cracks in the underlying andesite to a depth

of approximately 1 m ('ig. 3.7.). The nature and occurrence

of this mud.stone suggest that it is a shallow lacustrine

deposit.

3.8.3. The Middle B pthin Pool And.esite :

The basal 25 m of this highly porphyritic fluxion

banded andesite are Been overlying both the Lower Bathing Pool

and. the mudstone described above. Fragments of both are

incorporated in the flow, with which they are aligned.

Patches of mudatone occur throughout the exposed thickness

but are more abundant towards the base. Andeelte blocks

from the underlying flow occur only near to the base.

Abundant (LiO%) large (20 x 10 x Li. mm max.) single

platy greenish feldspar laths rendered parallel by fluxion-

banding are set in a fine gralned. greyish green groundmass

and. produce a distinct readily identifiable andesite (Fig.

(Fig. 3.8.). Both phenocrysts and the feldspar nilorolites

which form 55% of the groundmasa have been so altered. by

sericitisation and. sausseritleation as to be indeterminate,
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Fire 3.7. The thIn r)live-brov:n ;udstone hjch is
locally developed between the Lower and Middle
Bathing Pool ikndesites (base and top of the
photograph, respectively). (638 488)
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Figure 3,8. Fluxion in the Middle Bathing Pool
Andesite picked out by the alignment of
sericitised albite laths (638 488).
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beyond recognition as plagloclase, in thin section.

Granular epidote, chlorite and magnetite form the rest of

the groundmass, the epidote appearing to have replaced

pyroxene, ophitic with the microlites. A few amygdales

(less than l%)up to 3 mm diameter with a thin epidote rim

and penninite centres are distributed through the rock.

There are no indications of any original mafic phenocrysts.

3.8.L.. The_UDDer Bathing Pool Andesite :

This youngest meiiber of the St. Helier andealte

series forms the core of the St. Eelier syncline. Its thick-

ness Is not certain as the exact location of the synclinal

axis Is unknown : however it must be approximately 100 m

thick. On the western limb of the syncline this andesite

follows the Middle Bathing Pool Andesite, the boundary being

covered by beach sand (Fig. 3.1.). On the eastern limb the

lower two members of the Bathing Pool Andesites have been

overstepped by this younger lava, which rests directly on

tui'fs at the top of the Bathing Pool Agglomerate. The base

of the andesite can be traced along one reef (6Li.l8 Li869)

where It is m&xed. with the underlying tuft over a thickness.

of about 0.3 m. Fingers of andesite extend downwards into

the tuft, disrupting its layering, and. in some Instances are

completely detached from the parent andesite flow. They

generally show fluxion banding of phenocrysts parallel to

their edges. Small patches of tuff are caught up in the

and.eeite.
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Fluxion banding, which rapidly varies in direct-

ion, is picked out in the field by the pinkish albitised.

plagioclase laths which form around 20% of the rock and. are

up to 6 mm long. In thin section this andesite is similar

to those described, above, microlitic feldspar, granular iron

ore and secondary epid.te and chlorite forming the ground-.

mass. Mafic phenocrysts (1.3%) have been replaced: by

chlorite, epidote and rims of iron ore. No recognisable

cross-sections remain to distinguish original pyroxene or

amphibole. Acicular apatite is distributed throughout the

rock. Some feldspar microlites have chioritic cores,less

than 0.01 mm long. They may originally have grown quickly

enough to develop hollow cores, now filled by secondary

material.

3.9. Alteration of the Andesites :

These andesites show some alteration features

which are directly comparable with those noted in the Belle

Hougue area (2.7.) and others which are not. Original

plagloclase has been albitised. and sericitised. and pyribole

minerals have been totally replaced : this much is similar

to Belle Hougue. The distinction between the two areas

lies in the occurrence of copious quantities of secondary

epidote in the St.Helier andesites. Although minor amounts

of calcite, sometimes ferroan, are also present, as a rule

this epidote replaces the same minerals as the carbonates

found. in the Belle Hougue Andesitee.
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The evidence therefore indicates that these

'andesites' are keratophyres similar to those found at

Belle Hougue but with epidote rather than calcite as the

calcium-rich phase. Epidote however is the	 product

of keratophyric alteration (Battey, 1955 ; Hughes, 1973)

and its occurrence merely iiiidicates that the rocks under-

went greenschist facies m5affiorpj5m?, The absence of

major amounts of carbonate is also 'normal' for such rocks,

indeed special conditions were invoked (Section 2.7.) to

account for its presence In the Belle Hougue area.

If the 'metamorphic' conditions suggested for the

Belle Hougue area i.e. rapid burial In a still active

volcanic area with a high geothermal gradient ; also apply

to the St. Helier andesites then different volcanic sources

for the two areas may be implied, one a CO2-.rich source,

one a CO2-.poor source. Other distinctions support this

hypothesis. The St. Helier andesites have large platy feld-

spar phenocrysts and highly microlitic matrices, quite

unlike the Belle Hougue material. They also display much

stronger post-eruptive vesiculation and are consequently

richer In ainygdales.

It is worth considering to what extent, if any,

the alteration was effected by the Intrusion of the SE

complex, a large granite mass to the south. This cuts

across the syncline in a normal intrusive manner and post-

dates the folding. Epidote is a common accessory in the

granite. Field and laboratory evidence show, however,

that the granite played little part in altering the andesitea.

There is no apparent relationship between epidote content
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and distance from the granite contact. Reefs close to the

contact do tend to display more strongly sericitleed. feld-

spars, possibly caused by local alkali metasomatism

associated with the intrusion. Quartz and alkali feldspar

replace some plagioclase close to the contact e.g. Jii.15

Lower Bathing Pool Andesite, 638 Lj.88 ; they also form

graphic undergrowths in some amygdales. In the latter,

however, these growths clearly cut across and replace zones

of chlorite, quartz, epidote and. calcite which were

previously present. The production of the greenschiat

mineral assemblage would thus pear to be an essentially

pre-granite event.

Garnets have been recorded. from the deeper (now

infilled) parts of the West Itount Quarry (Mourant, pers.

comm.). On the north coast the occurrence of gamete in

the andealtes Is associated with granitic Intrusion

(Oliver, 1958) and. those In the quarry probably had a

similar origin. Their growth is discussed later (Ch. 9)

It is clear that they are not a product of keratophyric

alteration.

In Brittany as a whole Cadomian deformation was

contemporaneous with regional metamorphism which usually

attained greenschist grade (Roach et al, 1972 ; section

1 .5.3.). The possibility that the keratophyres were

produced by regional metamorphism associated with the

folding of the St. Helier Syncline must therefore be

considered. However there is little evidence of the

relationship of metamorphism and tectonism in the area.

Neither foliations, cleavages nor any other metamorphic
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fabrics are developed. The only evidence lies in the

partial collapse of vesicles during their infill (Fig.3.5.).

This collapse could be attributed to tectonic movement and

infill (by chlorite, quartz, epidote and. calcite) under

greenechist facies conditions. However this relationship

can hardly be regarded as proof of coincident metamorphism

and tectonism, That the two may be related must be borne

in mind.

It has been previously stated that albite laths

in the West Mount Andesite (3.6.) show clear centres which

may indicate original zoning. The centres are devoid. of

the secondary clots of epidote which 'cloud' the outer

parts of the crystals ; the latter might therefore have

been originally more calcic. Close examination shows that

those laths which display this feature are rimmed by a thin

film of granular epidote. Peldapars with no Buch rim have

no clear central zone. The 'zoning t would therefore appear

to reflect partial migration of epidote out of the feldspar

and. must be associated with the keratophyric decalcification

of these minerals.

3.10. Volcanic Environment :

There is no doubt that the volcanic sequence

described above was sub—aerially deposited. Like the

andesitic rocks of the Belle Hougue area it is typical of

material deposited. on the flanks of an andesitic volcano.

There Is little to indicate the location of the vent or

vents which producedthis material. Evidence of fragment
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size variation in the pyroclastics is both confusing and.

contradictory. The disappearance of the Lower and the Middle

Bathing Pool Andesites on the eastern limb of the St.Heller

syncline could be taken to indicate a westerly source.

Equally it may reflect the sort of uneven topography ich

would be normal in such a volcanic terrain.

3.11. Conclusions :

The volcanics of the St. Helier syncline are

essentially conformable above the Jersey Shales and are

contemporaneous with the Belle Hougue andesites. They

display andesitic textures and keratophyric mineralogies

produced by greenschist fades metamorphism which may be

Cadomian in origin or related. to the volcanic activity

itself. The seçlence is completely sub-aerial and typical

of the products of andesitic vulcanism. Its source remains

uncertain.
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14. THE ST. SAVIOURS ANDESITE FORMATION.

14.1. The largest outcrop of andesitic rocks in Jersey is

found around the rim of the main syncline and largely in-

land (Fig. 14.1.). Areas of good. exposure are describe& in

some detail and 8tratigraphical sections through the

andesite are constructed. Am attempt is made	 correlate

succession in areas of good exposure, normally valley

sections, and to establish the general stratigraphy of the

andesites. This necessitates a description of local success-

ions rather than that of Individual horizons as In chapters

2 and. 3. Previous workers have failed to establish any

stratigraphical sequence within these andesites.

The formation consists of alternating andesitic

lavas and air fall tuff a with agglomeratic horizons. A

solitary basalt Is set among the andesites. Pyroxene

andesite is the dominant lava but flows rich in plagioclase

and containing no maf Ic phenocryste are found near the base

of the succession. The whole sequence has undergone

keratophyric alteration and secondary tourmaline Is locally

abundant. The andesites have suffered folding about E-.W

and NNE-SSW axes and. are overstepped, probably unconforznably

by later Ignimbrltes.
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L.2. The ehale-and.esite boundary :

The shale-andesite boundary is exposed in several

places and is usually faulted. The WNW-ESE fault which

separates the two formations to the N of St. Helier is

exposed at several localities :-

(I) Wellington Road. (6612 Li.925). Shale dipping

at Lj.5° towards 3300 Is separated from purple amygdaloidal

albite-andesite by a 3. m wide fault brecela. The shale

becomes distorted towards the breccia : very little mixing

of shale and andesite fragments has occurred within the

breccia and. a planar surface striking l30-3l0 and dipping

at 650 to 01.0 can be discerned between fragments of the

two rock types. This is believed to be the actual plane of

movement, though Squire (19Th) has recorded a vertical fault

plane.

(ii) Chestnut Farm (6L.65 5000). And.esite is

similarly faulted against shales, possibly thrust over them.

The exposure is highly brecciated and weathered.

(iii) Cbs do Paradis (653 14.98). Excavations

during the building of these houses revealed the complex

faulting of and.eslte against shale (Robinson and Casimlr,1936).

Squire (19Th) has Indicated a conformable junction between

shale and andesite on Trinity Hill (657 1498). This junction

is not exposed, but the two formations have near-perpendicular

strikes (Fig. 14.5.) and the boundary is more likely to be

faulted.
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At West Hill (6L35 5052) highly weathered exposures

shcw a vertical, conformable junction between shale and tuff

(Fig. Lj..2.) At this locality a 0.2 m agglomerate horizon

forms part of the shales (Fig. Li. . 2b). It contains up to 70%

of angular fragments of bleached pumice, andesite and shale

up to 10 mm in diameter, and set in a tuffaceous matrix. It

shows no evidence of grading or sorting. The shale Is

totally brecciated. and has coarser, sandy bands containing

mud.flakes, and silty bands with sandy patches and. fragments.

This evidence suggests a shallow water semi-emergent environ-

ment, probably affected by vulcano-tectonic activity and

with interd.IgItated air-fall pyroclastic deposits. If thiB

interpretation Is correct the andesites may be regarded as

sensibly conformable upon the shales.

Elsewhere the junction is not exposed. However the

strike measured in shale exposures Is roughly parallel to the

boundary as mapped and a generally conformable relationship

may be Inferred, though much minor faulting is to be

expec ted.

Ii..3. CôtIl Point to Handois Reservoir :

North of Handois Reservoir (633 538) the andesite

outcrop Is thin but, according to Mourant (1933) and Squire

and Renouf (1972), almost continuous. No evidence for this

continuity was seen In the field ; despite a general lack of

solid rock exposures, soliflucted deposits are thin in this

part of the Island and a combination of feature mapping and

distribution of rock fragments in the soil can be used to
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define the boundaries of rock types. An absence of andesite

fragments (when those of shale, ignimbrite or granite are

abundant) is therefore taken to indicate the absence of

solid andesite.

At C&ti]. Point andesite is invaded by granite and

overlain by ignimbrite. The andesite is faulted out inland

where granite invades ignimbrite. This andesite has been

subjected to thermal metamorphism which has produced a

pronounced N-S foliation and is described more fully in

Chapter 9.

Just NE of the disused Mont Mado Quarry inland

outcrops of andesite are terminated to the north by a pre-.

granite sinistral wrench fault (Pig. 4.3.), which runs along

the line of a deep E-W valley leading into Bonne Nuit Bay.

These andesites are affected by thermal metamorphism and

contain pink alkali feldspars rather than plagioclase. They

do not display a megascopic foliation.

The only other outcrop of aridesite north of

Handois Reservoir is at Herupe (638 542) where several

subsoils contain fragments of andesite only. The Jersey

Shales extend further east than previously mapped in this

area; excavations made for a soakaway (6365 5358) and for

barn foundations (6475 5383) pass into thick subsoils

containing exclusively shale fragments.
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14. Li.. Handois Reservoir to Mont 'a 1'Abbé;

To the south of the reservoir the andesite outcrop

thickens considerably although exposures are scarce and

highly weathered. The irregular boundary of the outcrop

shown by Mourant (1933) has been re-interpreted as largely

fault controlled, faults usually following topographic

features. Pyroclastic material is poorly exposed, all that

was recorded being tuff near Becquet Vincent (6L1 3 519),

West Hill (Fig. Li. . 2.) and Chestnut Farn (6L.71 5008). The

andesite found in exposures appears identical in the field

and (where examined) in thin section. Albite phenocrysts are

set in a dark, grey-green, fine grained. felsitic ground.mass

rich in plagioclase microlites, often fluxion banded. Mafic

phenocrysts have been replaced by chlorite, quartz, epid.ote

and iron ore but recognisable pseudomorphe after pyroxene

occur. Apatite needles are scatteredi throughout the rock

and are especially associated with the altered niafics.

One thin section (J367, 653Li. 5176) has a devitri-

fled felsitic groundinass rich in granular albite which

contains numerous acicular microlites of magnetite (Fig.Li..L.).

This rock originally contained 5% pyroxene phenocrysts and

it seems probable that the microlites were also originally

a pyroxene. Pelsitic texture in the rock is coarsest where

the microlites are largest, suggesting that it may be an

original cooling texture rather than the product of a late

secondary d.evitrificatlon.
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Figure 4.4. Acicular rn.gnetite microlites in

pyroxene-andesite. The magnetite probably

replaces original pyroxene. (P.P.L., x 175).
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Diorite is exposed near Le Douet (653 519) which

is at the southern end of the Augres Diorite mapped by

Mourant (1933). Some of the diorite exposures marked on his

slips are no longer visible and field evidence suggests

that the diorite outcrop is smaller than he indicated. It

is shown on his map as occupying the same position as

exposures of andesite (65550 5525) and. igninibrite (6538 521..0

mapped by the author : indeed the Ignimbrlte (6538 52Lt0)

appears to coincide with an exposure of diorite marked on

Mourant's slips.

Li.5. Val1e des Vaux :

Although the southern part of this deeply incised

valley contains numerous exposures of andesite (Fig. Li.5.)

only at Homestead Cottage ( 6536 5037) is the relationship

between the different horizons less than obscure. The quarry

behind the house is now overgrown and. not all of the face is

accessible, but two lava flows can be recognised (Fig.L..6.).

Weathered surfaces at the northern end of the quarry

have a blcicky, brecelated appearance. Irregular blocks up to

a metre across have a rusty coloured rim. Material between

the blocks is in a highly weathered crumbly state and appears

much poorer than the blocks in feldspar phenocrysts. On

fresh surfaces no such distinctions can be made. This blocky

andesite is dark green and quite distinct from the andesite

in the rest of the quarry, which is highly vesicular, is a

lighter more vivid green and contains altered pyroxene

phenocrysts and fewer albite laths (Table L.i.). Its

felsitic matrix is rich In microlites which display t' phases
of growth.
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J375	 376	 J371

Albite phenocrysts, replaced by
sericite and calcite

Altered pyroxene phenocryst8

Groundrnase of altered plagioclase
(microlites and interstitial)
opaques and secondary mineral8

Amygdales

Veins of secondary minerals

Thble 4.1. Modal analyses of different rock types

Homestead Quarry. Locations of specimens shown in Fig. 4.6.

Ainygdales in the flow at the southern end of the

quarry are elongated and aligned and show that the flow

dips to the SSW and appears to overlie the blocky material.

This 'upper' flow has the largest and greatest number of

amygdales at its base, the reverse of the norm for lava

flows (Hatch, Wells & Wells, 1972). The blocky northern

flow is similar in appearance to the bases of many flows

seen elsewhere. This evidence suggests that the sequence

seen in the quarry Is overturned. The ignimbrite which over-

lies the andesites to the north dips south, apparently under

the andesite (FIg. 4.5.), supporting the hypothesis of over-

turning. Fragments of amygdaloldal andesite in the base of

the succeeding rubbly type would have provided conclusive

evidence in favour of this hypothesis, but they were not

found, despite a comprehensive search.
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Two exposures just north of Homestead provided

samples of a previously undescribed basalt. In the field

they have a typical 'andesitic' appearance. Well developed

translucent white platy feldspar phenocrysts are abundant,

reach 15 mm in diameter, weather an opaque white and may

pick out local fluxion banding. The fine grained purple-

green groundinase also contains small (3 mm) irregular reddish

clots of iron ore, often associated with the feldspars.

Amygdales (L1%, 20 mm) are lined with chlorite and filled with

calcite. This infill may be incomplete, in such cases dogs..

tooth spar is developed.

In sections the groundmass is seen to consist of

randomly arranged completely sericitised plagioclase micro-

lites, often with re-entrant growths, primary and secondary

iron ore and chlorite which probably replaces an original

granular mat ic mineral. The plagioclase phenocrysts (31.2%)

show little alteration, despite the condition of the.micro-

lites, and are not albite, but labradorite with a composition

of An60 . This is the only recorded occurrence of calcic

plagioclase in the andesitic formations. The reddish clots

seen in hand specimens were once euhed.ral olivine phenocrysts,

polkilitic with the labradorite, which formed 3.6% of the

rock (Fig. Li.7a). These have since been replaced by chlorite

and haematite. It is concluded that despite Its 'andesitic'

texture this is an altered basalt.
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J?iure 4.7a. Chlorite, quartz and haeriatite

pseudomorphs after olivine, poikilitic with

labradorite laths and in a basalt from Vallee

des Vaux (6534 5053), P.P.L., x40.

I:. '	 4'•..
F

Figure 4.7b. Zoned plagioclase lath from pyroxene-

andesite (see text), P.P.L., x40.
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The presence of basalt throws doubt on the

supposedly andesitlo nature of much of the formation. If this,

the only rock with unaltered plagioclase, is a basalt, then

part or all of the other 'keratophyric and.esites' may be

more basic than previously suggested. The basalt is distinc-

tive in that it originally contained olivine, rather than the

pyroxene or hornblende identified in other lavas, which are

therefore still regarded. as originally andesitic. Before

coming to any conclusion the chemistry of the rocks must be

considered and. this problem is discussed further in the

appropriate section (Chapter 11).

Other exposures in Vallée des Vaux are shown in

Fig. Li.5. The tuffs are in a highly weathered state and

limonitic staining often masks their grey-green colour. Their

petrology resembles that of the Vicard Tuff (2.5.3.).

Shattered altered albite (up to 30%) and pyroxene crystals

(up to 5%), the latter with associated acicular apatite (up

to 0.8%) are set in a fine grained. felsitic matrix obliterated

by secondary sericite, chlorite, calcite and epid.ote. The

other andesites vary from purple to grey green inolour;

all contain plagloclase phenocrysts, rarely aligned, and

those examined in thin section display a petrology similar

to the pyroxene and.esite described from Homestead quarry.

One section (J369, 6510 5057, grey-purple pyroxene-andesite)

contains albite laths which retain traces of original zoning,

despite partial obliteration by sericite. One lath (Fig.L.7b)

displays five concentric zones, the second and fourth having

higher extinction angles and a more meagre cover of sericite.

These zones were probably originally more calcic and such

oscillatory zoning may indicate crystalllaation under varying
P 20 (Hatch, Wells & Wells, 1972).
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L.6. Trinity Road.

Andesitic exposures along Trinity Road are shown

in Fig. Li.5., those on Trinity Hill being depicted in more

detail in Fig. L1.8. All the exposures on the hill are a

variant of the same type, a greenish-purple andesite rich

in large platy feldspar laths, and are thought to belong to

the same flow. Fluxion banding Is often well developed and

gives dips which indicate that the flow is folded into

WNW-ESE syncline. Fluxion banding Is best developed In the

centre of the flow which contains larger feldspar microlites,

and hence has a coarser-grained. appearance. Towards its top

the flow is strongly amygdaloidal.

Two generations of sericitised. albite phenocrysts

form 26.0% of the lava. Early elongated; laths up to 7 mm

long, with well developed twinning, are embedded at all

angles in larger (20 mm) plate-like laths with much broader

albite twinning. The latter often have the pronged ends

Indicative of rapid growth and are stacked together like

plates. It is these later, larger albites which are orien-

tated by fluxion. A few plagloclase mlcrolites (3.8%, 0.3 mm

long) showing re-entrant ends are set in a felsitic ground-

mass which is largely obscured by finely divided secondary

sericite, kaolin, iron ore, chlorite and epidote. Amygd.ales

may form up to 20% of the andesite and are filled with a

variety of secondary minerals. All have a rim approximately

0.2 mm thick of radially grown penninite, those lees than 1 mm
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in diameter have a core of sericite, while larger ones have

a 0.3 mm thick layer of sericite with a core of sparry

ferroan calcite, and may reach 5.0 mm in diameter. Rarely

small vesiclea have a core of microcrystalline quartz and/

or haematite, rather than sericite.

L1.7. Grands Vaux Valley :

Numerous exposures in this valley, around Grands

Vaux Reservoir, allow some degree of stratigraphical and

structural interpretation. A crudely stratified series of

pyroclastics and pyroxene andesites is unconformably over-

lain by acidic ignimbrites, the whole area being strongly

faulted (Fig. L..9.). Faults follow topographic lows and

are generally recognisable only when they affect the

andesite - ignimbrite boundary. The central fault running

through the reservoir extends further south and displaces

the shale-andesite boundary.

Agglomerate outcrops are Infrequent and form

coarser horizons within generally tuffaceous pyroclastic

deposits. They contain angular lithic fragments in varying

sizes and ratios (Table L.2.) set in a tuffaceous matrix.

The three agglomeratic localities recognised probably belong

to the same pyroclastic horizon (Fig. Lj..9.) in which case

the general easterly reduction In size and percentage of

the lithic fragments may indicate a westerly source for the

material. Small fragments of andesite and, shale occur

infrequently in some tuffaceous outcrops. In one old quarry

(66L5 5058) the tuff contains agglomerate lenses up to 0.2 in

long and 20 mm thick which are consistent enough to provide
dip and strike values.







27.7

6.9

56.3

Max. slze.

7x3mm

2.5 x 2 mm

0 . 052 mm

range

Albite phenocrysts 21.0-3Li.5

Altered pyroxene
phenocrysts	 5.1-8.5

Felsitic matrix	 L13.2-6L4..7
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Stirling	 Pierre d.e la Mont
Castle	 Fetelle	 Zohier
(659 506)
	

(6685 5080)
	

(6715 5070)
% matrix	 2-L1.%

	
10-100%
	

30-100%

Maximum fragment
size 300 mm

0-3 mm, 8%

100 mm

Andesitic:
0-100 mm

77%

50 mm

Andes1tiC:
0-50 mm

65%

Relative %'s and And.esitic:
size range of	 30-300 mm
fragment types	 86%

Shale:
0-3 mm,

3.5%

flmenite
0-1 mm,

2.5%

Shale:
0-10 mm

20%

PorDhvry
0-10 mm

3%

Shale
0-10 mm,

35%

Table Lt,2. ComDarison of the fra gment content of
agglomerate outcroDs seen in Grands Vaux.

Original euhedral	 2magnetite	 1i..0-7.7	 5.9	 1.5 mm

Apatite	 0.9-2.5	 1.7	 1.3 x 0.6 mm

Secondary quartz 0-6.5	 1.5	 1402 mm

Table j,3. Modal analyses of eight samples of pyroxene
andesite from Grands Vaux.
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The tuft itself is grey-green to purplish when

fresh and. often stained by limonite when weathered. The

felsitic matrix is obscured by much secondary, finely

divided chlorite, sericite, epidote, microcrystalline quartz

and Iron oxides. Angular fragments of sericitised. albite

may form up to 10% of the rock. Original layering of the

matrix, deflected by the larger albite fragments, can be

seen In some sections (J393, 662L4. 50L4.0) but Is not evident

In the field.

The andeelte from this area all conforms to one

type, keratophyrlc pyroxene-andesite. The fine grained.

groundmass Is grey green when fresh and. often has a ilmonitic

stain when weathered. It is Invariably felsitic and obscured

by secondary calcite, chlorite, epidote, sericlte,kaollnite,

Iron oxides and. microcrystalline quartz. It does not contain

any microiltes. White alblte laths are abundant and. some

exposures also contain pinkish perthite. Polished slabs and

sections reveal feldspar phenocryats which are an Irregular

mixture of pinkish perthite and white plagioclase and although

the procesa Is obscured. by sericitisatlon the former would.

seem to be secondarily grown at the expense of the latter.

Original pyroxene phenocrysts are completely altered. but

good. pseudomorphs remain (Figs. Li.lOa, L..lOb). These are

often rimmed by magnetite and replaced by chlorite,ferroan

calcite, sericite, epidote and microcrystalline quartz ;

many are replaced by sparry ferroan calcite only. Original

euhedral magnetite Is often Intimately associated. with the

altered pyroxenes as Is acicular apatite (e.g.Fig.Li..lOa).
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?igure 4.lOa. (above). Longitudinal section through

a calcite pseudomorph after pyroxene (PPL, x40),

and

Figure 4.lOb. (below); cross—section through a

similar pseudomorph (PPL, xlOO). Apatite and

magrietite are associated with these pseudornorphs.

The carbonate has been stained so that calcite is

pink and ferroan calcite is blue.
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Piure 4.lOc. Ophitic plagioclase and pyroxene,

the former sericitised and albitised and the

latter replaced by chlorite and magnetite, in

an altered pvroxene-andesite. (PPL, x40).
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Original ophitic textures are often preserved (Fig.Li.loc).

Modal analyses of the andesite are given in Table L4.3. and.

show a low variation which suggests a single original lava

type.

Just west of Stirling Castle (Pig. 4.9.) are

several outcrops of basalt identical to that described from

Vallee des Vaux (4.5 .). They were not sampled for section-
Ing as their field. petrology leaves no doubt that this Is

the same horizon. The purplish grey-green groundmass is

almost medium grained. and numerous feldspar microlites can

be seen with a lens. Platy laths of plagioclase (1L1. nun)

are abundant and. often poikilitically enclose small (3 mm)

irregular clots of haematite-stalned. chlorite. A few of

these clots pseud.omorph euhedral olivine, which mineral they

undoubtedly replace. Amygdales are abundant and filled with

chlorite and calcite.

4.8. St. Saviours Hill :

Around St. Saviours Hill the succession recognised

north of the faulted. boundary with the Jersey Shalea (Fig.

4.11) is

Grey-green pyroxene andesite with
tuff horizons	 95 m +

Agglomerate
	

7iii

Aniygdaloldal purple andesite	 27 m

Grey andesite
	

l6m

The modes of the three and.eslte types are compared In

Table 14.14.
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a

Albite phenocrysts	 21.7	 19.1	 Li5.3	 25.9

Pyroxene phenocrysta	 -	 -

Aniygd.alea	 0.9	 11.L.	 12.8

Euhedral magnetite	 1.8	 0.6	 -	 3•

Apatite	 -	 -	 1.6

Groundmass	 75.6	 68.9	 4.9	 2.3

Maximum size (mm)

Albitephenocrysts 	 7xLi.	 5x3	 25x8	 14x2

Pyroxene phenocrysts 	 -	 -	 -	 2 X 1.3

Amygd.ales	 0.L1. x 0L.	 5 x Li.	 70 x 20	 -

Magnetite	 0.8 x 0.8 0.7 x 0.7	 -	 0.3 X 0.3

Apatite	 -	 -	 -	 0.Li. X 0.2

Albite microlites 0.3 x 0.1 0.3 x 0.2 0.3 x 0.1

1. Grey and.esite (centre) 2. Amygdaloidal top of grey
andesite

	

3. Trinity Hill Andesite	 .. Pyroxene-and.esite

Table Li..Li. Model analyses of the different andesitea
exposed on St. Saviour's Hill.

Max.

	

J1405 JLi.03	 Thr02 Aver-	 Size
mm

Albite phenocrysts	 35.Li. 31.5	 26.8	 31.2	 9 x 5

Alteredi pyroxene 	 5.0 10.2	 Li.8	 6.7 3 x 2

Apatite	 1.8	 1.9	 1.0	 1.6	 0.5x0.2

Zircon	 -	 0.2	 0.2	 0.15 Q32

Primary iron ore	 3.1	 3.6	 1.7	 2.8	 0.52

Groundmass	 L13.8	 39.1	 62.5	 1..8.5	 0.052

Secondary minerals 	 2
(patches & veins) 	 10.9	 13.5	 3.1	 9.2	 Li..0

JLO5 - 6710 L937 ; JL.03 - 6717 L.957 ; JL4.02 - 6727 L975

Table Li.5. Modes of pyroxene-andesites from Swiss Valley.
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The lowest, grey andesite outcrops around St. Marks

School (6581 Li956). Sericitised. albite laths are set in a

ground.mass consisting of fluxion banded plagioclase micro-

lites, interstitial feldspar and. finely divided magnetite

which is partly oxidised to leucoxene Less than 1% of

chlorite fills amygdales (along with some ?heulandite) and

occurs as small flakes in the groundmass : it is the only

maf Ic constituent of the rock. A few larger euhedral

magnetite grains are scattered through the rock. Fer]roan

calcite (1%) has partly replaced plagioclases,with which It

Is intimately associated. Some of the plagioclase show

zoning, their sericitsed centres enclosing small inclusions

of secondary Iron ore, calcite, zeolite and chlorite while

an outer rim, often only 0.1 mm wide, is free of such contami-

nation. This rim generally follows embayments and other

corrosion features and. may contain patches of groundmass.

Such rims probably developed during solidification of the

lava, their lack of secondary alteration suggesting that they

were originally less calcic than the rest of the feldspar.

Towards its top the grey andesite becomes rich in

amygdales (Table Li.Li.). It Is overlain by the purple amygda-

loidal flow (6585 L.958) along a sharp but irregular contact.

The upper andesite has a blocky basal zone about 3. m thick

produced partly by autobrecciation and partly by the Inclusiai

of blacks of shale and. of other andesites thich may reach

0.1 m in diameter. This boundary dips at a much higher

angle to the north than does the centre of the purple flow

(Fig. Li. . 11), this probably reflecting flow over an uneven

surface.
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The purple andesite is undoubtedly the same flow

as that recognised on Trinity Hill (Fig. Li..8.). The section

examined was richer in altered albite laths (Lj.5.3) which are

of similar size and. form to those studied from Trinity Hill

and. again are often stacked like plates, and fluxion banded.

The groundinass contains numerous feldspar microlites,aome-

times with re-entrant growths but has largely been replaced

by finely divided and massive haematite and. magnetite.

Numerous amygdalee are lined with chlorite and have centres

of microcrystalline quartz, ferroan calcite, epidote and.

sericite, seemingly grown in any sequence. Some ainygdales

contain pre-calcite dolomite, the two minerals often forming

a single strained crystal which is optically continuous even

where the two minerals are separated by a thin film of

chlorite.

The pyroxene andesite is identical with that found

in Grands Vaux (compare Tables .3. and L1..L1..). The ground-

mass shows fine grained. felsitic devitrification and is

obliterated by secondary minerals. Albites are partly

replaced by carbonate and epidote and strongly sericitised,

while apatite Is associated. with pyroxenes Wiich are totally

replaced by secondary quartz, chlorite and magnetite.

Only one exposure of agglomerate was seen (6587

4948), just above the purple andesite. Angular fragmentB Up

to 30 mm in diameter form 80% of the rock and are set In a

grey-green to purple fine grained tuffaceous matrix. Frag-

ments of shale, tuft and. andesite are present In roughly

equal amounts along with about 4% of fine gralned acid

porphyry.
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An old quarry in the grounds of Government House

(6602 4968) provides the only exposure of tuft in the area.

The fine grained, compact, silvery-grey rock has a felsitic

matrix of quartz and feldspar much obscured. by secondary

limonite and chlorite. Broken feldspar laths (7%, 6 x 3 mm)

show a poor, possibly original, alignment. Pyrite cubes

(Li.%, 2 mm), acicular apatite (0.7%, 0.14 mm long) and small

patches of microcrystalline quartz (0.8%, 1 mm) are randomly

scattered. throughout the groundmass. Both pyrite and quartz

are secondary growths, though the apatite may be original.

14.9. Swiss Valley :

Expo8ures in and around Swiss Valley (Fig.Li..12)

are similar to those seen in the Grands Vaux area. Poorly

stratified tuffs at Le Boulivot (679 1491) dip at 25° due

north and the pattern of other exposures suggests that this

is the general dip of the succession. Based. on this assump-

tion the succession recognised In Swiss Valley Itself Is :-

Pyroxene andesite
	

Lj.Om+

Agglomerate
	

30m

Tuft
	

145m

Pyroxene andesite
	

90m

Conglomerate
	

7m

Pyroxene andesite
	

lOni

Tuft	 25m

Pyroxene andesite
	

90m

Tuft	 70m^

Paucity of exposures prevents exact estimation of the thick-

nesses and boundaries of the various horizons.
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The andesites are identical in most re8pects with

those described from Grrands Vaux and St. Saviour (14.7. and.

14.8.) and the modes of several samples of altered pyroxene-.

andesite from the area (Table 14.5.) bear direct comparison

with those from elsewhere (Tables 14.3. and. 14.14.). A minor

difference is the occurrence of accessory zircons, asaoci-

ated with altered pyroxenes, in the Swiss Valley material.

Within the andesite are what appear in the field to be

'pebbles' of coarser material (5%, Li0 mm). Such patches

are seen in the pyroxene andesite of other areas but are

most abundant in Swiss Valley. They consist of 70% albite

laths 0.3 to 1.0 mm long with minor amounts of euhedral

magnetite (3%) and abundant small zircons (2%, 0.3 mm)

set in a chioritic matrix which has a heavy limonitic stain

(Fig. Li..13). These patches do not have a smooth outline in

sections, their sharp junction with the felsitic groundmass

being determined by the jutting edges of the randomly

arranged 1ath they contain. This relationship seems to

preclude the idea that they are patches of the and.esite

which have, for some reason, cooled more slowly and are

therefore coarser : neither do they appear to be concantra-

tions of albite phenocrysts, since the laths are markedly

smaller than solitary feldspar phenocryste and are set in

chlorite, rather than in felsitic material. The texture

displayed by these patches is decidedly plutonic rather

than extrusive, a collection of randomly orientated feld-

spars polkilitically enclosed by a now-chloritised mafic

crystal.
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Figure 4.13. A coarse grained patch in pyroxene .

-andesite from Swiss Valley ( 672 497). Albite laths,
with accessory zircon and magnetite, are set in

chlorite, the whole assemblage being heavily stained

with lirnonite (see text for explanation). The base of

the figure shows the typical felsitic matrix of the

andesites. (crossed polars, x40).

Fture 4. 1. .uccovite re	 ciJ ?. roxene in a
heavily sericitised tuff (6845 4943, crossed polars,

xlOO).
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No presently outcropping rock type could have

been the source of such 'plutonic' material, since Adams'

(1976) dating has shown the Jersey plutona to be far younger

than the Brioverian. The most logical explanation seems to

be that these fragments are the plutonic equivalent of the

andesite itself, material which solidified at depth and

was caught up by later eruptions. The concentration of

zircons in these patches is difficult to explain. Despite

the high specific gravity of zircons their presence can

scarcely indicate some sort of cumulative deposit since the

patches are relatively poor in magnetite and rich in the

lightest phase, feldspar.

A single outcrop of conglomerate occurs just east

of Beau Desert (6718 L1.960). This is sandwiched by pyroxene-

andesite and cannot exceed 7 i thickness. It is entirely

composed of pyroxene-ande8lte debris of the lava type out-

cropping locally and contains pebbles up to 60 mm in

diameter, the largest (15 mm-i. ) being more sub-rounded to

sub-angular in shape. All pebbles and grains over 2 mm

diameter have a thin coating of limonite, and such form

about 70% of the deposit. Their finer grained matrix is

of comininuted. andesitic debris and is rich in angular feld-

spar fragments and secondary chlorite. This conglomerate

must be the product of local inter-flow erosion,possibly

along a stream bed or gulley. It serves to emphasise that

the great thicknesses of pyroxene-andesite seen here and

elsewhere are the product of multiple lava flows.
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The single exposure of agglomerate in Swiss

Valley (Fig. Li..12.) contains angular fragments of mudatone

( 15%) and tuft (6%) up to 10 mm in diameter Bet in a greyish

to purple fine grained tuffaceous matrix. It is a coarser

fades of the underlying tuffaceous exposures which have

a similar, but fragment-free, appearance. This is the

uppermost of three tufts recognised in the area (Fig.Li..12.)

and, like the middle tuft, is very similar to that seen in

the grounds of Government House. The cxmpact massive

greyish felsitic groundmass contains small fragments of

albite (2 mm, 5%) and shale (10 mm, 2%) along with secondary

pyrite cubes (Li. mm, 5%). Either of these horizons might be

correlated with that on St.Saviour's Hill.

The lowest thickest tuft outcrops extensively

around. Maison de Haut where a temporary exposure (6750

Li.905) showed a highly weathered faulted junction with the

SE granite. Without exception the tuft is highly weathered,

crumbles easily and has a deep limonitic stain. Fresher

surfaces have a greyish colour and an occasional feldspar

or shale fragment can be seen. An exposure at Le Boulivot

(679 L1.9l) shows apparent stratification on weathered.

surfaces ; layers up to 20 mm thick are picked. out by

slight colour differences in the limonitic stain and dip

at 250 to the north. This layering is not seen on fresher

surfaces. Little of the original nature of the tuft can be

seen in sections. A few angular sericitised plagioclase

fragments (2.5%, 3 mm) are randomly set in a felsitic

matrix which is almost completely obliterated and replaced

by sericite, limonite and microcrystalline quartz.

Pneumatolytic tourmaline (schorlite) is locally abundant.
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Its presence is discussed later in this Chapter (L1.16.1.).

Li..lO. Frpnchville.

A sequence similar to that described, above is

exposed in a small valley S.E. of Franchville (Fig. L1.1L1.)

The succession recognised is :

Tuft	 80m+

Agglomerate	 75 m

Tuff
	

20m

Pyroxene-Andesite	 LL5 m

Jersey Shale

The thicknesses given are approximate and based on a dip

of 300 to 3L0° seen in fluxion bande& pyroxene andesite

(6901 L1.951). The dip and strike of the underlying shales

(Fig. L..i11..) indicates that they are separated from the

volcanics by an angular unconformity. The sediments

coarsen considerably upwards, a feature seen in conformable

shale—andesite junctions, suggesting that very little

material has been removed by erosion.

Lying immediately above the shale is a pyroxene

andesite identical to those seen around 0rands Vaux and

elsewhere. Fluxion affected exposures near Catillon contain

a few small (3%, Li. mm), calcite filled amygdales. The

distinction made between tuff and agglomerate is somewhat

artificial as they merely represent coarser and finer

layers In a pyroclastic deposit. The tuff a are massive,

fine grained and pale grey when fresh. They are rich in

pyrite (7%) and contain a few broken feldepars (3%,3 mm)

and angular shale and and,esite fragments (5%, 6 mm). The
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pyrite weathers rapidly, producing a limonitic stain.

Exposures mapped as agglomerate show a complete gradation

from patches containing no visible fragments to those

containing no visible matrix. The angular fragments show

no orientation and, reach L,O mm In diameter. Tuff and. shale

which are difficult to distinguish in the field, form the

largest proportion of the fragments while and.esite forms

about 5% of the total fragments. The tuffaceous matrix

has a felsitic texture and has been much replaced by micro-

crystalline and vein quartz, epidote, sericite, pyrite

(often veins) and tourmaline (see L4.16.i.). One section

(J).i.oi, 68Li.5 L9L.3) contains small broken laths (2.3%,

1.5 mm) of a mafic mineral replaced by muscovite (Fig.L.l5.)

No cross sections remain to allow identification of the

original mineral, but asaociated acicular apatite (0.6%)

and zircon (0.5%) suggest pyroxene derived from andesite.

As much as 10.5% of broken aibite laths may be present in

the agglomerate.

Lii Catilion to Gorev.
East of Catiflon there are only rare exposures

of andesite, all resembling the pyroxene andesite seen

elsewhere. And,esite from Gorey Church (709 503) displays

unusual alteration, Original pyroxenes have been replaced

by actinolite. Amygd.ales also are filled with inward

growing elongated prisms of actinolite, and may have

chloritic cores (Fig. 1.i..16.). Finely divided mafics in the

matrix have been similarly replaced. Actinolite is a

typical product of greenschIst facies metamorphism of basic

rocks (Deer, Howie and Zuseman, 1966).
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Figure 4.16. iunygdale filled by inward-growing prisms

of apple-green to very pale green p].eochroic actinolite.

Note the ho].low-ehelled natu±e of many of the feldspar

microlites in the matrix of the andeBite.(PPL, x40)
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L
iiure 4.18. Relict ophitic texture in an altered

pyroxene-andesite (664 531). The pyroxene is replaced

by calcite chlorite and limonite, the plaioclase by

a].bite, sericite and calcite. (PPL, x40).
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Li.l2, The Trinity Andesite Inliera.

An inlier of andesitic rocks around Blanche

Pierre (667 52L1.) Is totally surrounded by igninibrites

having dips suggesting that the andesite forms the core

of an eroded dome (Fig. Li.17.) with fold axes running NNW -

SSE and NE - SW. Such a structure Is consistent with

others seen in Jersey, at St. Ouents Bay (Squire,l97Lg.)

and Bouley Bay (Chapter 6). The shape of the Inlier can

be mapped with some accuracy, but its internal form is
less clear. The Interpretation of the outcrop pattern

shown in Fig. L.l7. follows the structural trends of the

dome as a whole but Implies a sub-Ignimbrite unconformity.

This is not unreasonable as the dip noted in the tuffite

is Inconsistent with a conformable succession, and evidence

of a break at this level can be seen elsewhere (Chapter 5).

The pyroxene-andesite seen lere is again of the

same type. The felsitic matrix (61.8%) Is largely obscured

by secondary minerals. Altered pyroxenes (10.0%) and.

sericitised albitised plagioclase phenocrysts (23.8%)

exhibit ophitic texture (Fig. Li.18.). Apatite (1.3%) Is

associated with the altered pyroxene, and original iron ore

(3.1%), now leucoxene and limonite, was a titanium-rich

magnetite. The compact fine gralned. pale grey tufT Is also

similar to those seen around St. Saviour. It rapidly

acquires a limonitic stain on weathering and invariably

contains broken laths of feldspar. Agglomeratic patches

contain equal proportions of shale and andesite fragments,

which reach Li.0 mm diameter and form up to 50% of the rock.

These fragments become rounded on weathered surfaces and

give the rock a conglomeratic appearance.
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The tuffite is a compact fine .-grained. grey green

rock with graded units up to L4.0 mm thick. It has undergone

extensive microslumping and microshearing and shatters

easily into small pieces. The base of each unit contains

angular to subrounded grains of quartz with subordinate

albite which reach 0.1 mm in size. These rapidly disappear

away from the base, and the bulk of the rock is exceptionally

fine grained and obliterated by secondary chlorite and

eericite. Titanium-rich magnetite forms granular clots and

veinlets.

The relationship of the sediment with the surround-

ing volcanics is not clear. It appears to have been

deposited during quiet lacustrine conditions, possibly in

part directly from air-fallen pyroclastic dust. The presence

of quartz suggests derivation from acidic material while

the albite, and chlorite and sericite which obliterate the

matrix, are more consistent with an andesitic parent. Field

relationships favour association with the andesites rather

than the unconformable and stratigraphically higher ignim-

britee. The presence of quartz may be attributed to minor

acidic horizons known in the andesitic formations such as

the Long Echet TUfT (Chapter 2) and seen as fragments In

agglomerates. The degree of disturbance noted suggests

contemporaneous vulcano-tectonic activity.
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Other small ande8itic inliers outcrop near that

described above :-

(i) Just north of Lea Vaux (67 53). A few poor

exposures of pyroxene andesite probably represent another

NNW - SSE anticlinal flexure.

(ii) Two small exposures of pyroxene-andesite outcrop

due south of the main inlier. These are surrounded by

ignimbrite and are separate 'domes' of andesite. They are

found at :

(a) Ponterrin Mill (6657 5192). Ignlmbrite

overlies andesite in a small quarry (Fig.Li..19.).

The junction Is irregular and partly faulted and

the base of the ignimbrite Is rich in andesite

fragments.

(b) An old quarry (666 5lLi.) contains very

weathered autobrecciated. pyroxene andesite.

L.l3. The Rozel Inlier.

A small triangular patch of and.eslte just south

of Rozel Manor (699 531) was mapped by Mourant (1933). This

is faulted to the west against ignimbrite and. to the south

against Rozel Conglomerate. The latter overlies It uncon-

formably to the NE. The shale mapped In the area by Mourant

( 1933) was an error (Mourant, pers. comm.).

The purple 'andeelte' contains no visible large

phenocrysts of feldspar, which differentiates It from all

those andesites previously described. A few large (1 mm)

microlites are visible under a lens. Amygdales up to 10 mm

long form 25% of the rock and are infilled by epidote,
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calcite, chlorite, sericite and. microcrystalline quartz.

Chlorite pseudomorphe after olivine (8.7%, 2 mm) may

display original euliedral outlines and. are rimmed and

'cracked' by magnetite and minor associated iddingeite

(Fig. Lt.20a.). lourant (1932) rioted these pseudomorphe but

suggested that the rock contained no original olivine. The

groundmass of the rock coniets of plagioclase microlites

set in a matrix of granular magnetite, epidote and chlorite.

Pour stages of microlitic growth can be recognised, indica-

ting a complex cooling history. They are, in order :-

(1) Large lath-.shaped. microlites, 0.5 to 1.0. m long,

replaced by sericite, quartz and epidote.

(ii) Smaller lath.-shaped microlites of albite, 0.1

to 0.3 mm long, showing little replacement.

(iii) Hollow or 'pronged.' microlites up to 0.2 mm long

showing little alteration but indeterminate.
(lv) Fibrous growths of feldspar often forming

dentritic of radiating webs.

Each type may occur as a re-entrant growth at the corners

of a previous form (Fig. Li..20b.).

The lack of plagioclase pheriocrysts and abundance

of altered olivine distinguishes this from other andesites.

The latter suggests a basalt, as in Vallee des Vaux (L1.5).

Mourant (1932) suggested that the presence of free silica

indicated an andesitic rock. However this is a seondary

deposit,infilling vesicles, and unrelated to the original

rock composition. Olivine,albeit altered, has only been

noted In two other horizons, one of which was demonstrably

basaltic, and there is no reason to suggest that the Rozel

Inlier is other than an altered basalt.
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Figure 4.20a. Chlorite and niagnetite psei.dorwrphs after

olivine in basalt from Rozel Manor (699 531). MInor
iddingsite is associated with the chlorite. (PPL, x40).

$ I,

i"iure 4.20o.	 agiociase microlites, many of them hollow-

shelled, from the Rozel Inlier, showing the growth staes

described in section 4.13. (PPL, x175).
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L.lLi. Correlation of the areas described.

A picture has been built up of a layered series

of lava flows and pyroclastic horizons from a series of

sections through an area typical of the flanks of a volcanic

cone. A thick cover of bess hides much of the area

rendering correlation of the sections difficult, as does

the similarity of many parts of the succession. In attempting

any correlation the complex structure of the area must be

taken into account, as must the limited. lateral extent which

many volcanic horizons would. be expected. to show.

North of Mont a VAbbé and east of Ville ès

Phillipes pyroxene andesites were noted but it is only in

the area around St. Saviour that any real attempt to provide

a map of the internal stratigraphy of the andesites can be

made. For the purposes of this exercise tiiffs and agglomer-

ates are grouped together as field evidence suggests that

they are merely grain size variants of the same horizons

(Figs. L1..21. and L..22.). The basalt and. Trinity Hill ande-

site are the most distinctive horizons but are of little use

In correlation due to their limited outcrop.

The tuffs are the most extensive distinctive

horizons and can be used for a tentative correlation of the

Vallée des Vaux section and St. Saviours/Grands Vaux area,

this despite the similarity of all tuff horizons. Three tuffs

in the former area have been lettered X,Y,Z, in the latter,

A,B,C (Fig. Li.21.) and are used for this correlation, as

below :-
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Valledes Vaux

Pyroxene-And.e 81 te

Tuff'	 (z)

Basalt

Andesite

Pyroxene-Andes I te

Tuff	 (y)

Pyroxene-Andesite

Tuff	 (x)

Pyroxene-Ande si te

St. Saviours

Pyroxene -Ande site

Tuft	 (A)

Basalt

Pyroxene-Andesi te

Tuft	 (B)

Pyroxene-Andeslte

Tuff	 (C)

Pyroxene-Andesite

Tuft

Trinity Hill Andesite

Andesite

The occurrence of the distinctive basalt at the same level

within both areas supports this correlation.

)i..lLt.l. Correlation with other andesites :

Correlation of specific horizons within the Belle

Hougue, St. Heller Syncline and St. Saviour andesites could

not be made. The northerly material generally displays a

quite distinct petrology, and the field evidence points to

a separate source of material. Within the St. Helier

syncline two and.esite flows (St. Tohn'a Road Andesite and

Upper Bathing Pool Andesite) and possibly a third (West

Mount Andesite) correspond with the pyroxene andesite seen

around St. Saviour. The other flows have no direct counter-.

part but display the platy phenocrysts, microlites and

amygd.ales which characterise the keratophyres of' the St.

Saviour Andesite Formation. Although individual flows cannot

be correlated It is believed that the rocks of both areas have
a common source.
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Evidence from the St. Saviour's area (see Li.15.)

indicates that the cessation of sedimentary deposition and

initiation of vulcanism was neither instantaneous at any

one spot nor contemporaneous between localities. The

andesite-shale boundaries mapped are therefore regarded as

diachronous and cannot be correlated between areas of

exposure.

L..lS. Environment of the Vulcanism:

It has already been remarked that the succession

described is typical of the flanks of a sub-aerial volcanic

cone, since folded and faulted. It is interesting to

speculate on the possible location of the vent or vents

which provoded this material. The oldest volcanics in the

area occur towards the east (Fig. t1.2l., section L1..iLi.)

where they lie with slight unconformity on the shales. At

West Hill (Fig. L.2.) younger volcanics lie conformably on

shales which contain interdigitated tuff horizons. This

suggests firstly that the shale-andesite boundary is dia-

chronous and secondly that the older more easterly volcanics

were closer to the vent, the formation of which had caused

local uplift and erosion of the underlying shales.

Pyroclastic deposits become coarser grained away

from St. Saviour, which suggests more a south westerly

source of material. However they are never very coarse

and the vent may have been relatively distant. The lack of

vent agglomerates and other vent-features supports this view.

The greatest variety of lava types is found in the SW.corner

of the andesite outcrop, and these variants on the pyroxene
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andesite have a limited extent. This also suggests a vent

to the south or east. There are many similarities between

these andesites and those of the St. Helier syncline and

the two may well have had a common source. Agglomerates in

the syncline are coarser, suggesting that it was nearer to

the source than the main outcrop. As in the S.W. corner of

the main outcrop, this syncline displays variable lava types.

Thus, there appear to be two conflicting lines of

evidence : age and the relationship with the shalea suggests

a south-easterly source, while size variation in the pyro-

clastics and. variation of lava types indicates a south-

westerly source. Probably there was more than one vent

occupying sites now Invaded by the plutonics of the S.E.

complex.

Li,16. Alteration of the andesltes :

These andesites show alteration features similar

to those seen both at Belle Hougue and the St. Heller syncline

and should properly be termed keratophyres. Plagioclase Is

almost universally altered to albite, and other typical

greenechist fades minerals are formed. In the Belle Hougue

area carbonates were developed to the exclusion of epidote,

while In St. Helier the opposite was nearly true. The St.

Saviour andesite represent a happy medium with both carbonates

and epjdote developed ; the Belle Hougie area might therefore

be regarded as the 'epicentre' of this secondary carbonate

development.
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Some af the keratophyres from Grands Vaux show

the alkali redistribution associated with such rocks

(Batley, 1955) in a striking manner. For example, white

plagioclase is partly replaced by pink perthite. Unaltered

plagioclase in one exposure and altered olivines el8ewhere

( L4. 13.) have indicated original basaltic lavas. These displr

textures and had original mineralogies distinct from the

bulk of the material which is regarded as originally ande-

sitic - a hypothesis which is later re-examined in the

light of chemical data (Chapter ii).

),l6,l. Pneumatolysis :

The occurrence of tourmaline in the andesites around

St. Saviour has been noted above. Mourant (1933) mapped a

belt of pneumatolysed andesite running from Francheville to

St. Saviour's Church, and this was repeated on later maps.

Specimens collected at or near to localities mentioned by

Mourant did not contain tourmaline and the mineral seems to

be of more sporadic occurrence than previously suggested. The

localities recorded by Mourant are :-

a. 'Prancheville Valley' - see (ci) below.

b. 'near St. Saviour's Parish Hall'(663Lj.98)

c. 'Boulivot de Bas' (presumably 680 1.i.92)

Those recordedi during the present work are :-

d. S.E. of Francheville, in agglomerate (JL1.O0,

6850 Ll914.9)

This probably corresponds to Mourant 's locality (a)

e. Maison de Haut (6760 Li.925), in tuff.
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The tourmaline from locality (d) is microscopic and. forms

groups of radiating colourless prisms (Fig. Li.23.). The

specimen collected contained 16% tourinallne, although

Mourant has noted up to 30%, sometimes displaying brown,

blue and colourless bands. This same specimen contains

numerous agglomeratic muds tone fragments. The tourmaline

is only poorly gi'own in these, and then only around their

rims. It is concentrated in the highly altered matrix

which is rich in kaolin, sericite, chlorite and micro-

crystalline quartz, the latter often occurring between

individual tourmaline prisms. Macroscopic tourmaline from

locality (e) was first recorded in 1961 (Mourant) in a

highly weathered exposure. Irregular laths of schorlite

up to 3 mm long form about 10% of the rock and occur as

isolated crystals or in radiating clusters. Thin veins of

the mineral, less than 1 mm thick were noted in the field.

The tuffaceous matrix of the rock has largely been replaced

by sericite, kaollnite, limonite and epidote.

The source of the tourmaline is not clear. Its

occurrence as veins indicates a secondary origin. The

macroscopic tourmaline has been partly replaced by kaolin,

sericite and microcrystalline quart's which suggests pneuma-

tolysis followed by lower temperature hydrothermal activity.

The pyroclastics in which the mineral occurs show no indica-.

tion of primary welding and appear true air-fall deposits.

It is thus unlikely that the tourmaline results from

original boron-rich volatiles in the host rock. The usual

source of tourmaline is granitic Intrusions, the granite

outcropping 100 m south of liaison de Haut being at first
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Piure 4.23. aditing clusters of tournaline
prisms, with interstitial microcrystalline

quartz, in an agglomerate (8650 4949, PPL, xlOO).
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sight the probable source. However tourmaline is absent

from the granite (&roves, 1927) which is contrary to what

would be expected.

Dates ranging from 520 Ma to Li80 Ma (Adams,1976)

have been obtained for the younger members of the S.E.

complex. A Li.70 Ma date (Allen 1972) obtained for the

tourmaline Is thus compatible with Its derivation from the

granite, which Is regarded as the most likely source of

pneumatolytic fluids despite Its own lack of tourmaline.

The distribution of the tourmaline has been shown

to be spasmodic. It generally occurs in pyroclastic

deposits (though not at locality b) where It Is usually

confined to the fine grained matrix. This suggests that

original porosity was a deciding factor as to whether or

not tourmailne developed, and. that pneumatolytic fluids

tended to follow the line of least resistance, penetrating

ashes rather than lavas.

17 Conclusions :

The St. SaviouT's Aridesite Formation is sensibly

conformable upon the Jersey Shale Formation but displays a

diachronous base with local angular unconformity. The

formation is almost completely sub-aerial in origin and

typical of an andesitic cone. Pyroxene-andesite Is the

dominant lava type but other andesites and a basalt, as well

as air-fall pyroclastics, are found. The formation has

generally undergone greenschlst grade keratophyrlo metamor-

phism, the basalt being the lea8t altered rock type.
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Pneumatolytic activity, probably associated with the

intrusion of granite to the south, has resulted In the

local growth of tourmaline, usually in tuft horizons. The

source of these volcanics is uncertain but probably lay

somewhere to the south of their main outcrop.
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5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ANDESTIES AND THE ACID
VOLCANICS

5.1. Introduction :

The nature of the andesite-'rhyolite' boundary has

received little attention from previous workers in Jersey.

This reflects the lack of exposure of such a critical change,

which is seen only in two places, at Côtil Point (631 562)

and. Vicard Bay (665 556, Figs. 2.2. and 5.1.). The former

locality is within the thermal aureole of the NW. granite

which obscures the nature of the transition. Mourant (1932)

records 'an alternation of rhyolite and. andesite' : this

certainly exists, but the repetition is due to faulting, the

altered state of the rocks precluding any detailed analysis

on the nature of the boundary. In Vicard Bay ignimbrite

overlies the Vicard. Tuff in a cliff section which is

inaccessible and can only be viewed. from a distance.

Clear lines of evidence suggest that the two

formations are unconformable but that the time gap implied

by the break is indeterminate. The inland outcrop of the

andesite shows exceptional variation of width (Fig. 4.1.).

This is partly attributable to original variations in thick-

ness and later tectonic activity, but the suggested strati-

graphy of the area (Fig. 4.21.). implies considerable angular

disconformity between formations. This may partly reflect the

differing natures of the formations. The andesitic material

accumulated as part of a volcanic cone with probable

extensive erosion between eruptive events while fluid. mobile

ignimbrites would. tend to fill topographic lows. The dis-

continuity seen may therefore reflect overstep rather than

a genuine break in eruptive events.
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5.2. The L'Homme Mort Con glomerate :

Two exposures of conglomerate on the eastern side

of Giffard Bay have previously been termed the Long Echet

and. L'Homme Mort conglomerates (Casimir and Henson,1955).

Despite some differences in lithology (Squire l97Li.) the two

are, clearly, separated exposures of the same deposit and

it is proposed to identify both as L'Homnie Mort Conglomer-

ate (Fig. 2.2.). Squire investigated these deposits in some

detail and his observations and. conclusions are generally

substantiated.

Both on Long Echet and north of L'Homme Mort the

conglomerate overlies andesite and Jersey Shales in an

unconformable relationship. The outcrop and orientation of

the finer grained base mapped by Squire (Map 5) suggests

that the conglomerate has been gently folded. about an E-W

synclinal axis,. This is	 consistent with the fold

geometry of the and.esitic rocks (Fig. 2.2.). Although these

areas of finer material were observed. in the field great

difficulty was experienced in obtaining their internal dip

A thin purple mudstone-siltsone at the base of the conglom-

erate (6535 560Lt) was also noted by Squire4, yet again its

field relationships are less clear than his map would suggest.

It is offset by numerous minor faults and microfaults and

is transitio al with the conglomerate over thicknesses of

1-2 metres.
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Squire suggested that the conglomerate was partly

alluvial and partly laharic and, that Its 'geometry, with

associated beds of finer pebbly mudstone near the base,

represents a bajada or compound alluvial fan formed on the

volcanic Island coast ......... the marine element contri-

buted well rounded plutonic material and the alluvial-laharic

element added angular volcanic material and the agglomerate

tufT matrix'. This view is accepted, thin gritty lenses on

Long Echet displaying the poor sorting and braiding typical

of stream deposits while the unsorted conglomerate with

rounded to angular pebbles appears typically laharic, a

poorly defined lubrication suggesting a N to NE provenance.

Pebbles and cobbles represent between 10 and 90%

of the rock and reach 300 mm in diameter. Their nature and

ratio varies considerably (Table 5.1.). Much of the matrix

consists of microscopic lithic fragments as small as 0.2 mm.

Finer material between such grains has been partly replaced

by chlorite, sericite and haeniatlte but consists of angular

to subrounded. quartz, albite, alkali feldspar and inagnetlte

grains which rarely reach 0.1 mm diameter. Chioritic

pseudomorphs after pyribole fragments were noted by Squire.

The conglomerate Is undoubtedly a part of the

volcanic succession rather than an outlier of the Rozel

Conglomerate. Field work agrees with Mourant's (1933) map

showing that while the Long Echet material Is affected by the

large Fremont Fault, an outiler of undoubted Rozel Conglom-

erate sits unaffected astride the fault further to the east

(Fig. 2.2.). Table 5.1. shows that the majority of pebbles

are andesitic or sedimentary and these all resemble local
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Granite

Porphyry

Vein Quartz
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1	 2	 3	 4	 5

10-60% 60-90% 30-70%

	

4 • 8	 8.7

	

2.2	 1•1	 ---	 5•0	 8.0

	

3 • 1	 2.6

	

58 . 0	 34.6	 60.0	 60.0	 70.0

	

8 . 2 	 18.5	 8.0	 5.0	 4'O

	

2 . 6	 ---	 ---

	

21'l	 34.8	 32.0	 30.0	 18.0

1. Long Echet

2. L'Hoinnie Mort
	 Squire4 (1974)

3. Pine gralned material close to the base of the

conglomerate, L'Honune Mort.

4. Coarse grained. material from the upper part of the

conglomerate, L'Hoinme Mort.

5. Long Echet.

Table 5.1. Pebble content and variation within the

L'Homme Mort Conglomerate.
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material. 'Ithyolite' debris is subordinate, the figure

of 18.5% quoted by Squire (Table 5.1.) beIng In excess of

anything noted in the field, and. such debris cannot be

correlated with material from the main rhyolite sequence.

However it bears a close resemblance to the acidic Long

Echet Tuff found within the Belle Hougue andesitee. Squires'

explanation that the granitic pebbles are of marine origin,

probably derived from basement rocks further north, is

unexceptionable. The rest of the deposit Is believed,on

the evidence above, to be derived from 'pre-rhyolite'

deposits and to predate the main acidic vulcanism.

5.3. The Vicard. Mudstone :

A previously undescribed sequence of mudstones

mapped in Vicard Bay (FIg. 5.1.) has been termed the Vicard.

Mudstone. Isolated outcrops of similar material occur above

Giffard Bay (Fig. 2.2.). The mudstone has a total thickness

of 60 in and dips at a high angle to the north. Greenish

coloured lenses of coarser material are set In the purple

mudstone. Such lenses reach 3 in in length and 0.25 in thick-

ness and contain numerous fragments of white feldspar up to

2 mm in diameter. They grade upwards into finer purple

material and indicate that the sequence is overturned.

Layers up to 0.3 in thick within the purple mudatone contain

Isolated rounded pebb1es of vein quartz, jasper and andesite

which reach 20 mm In diameter and form lesa than 15% of

such horizons.
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Polished surfaces and sections show patches of

slightly coarser, (0.05 mm grain 8ize) limonite-stained

sediment set in the purple mudstone. These reach 0.2 m

length and have a generally lenticular shape. The muds tone

has a 'flow' fabric around these patches, a texture which

suggests laharic origins. The pebbly and graded horizons

probably result from intermittent stream activity.

A conformable (2.5 m) andesite is present within

the mudstone (PIg. 5.1.) This contains numerous lenticular

fragments of the mudstone at and parallel to its overturned

base and has a sharp flat top. The andesite contains no

phenocrysts, a distinction from the other andesites found

in the area. Albite inicrolites (55%) and euhedra]. magr4etite

( 1 5%) up to 1 mm size are set In interstitial feldspar (20%)

secondary chlorite (0.5%) and ferroan calcite (7%),the two

latter also filling veins. Peldapars are widely replaced by

sericite, kaollnite, ?prehnite and calcite.

The mud.stone has a faulted junction with the Vicard.

Tuft to the north and their relationship Is indeterminate.

The boundary with the Ignimbrlte to the south Is largely

obscured by a boulder beach. However just to the north of

the thin andesite a vertical junction between the two Is

exposed : this is sharp and the undulatory base of the

Ignimbrite cuts across the mudstone bedding. Although the

ignimbrite here has the rubbly, brecciated., texture which

indicates the base of a flow It contains no mud.stone frag-

ments. This rubbly base also shows that the Ignimbrite

postdates the mudstone, and the cross-cutting relationship

Indicates that their boundary Is unconformable.
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5.Li. Conclusions :

The available data, especially that from the Belle

Hougue area, suggest a significant break between the ande-.

sitic and acidic volcanic episodes. The final product8 of

the andesitic vulcanism were laharic sediments, largely

derived from the erosion of previous volcanic products,

with minor andesite flows. These are overlain with angular

unconformity by acidic ignimbrites. The time span of the

break is unknown. The absence of a widespread clear cut

unconformable surface suggests that neither age dating nor

palaeomagnetic data will 8h0w a significant temporal

distinction between the two formations.
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6. THE NO1?H COAST RHYOLITES.

6.1. Introduction :

Acidic volcanic rocks are superbly exposed on the

N.E. coast of Jersey (Fig. 6.]a). Two formations have been

recognised, the St. John's Bay and Bouley Bay Rhyolite

Formations, and. are named after their most complete and

least ambiguous areas of outcrop. A great part of the

succession is ignimbrite, and to avoid confusion such rocks

are described using the nomenclature of Rosa and Smith

(1961), unless otherwise stated.

In many cases a series of apparently identical

ignimbrite flows, separated by rubbly or brecciated horizons

which are now welded and merge into the surrounding material,

can be recognised. Inland each ignimbrite 'type' may form a

mappable unit, but individual flows caniiot be distinguished.

Field evidence suggests that these individual flows within

the larger unit were erupted in quick succession, for example,

there Is usually no indication of erosion between eruptions.

These groups of flows are thus treated as one 'cooling unit',

as suggested by Smith (1960).

This chapter describes those rhyolites which outcrop

on the north coast between Côtil Point (631 562) and. Tate des

Hougues (679 5Lj.Lj.), a coastal section whIch is divided into

unequal halves by the Belle Hougue and.esites (Fig. 6.1.).
At c6tii Point the rhyolites are Invaded and metamorphosed

by the N.W. Granite (Chapter 9) while at Tate des Hougues

they are unconformably overlain by the Rozel Conglomerate.

At least two phases of folding, and abundant major and minor

faulting affect the volcanics.





'77

Pigure 6.la. Frernont Point viewed from the west. The

rocks forming the cliffs are igniinbritic. Belle Hougue

Point is in the background.
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6.2. The St. John's Bay Formation :

This formation outcrops between Côtil Point and La

Crate Point (F1g8. 6.2. and 6.3.). Two thick ignimbritic

units, the Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite and Fremont Point

Ignimbrite are separated by an eroded surface and inter-

mittent and.esitic deposits. The pre-granite ENE-WSW

sinistral tear fault which runs through the SW corner of
()

Bouley Bay (appended map) causes repetition within the

coastal outcrop, and the sections between Côtil and Fremont

Points (Fig. 6.2.). and Bonne Nuit jetty and La Crete

(Fig. 6.3.) are etratigraphical equivalents. The whole

coastal section generally shows high easterly dips. The

lower Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite is characterised by numerous

small quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, small angular sedi-

mentary xenoliths and fiamme 'iich resemble small strands

of white cotton on weathered surfaces. The higher Fremont

Point Ignimbrite is more variable. It has 'agglomeratic'

horizons rich in large polylithic xenollths and phenocrysts

while eutoxitic textures may nor may not be present.

6.2.1. The Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite (B.N.I.).

The thickness of this ignimbrite is difficult to

determine as its base lies within the aureole of the NW

Granite. As all the meta-rhyolite resembles unaltered

B.N.I. the contact Qt' the former with meta-andesite is taken

as the base of the unit. Between C6t11 and Fremont Points

(Fig. 6.2.) the succession is affected, by a series of faults

of uncertain throw, but the thicknesa is estimated at between

550 and 900 m. In Bonne Nuit Bay (Fig. 6.3.) the contact of

the ignimbrite with the overlying andesitic agglomerate forms
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a well defined surface. The configuration of this boundary

at first sight suggests some folding but the distribution of

internal marker horizons (Fig. 6.5.) does not support this

hypothesis. Instead the field evidence indicates that the

ignimbrite has a highly eroded upper surface. Thickness

along this section varies from 1.i.0O to 650 m depending on the

degree of pre-agglomerate erosion and is consistent with the

estimate for the more westerly coastal section. Neither of

these estimates surpasses the known maxima of 1350+ m for

ignimbrite cooling units (Ratté and Seven, 1967, in Peterson,

1970).

The base of the ignimbrite is only exposed in the

aureole and even there can only be viewed from a distance.

Andesite blocks are common towards the base and are generally

orientated parallel to it. Similarly aligned dark streaks up

to O.Li x 0.05 m size which contain no phenocrysts are believed

to be large collapsed pumices.

The ignimbrlte is characterised by numerous small

angular xenoliths of siltetone and a few of variably textured

andesite. Grey to black when fresh, it weathers to a pale

pinkish-cream colour. Away from the base xenolithe never

exceed 0.1 m diameter, and rarely reach 20 mm size. They

generally form less than 5% of the rock and are most abundant

towards the top and base and around Wolf Caves. No relation-.

ship could be detected between their size and their position

within the unit. Quartz, perthite and albite phenocrysts are

present in variable amounts (Fig. 6.L..). Quartz grains reach

2.5 mm In diameter and blpyramid.al forms Indicate original

high temperature beta-quartz. Feldspar laths are
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up to 6 mm long and partly replaced by sericite or in some

cases muscovite. The phenocrysts display strong resorption

and. corrosion features and are frequently fractured. Albite

content In the Bonrie Nuit Bay section (1.5 to 5.2%) is on

average higher than in the C6til-Frement section (0 to

3.6%).

Eutaxitic texture is generally present outside the

aureole. Pianime are no longer glassy, some having been

replaced by trails of granular quartz and feldspar, others

showing axiolitic devitrification, i.e. Inward, growing fans

of fibrous feldspar rim a core of granular quartz. Fiamme

vary up to ]. x 10 mm In size and form 3% to 10% of the rock.

The groundmass of the Ignimbrite is generally felsltic,inter-.

looking quartz and feldspar grains, less than 0.01 mm in

diameter, being dusted with iron ore, secondary chlorite and

haematite. Patches of groundmass have undergone spherulitic

devitrificatlon. Coarse, open spherules of fibrou8 feldspar,

up to 1 mm In diameter, are set In Interstitial quartz grains

of similar dimensions, a texture which at first sight looks

micrographic.

Mafic constituents are noticeably lacking in these

rocks. In some thin sections isolated grains (0.5 mm) of

chlorite appear to have replaced biotite, granular magnetite

picking out the cleavage planes at the original mineral.

These are most common In material from Borine Nuit Bay where

they are often associated with andealte xenollths. All euch

'blotites' are believed to be xenocrystic In origin. No

original magmatic mafic constituent of the Ignimbrite was

noted.
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,].. (1). Vertical variation through the in1mbrjte.

In the Côtil to Fremont section three autobrecciated

horizons can be seen in the ignimbrite, one at the very top

(Pig. 6.Ls..). The upper surface of the flow apart, such hori-

zone have indefinite boundaries and consist of about 90%

angular to subrounded fragments of ignimbrite, up to 0.1 in

in diameter, set in a strongly sericitised felsitic matrix.

These horizons are up to 10 in thick. They are believed to

represent the tops of Individual flows making up the ignim-

brite cooling unit. The lack of lithologically distinct

horizons such as pumice-rich levels suggests that the ignim ..

-brite acted as a simple cooling unit (Smith, 1960). Three

brecciated horizons were also recognised in the Bonne Nuit

section (Fig. 6.5.), one SSW of the jetty, another forming

Isolated exposures in the valley south of the hotel (Fig.

6.3a) and extending onto the foreshore. A third, 70 m east

of this has a xenolith-rich base which is probably a base..

surge deposit (6.2.Li(iv)).

This base surge thins from 15 to 0 in to the SE.

It has an irregular base which cuts through the ignimbrite

beneath to a lower brecciated horizon (Fig. 6.5.) and must

rest therefore on an eroded surface. This suggests that

the B.N.I. is, in fact, a compound cooling unit (Smith,

1960). Much of the base surge (up to 80%) is composed of

andesite fragments (0.5 in) and albite, apatite, magrietite

and chioritised (?)biotite of andesitic origin. A few email

rhyolitic xenoliths ( 6%) are present at the bottom of the

base surge and become dominant at the top where they produce
a brecciated-looking horizon (Fig.6.5.). The matrix to these
xenoliths is felsitic, much obliterated by sericite, and

Oflt9iflS 1% broken quartz and. perthite crystals.
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Field estimation of phenocryat ratios is difficult

as crystals are small and variably weathered. Despite this

it Is clear in the field that there is a considerable

vertical and. lateral variation of phenocryst content In

the ignimbrite. Sufficient specimens were collected from the

C6tIl Point section to plot this variation graphically

(Fig. 6.Li.). (As the throws of many faults are unknown the

ordinate of this graph is a plot of distance rather than

thickness.) Specimens showing significant metamorphism were

not Included. Although points are not evenly distributed on

the graph, several significant factors emerge :-

1. Plagioclase decreases progressively towards the top of

the Ignimbrite. (This Is also seen In the Borine Nuit

section.)

2. The quartz:perthlte ratio Increases towards the tops of

Individual flows.

3. Crystals tend to be concentrated towards the base of

Individual flows.

This Buggests that calcium content decreases steadily upwards

in the ignlmbrite while individual flows have more silicic

tops. Such Is a reverse of the trends seen in most ignim-

brites e.g. Bandelier Tuft, Smith and BaIley, 1965, and must

reflect the origin of these flows (Chapter 11). Concentration

of crystals Is explained in terms of compaction : thus

greater differential compaction towards the base of a flow,

In the zone of most intense welding, will concentrate

crystals at such levels (Ross & Smith, 1961). The presence of

more than one such horizon Indicates either a multiple or

compound cooling unit (Smith, 1960 ; Peterson, 1970). The

welded compressed nature of the tops of individual flows

suggests the latter.
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6.2.2. The Bonne Nuit Tuff.

A thin, fine-grained., light grey horizon occurs

above the B.N.I. This has a distinctive mineralogy and

displays no fluxion textures. Its boundaries with the

surrounding rock types (Figs. 6.3. and 6.5.) are obscured

by pebble-filled gulleys, but some mixing seei at the base of

the overlying andesite suggests an original ash. Within the

B.N.I. is a small dyke-like body (6Lt.27 5593, Figs. 6.3.,

6.5.) 20 m long and 1.5 m wide with sharp, sensibly vertical

and parallel sides. This is orientated normal to the euta-

xitic texture and its termini are not seen. The mineralogy

of this 'dyke' closely resembles that of the Bonne Nuit Tuff

(Table 6.1.).

Albite megacrysts

Quartz megacrysts

Mafic megacrysts

Albite microlites

Felsitic groundmass

Bonne Nuit
Tuff

27 • 2

0.5

8.9

10 • 3

53 • 1

Dyke'

25.8

0.L1

6.9

11.7

55 • 2

size. mm

Lx2

1 x 0.8

1.5 x 0.8

0.3 x 0.1

0.01

Table 6.1. Mineralogy of the Bonne Nuit TUfT and

the 'dyke' in the B.N.I.

Secondary sericite has replaced and obscured much

of the albite and matrix. Chlorite and epidote are abundant,

especially replacing the original mafic phenocrysts. The

nature of this mineral Is uncertain, irregular equant patches

and elongate lath-like sections suggesting original biotite

but a ery few diamond-shaped sections (Fig. 6.6.) indicate

amphibole. Possibly both were present. AlbIte phenocrysts
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are more shattered in the tuff, a result of its pyroclastic

nature. Secondary alteration is more pronounced in the

tuIbf, perhaps indicating a greater degree of hydrothermal

activity.

The petrological similarity of tuff and 'dyke'

suggests that they are related. Dyke-like bodies in Ignim-

brite sheets have been described elsewhere and interpreted.

as feeders for later eruptions (Cook, 1968 ; Almond, 1971).

It is probable, therefore, that the &yke is a relict feeder

of the tuff-producing eruption.

The petrological affinities of the pair are not

clear. Their mineralogy suggests something between the local

andesites and ignimbrites in composition, possibly a hybrid

or differentiate. This question is discussed further in

Chapter 11.

6.2.3. The Bonne Nuit Andeeites.

Andesitic lavas and agglomerates lie above the Bonne

Nuit TUff (Fig. 6.3.). A lower agglomerate (Fig. 6.5.) 65 m

thick, contains 70%.,- andesite fragments up to 1 m in diameter.

These fragments sometimes pick out a crude horzonta1 layering

and reveal a stratigraph.y by which the deposit can be divided

into three roughly equal layers. The lowest contains

and.esite with pink albitised plagioclase phenocrysts, the

central layer contains aphyric microlitic andesite and. the

uppermost has white phenocrysts. The felsitic matrix is

exceptionally rich in secondary microcrystalline quartz and

a few ( i%) fragments of quartz and perthite are present.
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Comparison with the B.N.I. and Fremont Point Ignimbrite

suggests that these are base surge deposits, possibly three

separate ones. The restriction of such pyroclastic debris

to a pre-existing canyon (Fig. 6.7.) lends support to the

view that they are ignimbritic in origin (Ross & Smith,196l).

A 60 in andesite is unconformable upon the B.N.I.,

the Bonne Nuit Tuff and. base surge deposits. Its field

relationships (Fig. 6.3.) suggest that it also was confined

to topographic depression (Fig. 6.7.). Small (0.2 in) rounded

patches of tuft are Included In the base of the flow, which

is not unlike those found In the St. Saviours Formation.

Euhedral albite (10 mm, 21.3%) and pyroxene (1.3 nun,2.7%)

are set in a felsitic matrix rich In opaques (5.2%) and

apatite (0.7%). Plagioclase is sericitised and pyroxene

totally replaced by dolomite, epidote, chlorite and micro-

crystalline quartz. Much of the ore is pyrite, veins of

pyrite with a little chalcopyrite and mispickel occurring

throughout the aridesite and overlying agglomerate to which

they are confined. They probably reflect an original sulphid.e

concentration In the lava. Original feldspar In the ground-

mass has been replaced by microcrystalline quartz.

Passing up the flow Its porphyritic nature becxmes

less obvious, plagioclase phenocrysts being reduced In size

and abundance. They are absent at the top which is amygdal-

oldal, vesicles up to 10 mm diameter having been filled with

sparry calcite. This distribution suggests that the pheno-

crysts are a post-eruptive growth, their size controlled by

the temperature gradient and cooling rate through the flow.
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A 50 m agglomerate, 1t8 base not exposed, lies

above the andesite (Fig. 6.7.). Polytextural andesite frag-

ments up to 1.5 m diameter are set in a fine grained feleitic

matrix rich in small (0.05 mm) angular quartz grains. Frag-

ment size decreases to a maximum 0.1 m at the top of the

agglomerate and microscopic fragments decrease from 85% to

15%. The whole rock has a dusting of opague minerals

(niagnetite, often oxidised to haematite) and locally these

have been concentrated into patches up to 20 mm across. The

ore-depleted areas around Buch patches appear in the field

as pale green haloes.

Inland of these andesitic deposits the B.N.I. is

directly overlain by the Fremont Point Ignimbrite. All the

intervening deposits are thought to have been deposited In

an erosional canyon (Fig. 6.7.) a few hundred metres wide In

the B.N.I. This accounts for their non-occurrence in the

Côtil to Fremont coastal section.

6.2.U. The Fremont Point InImbrIte (F.P.I.)

Like the earlier B.N.I. this Ignimbrite has two

separate coastal outcrops. Although the sequences are some-

what similar they are sufficiently distinctive to merit

Individual description.
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6.2Lj.. (1). Fremont Point ex posures of the F.P.I.

A maximum 160 m of ignimbrite Is present. The

top of the unit is not exposed and It has a sharp Irregular

base which indicates that It rests on an eroded surface

(Ross & Smith, 1961). Xenollth rich and poor horizons

alternate through the ignimbrite (Fig. 6.8.). An Irregularly

developed basal zone up to 15 m thick contains up to 70%

of andesite blocks which reach 2 m In diameter. Albite and

apatite derived from andesite form much of the remainder of

the rock and are set in a strongly sericitised felsitic

matrix. This zone grades up into a more typical xenollth

rich horizon (see 6.2.Li.. (ii)).

Fragment-rich horizons gradually pass upwards Into

eutaxitlo Ignimbrite horizons which contain fewer and smaller

xenollths. Brecciated tops to two eutaxitic horizons are

seen and are followed sharply by xenollth-rich levels

(Fig. 6.8.). Each lithic-rich horizon would thus seem to be

the base of an Individual Ignimbritic flow. The F.P.I. can

be divided Into five sub-units, four of which are fairly

thick Individual flows, sometimes incomplete,while the fifth

(sub-unit III) consists of several thin flows (Figs.6.8.,

6.9.) each of which has an 'agglomeratic' base and eutaxitic

top. The lower sub-units (I and II) show a lenticular,rather

than rectilinear, outcrop (FIg. 6.2.) which thickens to the

NNW. Normally Ignimbritic flows have horizontal upper

surfaces (Ross & Smith, 1961). Since an erosive period prior

to eruption of the F.P.I. has already been documentated It

Is thought that these lower flows are infliling a pre-

existing valley ; this would account for the outcrop pattern
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of the lower subunits. A tendency for ignimbrites to fill

topographic lows is well documentated. (origge, 1922 ; Ross

& Smith, 1961 ; Moore and Melson, 1969.).

6.2L1., (it). La Cr&te exDosures of F.P.I.

A maximum of 100 m of F.P.I. is exposed at La Crete

(Fig. 6.3.), in a westerly dipping overturned block separated

from the easterly dipping sequence to the South by a NW SE

fault. Evidence of the overturning is cxnc1usive. A

xenolith-rich horizon on the eastern edge of the block shows

a general eastwards reduction in number (50% - 2 5%) and .mean

size (35 - 15 mm) of visible fragments and must young in

that direction ; however it occurs below a westerly dipping

eroded surface in eutaxitic ignimbrite (Fig. 6.10). The

orientation of later rhyolite flows (Fig. 6.13.) also demon-

strates the overturning.

A small fault bounded block just west of La Crete

(Fig. 6.11.) dips and youngs to the west. This displays two

thin xenolith-rich ignimbrite flows similar to those seen on

Fremont Point (Fig. 6.9.).

6.2.Lj., (iii). Petrology.

(a) Xenolith-rich horizons : Lithic fragments and

phenocrysts of quartz, perthite and plagioclase are set in

a fine grained. felsitic ground.mass. Similarly devitrified

shards are frequently bent around rock fragments while

eutaxitic texture seen in the field in xenolith-poor patches

demonstrates the ignimbritic nature of these agglomerates.
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Location :

Maximum size	 mm

Mean size	 mm

Total %

Andesite
Tuff

Porphyri tic
ignimbri te

Shale

Agglomerate

Xenoli th
ratio
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Fragments rarely exceed 0.15 m diameter and may form up to

80% of the rock, their number and. size invariably decreasing

upwards in a single flow. Types of fragment recognised

include 'shale', andesite, tuff, porphyrltic 'rhyolite',

aphyric 'rhyolite' and agglomerate. The ratio of these is

very variable, though the last two are quite scarce. The

thin ignimbrites recognised at La Crete (Fig. 6.11.) show

a typical variation of fragment sizes and ratios, which are

indicated in table 6.2.

	

A	 B	 C

	

80 35	 5

	

30 10	 2

	

55 35	 5

30 20

	

140	 65	
147

	10 	 10 140	 140 15

	

20	 5 13	 - 22

	

-	 -	 -	 -	 3

P	 E

100 200

35 20

50	 14.0

15)
145)	 0

Table 6.2. Variation of xenolith sizes and ratios in the
F.P.I. at La Crete. Localities A to E are shown
in Fig. 6.11.

The xenollth content of an ignimbrite normally mirrors the

previous stratigraphy of an area (Ross & Smith, 1961 ;

Pitchier and Zeill, 1969) and this is generally true of the

F.P.I. Aphyric rhyolite outcrops in Jersey are confined to

the Bouley Bay Formation but the presence of such xenoliths

in the F.P.I. 1nd1catthat earlier aphyric eruptions

occurred.
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(b) Eutaxitic horizons : The transition from

'agglomeratic' material to eutaxitic material is fairly

rapid, e.g.	 to C, Fig. 6.11., and is accompanied by a

fall in the size and numbers of xenoliths. However even in

the upper part of each flow, e.g. Fig. 6.9., lithic frag-

merits are present, although these rarely exceed 1 mm in

size of 3% of the rock. Corroded and sericitised pheno-

crysts of blpyramidal quartz (3 to 7.8%) and perthite

(1.0 to 9.1%) up to 3 mm long are set in a fine grained

felsitic groundmass. The quartz:perthlte ratio is random

through the ignimbrite. Despite the non-equilibrium

suggested by corrosion, groundinaas quartz immediately

adjacent to quartz phenocrysts is in optical continuity

with the phenooryst. The groundmass itself Is liberally

dusted by magnetite and. secondary haematite, sericite and

chlorite.

Laths of albite up to 5 mm long form up to 1.1%

of the rock but are usually absent. Where they are present,

xenoliths of andesite are also found and the albite is

probably andesite-derived xenocrystic material. A single

megacryst of graphically intergrown quartz and perthite seen

in one section (J2L1.8) may be xenocrystic or phenocrystic.

Flume up to 20 x 3 mm In size form up to 20% of

the rock and are generally eutaxitic arid bent around pheno-.

cryste and. xenoliths. They display axiolitic devitrificatlon

fans of Inward-growing fibrous feldspar forming a rim to

granular quartz. Larger fiamme contain coarse open

spherulltes 0.3 mm diameter) in the central quartz zone

(FIg. 6.12.).
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Figure 6.12. a) Eutaxitic texture in the Fremont Point

Ignimbrite. Individual fiamme have clear quartz centres

and cloudy felsitic edges; the matrix is fine grained

and felsitic. Note how the fiamme are distorted more

below the quartz phenocryst than above It. PPL (top)

and crossed polars (below), both x40. also see next

page.
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Figure 6.12. b) Portion of a single fianme (see previous

page) showing axiolitic devitrification. The rim of the

fiainme is formed of inward growing feldspar fibres and

the centre consists of interlocking quartz grains and

feldspar apherulites. Note the exceptionally fine

grained matrix. PPL (top) and crossed polars (bottom),

both x175.
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6.2.1j.. jiv). Nature of the flows.

The transition from a xenolith-rich base to

brecciated top, via eutaxitic material seen in sub-units

II and IV of the Fremont Point exposures (Fig. 6.8.)

represents a single ignimbrite flow. Other flows recognised

display similar characteristics but have no brecciate. top.

Coarse xenolith-rich basal layers were described by Lacroix

(190L1., in Ross & Smith, 1961) ,in Peléan nuées ardents.

They have since been observed at the base of many incan-

descent-cloud type eruptions (Perret, 1937, in Ross &

Smith, 1961) and have been termed 'base-surge' deposits

(Moore, 1967). Various statistical treatments of grain

size variation (Sheridan, 1971 ; Walker, 1971 ; Buller &

McManus, 1973) have confirmed the widespread existence of

coarser base-surge deposits. Although such rigorous analysis

requires non-welded material and cannot be aipplied to any

Jersey ignimbrites, the coarse base to each flow would seem

to have originated as a base-surge deposit.

Ignimbritic flows normally display pumaceous tops.

The apparent lack of these can be ascribed to one or more of

three causes :

1. erosion between flows

2. removal of loose pumice by later flows

3. compaction and welding of pumice by later flows
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The presence of level inter-flow surfaces (Figs. 6.9. and

6.11.) suggests that erosion was negligible. The brecciated

tops seen contain fragments showing apparent eutaxitic

texture but which are not themselves orientated; this seems

inconsistent with the other alternatives. However the

'fiamme' show no axiolitic structures but are filled with

microcrystalline quartz and they are believed to have been

orientated vesicles in separate pumice fragments infilled.

during vapour-phase crystallisation. Brecciated levels thus

represent the original pumaceous tops to flows. Their

absence between some flows suggests removal by later

eruptions.

The occurrence of vapour phase crystallisation

indicate8 significant inter-flow coding episodes (Smith,

1960 ; Smith and Bailey, 1965 ; Peterson, 1970). The F.P.I.

is therefore regarded as a compound cooling unit.

6.2.5. The Fremont Point Shalee.

Sediments outcrop on the tip of Fremont Point,

separated from the F.P.I. by the Fremont Fault (Fig. 6.2.)

They have been affected by movement along the fault,small

drag folds (wavelength less than a metre) with near vertical

axial plunges indicating dextral shear movement. The sedi-

ments display the characteristic lithologieB of the Jersey

Shale Formation and although Squire (197Lj.) suggests,without

citing evidence, that they are tuffs, Mourant's (1932,1933)

assertion that they belong to the Shale Formation Is main-

tained.
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6.2.6.. The Fremont Fault.

This E-W, near vertical, dextral wrench fault has

a mylonitic shear zone some 10 m wide. Later N-S faulting

has slightly rotated blocks of the fault zone (Fig. 6.2.).

The shear zone has sharp margins rich in blocks similar to

the adjacent rock walls. Fragments of shale and Ignimbrite

are common (25 to 80%) through the shear zone, where they

are aligned and appear as augen-like bodies in the mylonitic

matrix. They may reach 0.L1. m length. Ignimbrite fragments

dominate, a reflection of their greater resistance to shear-.

ing, and a few (1%) small andesite pieces can be seen in

thin section. The matrix consists of very fine material

partly replaced by sericite. Original constituents are

mainly clay minerals which cannot be individually identified

in thin section. Mineralisation which is restricted to the

shear zone has affected many fragments. Crystalline epidote

has replaced some shale, while feldspars have been replaced

by microcrystalline quartz. Some fragments have been totally

replaced by a combination of these minerals.

6.3. The Boule Ba Formation in Giffard. Bay.

The boundary between the two rhyolitic formations

is seen on the SE corner of La Crate headland and is hidden

by a pebble-filled gulley on the west side of the reefs in

central Giffard. Bay (Figs. 6.3 , 6 .13.). In both sets of

reefs a basal rhyolite flow is followed by a thin and.esite

(Figs. 6.13, 6.iL..) and the two areas of exposure can be

correlated. The rest of the easterly dipping succession is

essentially pyroclastic and several eroded surfaces can be

recognised. The units recognised are dealt with in strati-

graphical order.
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REEFS IN GIPPARD BAY SHOWING THICKNESS VARIATIONS. THE LOCAL

ABSENCE OF SOME VOLCANICS AND SEVERAL EROSION SURFACES.
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6.3.1. Giftard Bay Rhyolite.

Two overturned rhyolite flows are recognised SE

of La Crate separated by a thin and.esite. The older flow is

repeated In central Giffard Bay (Figs. 6.13, 6.lLi.). At La

Crete it rested, before overturning on an irregular eroded

surface above agglomerate, and now vertical flow banding

parallels this boundary for a metre or so before swinging N-S.

The flow has a thickness of Lj.0 m and. Is autobrecciateci at the

top. In the centre of the bay the flow Is much thicker (100 m)

and though its base Is hidden by a beach, numerous boulders

indicate that it Is rubbly. The autobrecciated. top was partly

eroded away and later volcanics fill the gulley which formed

(Figs. 6.13, 6.lLi.). The younger flow resembles the older one.

Its contact with the Interposed. and.esite (Fig. 6.13) and flow

banding dips to the west, as does flow banding, emphasising

the overturned nature of the La Crate block. It also has a

rubbly base but the top is not seen, a maximum L.0 in being

exposed.

Both flowe are petrologically identical. Pale pink

bands up to 2 mm wide pick out the flow banding in the fine

graiñed. ak purple rhyolite. This banding shows numerous

contortions, from a few inilimetres to metres in d.imension,and

Individual bands can be traced for several metres. Trains of

small pink apherulites (5%, L. mm) parallel the flow banding

and small (2 mm) corroded megacryste of quartz (3%) and

perthite (l) are present. The groundmass has undergone

felsitic devltrification. The pink bands are composed of out-

wards-growing fans of fibrous feldspar, which grow at an angle

(30 - 60°) to the central axis of the hand, rather than normal

to it, and always point in the same direction. In many cases
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the bands appear brecciated. Spherulites have smooth

elongate margins parallel to the flow direction and display

a coarse open texture on the margins normal to it. These

features suggest that epherulitic growth took place while the

flow was still mobile.

Perthite phenocrysts have a 0.1 mm rim of non-

perthitic alkali feldspar. This might suggest sub-solvus

(650°c) late growth of feldspar but such a temperature is

below the freezing point of rhyolite and supercooling in

acidic lavas normally produces apherulitic growths, If any

(Lofgren, 1971). The alkali feldspar solidus-liquidus

relationship is such that it Is impossible to produce a late

sodium (or potassium) free feldspar within a closed system,

so that this rim does not reflect changing melt composition.

The paucity (1%) of such crystals suggests that they are

actually xenocrysts with a late magma-derived non-perthitic

rim. The few quartz grains found may have a similar origin.

Secondary microcrystalline quartz replaces much of

the rock, especially feldspars. Where apherulitic growths

are affected this replacement is from the centre outwards.

The upper rhyolite is cut by an irregular pipe-like

body, 14.0 m long and up to 0.5 in wide. This is found near the

southern margin of and orientated normal to the flow. It is

composed of pale green, fine grained material, apparently

folIated along the pipe axis, and contains numerous blocks of

rhyolite. Thin sections reveal 3% corroded quartz metacrysts

and patches of microcrystalline quartz set In a mass of finely

divided foliated sericite and kaalinite. NO feldspar is pret
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The pipe is probably a fossil fumarole, containing hydro-

thermally altered rhyolite.

6.3.2. Andesite.

The andesite above the older Giffard Bay Rhyolite

flow has been mentioned above. It is 8 in thick in the La

Crate reef and, thins to the south, forming a series of

unconnected patches filling minor gulleys in the surface of

the rhyolite in central Giffard Bay (Fig. 6.iL..). These may

be up to 2 in deep and 7 in wide and the andeslte shows a

slight (?flow) foliation which parallels the surfaces of the

gulley8. These minor gulleys are in the floor of a larger

gulley cut into the rhyolite flow which is unfilled by a thin

porphyritic ignimbrite (Fig. 6.l1i..). Pre-ignimbrite erosion

of the gulley evidently removed much of the andesite from its

floor.

The fine grained dark grey and.esite contains rare

albitised. plagloclase phenocrysts and, along with albite

microlites, these are set in a felsitlo matrix. Secondary

chlorite, microcrystalline quartz, sericite and magnetite

(replacing microlites in J251) are common and give the

separate areas of exposure of andesite apparently distinctive

mineralogies (Table 6.3.). However if the modes are re

calculated after removing secondary minerals they are almost

identical and correlation of the two areas seems justified



Albite phenocrysts

Albite microlitea

Iron Ore

Chlorite

Ground.mas a

Quartz

J251 J259

1.3	 0.7

16.9 19.6

7.2	 2.1

5.1 13.7

65.5 51.i..l

L4..O	 9.8
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Recalculated without

condary minerals
J251	 J259

1.Lj.	 0.9

	

2L1.2	 25.7

	

2.3	 2.3
-	 a

	72.7	 71.1

Table 6.3. Modal analyses of the and.eeite in Giffard
Bay.	 J251 - La Crete (6Li.83 5596)

J259 Central Giffard Bay 6501 5587)

6.3.3. The Giffard Ignimbrite.

The thin Igninibrite above the andesite is confined

to a gulley in the lower C-iffard. Bay Rhyolite (Figs. 6.13,

6.1LL). It has a flat upper surface and, a maximum thickness

of 25 rn The base contains numerous xenoliths of rhyolite

( L o%, 1 m) and andesite (5%, 0.2 m), both of which were

probably picked .up during flow down the gulley. Shale

xenoliths (3%, 20 mm) are scattered throughout the flow as

are phenocrysts of quartz (6%, 2 mm) and perthite (1.5%,

2 mm). The flow has a fine grained. felsitic matrix and

eutaxitic fiamnie show axiolitic d.evitrification similar to

that of the F.P.I., which the flow resembles. This flow

represents late porpliyritic eruptions in an essentially

aphyrlc formation.
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6.3.L. The Agglomeratic Andesite.

This deposit lies above the ignimbrite (6.3.3.,)

and is confined to the same gulley in the rhyolite,although

it thickens considerably (15 to 14.0 in) to the north (Figs.

6 .13. 6.il.j..). Irregular blocks of porphyritic andesite up

to 0.14 m diameter are set In a dark fine gralned tuffaceous

matrix. These blocks are concentrated In patches which become

more abundant to the top (east) of the deposit. Many of these

patches appear to be fragments of a single original andesite

block, Fluxion banding is developed In larger blocks and

roughly parallels their margins. The same feature Is seen in

sections.

The tuffaceous matrix consists of small fragments

of rhyolite (5.1%, 1.5 mm) and quartz (16.1%, 0.14. mm) in a

felsitic matrix and contains some andesite-derived albite,

chlorite and magnetite. The andesite Is all of the same type.

phenocrysts of albite (20.14%, 3 mm) and pyroxene (16.1%,3 mm),

the latter replaced by muscovite or chlorite, calcite,

sericite, and iron ore, are set in a felsitic matrix rich in

albite microlltea (25%) and much obliterated by pyrite,

chlorite and sericite. The microlitee show re-entrant growths.

The matrix and andesite remain quite discrete even in thin

section, no mixing being seen.

The uititextural nature of the andesite, the tuft-

aceous nature of the 'matrix' and field evidence all combine

to support the view, originally put forward by Casimir and

Henson (1955), that this deposit was produced by the mixing

of lava and ash I.e. a flow of andesite became broken up and

incorporated into an ash over which it was moving.
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6.3.5. Tuff 8 and AgglomerateB.

Air-fall pyroclastic debris, partly water lain,

outcrops in western Giff'ard Bay above the rhyolite and

aggloineratic andesite (Figs. 6.13, 6.1).j., 6.15.) The base

of these deposits is 8harp where exposed. Figure 6.15 shows

a section through the deposits. 10 in 'blocks' of purple

'Precambrian sediment' at the base of the pyroclastics were

described by Casimir and Henson (1955). The agglomeratic

nature of these is doubtful as two 'blocks' in separate reefs

both occur in the bedded sequence;

agglomerate

purple mudetone ('blocks')

green tuft.

The tuff-mudstone boundary is irregular and usually mergent

over a few millimetres and bedding within the mudstone

parallels this boundary. The mudstone-agglomerate trans-

ition is sharp and regular. Although xenoliths of mudstone

do occur In the agglomerate these large 'blocks' are believed

to be lacustrine sediments deposited on the irregular surface

of an air fall tuff, with local mixing arid slumping cf the

rock types.

The agglomerates contain lithic debris (mudatone,

andesite, rhyolite), mineral debris (albite, perthite,q.uartz),

pumice and shards set in a fine grained. felsitic matrix.The

air-fall tuffs contain fewer and smaller uithic and crystall-

Ins fragments and more pumaceous material (Table 6.Li..).Towards

the top of the succession (Fig. 6.15.) agglomerate grades

Into tuff. The matrix to all these pyroclastics Is fine

grained and felaltic. It contains a few cubes of magnetite

(0.3 mm), but a complete absence of iron ore dust produces
the characteristic pale green colour.
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% Fragments	 I
Shale	 15	 0.5) Lj.

	
0.2	 -	 -

Andesitic	 10 3.0)	 15 0.3 - -
Rhyolitio	 25 65.0 16 30 2.5 30 1.0
Crystalline	 - 3.5 -	 -	 -	 -
PumIce	 30 8	 -	 - 47	 28 8
Shards	 -	 Lj.	 -	 -	 -	 315

Matrix	 20 16	 80 50 40	 39 75
Table 6.Li.. Fragment ratios in selected pyroclastics from
Giffard Bay. The figures reflect difficulty In distinguishing
purple mudstone from microlitic andesite and pale rhyolite
from pumice in the field, where crystals tend to be over-
looked. Thin sections are unrepresentative of coarser
material but it Is only in these that the shards are seen.

1. Agglomerate, 16 m from base (FIg. 6.15.), hand specimen

2. ditto -	 thin section

3. Agglomerate, 35 m from base, field estimate

Li..	 100 m from base,

5. Tuff,	 70 m from base, hand specimen

6. - ditto -	 thin section

7. Tuft,	 150 m from base, thin section.

Pumice fragments up to 25 mm long display delicate

whispy outlines and are aligned In the tufts. They have a

variety of internal textures, original undeformed vesiclea

in some pumices being filled with microcrystalline quartz

while other pumlces display fibrous, almost silky textures in

both section and hand specimen. This probably results from

post-vesiculation flow with consequent loss of pore space.

A complete range between these types can be seen (Fig.6.16.)

The original pumice-forming glasa has undergone very fine

felsitic devitrification and sericitisation. The internal

orientation of fibrous texture frequently does not correspond

to the long-axis of the orientated fragment.
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Figure 6.16. (a).

Pigure 6.16. (b).

Figure 6.16. Pwnice in tuff from Giffard Bay showing a

complete range in deformation of vesicles from circular

bubbles (a), through elongate 'squashed' vesicles (b),

to material with a fibrous-looking texture (c, over the

page). ill PPL and x40.
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Figure 6.16. (a) See previous page for description.

Figure 6.17. Shards in air-±a11 tuff from

Giffard Bay. PPL, xlOO.
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Shards are generally lunate in form, although a

few classic 'Y' and 'V' shapes occur (Fig. 6.17). and have

undergone similar devitrification or replacement by micro-

crystalline quartz. Shards attain 2.0 mm length, consider-

ably greater than the maximum 0.08 mm vesicle diameter seen

in puinices, Combined with the orientation of the pumices

this suggests that the pumice content of the tuft resulted

from the disruption of a pre-existirig solidified pumice

while the shards formed during the eruption which produced

the tuff.

6.3.5. (1). Stream deDosited tuffs.

Tuffaceous horizons of limited lateral extent

(2.0 in) and thickness (0.15 in) were noted by Casimir and

Henson (1955) in the lower agglomerates (Fig. 6.15.). Lithic

fragments in these deposits do not exceed. 3 mm in size and

are found. in slightly braided, graded beds up to 0.03 in

thick. These 'tuffaceous' horizons are the product of small

temporary streams.

in from the base of the pyroclastic sequence

more extensive stream deposited. material foims a series of

poorly exposed, low-lying reefs (Figs. 6.13, 6.15). They

have a maximum lateral extent of 30 in and thickness of 5 m.

Individual graded. units vary from 1 nun to 0.3 in in thickness,

and the angular to sub-rounded. lithic fragments at the base

may reach 150 mm size, though they rarely exceed 2 mm. A

fine grained purple mudatone, up to 15 mm thick, occurs at

the top of most graded units. Reverse grading, braiding,

ripple marking (maximum 20 mm wavelength and 10 mm amplitude)
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and contemporaneous microfaulting and slumping (Fig. 6.18)

all indicate deposition in a high energy environment,

probably a stream. The tufT contains fragments of pumice,

rhyolite, andesite and purple mudstone in a fine grained.

felsitic matrix. A concentration of magnetite dust produces

the characteristic purple colour at the top of each graded

unit.

6.3.5. (11). Lacustirie detosited. tuffe.

Four water lain horizons deposited in depressions

in the air-fall pyroclastics (Figs. 6 . 13, 6.15, 6. 19.) are

characterised by alternating green and purple coloration.

Pumice (up to 60%, 20 mm) and shards (up to 25%, 2 mm) and

minor lithic fragments are set in a fine grained felsitic

matrix. The pumices are generally orientated parallel to

bedding (Fig. 6.20a) and show microscopic features identical

with those seen in the air-fall tuffs. Finely divided

magnetite produces the purple coloration. Coloured bands

are up to 0.Li. m thick, some being traceable for the whole

length of an outcrop (Li.O m) while thinner bands may only

extend for 0.5 m. Small lenses of one colour often occur in

a band of the other, and flame structures are developed

between the different colour bands. There is some grading

of pumices which is not always related to the banding;

graded unite may be purple at the base, green at the top or

vice-versa, alternatively several graded units may be devel-

oped in a single colour band..
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1?igure 6.18. Graded tuffaceous sediments, thought

to have been deposited by a local stream, from

close to the base of the Giffard Bay Tuffs. The

polished slab displays ripple marks and

contemporaneous slump stuctures.
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Figure 6.19a. Layered, banded tuff whose shape (insert)

suggests deposition in a standing body of water. The

exposure is approximately 8 in high.
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Figure 6.19b. Close up of the layering/colour banding

seen in the lacustrine-deposited tuff,
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Figure 620a. Graded bedding and aligned pumice

fragments (white) seen in a purple-coloured band in

the lacustrine-deposited tuff.
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Figure 6.20b. Accretionary lapilli (white, in the dark

band above the coin) in the lacustrine-deposited tuff.
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Accretionary lapilli occur at several horizons in

some of the purple bands. These are spherical to ovoid in

Bhqpe, all near 10 mm In diameter and composed of material

Identical with the matrix. They do not show any marked con-

centric structures but have a thin coating of silica. They

were not collected for laboratory examination as they were

noted in the centre of a smooth vertical rock face.(Fig.

(Pig. 6.20b). These lapilli are almost certainly the

'elliptical ..... bombs' described by Casimir and Henson

(1955) and probably formed by the accretion of moist ash in

eruptive clouds (Moore and Peck, 1962).

The origin of the colour banding Is not immediately

clear. Purple bands are confined to these pool-shaped

deposits and are rich in magnetite. The green air-fall tuffs

contain no Iron ore, therefore any magnetite Is probably

secondary. The presence of graded bedding and flame struc-

tures suggests aqueous deposition, and the presence of the

delicate shards indicates a standing body of water. However

there is no obvious relationship between the colour banding

and graded units, and the latter might have been produced by

air-fall accumulation.

The presence of accretlonary lapilli, which tend

to disintegrate in an aqueous envIronment, suggests terres-

trial deposition (Moore and Peck, 1962). They indicate an

abundance of moisture in the ash cloud and appear restricted

to purple horizons, factors which may be related. A high

vapour content may coagulate fine magnetlte dust in the ash

cloud and prevent Its wind-borne removal. Variations in the
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amount of phraetic water available to each eruptive pulse

would then account for the often patchy nature of the

colouration. However the total lack of magnetite dust in

the associated air-fall tufts suggests that this hypothesis

is untenable and that the magnetite is wholly secondary.

The Iron was probably derived by leeching of the

surrounding rhyolitic deposits and, concentrated by run-off

into natural p0018. It is postulated that these dried out

periodically, the Iron then being precipitated In the porous

matrix of the underlying tufts. Such conditions would

produce all the variations seen In these deposits.

6.3.6. Les Platons Rhvollte.

Pink flow banded rhyolite overlies the tufts In

SE Giffard Bay (Fig. 6.13.). Where the junction is exposed.

it Is sharp and dips at 30° to the south. The basal 5 m of

the flow has poorly developed banding and contains pieces of

tuff, caught up during flow. Above the base, banding is well

developed and. identifies the flow as rhyolite rather than

igninibrite. Spherulites up to 30 mm in diameter are concen-

trated in bands parallel to the flow, and within any one band

show a very limited size range. The few pink perthite mega-

crysts present In the rock (1%) often form the cores of

apherulites. Exposures at Lea Platons (653 556) contain

less spherulites and have a very variable easterly dip

(Fig. 6.3.). A 3 m brecciated horizon indicates that more

than one flow Is present.
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The rock is completely devitrified and. has a

matrix of granular quartz with subordinate small open feld-

spar epherulites (0.1 mm). Spherulltes (up to 45) are

composed of concentric layers of radiating fans of fibrous

feldspar separated. by thin films of haematite. Many have

recrystallisedi to form interlocking granular feldspar. Many

spherulites display a 0.1 mm rim of microcrystalline quartz

outlined by haematite and. probably replacing prismatic

cristobalite. Microcrystalline quartz has also replaced

much of the groundmasa.

6,L.. The Boulev Bay Formation in Bouley Bay.

The Giffard Bay (Fig. 6.13) and Bouley Bay (Fig.

6.21.) sections of this formation could not be correlated..

Dip directions suggest that Giffard Bay contains older

material. The stratigraphic sequence recognised in Bouley

Bay is dependent on the structural Interpretation of the

area. Mourant (1932) suggested that a 'green rhyolite' was

intrusive and postulated. a N-S syncline running through the

bay.

At L'Islet (Fig. 6.21.) this 'green rhyolite' is

overlain by a red easterly dipping ignimbrite ; the same

sequence is seen dipping west below Les Hurete (Fig. 6.22).

A N-S anticline whose axis runs through Bouley Bay jetty is

believed to be responsible for the repetition. The same

boundary swings clockwise from N-S to NW-SE south of the

jetty, as does the internal strike of the ignimbrite, and a

NW plunging syncline, partly obscured. by conglomerate, has
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been mapped west of the anticline. In the north west of

Bouley Bay dips and. strikes in the 'green rhyolite' indicate

that the syncline may be part of a basinal structure. In this

same area a NW SE anticlinal axis is developed in Vicard.

Ignimbrite immediately north of the basin, while a !411E-SSW

eynclinal axis is seen in a fault-bounded block (of Middle

Bouley Bay Ignimbrite) (Fig. 6.22.). Brecciated 'green

rhyolite' outcrops at Tete des Hougues and a N plunging

syncline can be seen in shoreline exposures between that

locality and L'Ielet (Figs. 6.21., 6.23.).

The outcrop pattern seen therefore Indicates NNE-

38W and. I'IW-SE fold axes. Associated, faulting has somewhat

complicated the fold pattern.

Five units are recognised In the Bouley Bay

Formation, some of which comprise several flows. They are :

Upper Bouley Bay IgnimbrIte	 200 m

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite	 90 in

Lea Hurets Tuff
	

35m

Lower Bouley Bay IgnImbrite	 80 m

Vicard Ignimbrite	 25 m
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6.Li.l. The St. John's Bay Formation.

85 m of porphyritic ignimbrite, unconformable on

the Vicard Mudstone and. Vicard. TUft (5.3.) are exposed N of

the Fremont Fault (Fig. 6.21.). The succession seen 18 :

Ignimbri te	 65m

Sedimentary Breccia	 13m

Ignimbri te	 7m

The lower horizons have a limited lateral extent (120 m)

and outcrop only In Vicard Bay. Both ignimbrites are fine

grained and. grey-green, with similar modes (Table 6.5.).

Eutaxitic fianune are well developed in the lower Ignimbrite

which has a fine grained felsitic matrix. Secondary sparry

calcite partly replaces the matrix and perthites, and fills

cracks in quartz phenocrysts. The upper ignimbrite has a

brecciated base 15 m thick which contains patches rich in

xenoliths derived. from the underlying sedimentary breccia.

The ignimbrites resemble the Fremont Point Igniinbrite (6.2.Li.)

with which they may be correlated..

Lower
Inimbri te

Max.
Size

mm

Upper
I nimb rite

Max.
Size
mm

Quartz phenocrysts
Perthite phenocryste
Felsitic matrix
Shale xenollthe
Aridesite xenoliths
.klbite xenocrysts
Biotite xenocrysts
Sparry calcite

	

8.1	 L.	 5.5	 2

	

6.5	 Lj.	 6.2	 L.

	69.9 0.01 81.0	 0.01

	

1.5	 7	 1.2	 5
-	 0.2	 1

	

0.7	 L.	 0.3	 2
-	 0.1	 1

	

13. 6 1	 5.5	 2

Table 6.5. MIneralogy of the igninibrites seen in Vicard Bay.
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The sedimentary breccia contains up to 80%

angular fragments of green shale and green tuff set In a

fine grained. green matrix of quartz and clay minerals.

Fragments reach 10 m size but rarely exceed 60 mm and often

have a cherty fracture, suggesting that they have been

baked. The shape of the outcrop (Fig. 5.1.) shows depos-

ition in a topographic low and this breccia probably repre-

sents inter-flow valley floor scree .-type deposits.

6.L2. Vicard. Ignimbrite.

The base of Mourant's 'green rhyolite' is Been

only in N.W. Bouley Bay. The underlying reddish ignimbrite

whose base Is not seen (FIg. 6.2..) has been named the

Vicard Ignimbrite. The upper 3 m Is autobrecciated and

several rubbly horizons, 5 m or so thick, outcrop on the

coast (6671 55L4.0). These combine with the flow-banded

appearance of the rest of the unit to suggest a series of

rhyolite flows. Polished surfaces show pink 'flow bands'

up to 60 x 5 mm set in a purple fe].sitic matrix. Mary of

the bands have clear centres of granular quartz surrounded

by pink granular feldspar and have clearly undergone

axiolitic devitrification, i.e. this is an axiolitic

eutaxitic Ignimbrite.

The rubbly base of each flow contains up to 70%

fragments reachIng 0.1 m in size. These include quartz

perthlte (3%), andesite (3%) and rhyollte (15%), but the

majority (Li.7%) are fibrous feldspar, usually in fan-like

growths. They are usually aligned and their brecciated.

nature suggests spherulltic growth in the base of the flow
before movement ceased.
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6.14.3. The Lower Boulev Bay Ignhinbrite (L.B.B.I.)

The pale green colour typical of this ignimbrite

renders it the most distinctive horizon of the Formation.

Shards, pumice, crystal and ].ithic fragments and spherul-

itea are set in the fine grained felsitic matrix. The base

of the ignimbrite is not seen but the basal few metres are

brecciated and rubbly in appearnace (6679 5532 ) . Pumice

and lithic fragments are orientated, but this orientation

is very variable as around Bouley Bay jetty, and does not

appear to be a true indicator of dip. Around the jetty

patches of the Ignimbrite (up to 5,000 m 2 ) are pink in

colour. These patches have both sharp and mergent boundaries

which frequently are not parallel to the local dip. Their

colour is due to secondary haematite disseminated through

the rock and filling thin veins. Primary magnetite in the

ignimbrite shows only partial oxidation.

Euhedra]. to anhedral perthite (2%, 1.3 mm), much

replaced by sericite and microcrystalline quartz, and.

rounded quartz grains, (0.7%, 0.14 mm) are found. in a few

sections. They are believed to be xenoQrysts. Angular

to subrounded fragments of aphyric rhyolite locally reach

0.3 m In size and form 25% of the rock, but do not usually

exceed 15 mm and 5%.
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Pumice fornE8% to 90% of the rock and may reach

0.3 m in size although most fragments are in the range 2 -

10 nm. Disseminated sericite gives pumice a darker green

colour in the field but obscures the felsitic devitrifled

fragments In sections. They have wispy outlines and a

fibrous internal texture similar to that descbed previously

(6.3.5.) and again this Internal texture does not always

parallel the megascopic flow fabric.

Shards (13.3 - 56.1..%) were noted only In 6 out of

1L. sections examined. Larger shards (1 - 1.8 mm) show axio-.

litic growths of fibrous feldspar with rare granular quartz

centres, but the majority are replace& by microcrystalline

quartz, probably of vapour phase origin. Any apparent

scarcity of shards, probably reflects homogenous devitrifi-

cation, and. vapour phase crystallisation through the rock

rather than an initIal paucity of shards. Most shards are

simple bubble-wall fragments, 'Y' and 'V' shapes being rare.

Local concentrations of spherulites form 5% - 80%

of the Igninibrite. They are found at :

1. 375 m N of Les Hurets (Fig. 6.22.)

2. 100 m NE of Les Hurets (Fig. 6.22.)

3. 150 ni S of Les Hurets (Pig. 6.25.)

.1.. 150 m S of Bouley Bay jetty. (Fig 6.24.)
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Figure 6.24. Spherulites in green Lower Bouley Bay

Ignimbrite, seen in Bouley Bay (670 546). The

spherulites from each locality are all about the

size. Those in the upper photograph are built up

of concentric layers of dark and light feldspar.
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Figure 6.25. A single epherulite in the Lower Bouley

Bay Ignimbrite. Outlines of the original feldspar

fibres are seen under PPL (top), but these are

largely replaced by granular feldspar and quartz, as

seen under crossed polars (bottom); however the

feldspar grains are elongated in the same direction

as the original fibres. x40.
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The bright red colour of the epherulites contrasts strongly

with the green matrix and Is partly produce& by a concen-

tration of haematite among the pink feldspar fibres. They

vary up to 10 mm diameter but show little variation about

their mean at any one locality. They are built up of

concentric growth stages of fibrous radiating feldspar

which may be separated by granular quartz. Haematite often

forms thin f lime between such layers. The boundaries

between growth stages are often irregular due to random

variation in the length of individual fibres. These reach

1.2 mm in length and have equant cross-sections of around

10 microns diameter. Some epherulites have undergone in

situ brecciation, occasional fragments of apherulites are

in situ growths such as fans or segments of growth rings,

while other fragments have irregular angular shapes which

indicate brecciation before or during transport.

Individual grains In the felsitic matrix may be as

coarse as 0.3 mm but rarely exceed 0.01 mm. Sericite

replaces much of the feldspar. Perlitic cracks up to 2 mm

in diameter and filled with sericite and/or micro-

crystalline quartz occur In three sections, where shards

cannot be seen and pumice is difficult to distinguish.

Spherulltes occur in two of these sections and In one (JL141)

the spherulites and Immediately adjacent matrix (1.5 mm)

are brecciated. while the rest of the rock displays perlitic

cracking. The growth of spherulltes in the just-welded glass

may have caused changes of volume producing local brecciatlon,

which In turn precluded the local development of perlitic

cracking. This hypothesis assumes that spherulltes are a

high temperature solid state growth, which is consistent with
the experimental data of Lofgren (1971).
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Microcrystalline quartz, probably the product of

vapour phase crystallisation, is abundant. Sinuous veins up

to 0.7 x 0.1 in eize are exposed just north of the jetty, at

Bouley Bay. Spherulites may be replaced at their centres by

star-shaped patches of microcrystalline quartz. Such

material also replaces smaller shards, infills pumice

vesicles and cracks and even replaces the matrix of the

Ignimbrite. Some spherical masses (6 mm) in the matrix may

be infilled lithophysae. Smaller masses often occur at the

centres of perlitic cracks and. may have cxntrolled. the

distribution of such cracking. Sericitisation was probably

associated, with late hydrothermal/vapour phase recrystallis-

ation.

This Ignimbrite is unique among those so far

described in that it is largely uncompacted. The presence

of apherulites and perlites - high temperature features - are

the only factors which distinguish this deposit as an ignim-'

brite.

6.b.Ii. Lea Hurets TUff.

This porphyritic horizon has a spasmodic outcrop

limited to the west side of Bouley Bay (Figs. 6.21, 6.22)

and is distinguished by corroded, bipyramidal quartz (12%,

3 mm) and pink perthite phenocrysts ( 12%, 3 mm), and a lack

of xenoliths. The field relationships of the horizon at

first suggest a poorly exposed pre-tectonic sill. However

the base seen S.W. of the jetty (6688 5L63) shows fine scale

brecciation which suggests a flow. Thin fiamme, replaced by

microcrystalline quartz are seen in thin sections and
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demonstrate the ignimbritic nature of the horizon. The

groundmass is felsitic with a maximum grain size of 0.1 m,

while coarser (0.2 mm) patches of quartz and. feldspar have

an irregular vein-like aspect and are probably the products

of vapour phase orystallisation. Perthitee are partly

replaced by sericite, usually at their centres. The spas-

modic outcrop of this init reflects inter-flow erosional

activity and a probable limited original areal extent.

6.1.i5, Middle Bou1e Bay Ignimbrite (M.B.B.I.)

crops :

This reddish purple ignimbrite has three main out-

a. The shoreline and heights of W. Bouley Bay.

b. L'Ielet, central Bou].ey Bay

c. La Tate des Rougues

Exposures at localities a. and. c. are similar. Numerous

patches of large spherullte8 (0.65 in maximum diameter, De

Lapparent, 1887) are set in brecciated material with a poorly

defined eutaxitic texture. Spherullte .-poor areas have well

developed eutaxitic texture which resembles flow banding. At

a. the base of the unit is frequently brecciated and breccia-

tion of limited lateral extent is seen within the unit at Lea

Hurets (6670 5508 and 6665 55 17) and on the foreshore (668Li.

5572 and. 6680 5525). At the latter locality it defines a

NNE plunging synclinal axis. This brecciation is all at the

same stratgraphlcal level and represents the base of a single

flow within the cooling unit.
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At L'Islet superbly flow banded 'rhyolite' over-

lies the green L.B.B.I. This junction 18 sharp and. displays

no mixing. Towards the boundary the L.B.B.I. has a streaky

flow-like look, pumice8 being more obviously aligned and

more elongated than elsewhere ; the flow above does not

have a brecciated. base but immediately assumes fluidal

characteristics. Structural considerations show that this

also is the M.B.B.I., despite a total lack of macro-

spherulltes and. the presence of 'flow banding' throughout

the entire 60 m of exposure. (Pig, 6.26.).

The highly inacro-spherulitic material shows some

banding in the field. Its grouridmasa seen in sections Is

partly felsitic but dominantly micro-spherulltic, consisting

of minute (O.Lj. mm) partial or complete feldspar spherulites

set in a matrix of granular quartz. These vary from fine to

coarse open types, the latter often producing a pseudo-'

micrographic texture. Alignment of microspherulites produces

an axiolitic-'lIke texture In thin sections and. the banding

of hand specimens.

Below Les Hurets spherulites are smaller (20 nun)

and less abundant. Fiamme up to 10 mm long display axiolitic

devitrification and eutaxitic texture are set in a totally

felsitic matrix. Material immediately above a brecciated

horizon (J327 6679 5528) contained L19% pumice similar to

that seen in the L.B.B.I.
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Figure 6.26. Parataxitic texture developed in the

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite from L'Islet, just

above the base of the unit. Plamme are pink in

colour.
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Single 'flow bands' at L'Ialet rarely exceed

L1.0 mm in length and 2 mm in width but may be traced for

0.5 in near to the base, where banding parallels the junction;

towards the top of the ignimbrite banding is contorted on

both macroscopic and microscopic scales. Axiolitic textures

are easily discenble on polished surfaces, the 'flow bands'

having pink margins and clear colourless quartz centres.

Sections show inward growing fans of fibrous feldspar and

a centre of microcrystalline quartz. In many cases the

feldspar has recrystallised and forms irregular grains

elongated along the original fibre-axis. Part of the matrix

which consisted of feldspar epherulites (0.5 mm) in granular

quartz has undergone similar recrystallisatlon, while the

rest is felsitic.

Tracing the ignimbrite east from Les Hurets one

can therefore see a change fim a highly spherulitic,

poorly eutaxitic unit, with rubbly levels which may contain

undeformed. pumice, to a parataxitic (Beavon, Pitch and. Rast,

1960) igaimbrite. The welding of this parataxitic material

extends below the base of the unit and affects the L.B.B.I.,

an effect observed in other highly welded ignimbrites

(Smith, 1960 ; Rosa & Smith, 1961). At Tate des Hougues

the spherulltic type recurrs but is much thinner. The spatial

distribution of these types suggests a cross section across

an ignimbrite flow. The margins might be expected to cool

more rapidly, producing primary spherulitic growth (Lofgren,

1971) and the centre would therefore be more strongly welded.
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'Overlapping lobes or surges' seen in the 'distal portions'

of ignimbrites (Ross and Smith, 1961) may also be a marginal

feature of flows. Their presence would explain the irregular

distribution of the various lithologles seen around Lea

Hurets.

Lj..6. U pver Boulev Bay Ignimbrite(U.B.B.I.)

Salmon-pink Ignimbrite lies above the darker

M.B.B.I. at Ttedes Hougues and L'Islet and forms the core

of a syncline (Fig. 6.23.) The same ignimbrite can be

recognised in Isolated. exposures SW of Bouley Bay jetty,

again forming the core of a syncline (Fig. 6.21.)

The following succession was recognised on the

western limb of the L'Islet - Tétedes Hougues syncline :

Highly eutaxitic igninibrite ............ c. L1.O m

Ignimbrite with pumiceand shards	 25 m

Brecciated ignimbrite .... ... 	 2Dm

Pumaceous ignimbrite	 S •• S S • • • •• S • • •S •• •	 25m

Eutaxitic ignimbrite	 S S •• •S S.. S S S S• SS•S
	 15rn

Brecciatedignimbrite .................. 	 Lm

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

Many of the boundaries between these horizons are

of a gradational nature but the lower brecciated ignimbrite

and the top of the upper brecciated Ignimbrite are sharply

defined. The sequence seen represents two flows, the lower

one has a brecciated base and top and becomes highly welded

and compacted near its base. The upper flow shows little

compaction at its base, eutaxitic texture is developed
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after 25 in and increases in intensity towards the core of

the syncline. The transition from pumice-rich to eutaxitic

material occurs through 20 in thickne8s and can be followed

in the field, pumices becoming increasingly drawn out going

up the sequence. At the core of the syncline the ignimbrite

has a parataxitic texture.

The eastern limb of the syncline displays a

different succession

Eutaxitic ignimbrite ..........	 c. 25 in

Pumice-rich ignimbrite .......	 55 in

Eutaxitic ignimbrite	 .......	 85 in

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

All the boundaries are gradational along the coastal section

but a cliff top exposure ( 6775 5Lj.26) shows a sharp junction

at the base of the pumaceous horizon. It is suggested that

the lower eutaxitic ignimbrite corresponds to the lower

flow recognised on the western limb of the syncline. The

petrology of this ignimbrite is illustrated by studying the

western limb in more detail, as below.

The basal breccia lies on an undulating surface.

Thin smears of green pumaceous tuft occur between the breccia

and M.B.B.I. and are up to 2 in long and 0.2 in thick. The

tuff contains poorly orientated pumices and shards and.

resembles the L.B.B.I. Such material Is not found in the

basal breccia and is probably a separate pyroclastic deposit

which may be of air fall or Ignimbritic origin. The breccia

Itself contains up to 80% of angular to subrounde& Ignimbritic

and. pumaceous fragments, many of which were produced by auto-

brecciation. They are set In a fine raIned shard-free
relsitic matrix.
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The transition from brecciated to eutaxitic

ignimbrite occurs over a thickness of about 0.5 m.

Eutaxitic axiolites, set in a felsitic matrix, form up to

60% of the rock. Fiamine range from 0.05 to 30 mm in length

and are roughly one tenth as thick. Those less than 0.5 mm

long have been obscured by secondary sericite while larger

ones have	 marginally developed inward-growing fans of

finely fibrous feldspar, and axial zones of interlocking

micro-crystalline-granular quartz. Very large fiamme have

central coarse feldspar epherulites up to 0.Lj. mm size and

quartz intermittently developed between these and the

marginal feldspar. Quartz zones never exceed 0.Lj. mm width.

Within the feldspathic centres of some fiamine 'striae' are

developed (Fig. 6.27,). These are thin undulatory films of

haematite up to 0.3 mm long which parallel the axis of the

flamine and cross grain and crystal boundaries. They probably

result from thin haematite coatings on veBicle walls in the

original pumice fragments which collapsed to produce fiamine.

Feldspar xenocrysts (1%, 1 mm) have been replaced

by sericite and microcrystalline quartz. Sericite also

replaces fibrous feldspar growths and forms thin (0.01 mm)

dendritic veins. Finely divided haematite occurs throughout

the ignimbrite, patches associated with altered xenocrysts

are secondary, but concentrations In the quartz of axiolites

are probably redistributed oxid.Ised. primary ore.
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Figure 6.27a. Axiolitic texture in a single fianilne from

the U.B.B.I. The core is composed of feldspar spherulites

and granular quartz. Crossed polars, x40.

Figure 6.27b. Strlae seen in the feldspathic centres

of some fiamme. Under crossed polars these are seen to

cut across grain boundaries. x175.
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The eutazitic ignimbrite changes to pumaceous

Ignimbrite over a thickness of about 5 m. Pumlces (up to

Li.0%, 60 mm) are less orientated higher Ia the flow and

resemble those seen in the L.B.B.I. except for an additional

content of finely divided haematlte. At the top of the flow

pumice and. rhyolite fragments are set in a brecciated

felsitic matrix. The lithic fragments all display spheru-

litic or granular devitrificatlon. Vesicles in the pumice

are filled by microcrystalline quartz and cavities In the

matrix, up to 30 mm in diameter, have been similarly In-

filled. Ghosts of aalginal Inward growing crystals of

?crlstobalite, outlined. by thin films of haematlte and

replaced by microcrystalline quartz occur in some of these

patches. One patch, 8 mm in diameter, displays concentric

layers of granular quartz (0.1 mm) and feldspar (totally

replaced by sericite) alternating with layers of highly

serIcIted matrix. The origins of such a structure are not

clear, but it may well be a result of vapour phase crystalli

satlon. The concentration of secondary silica - especially

probable cristobalite - at this level invites comparison with

Smith's (1960) zone of vapour phase crystallisation, the

lower eutaxitic level corresponding to his zone of devitri-

fication. This lower flow is thus considered to be a simple

cooling unit.
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The upper flow has a sharp undulatory base which

shows no brecciation. Its lower parts display only minimal

compaction. Individual shards (0.5 mm, 25%) and pumices

(10 mm, 15%) can be Identified in an uridefonned state and

are set in a devitrified felsitic matrix along with a few

ignimbritic xenolIths (30 mm, L%). Shards, all simple

bubble-wall fragments, have undergone similar devitrif'Ication

but are distinguished by a thin coating of haematite.Pumice

Is identical with that found In the other Bouley Bay

Ignimbrites and contains a little more finely dIvIded

haematlte than the matrix. Xeriocrysts of quartz (1.5 mm,

1%) and perthite (1.5 mm, 3%) are scattered throughout the

flow.

Eutaxitic texture Is increasingly developed towards

the core of the synclirie. Fiamme reach 0.14. m length and

produce parataxitic textures. They show axIoitIc devitri-

fication identical to that described for the lower flow.

Thin films of sheared sericite are developed between adjacent

fiamme, suggesting movement during compaction and welding.

Small amounts (c.8%) of the matrix are felsitic and a

similar amount consistB of coarser (0.14. mm) feldspar grains

elongated parallel to the fiamme. Most of the groundmass

has undergone spherulItic devitrification, coarse open

spherulltes of feldspar (0.14. mm diameter) being set in

interstitial granular quartz of similar grain size with the

quartz:feld.spar ratio being about 1:3. Post-cooling micro-

faulting and microbrecciation are widespread and probably

result from the later fo'ding of this massive Ignimbrite.
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Although the top of the flow is not Been the

sequence described again fits Smith's (1960) zonal scheme.

A basal, poorly welded and. poorly compacted zone passes up.-

wards into a highly welded and compacted zone which displays

coarser devitrification textures. Presumably this was

originally near the centre of the flow, the remainder

having since been eroded.
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CHA?ER 7 THE EAST COAST RHYOLITES.

7.1. Introduction :

Andesites do not oocur on the eastern coast of

Jersey and the rhyolites outcrop between the G-orey Granite

and the Rozel Conglomerate (Fig.6.L). A succession of

ignimbrites, rhyolltes and. tufts is recognised., younging

northwards and subjected to E.- W. folding and faulting

north of Archirondel Tower (712 517). The St. Job.n' Bay

Rhyolite Formation is succeeded on the north side of Anne

Port by the Bouley Bay Rhyolite Formation the basal parts of

which are repeated. by Faulting in Havre de Fer. A few

porphyritic members occur within this essentially aphyric

formation. The succession recognised is :

St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite
Upper Dolmen Ignimbrite
Upper Archirondel TUfT
Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite
Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite
Lower Archirondel Tuft
Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite
Anne Port Rhyolites

Anne Port Ignimbrite
Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite

The thicknesses quoted are maxima. Erosional surfaces are

seen between several units and a marked. angular discordance

separates the St. Catherine's Bay Igriimbrite from those

below. The relationships between the various units are shown

on the appended. map of the volcanics. Larger scale maps of

areas of specific interest are also included in this chapter.
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7.2. Jeffrey 's Leap Igninibrite.

Between Petit Portelet (716 5OLs.) and. Anne Port

beach (71Lj 508) near-continuous reefs are all formed of this

ignimbrite, its limits being obscured by beach deposits. Minor

macroscopic and microscopic cataclasia suggests that the

southern boundary with the granite Is faulted. No xenollths

of igninibrite are found in the granite, and. the granite does

not vein the ignimbrite. A composite dyke swarm invades both

granite and volcanics (Chapter 10). Some are banded porphyry

dykes which have previously been mistaken for .rhyolitic lava

flows (Plymen, 1921.). Their parallelism with the rest of the

dyke swarm (N.E. - S.W.) and their intrusion of the later

granite disproves this hypothesis.

Textures within the ignimbrite are poorly developed.

Fianune are generally difficult to discern or even ab8ent,

patches that do show well developed utaxitic texture indicate

a dip of around	 to slightly east of north. Xenoliths up

to 6.5 m diameter are abundant and often aligned parallel to

dip. Areas richest In xenoliths coincide with those poor in

fiamme. Phenocrysta of quartz, perthite, albite and. altered

?biotite are abundant and set In a fine gralned dark grey

resinous matrix which frequently displays reddening, particu-

larly close to the granite and along joints. The largest

xenolith8 all occur towar.s the top of the Ignimbrite. Quartz

veins are abundant. Thin veins (hO nun) parallel the &yke

swarm with which they are clearly associated., and numerous en

echelon gashes up to 20 x 0.15 m are filled with crystalline

quartz and trend N.30°W. The Ignimbrite shows little micro-

scopic variation throughout Its thickness. Piamme may be
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axiolitic and eutaxitic, and xenollths and phenocrysts are

set in a generally fine grained felsitic matrix.

7.2.1. The Orpundmass.

The groundmass is generally felsitic with a grain

size not exceeding 0.01 mm. Several variants occur :

(1)	 Irregular, poorly defined areas several milli-

metres in diameter showing much coarser felsitic devitrifi-

cation. Individual grains reach 0.2 mm diameter but cannot

be accurately delimited as they show mergent co-margins, the

apparent position of which varies as the stage is rotated.

In some instances groups of adjacent feldspar grains have

become optically continuous and produce a pseudo-amygdaloidal

almost pumaceous, texture under crossed nicole (Fig. 7.1.)

(ii)	 Irregular patches up to 8 mm diameter formed solely

of small interlocking apherulites of about 0.1 mm diameter

(Fig. 7.2.). They display fine feldspar fibres enclosed in

granular quartz, which may produce a texture somewhat similar

to micrographic intergrowth in its appearance. Such apheru-

litic patches are slightly coarser towards their centres and

mergent over about 0.3 mm with the felsitic groundmass.

7.2.2. Fiamme.

When they are present fiamine pick out a eutaxitic

texture which Is usually deflected more below phenocrysts and

xenoliths than above them, a characteristic of many ignim-

brites (Rast 1962). Flamme up to L.5 x 15 mm are found and

shcw two types of devitrification depending on individual

size.
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Figure 7.1. 'Pumaceous' texture in the matrix of the

Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite, produced during

devitrification. Crossed polars, xlOO.

Figure 7.2. Microspherulites of eidspar with

interstitial quartz which form patches in the riatrix

of the Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite. Crossed polars, x175.
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Thin fiamme, less than 0.5 mm thick, consist of

a string of irregular interlocking quartz, perthite and.

minor albite grains up to 0.1 mm in diameter and. show no

trace of axiolitic texture. Thicker fiamme have undergone

spherulltic devitrification and. display margins of inward

growing fans of fibrous feldspar, up to 0.2 mm wide. The

exact boundary of fibres and ground.mass is usually difficult

to define exactly. Phenocrysts of quartz and perthite,

included in fiamme and often shattered, frequently have a rim

of similar fibrous growths but albite phenocrysts do not. The

rest of the fiamine consists of spherulites up to 0.Li. mm

diameter set in interstitial granular quartz. These show

considerable textural variation, ranging from fine radiating

fibres enclosed in interlocking quartz grains to coarse open

fibres set in a single irregular quartz grain (Fig. 7.3.).

These coarser types look distinctly inicrographic and true

graphic intergrowths of quartz and alkali feldspar also occur

(Fig. 7.3.). All these types can be found. in a single axio-

lite, of which graphic intergrowths do not fonn more than 1%,

and in which quartz and feldspar are present in roughly equal

proportions.

Mourant (1932) suggested that these 'coarse patches'

were late growths in water-enriched portions of original lava.

However the presence of spherulites indicates post-solidi-

fication growth at a fairly high temperature (Lofgren 1971).

These are clearly fiamme in which devitrification began in an

axiolitic manner but became randomly epherulitic as it

proceeded. The origin of the 'graphic' textures can be equated
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Figure 7.3a. Portion of a fia!:zne in he ei.i.cey 	 .eap

Ignimbrite showing marginal inward growing fans of

feldspar fibres and central spherulites, graphic

intergrowths and interstitial quartz and albite. The

felsitic matrix is typical. Crossed polars, x40.

Figure 7.3b. Close-up of the above, showing a epherulite

composed of fine radiating feldspar fibres, and with

a good extinction cross, adjacent to a well developed

micrographic intergrowth. Crossed poiars, xlOO



Figure 7.3c. Transition between spherulitic and graphic

growths: the spherulite in the centre of the photograph has

a poorly defined extinction cross and becomes 'graphic' at

its margin, coarse, crooked feldspar fibres which are not

optically continuous being enclosed in a single quartz

grain. Crossed polars, xlOO.

Figure 73d. s above but tLie transition aliiost co;plete;

only the central portion of the micrographic intergrowth

(bottom, left of centre) looks vaguely spherulitic and

the feldspar towards the rim is optically continuous.

Crossed polars, xlOO.
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with the other growth stages seen. Many spherulites consist

of a few thick, sometimes bent feldspar fibres enclosed in a

single quartz grain. Recrystaflisation of these fibres into

opitca]. continuity would produce the graphic textures noted.

This texture is seen In several other 'units on the east

coast and will be referred to as pseudographic texture when

present. It is more difficult to explain why spherulitic and

axiolitic devitrification occurs only in the thicker fiamme.

If epherulitic feldspar growth is initiated by the diffusion,1

migration of alkalis In the glassy flamnie to suitable nucleil

e.g. margins and phenocrysts, then it might be that only in

those thicker fiamme would concentrations become high enough

to trigger sub-solidus growth. The remarkably constant

thickness of the spherulitic margin certainly suggests that

its growth was controlled by some physico-chemical constraint,

such as diffusion rate and temperature. Continual cooling of

the glassy fiamme may have decreased the diffusion rate to

such an extent that marginal growths lost their alkali supply,

axiolitic growth ceased and Instead central spherulites were

produced from randomly dispersed nucleil.

7.2.3. Xenolith8.

Three rock types occur as xenolIths within the

Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite and, all but the largest are aligned

parallel to any eutaxitic texture present.

(a)	 Sedimentary fragments which are angular and usually

smaller than 30 mm in diameter, although Isolated xenoliths

0.Ll. in In length were recorded. Their lithology indicates

derivation from the Jersey Shale, and they form up to 12% of

the ignimbrite.
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(b)	 Andesite xenoliths which are less numerous but

generally larger than the shale fragments. Many lie in the

size range 0.2 to 2.0 m and, the largest seen is 6.5 m in

diameter. They are more rounded than the shale xenoliths

and a few large blocks have been assimilated at their margins

and along cracks, hybrid zones up to 0.1 m thick being

developed,. These zones weather to a yellowish colour,lighter

than either the grey-green andesite or dark grey ignimbrite.

Such xenoliths were observed only on extensive flat smooth

surfaces towards the top of the unit and no specimens could

be collected for sectioning. Smaller andesite xenoliths seen

in sections often show cracking and veining by ignimbrlte

which, adjacent to the fragment, is richer in magnetite,

chlorite and plagioclase laths. The actual contact is invari-

ably sharp. The concentration of andesite xenoliths varies

up to 30% of the total rock.

(c)	 Porphyry xenoliths, salmon pink in colour and contain-

ing albite, perthite and quartz phenocrysts in a felsitic

matrix. These may form up to 15% of the ignimbrite. They

have sharp angular margins and are up to .2 m in diameter.

They occur only towards the top of the Ignimbrite.

The concentration and size of xenoliths generally

shows great variation throughout the unit, though the largest

shale and andesite xenoliths and most porphyry blocks are

condentrated. within the top 20 m or so. This produces a

distinctive band which is otherwise similar to the rest of

the ignimbrite.
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7.2.Li.. Phenocrysts :

Pour types of phenocryst, quartz, perthite, albite

and. an altered mat Ic, occur throughout the ignimbrite. Of

these, the first three display features identical to pheno-

crysta from the St. John's Bay Rhyolite Formation of the

north coast (Chapter 6). All are corroded, the bipyramidal

quartz is deeply embayed and rarely exceed 3 mm diameter,

while the feldepars show sericitisatlon and sausseritisatiori

and. may be up to 10 mm long. The degree of alteration

suggests that the plagioclase may originally have been more

calcic.

The altered. mat Ic phenocrysts (Fig. 7.1;.) generally

have the appearance of original blotites. Elongate laths

up to 30 x 0.L. mm which may be bent consist of strongly

pleochrolc penninite and some epidote, with trains of finely

granular magnetite parallel to the long axis. The penninite

and epidote show extinction parallel to the long axis of the

lath. These laths are believed. to be longitudinal sections

through the original biotites with magnetite developed along

the cleavage planes. Equant patches up to 3 mm diameter with

a hexagonal to circular Bhape consist of fibrous penninite

with minor magnetite and. epidote, Individual grains not exceed-

ing 0.3 mm size. These patches are thought to be basal

sections through original biotite. Accessory acicular

apatite associated with these patches are most clearly seen

in the original basal sections and are up to O.Ii. mm long.

Rarely, longitudinal and. basal pseudomorphs 8uggest that

amphibole, rather than blotite, was the original mineral.

However no traces of two cleavage directions remain and the

evidence is inconclusive. In one section (JiO1; . , 35 in N.E.
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Figure 7,4. Longitudinal and basal sections through

chlorite pseudoxnorphs after either amphibole or

biotite in the Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite. PPL., x40.
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of Jeffrey's Leap, 716 508) of the total (5.8%) mat Ic pheno-

crysts content about a third consists of only partially

altered biotite (Fig. 7.5.). This is pale to dark brown

pleochroic and is intimately associated with small patches

of chlorite which are aligned along Its cleavage. The patches

are quite discrete no gradation from blotite to chlorite

being observed. Granular magnetite is associated with these

biotites and occurs thn abundance along the cleavage planes.

The concentration and relative proportions of

phenocrysts varies rapidly through the ignimbrite and. total

phenocrysts may exceed Li.0% (Fig. 7.6.). This diagram

suggests that the following relationship may be significant :

(a) The albite : blotite ratio is approximately

constant

(b) There Is usually more perthite than albite,

but at 160 m this relationship is reversed. At the same level

there is a considerable drop in quartz content, which

suggests that the rock Is considerably less siliceous. At

180 m there is a return to the original phenocryst ratios.

This 20 m thick band. is the exact level of all the largest

xenoliths and may be the base of a single flow within the

ignimbrite cooling unit. No brecciated, eroded or less

welded. horizons exist to conform this hypothesis.

The large xenollths suggest one explanation for

the sudden change in the phenocryst ratios. Assimilation

of a few andesite blocks was in progress during solidification

of the Ignimbrite, and a similar process in the magma chamber

would have reduced. the silica content of the rock - and hence
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Figure 7.5. Pale brown to dark brown pleochroic biotite

with abundant associated magnetite, in the Jeffrey's

Leap Igniinbrite. Top, PPLS, x40; bottom, crossed polars,

xlOO.
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quartz phenocrysts may have been resorped., while plagioclase

derived from the andesite was incorporated. into the magma.

Plagioclase and the biotite may also have grown In response

to the changing magma chemistry. It is only at this level

In the ignimbrite that large numbers of andesite xenolitbs

occur ; one can postulate a magma chamber gradually rising

by stoping and partial assimilation of its roof material and.

moving through shale Into andesite as it does so. An

eruption tapping the top of the chamber would then produce

an Initial andesite-contaminated magma followed by material

richer In shale zenoliths. This hypothesis Is difficult to

test but fits the petrological evidence fairly well.

The constancy of the albite : blotite ratio may

reflect variations In magma chemistry, their presence reflect-

Ing less siliceous portions of magma (note the quartz pheno-

cryst content Is often low when biotite Is high, and vice

versa - Fig. 7.6.). This Is probably largely due to the

effects Qf andesite aaslmilatlon.

(c) At about 110 m total phenocryst content Is low,

at 1O m it 18 hIgh. This may Indicate the highly compacted

centre and poorly welded top of a single flow. Other similar

variations are less obvious but may have a similar origin.
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7.2.5. The effects of graniti p intrusion on the i gnimbrite :

Intrusion of the granite has had little visible

effect on the Ignimbrite, perhaps reflecting an original high

temperature on eruption. Reddening seen along fault and joint

planes has no visible microscopic counterpart and is not

caused by haematite. The most plausible explanation is that

mild alkali metasomatism was guided by pro-existing fractures.

The numerous xenoliths make this theory difficult to test

chemically. Close to the granite microscopic en-echelon

cracks, less than 1 mm long, occur in small clusters and may

be related to the intrusion. Thin bands of black cataclased.

material originally thought to have a similar origin are also

found in sheared post-granite dykes.

Quartz and epid.ote veins are common. The regional

development of the former indicates a tectonic origin.

Epid.ote occurs associated with and replacing feldepars and

biotites and in microscopic veins. It was probably produced

by mild thermal metamorphism caused by rapid burial in an

area with a high geothermal gradient rather than by granitic

intrusion, as such alteration is not confined to near-granite

rock types.

7.3. North Anne Port :

The Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite is replaced on the

north side of Anne Port by a different and distinctive flow,

the Anne Port Ignimbrite. This is followed with slight

unconformity by a series of rhyolite lava flows with a thin

associated andesite. Reefs exposed at low tide show further

distinctive ignimbrites which can be correlated with strata
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exposed north of Archirondel Tower, and must be d.ownfaulted.

blocks. In Havre de Per the Anne Port Rhyolites are repeated

by failting (Pig. 7.7.).

7.3.1. The Anne Port Ipnimbrit

The base of this Ignimbrite is not exposed. The

lowest part seen is eutaxitic and passes upwards into almost

parataxitic ignimbrite containing large xenolith-rich patches.

The top of the flow was originally non-welded and Is rich In

und.eformed. shards and. pumice. The groundniass of the Ignim-

brite Is invariably fine graIned and fe].sitic and is stained

and replaced by haematite, particularly towards the top of

the flow.

Fiainiue are invariably eutaxitic but rarely axiolitic

and become longer and thinner in the centre of the flow

(Table 7.1.) In the lower and central parts of the flow they

consist of small (0.1 mm) quartz and. feldspar grains wh.t3h

may show a tendency towards axiolitic separation. No spheru-

litic growths occur and feld.spar is sometimes replaced by

epidote. Smaller fiamme towards the top of the flow are

replaced by microcrystalline quartz as are the undeformed

shards and pumice seen in the highest parts of the flow (Pig.

7.8.). The pumice shows typical fibrous 'tubular' structure

and wispy ends, and shows no evidence of orientation or

sorting.
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Figure 7.8. Undefornied shards from t.e top of the

Anne Port Ignimbrite. PPL., x175.

Figure 7.9. The sharp contact between eutaxitic

igninbrite and a rassive agglomeratic patch in the

Anne Port Ignimbrite. The quartz phenocryst shows

typical resorption. Crossed polars, x40.
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Blpyramld.al quartz and perthite phenocrysts vary

from euhedral to angular or corroded. The quartz is often

deeply embayed and. cracked, and the centre of many perthites

18 replaced by microcrystalline quartz. There is little

variation in phenocryst content through the flow (Table

71.). Infrequent albite crystals are probably xenocrysts

derived from andesite xenoliths.

Xenoliths of andesite, rhyolite and ignimbrite are

common and generally small (Table 7.1.) but no xenoliths of

shale have been noted in this ignimbrite. Within the central

part of the flow several xenollth-rich patches occur. These

xenollths are Bet in a very fine grained (0.01 mm) felsitic

matrix which shows neither fiamme nor shards. The margins of

such patches are microscopically sharp (Fig. 7.9.), and their

shape has clearly been determined by the flow of the surround-

ing Ignimbrite (Fig. 7.10.). 'Pipes' of ignimbrite 15 mm in

diameter and up to 0.2 m long can be seen extending Into the

patches.

Xeno].iths form up to 80% of these patches and may

reach 1.2 m diameter. Pinkish aphyric banded rhyolites are

dominant, but up to 20% andesite and 5% pumice is locally

present, the latter not exceeding 20 mm In length.Randomly

orientated blocks of ignimbrite are identical with the

surrounding flow and may be derived from it. Some are

possibly cross sections through the pipes described above.



Size

28.5 0.1

114.0 1.0

12.0 140.0

5.8 2.0

L.Lj. 3.1x2.5

17.3 120

18.0 0.1
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Part of flow:	 Base	 Centre

Size	 Size

Matrix	 56.8 0.1	 58.7 0.1

Fiamme	 19.2 0.7 x 30 26.3 0.3 x 50

Shards	 -	 -	 -

Pumice	 -	 -

Quartz
phenocrysts 5.9 2.8	 5.6 2.0

Perthite
phenocrysts 1.i. . 5 3 x 1.5	 3x3

Xenollths	 2.8 Li.0	 14.3 70

Iron ore	 1.6 0.2	 0.7 0.2

Quartz veins 9.2 14.0	 -

Table 7.1. Variation in mode seen through the Anne Port

Ignimbrite. Measurements quoted are in millimetres.
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It is believed that this xenolithlc material was

loose on the surface and incorporated in a rapidly moving

turbulent ignimbritic flow. The sharp margins seen preclude

any co-magmatic origin and. the flow-moulded shapes of the

patches indicate original loose material rather than single

blocks. The lack of shards or fiamme in the matrix of these

patches argues that it too is 'foreign'. The abundant

aphyric rhyolitic xenoliths In these patches are the only

remaining evidence of aphyric members in the St. John's Bay

Rhyolite Formation.

The combination of secondary haematite and micro-

crystalline quartz In the upper parts of the flow produces

jasper, veins and patches up to O.L4. m across being common.

The best examples have been removed by collectors.

7.3.2. The Anne Port RkvolItes.

A sequence of five rhyollte flows overlies the Anne

Port Ignimbrite on an Irregular, slightly eroded surface. The

ideal flow has a rubbly base containing boulders as much as

2 in in diameter picked up by the advancing flow (Fig. 7.11.)

The rubbly base passes upwards into a massive flow-banded

centre, with columnar jointing In the thickest flow (Fig. 7.
12.), and has an autobrecciated top (FIg. 7.13.). Inter-

flow erosion has removed the upper parts of some flows. The

succession seen in Anne Port is shown In Pig.7.lLi. Of the

five flows recognised the top four are present in Anne Port

Quarry and roadside exposures to the south of it. In Havre

de Fer, as In the quarry, a thin andesite provides a marker

horizon indicating that the succession Is repeated by faulting
(Fig. 7.7.).
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Figure 7.11. The base of a rhyolite flow (flow 5, Fig.

7.14.), which contains numerous boulders, largely

rhyolitic, picked up by the flow.
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Figure 7.12. Columnar jointed rhyolite flow (flow 5,

Fig. 7.14.) seen at Anne Port.
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Piure 7.13. .&.utobrecciated flow—banded rhyolite

from the top of a flow (flow 1, Fig. 7.14.) at

Anne Port.
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The upper columnar rhyolite occupies the whole of the Bay)

its top being hidden by Archirondel breakwater. The number

of flows present in Havre de Fer is difficult to establish,

because of incomplete exposure but several rubbly and auto-

brecciated horizons are present.

The dip of the flows as established by interfiow

boundaries varies from 
350 

to 600 to the north while that

indicated by columnar jointing varies from Li7° to 82° and is

significantly steeper. (For the purpose of obtaining dips

from columns it is assumed that they were originally vertical,

i.e. that the thick flow had a near-horizontal upper surface.

The fact that the columns show no curvature supports this

assumption.) This suggest that any palaeoslope down which

the rhyolites flowed was from north to south.

Within the upper flow banding is Irregular In dip

and strike and displays major 'swirls' which do not affect

the arrangement of the columnar joints. This flow contortion

may have led to Plymen's (1921) assertion that an E- .W anti-

clinal flexure runs through Havre de Fer.

Flow banding Is picked out by an alternation of

thin dark purple and pink bands a millimeter or so wide, and

often traceable for several metres. On weathered surfaces

white apherulites can be seen incorporated In the darker

bands.
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An ill-defined zone about 1 m wide in the rubbly

base of the lowest flow is green in colour, rather than

purple. This appears In the field to be the result of

considerable sericitisation, probably as a result of solfa-

taric activity, emanating from the underlying Ignimbrite.

7.3.2, (1). Petrolozv- of the Anne Port RbolItes :

The rubbly base of each flow contains numerous rock

and mineral fragments, set In a fine felsitic matrix patchily

enriched by finely divided secondary haematite. The angular

to subround.ed. fragments are up to 2 m in diameter and form

from 70 to 98% of the rock. Andeelte and. albite are abundant

in the basal flow (LiO%) and, flow Li. , other flows being rich In

ignimbrlte (1) and rhyollte (1 to 5). Small shattered grains

of quartz and perthite are ubiquitous.

The flow banded centre of each rhyolite displays

spherulltic growth. This may only be visible microscopically

but Is responsIble for the banded appearance cf the rock,bands

of spherulItes up to 1.5 mm wide being the microscopic equiva-

lent of the dark purple bands seen In hand specimen. From

10% to 20% of quartz may be present In the rock, developed

between spherulltes, and produces the pink bands of hand

specimens. The quartz may be granular and interstitial but

frequent acicular growths radiate from the epherulitee and

clearly are an integral phase of their growth. These quartz

needles show the original fibrous nature of many spherulltes,

as the feldspar has since recrystalilsed to form aggregates

of radially elongated feldspar grains. The quartz needles
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must have formed originally as cristobalite (Hatch Wells

& Wells, 1972), (Fig. 7.15A.).

Many bands of apherulites display a continuous thin

central layer of magnetite which probably acted as the nucleus

for spherulitic growth. The existence of these layers argues

that the sub-solidus growth of spherulites (Lofgren, 1971)

was controlled by original flow-banding in a rhyolitic glass.

In most cases no evidence exists of more than one phase of

apherulitic growth. Specimens from the centre of Havre de

Fer (flow 5) show three concentric growths of feldspar. All

have now 'granulated' but are picked out by thin films of

haematite between growth stages. The second-stage material

has been heavily sericitised, and the earliest stage is not

widely developed.

Towards the top and. bottom of each flow, fine

grained felsitic patches (0.01 mm grain size) are aligned

with spherulitic bands and are of similar dimensions. These

reflect more rapid cooling of the lava towards flow boundaries.

Autobrecciated. flow tops show banded spherulitic fragments

set in a similar felsitic matrix, often sericitised and micro-

sheared.

Non-banded portions of the rhyolite show spherulitic

growths of the same type, but not aligned. The size range of

spherulltes shows greater variation, large (3 mm) growths

being set in a much finer but still apherulitic matrix

(0.14. mm) in which intergrowth of apherulites and their inter-

stitial quartz produces the patchy texture described by

Parkinson (1898).
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Figure 7.15A. Acicular quartz, probably originally

cristobalite, radiating from spherulites which

(bottom) have been largely replaced by granular

feldspar. Top, PPL.; bottom, crossed polars; both

xlOO.
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Figure 7.15. Haernatite in the Anne Port Rhyolite

highlighting hexagona. platee o tridymite (top), now

replaced by irregular interlocking grains of alpha-

quartz (bottom). The tridyinite probably grew in

cavities during vapour-phase alteration. Top, PPIi,

x40; bottom, crossed polax's, xlOO.
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Irregular cracked grains of perthite (2 x 0.7 mm)

are ubiquitous and form between 0.5% and 2.3% of the rock,

being aligned with the flow. The very irregular, battered

appearance of these grains and their low concentration hints

at a xenocrystic origin, although this cannot be demonstrated.

The green, solfatara-affected rhyolite contains a

few highly corroded quartz grains (1 mm, 0.8%). Half the

rock is made up of interlocking felsitic quartz and feldspar

(0.05 mm), lightly dusted by sericite. The remainder con-

sists of large (8 mm) patches of finely divided sericite

containing smaller patches of interlocking quartz grains

(0.2 mm). These patches are often ovoid or circular, and the

distribution of the sericite suggests perlitic cracking. This

is not known in the other rhyolites, but appears to have

controlled the passage of solfataric fluids here.

Microscopic veins of quartz are abundant. Either

interlocking granular or microcrystalline quartz is common,

sericite and occasional muscovite being associated with the

quartz. Some tridymite is present (Fig. 7.15B.).

7.3.3. The Anne Port Andesite.

The thin and.eslte developed between the third and

fourth rhyolite flow in Anne rt (Figs. 7.7. and 7.lL..)

is similar to the andesites of the St. Saviour's Andesite

Formation. It also shows some resemblance to the Giffard.

Bay Andesites (6.3.2. )with which it is tentatively corre-

lated. The upper and lower surfaces of the flow are
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irregular and its thickness varies from 1 to 3 in. This,

and. the existence of numerous identical andesite blocks in

the overlying rhyolite (flow L1.), suggests that it was sub-

jected. to considerable erosion. In hand. specimen only a few

feldspar phenocrysts are apparent in this dark grey, fine

grained. rock.

Thin sections show 18% alblte pheriocrysts up to 3 m

long set in a matrix of microlites (36.6%, 0.2 mm long),

granular to finely divided magnetlte (15.6%, 0.8 mm maximum

diameter) and granular interstitial feldspar (15.6%, 0.01 mm).

Patches of chlorite (7.6%) with regular angular outlines and

rims of magnetite are often poikilitic with the plagioclase

and pseudomorph original mafics. No sections which identify

the original maf Ic constituent were detected. Accessory

acicular apatite (0.2%, 0.Li. mm long) is distributed through-

out the matrix, and amygdales (6.Li.%, 2 mm diameter) were

filled with chlorite which Is partly replaced by quartz.

The microlitee display poorly developed fluxion

banding and are concentrated into patches. Areas containing

no microlites are up to 2 mm diameter and occur randomly

through the rock. These do not pear to be xenolIthic

in origin and may reflect variable cooling rates In the

brecciated base of the original lava flow.
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7.Li.. The Succession N. of Archirond.el Tower.

Folded tufts and ignimbrites were recognised north

of Archirondel Tower (Fig. 7.16.). The correlations made

between exposures are ba8ed on field evidence supported by

petrological data, and are outlined below.

The Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite is salmon pink

and. aphyric with brecciated, spherulitic and eutaxitic hori-

zons, and outcrops just north of the jetty (locality A, Fig.

7.16.). The UDier Archirond.el I pnimbrite lies above the

Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite at locality A, and is aphyric

dark purple and. fine grained.. At its base it contains

patches of pumice and lithic fragments and it becomes eutax-

itic upwards. The same sequence can be seen around locality

D, where the ignimbrites form a syncline and just north of

locality B where a southerly dip and curved strike in the

Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite indicates the northern limb of

a further E-W syncline. At locality C The Upper Archirondel

Ignimbrite overlies the Lower Archirondel Tuft - a bedded air

fall tuft which is probably the source of all the pumice In

the overlying ignimbrite.

The Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite, a thik pink aphyric

Ignimbrite rich in pumice outcrops above the Upper Archirom-

del Ignimbrite at localities B and. C. Just SE of locality B

the Urner Azch1ronde1 Tuft, a purple porphyritic Ignimbrite

follows the Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite. This Tuff thins and

actually disappears towards locality B. The Utrner Dolmen

Ignimbrite, a fine grained. aphyric purplish-pink ignimbrite
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which has a rubbly base displays eutaxitic texture and.

contains spherulites. The position of the Upper Archirondel

TUff' in the succession, established near locality B (see

above) helps elucidate the sequence In the quarry, where It

is again exposed, and between localities A and B on the fore-

shore (Fig. 7.16). The St._Catherine'8 Bay InIinbrIte is
highly eutaxitic and porphyritic and overlies both Upper

Archirondel and. Lower Dolmen Ignimbrites with angular die .

-cordance and is probably the youngest volcanic present.

Faults shown (Fig. 7.16) are based. partly on field

evidence and partly on the requirements of the succession

elucidated. Fault E, which follows the line of a deep

valley further to the west, accounts for the discontinuous

exposure of the St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite. Fault F is

exposed in the quarry face and runs between upstanding tidal

reefs. Fault G is postulated to account for the shift of' fo]xi

axes and horizons seen between localities D and B, and C,its

trend Is determined by the positions of the various reefs.

Fault H is seen cutting a tidal reef while fault J, though

not exposed, separates distinctive outcrop patterns and may

be an offset extension of fault G.

The outcrop pattern observed is thus explained as

a series of tight, faulted E-.W folds. Much of the shearing

may be contemporaneous with the folding, reflecting a general

incompetence of the strata.
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In Anne Port (Fig. 7.7.) offshore reefs display a

succession which is correlated with that described above.

Fine grained salmon-pink tuff at the southern end of the

outer reef Is aphyric, 8pherUlitIC and shows poorly devel-

oped banding. It Is thought to be the Lower Archirondel

Ignimbrite. This Is overlain by a thin rubbly horlzon,rlch

In pumice and rhyolite blocks which Identify It as the Upper

Archirond.el Ignimbrite. This has a discontinuous outcrop as

both ignimbrites are overlain with angular unconformity (Fig.

7.7.) by a porphyritic igninibrite which can be correlated

with the St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite.

7.Ll. The Lower Archirondel Inimbr1te.

The base of this Ignimbrite Is not seen, being

covered by the jetty. Eutaxitic texture Is always present

but most strongly developed In the northern exposures and

towards the present top of the ignimbrite - thich suggests

partial erosion prior to later eruptions, although auto-

brecciated material at locality D (Fig. 7.16.) must be close

to the original top of the flow. Macroscopic pink epheru-

lites,which weather white, occur In patches which In paris

of the ignimbrite display only poor eutaxitic texture. At

Archirondel (Loc. A. Fig. 7.16.) they reach Li.O mm in diameter

but in Anne Port they do not exceed 7 mm. Up to 2% quartz

and perthite megacrysts are randomly scattered through the

ignimbri te.
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Macroscopic apherulitea may show up to three con-

centric growth phases of fine fibrous feldspar, now largely

sericitised, separated by thin zones of interlocking granular

quartz. These form up to 35% of the ignimbrite and are Bet

in a matrix which may show one of two types of devitrific-

ation :

(a) spherulltic devitrification : incomplete, often fan-

shaped, apherulitic growths up to 0.14 mm in diameter are

randomly scattered through the rock. Interstitial quartz

highlights the slender shape of the original feldspar fibres

and when a single quartz grain encloses the spherulitic

growths the pseudographic texture described previously

(7.2.2.) is produced. The original feldspar fibres have

frequently granulated in the manner also described above

(7.3.2(1)). The quartz:feldspar ratio in such patches Is

about 1:14 and they may correspond to the last phase of growth

seen In the macroscopic spherulites.

(b) Granular devitrification : The rest of the matrix

consists of 15% rounded quartz grains set In granular,

slightly felsitic, feldspar. The grain size of such material

does not exceed 0.15 mm and the texture Is thought to result

from very coarse felsitic devitrificatlon. The apherulitic

matrix forms from 61% to 80% of the ignimbrite and the

granular matrix between 0% and 20%.

Eutaxitic portions of the ignimbrlte are microsco-

pically distinct. The matrix (78%) 18 very fine grained. and

felsitic, while flamme (15%) display axiolitic texture of an

unusual type. They largely consist of sericlte but show

marginal growth of quartz, probably originally tridymite, as

small hexagonal prisms (FIg. 7.17.). The sericlte and tridy-
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Figure 7.17. Tabular hexagonal prisms, which contain

interlocking quartz grains and were probably

originally tridymite, set in sericite. This assemblage

replaces fiarnirie in the Loower Archirondel Ignimbrite

and is thought to have developed during vapour-phase

alteration. PPL., x175.
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mite suggest vapour phase alteration which has in some way

not affected the groundmase. Rhyolite xenollths (15%, 20 mm)

were seen only in eutaxitic specimens, where they deflect

flanune.

Bipyramidal quartz (0 to 2%) and perthite (0.5% ti

2.0%) megacrysts, 2 mm in size, are highly cracked and, corroded.

and probably xenocrysts. These xenocrysts have frequently

acted as a nucleus for spherulitic devitrification of the

matrix but only rarely do they form the nucleil of macroscopic

spherulites. The quartz which is interstitial to the fibrous

growth of feldspar is frequently in optical continuity with

adjacent quartz xenocrysts. This effect rarely extends furt.ier

than 0.1 mm from the xenocryst but sometimes shows more spec-

tacular development. (Fig. 7.18).

Finely divided. or euhedral magnetite (2.0%, 1.0 mm)

often outlines apherulitic growths. Oxidation of this has

given the ignimbrite its pinkish colour.

7.Li.2. The Lower Archirondel Tuff.

A sequence of banded, variably coloured, air-fall

tuff a outcrop on the most northerly reef of the east coast

succession (locality C Fig. 7.16., 7090 5198). A maximum

continous thickness of 1.95 m is exposed (Figs. 7.19, 7.20.),

the base is hidden by beach deposits and the top is irregular

partly because of stripping by later ignimbrites. Pumice,

rhyolite, andesite, quartz and. albite fragments are set in a

fine grained. felsitic matrix. As much as 17.5% of andesite,



F1t,ure 7.18. Grouncimass quartz in the iower rchiroide1

Igninibrite grown in optical continuity with nearby

xenocrysts. The spherulitic nature of the matrix is

well shown in the lower photograph. Both crossed polars

and x40.
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Figure 7.19. Pinkish coloured Lower Archirondel Tuff

overlain by purplish Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite.

The pale coloured fragments are pumice, the darker

ones being andesite and rhyolite.
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10% rhyolite, 1.2% quartz and o.s% albite fragments are

present, the rest being pumice. Matrix content varies from

2 to L8% in the sections studied, and. many horizons are

therefore fragment-suoported.. Much of the matrix has been

replaced. by haematite,and. these horizons with fewest frag-

ments thus have the brightest red colouration.

Grading is present in some horizons - indeed may

define them (Fig. 7.20., lowest three horizons) - but occurs
only- over the top few centimetres which are very fine grained,

the remainder of these beds being non-graded. No other sedi-.

mentary structures which might indicate water sorting were

Been, although fragments are always aligned parallel to the

bedding. This alignment is distorted immediately below some

of the larger heavier lithic fragments. At any particular

level within the tuffs there is very little lateral variation

of macroscopic fragment size, and apparently little variation

about the mean, though the nature of the matrix prevents any

rigid statistical analysis of particle size variation. The

same is true of vertical variation through any horizon If the

thin upper graded parts are ignored.

The well developed sorting seen distinguishes theBe

deposits as air fall tufTs rather than flow-pyroclastics

(Sheridan, 1970 ; Walker, 1971 ; Buller and McManus, 1973.).
The thinly developed, fine-grairied, graded. upper parts seen In

some beds suggest post-eruptional dust settling above an air-

fall deposit rather than water-sorted. debris.
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Pale green to white pumice is the most common

fragment type and forms up to 85% of any horizon. It has

typical filamentous outlines and internally may be fibrous

or vesicular. Vesicles are now filled with sericite and

microcrystalline quartz, and the pumice has undergone fine

grained. felsitic .devitrification. Although small (0.5 mm)

puinices may show shard-like outlines the classic 'Y' and 'V'

forms do not occur. Polytextural andesite blocks and broken

corroded quartz grains occur as inclusions in pumice frag-

ments, exhibiting the true xenolithic nature of these frag-.

ment types. Rhyolite/Ignimbrite blocks do not show this

relationship with the pumice. A few puinices are squashed

together and have developed irregular interlocking margins.

This may be a post depositional compactive feature or due to

depositional welding of still-hot fragments ; but the genera].

absence of this squashing suggests that the latter explan-

ation is more plausible, with only a few pumices retaining

sufficient heat during air fall for welding to occur.

7.U.3. The U prer Archirondel Inimbrite.

In the northern part of the area under discussion

this purple ignimbrite rests irregularly on the Lower Arch-

irond.el Tuff (Loc. C. Fig. 7.16.). Elsewhere It rests

directly on the Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite. The basal

5 in or so is rubbly, and rich in pumice and rhyolite blocks,

the latter often spherulltic In character and exceeding 1 m

in diameter. The spherulites described by Mourant (1932b)

must have come from this horizon. Fragments are concentrated
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ignimbrite and are up to I m thick and 20 m long. Such

patches may contain up to 95% of fragments all derived from

pre-existing eroded volcanics,

The rubbly base passes into fragment-rich eutaxitic

ignimbrite in the thicker parts of the flow (localities C and

D, Fig. 7.16.) and is directly superseded by autobrecciated

material where the flow is thin (locality B). Local

concentrations of pumice and rhyolite fragments at the top of

the ignimbrite may themseles be brecciated,

Pumice fragments (up to 70%, 20 mm long) show sizes

and textures consistent with derivation from the underlying

air fall tuffs. They usually show rounded, rather than

wispy outlines which is compatible with such an origin. Only

single pumices occur, supporting the suggestion that the

underlying tufts were originally non-welded ashes. Pumice

does not occur in the basal layer at locality D (Fig. 7.16.)

i.e. to the north-west of the present outcrop of the Lower

Archirondel Tuft. This might be taken to indicate that the

ignimbrite flowed from the north or west and that the tuft

extended no further in these directions at the time of the

ignimbritic eruption.

With the exception of its high xenolith content

the Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite is remarkably petrologically

similar to the Lower Archirondel Igniinbrite. Spherulites up

to 5 mm in diameter, showing up to six growth stages (Fig.

7.21.), are set in granular quartz showing perlitic cracking

and occur in patches. The matrix varies from felsitic to
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.Figure 7.21. Spherulites in the Upper

Archirondel Ignimbrite.
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a) A spherulite consisting of concentric growths

of radiating feldspar fibres. Haematite is

concentrated on the outer edges of some growth

stages arid gaps between the feldspar fibres of

the outermost growth stage are filled with

granular quartz. Five episodes of growth are

recognised in this spherullte. PPL, x40.
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b) Irregular interloc:ing quartz grains for'iin a thin

band between adjacent spherulites. The fine nature

of the individual feldspar fibres in the spherulite

can be seen, as can the quartz which is interstitial

to the individual fibres, especially towards the

rim of the growth. Top, PPL; bottom, crossed polars;

both xlOO.
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into lenticular patches which parallel the ba8e of the

igriimbrite and. are up to 1 m thick and. 20 m long. Such

patches may contain up to 95% of fragments all derived from

pre-existing eroded volcanics.

The rubbly base passes into fragment-rich eutaxitic

ignimbrite in the thicker parts of the flow (localities C and.

D, Fig. 7.16.) and. is directly superseded by autobrecciated

material where the flow is thin (locality B). Local concen

trations of pumice and rhyollte fragments at the top of the

ignimbrite may themselves be brecciated.

Pumice fragments (up to 70%, 20 mm long) show sizes

and textures consistent with derivation from the underlying

air fall tufts. They usually show rounded, rather than

wispy outlines which is compatible with such an origin. Only

single pumices occur, supporting the suggestion that the

underlying tufts were originally non-welded ashes. Pumice

does not occur in the basal layer at locality D (Fig. 7.16.)

i.e. to the north-west of the present outcrop of the Lower

Archirondel Tuft. This might be taken to indicate that the

igninibrite flowed from the north or west and that the tuft

extended. no further in these directions at the time of ignim-

britic eruption.

With the exception of its high xenollth content

the Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite has a petrology remarkably

similar to that of the Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite.

Spherulites up to 5 mm diameter, showing up to six growth

stages, are set in granular quartz showing perlitic cracking

and. occur In patches. The matrix varies from felsitic to
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epherulitic, eutaxitic texture is poorly developed, while

fiamme are non-axiolitic and. replaced by sericite and. micro-

crystalline quartz. They do not exceed 10 x 0.7 mm in size

and. provide the only solid evidence that this is an ignim-

brite rather than a lava flow. Within the upper auto-

brecciated part of the flow a few shards, complete bubbles

0.l.i. mm in diameter, were noted. As such material is not seen

in the Lower Archirondel Tuff and is therefore unlikely to be

derived from it, it is probable that these shards are

original ignimbritic constituents.

7.U.1-i.. The Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite.

This salmon pink Ignimbrite thickens southwards

from L. in (Locality B, Fig. 7.16.) to 30 in (quarry, Fig. 7.16.).

The base is rubbly and the top autobrecciated, both these

features being more prominent in the thicker parts of the

flow. Aligned. pumice fragments up to 80 mm long form up to

L.0% of the rock and show little evidence of compaction.

Devitrification has destroyed original pumice textures,which

are indistinguishable from the matrix under crossed. polars :

but in the field and under plane polarised light wispy out-

lines and a lack of haematite render the puinices distinct.

Devitrification is spherulitic and small 0.1 mm

fans of fine fibrous feldspar with Interstitial granular

quartz have produced a patchy, sometimes pseud.ographic,

texture. The feldspar has frequently ' granulated' (7.3.2.

(I) ) and the rock consists of small irregular quartz grains

(20%, 0.1 mm) set in a matrix of Interlocking feldspar grains.
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Rare, angular, cracked xenocrysts of quartz (0.2%, 0.8 mm)

are known.

One specimen (J175, Locality B, Fig. 7.16.) from

the centre of the ignimbrite shows considerable brecciation

with secondary haematite deposited along fractures. Such

cataclasis Is probably a result of the tight folding that

this horizon has undergone.

The rubbly base and autobrecciated top of the flow

together with its high content of undeformed pumice suggest

that this deposit was originally a non-welded ignimbrite.

7.L5. The UDDer Archirondel Tuff.
This fine gralned purple rock, rich in pink perthite

and quartz phenocrysts, has the appearance of a porphyry dyke.

However, its two major exposures are at the same strati-

graphical level (quarry and locality B, Fig. 7.16.) and

neatly separate two distinct Ignimbrite flows. Thickness of

the 'porphyryt is variable and its margins exceptionally

irregular. Although It contains no fragments of previous

flows, and does not form fragments in later flows, the field

evidence suggests that this horizon was extrusive.

Perthite (22.7%, 5 x L. mm) and albite (0.8%,

1.5 x 1.0 mm) laths often form clusters 10 mm. in diameter

and show considerable corrosion and internal brecciation,

but little sericitisation. Along with embayed cracked bi-

pyramids of quartz (5.5%, 3 mm) they are set in a felsitic
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groundniass (36.L4.%, 0.1 mm) rich in finely divided magnetite

and secondary haematite. Phenocrysts display slight alien-

ment in hand. specimen.

Iron-free patches shaped like short rat cigars

within the matrix (32. 0%, 5 x 0.L. mm, Fig. 7.2a.) are all

roughly parallel. This alignment is deflected by phenocrysts,

which many of these bodies also contain. The patches display

pseudographic quartz and feldspar coarser (0.3 mm) than the

matrix and,lnfrequently, have a core of microcrystalline

quartz. The phenocrysts included in such patches distort them

and preclude a vesicular origin. They are thought to be

unusually-shaped fiamnie.

The poorly axiolitic eutaxitic texture and the

corroded. state of quartz and feldspar phenocrysts suggest

that this is a true ignimbrite (Rast, 1962). The term 'tuff'

used in the field is retained., as the ignimbritic nature of

the rock can only be determiiied in thin sections. The

irregularity of outcrop of this horizon might be attributable

either to pre-exieting topographic irregularities a to later

erosion,both of which are likely.

7.Li.6. The UDDer Dolmen Ignimbrite.

Thin, fine grained, pink to purple coloured ignim-

brite rests on both the Upper Archirondel Tuff (locality B,

Fig. 7.16.) and on the Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite (locality C)

where fragments of the latter flow are caught up in the over-

lying igninibrite. The Upper Dolmen Ignimbrite has a rubbly

base about Li. m thick in which rhyolite fragments (80%,
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Figure 7.22. Axiolitic fiainme in the Upper

Archirondel Tuff. PPL, x40.

'.:.

-1 -

Figure 7.23. Eutaxitic texture seen in the St.

Catherine's Bay Ignirnbrite (712 518).
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0.6 m maximum diameter) are set in a fine gralned fel•sltic

matrix. The central parts of the flow show poor columnar

jointing, and very fine fiamine give the rock a flow banded

appearance. Pinkish spherulites up to L. mm diameter form

up to Li.O% of aligned patches a few metres long. Such patches

contain no fiamme. Columnar jointed material forms the high-.

est exposed part of the flow.

Microscopically this ignimbrite resembles the

Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite. Fiamine show poorly developed

axiolitic texture and are set in a patchy apherulitic matrix

in which pseudographic texture is often developed. Spheru-

lites show up to four growth phases and are set in a matrix

similar to that of the Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite. A few

highly corroded perthite xenocrysts (0.5%, 2 mm) randomly

scattered through the rock are aligned parallel to the

eutaxitic texture.

7.Li..7. The St. Catherine'e Bay Ignimbrite:

A porphyritic ignimbrite rich in quartz and

perthite phenocrysts and displaying superb eutaxitic texture

(Fig. 7.2.) is exposed both on Anne Port beach (Fig. 7.7.)

and north of Archirondel Tower (Fig. 7.16.). This ignim-

brite is clearly unconformable upon the underlying volcanics.

At Anne Port it dips gently to the north over a very irregular

surface, below which a near-vertical boundary between Lower

and Upper Archirondel Igni.mbrlte can be seen. Further north

It lies above the Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite in one expo-

sure and the Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite in another exposure,the

latter showing a brecciated rubbly base to the ignimbrite.
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The time-span of the unconformity is unknowit but consider-

able erosion must have occurred prior to the eruption of

this ignimbrite, which may be the youngest volcanic deposit

in the island. Its field relationships Indicate that It was

affected by the E-W fo'dIng seen in the earlier acidic

volcanics.

At Anne Port the lowest 5 in of the ignimbrite Is

rich in exceptionally large elipsoidal black fiamme, which

may reach 0.5 in diameter and 25 mm thickness. This horizon

has a distinctive greenish fine-grained groundmass and bright

pink perthite phenocrysts, and is not seen at the other local-

ities. It is probably the remnant of an early lesa wide-

spread flow which formed part of the ignimbrite cooling unit.

The rest of the Ignimbrite (80 in) is characterised.

by well-developed eutaxitic texture which becomes increasingly

irregular towards the top, and by a dull grey flinty ground-

mass. Fiamine rarely exceed 0.2 in in length and are usually

much smaller. Large xenolIths of pink Ignimbrite (? Lower

Archirondel Ignimbrite) up to 26 x 3 m size are found near

the present top and are aligned by the flow (Fig. 7.16.).

The thin early flow is microscopically identical

with the main part of the ignimbrite, except for an abundance

of microbrecciation which may be an original flow feature.

The large fiamme suggest that initially it contained larger

pumice blocks than the main flow with which it formed a simple

cooling unit.
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Many of the microscopic features of this ignim-

brite are similar to those seen in the Jeffrey's Leap Ignim-

brite, the oldest member of the east coast volcanic sequence.

Thinner fiamme consist of strings of quartz and feldspar

grains, while thicker ones are axiolitic and have margins of

inwards-growing fans of fibrous feldspar (Fig. 7.24.) and

cores of spherulites (O.ti. mm maximum diameter) set in

granular quartz. Piamme form between 20% and 50% of the

ignimbrite and are set in a very fine grained. felsitic matrix

(33% to 60%, 0.OLi. mm ). Exposed fiamnie have a vesicular,

pumaceous appearance, believed to be caused by preferential

erosion of feldspar spherulites.

Corroded, shattered, bipyramidal quartz phenocrysts

are fractionally more abundant than perthite phenocryste

throughout the ignimbrite. Both reach 3.5 mm diameter and

together form between 7.9% and. ii.Lj.% of the rock. Perthite

is often partly replaced by sericite and/or epidote and some

crystals have been replaced at their centres by microcrystall-

me quartz. Small (8 mm) xenoliths of andesite and sub-

ordinate shale are always present in minor quantities (1.2

to 8.0%). OrigInal subhedral magnetite ( 1%, 0.3 nun) and

accessory zircons (0.1% maximum, 0.3 nun) are ubiquitous and

quartz veining may be locally abundant (5%).
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Figure 7.24. Axiolitic, eutaxitic fiamme in the St.

Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite. The feldspar rim to the

fiamme Is mostly replaced by sericite. Note the

exceptionally fine gralned, almost glassy nature of

the matrix. Top, PPL; bottom, crossed polars; both x40.
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CHAPTER 8. INLMD EXPOSURES OF ACID VOLCANICS AND THE
CORRELATION OF COASTAL SECTIO.

8.1. Introduction.

Loessic deposits are at their thickeSt and most

extensive above the rhyolites (Figs. 1.Lj.. and 1.5.) and in-

land exposure is consequently limited to a few steep valley

sides. Areas of important inland exposure are Queefls

Valley, Grands Vaux arid Vallée dee Vaux. In each area the

St. John's Bay Rhyolite Formation is the better exposed of

the two rhyolite formations.

The base of these rhyolites can be mapped with

accuracy in most valley sections (Chapter L, numerous figures)

and extrapolated between these areas of exposure with some

confidence ; the boundary between rhyolite formations cannot

be positioned. with such precision. Although the presence or

absence of phenocrysts generally differentiates the form-

ations It Is not an invarIable criterion. However, no aphyric

horizons were noted in coastal sections of the St. John's Bay

Rhyolite Formation and. consequently the stratigraphically

lowest exposure of aphyric 'rhyollte' In each profile mapped

was placed In the Bouley Bay Rhyolite Formation. Such expo-

sures are often widely separated from the nearest porphyritic

material. Rock fragments contained in soil profiles cannot

be used to map boundaries on account of the widespread pen-

glacial solifluction the area has suffered. The line drawn

between the two formations (appended. map) Is therefore a 'best-

fit' based on the available evidence.
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This boundary is closely defined In one area

(south of St. Martin) where the distribution of outcrops

indicate that it is faulted. South of Trinity Church the

outcrop pattern also suggests a faulted boundary. Elsewhere

faulting cannot be discerned, but comparison with the lower

andesite-rhyolite boundary suggests that the intra-rhyolite

boundary Is also highly faulted.

The base of the overlying Rozel Conglomerate 18 one

of the most easily mapped boundaries In the Island. The con-

glomerate has weathered more rapidly than the surrounding

volcanics and. is unencumbered. by superficial deposits. Expo-'

sure 18 good, and the appearance of conglomerate fragments in

the soil Is a reliable indicator of the base of the formation.

The various ignimbrites within the St. John's Bay

Rhyolite Formation display macroscopic and microscopic charac-

teristics which can be used with some confidence to distinguish

them In solitary exposures. The opposite is the case with the

Bouley Bay Rhyolite Formation, as many of the ignimbrltes

recognised are remarkably similar and it is usually impossible

to place Inland exposures within a single horizon. Inland

material Is thus of little value In correlating the two

coastal sections.
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L2. Queen's Valley.

Numerous exposures in and. around. Queen's Valley

provide an accurate picture of the geology of the area (Figs.

8.1. and 8.2.). Initially great difficulty was experienced

in differentiating solitary, highly weathered. exposures of

porphyry &ykea and. ignimbrite. The criteria established. to

aid this distinction (and also used elsewhere inland, as

appropriate) are as follows :

(1)	 The ignimbrite invariably contains some angular sedi-

mentary xenolitha, while the dykes generally contain none.

(ii) Dark 'blotite' phenocrysts are abundant in the ignim-

brite and rare in the porphyry, where they are probably xeno-

cry S tic.

(iii) Eutaxitic fiamme are usually developed in the ignim-

brite. Coarser dark-light colour banding may be developed. in

&ykes parallel to their margins.

(iv) Porphyry dykes often have doleritic margins, which

chill against the ignimbrite but not the porphyry. This

distinction Is particularly useful for cores.

The map of Queen's Valley (Fig. 8.1.) shows that

Ignimbrite outcrops south of the St. Saviour's Andesite Form-

ation and the Jersey Shales in an apparently stratigraphicaiTly

lower relationship. It also overlies the andesites to the

north. This relationship caused much otnfuslon in the past

(Mourant 1932) and has not previously been adequately des-

cribed or explained.. The structure seen Is believed to be

a section through a vent or fissure which fed the ignimbritic

eruption. The paucity of fiamme In the 'vent' and parallelism
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of eutaxitic texture with nearby vent walls are consistent

with the relationships described by Almond (1971) for similar

ignimbritic feeers.

The Isolated nature of Individual exposures gener-

ally renders Interpretation of the Inter-relationship of

&ykes and igninibrites difficult. Within a series of contin-

uous core boreholes (FIg. 8.2.) and a recently quarried nearby

exposure (6939 14955) porphyry &ykes, with or without dolerite

margins, trend N.60°E. and are Intrusive Into the ignimbrlte

feeder. Just south of St. Saviour's Hospital banding In a

single exposure (6971 5037) of porphyry trends N.1400E. A

0.3 m dolerite dyke in andesite near Ville es Phillipes

(6958011) has a similar trend. The evidence all sugge8ts

invasion of the area by a dyke swarm with a trend varying from

ENE in the south to NNE in the north of the valley. This is

consistent with the NNE &yke swarm seen in Anne Port and the

E.N.E. swarm found In the S.E. granite complex.

The continuous core boreholes In Queen's Valley were

sunk for T. & C. Hawksley who kindly permitted examinatlok and

sampling of the material recovered. Superficials were gener-

ally not retained In the core. The sections recorded for each

borehole (Fig. 8.2a) are listed below :-



Thickness

2.50 in
12.50

2.75 in

33.65

6.30 in
20.95
2.75

Borehole Li..

Superficials (head + alluvium) 	 10.00 m
Ignimbrite	 2.00
Dolerite	 6.30
Ignimbrlte	 2.70
Dolerite	 2.Li.0

Borehole .

6.00 m
2 • Lj.5
0.65
0. l0
0 • 80

19.5Li.

i.6o m
38. L0
100
2.15

1.50 in
6 • 60
1 • 00
1.90
3.50
2.50
L.00

Borehole 1.

Superficials (head)
Ignimbrite

Borehole 2.

Superficials (head)
Ignimbri te

Borehole 3.

Superficlals (head + alluvium)
Ignimbrite
Dolerite

Superficials (head + alluvium)
Dolerite
Ignimb rite
Dolerite
Ignimbrite
Porphyry

Borehole 6.

Superficials (head)
Granite (with diorite patches)
Cataclosed material
Granite

Borehole 7.

Superficials (head)
Weathered granodiorite
Brecciated granodiorite
Weathered granodiorite
Grani te
Diori te
Granite
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Total

2.50 in

15.00

2.75 in
36. .o

6.30 m
27.25
30.00

10.00 in

12.00
18.30
21.00
23 • LiD

6.00 in

8. L5
9 • 10
9.50

10.30
29.8L1.

1.60 m
Li.0 .00
L1.Q0
L3. 15

1.50 in
8 • 10
9 • 10

11 • 00
lLi.50
17.00
21 • 00

Borehole 8.

Superficials (head + alliwium)	 L..5o m	 Li.50 in
Porphyry	 lLi.25	 18.75
Dolerite	 2.85	 21.60



6.00 m
	 6.00 m

6 • 00
	 12.00

Li.60
	 L.6o

3.90	 8 • 50
0 • 10
	 8.60

3. l0
	

12.00

8.00 zu	 8.00 m
6 • 00	 14. 00
3.00	 17.00
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Borehole 9.

Superficials (alluvium + head)
Ignimbri te

Borehole 10.

Superficials (alluvium + head)
Ignimbrite
Porphyry
Ignimb rite

Borehole 11.

Superficials (head)
Porphyry
Weathered granite

8,2.1. Petrolozv of the Queen's Valle y Inimbrite

In thin section this Ignimbrite found in Queen's

Valley is indistinguishable from the Jeffrey's Leap Ignim-

brite described in the previous chapter (7.2.) and there is

no doubt that it is the same horizon. Numerous angular

xenoliths of shale and a few of andesite reach 10 mm diameter

and form up to 7% of the rock. Along with quartz, perthite,

albite and (?)biotlte phenocrysts they are set in a fine

grained (0.01 mm) felsitic matrix. Eutaxitic fiamme are well

developed in the northern part of the valley and dip roughly

northwards, but south of Ville ès Phillipes they are poorly

developed and dip steeply towards N50°W (La Rigondaine,6920

L19Lj.5) where visible. They display similar devitrification to

that seen in coastal specimens and pseudographic texture is

often well developed.

Small microlites (0.07 mm x 0.01 mm) of chlorite

and magnetite are randomly scattered throughout the matrix

of a few specimens, and form about l of the rock (Fig.8.3.).

They are found in samples obtained close to the granite,whlch

together with their random (post compactional) orientation

suggests that they are the product of local thermal metamor-
phism.
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chlorite and magnetite in the Queen's Valley

Ignimbrite (see text) PPL, 175.
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Figure 8.4. Chlorite . peeudomorph after amphibole in

the Queen's Valley ignimbrite. Traces of amphibolitic

cleavage remain. PPL, xiOO.
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Biotite phenocrysts replaced by chlorite and

epidote can be seen in the Queen's Valley,gnimbr1te as in

the coastal material (7.2.Lj.). A few thin sections of the

inland material provide further evidence as to the nature of

the original mafic phenocrysts. Rare basal sections indIcate

pseudomorphe after amphibole rather than biotite, and In one

instance clear traces of amphibolitic cleavage remain (Fig.

8.L..). The original mafic component within the ignimbrite

is thus thought to have been a mixture of biotite and amphl-

bole. The replacement of these by chlorite and epidote

probably results from low grade thermo-regional metamorphism

related to the vulcanism.

Phenocrysts have the same forms and sizes as In

the coastal exposures. Phenocryst content of the ignimbrite

(Table 8.1.) is also as variable as In the coastal material

and appears to be related to the stratigraphy of the cooling

unit. Specimens from the feeder (southern part of the

valley) contain many more feldspar phenocrysts than samples

from the north	 the valley. The albIteperthite ratio Is

quite variable but one feldspar Is dominant In all samples

from the feeder. Quartz content Is fairly constant through-

out the Ignimbrite, while, with the exception of J399, the

mafic content, which is much higher in the feeder, appears

to be directly proportional to the albite content.
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S pecimen Q.uartz Perthite Albite	 Mafic Location

3.14

14.3

3.14

14.2

3.0

3.3

3.1

14.1

0.0

14.2

2.14

2.6

0.5

2.7

1.7

0.9

6.9

0.7

1.6

1.0

0.9

6.3

9.5

2.6

2.14

3.5

7.1

J185

J186

J187

J190

J191

Ji 92

J19L1.

J195
J399*

JLI.22*

JL1.23
*JL1.25
*

JL1.30

*QV3P

14.7

6.8

14.3

14.3

6.0

6.0

7.5

6.8

17.0

3.2

13 • 5

12.0

7.6

8.0

14.3

2.3

3.8

114.5

0.8

3.14

1.9

5.1

1.8

22.2

5.6

6.0

13.2

10 • 0

6990 5055

6986 50142

69714 5027

6968 50142

6969 50140

6965 5025

6983 5014.1

6988 50143

6920 149145

6986 5009

6981 5000

6977 5010

69614 14979

6914 1496

Table 8.1. Variation In phenocryst content (percentages)

between samples co1lected from Queen's Valley. Specimens

marked with an asterisk (*) come from the feeder. QV3P

Is from borehole number 3.
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It is notable that the extrusive specimen with the

highest albite, maf Ic and total feldspar phenocryet content

( J190 , Table 8.1.) is the stratIgraphIcally highest sample

collected, and it Is suggested that later eruptive pulses of

the Ignimbrite - which also solidified In the feeder - were

richer in feldspar and amphibole/biotite phenocrysts. It has

been previously seen (7.2.Li.) that the Jeffrey's Leap Ignim-

brite shows a late, more basic pulse.

Albite, perthite and maf Ic phenocrysts often occur

In clusters in the phenocryst-rich Ignimbrite. The mafics may

be polkilitically enclosed by albite and, but rarely, by

perthite. The clusters may be set In a darker matrix than the

rest of the rock and have a xenolithIc appearance (FIg.8.5.)

which may be enhanced by the distribution of flamme around

such patches. Quartz is never associated with these clusters.

It has been suggested that the variation In pheno .-

cryst content (and thus composition) seen In coastal exposures

is related to assimilation of andesite fragments (7.2.5.).

Andesite xenoliths are rare in the Queen'B Valley Ignimbrite,

and the geological setting of the feeder (Fig. 8.1.) IndIcates

little likelihood of local andeeltic contamination of the

magma. Some other cause of compositional variation must there-.

fore be sought. The answer may lie In the concentration of

feldspar and mafic phenocrysts seen in the youngest part of the

ignimbrite and the feeder. These can be regarded as origina-

ting from the lower parts of a source 'chamber'. Early, pre-

eruptive, co-crystallisatlon and consequent gravity settling
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Figure 8.5. Part of a cluster of feldspar (albite

and minor perthite) laths and altered mafic

phenocrysts seen in the Queen's Valley ignimbrite.

PPL, x40.
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of these phenocrysta could result in their concentration in

later eruptive phases, especially in 'xenolithic' clusters

devoid of quartz. Such a mechanism is also consistent with

the almost constant quartz content throughout the igninibrite.

8.2.2. Source of the Inimbrite.

The nature of the 'vent' requires further discussion.

Coastal exposures of the Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite show the

effects of andesite contamination of the magma, while inland

the Queen's Valley material suggests gravity settling within

the source 'chamber'. This might be taken to indicate separate

vents tapping the same variable reservoir. However there is

no field evidence of a volcanic cone above the Queen's Valley

'vent' and it is thought that the Ignimbrite was erupted along

a continuous fissure above an initially variable source.

8.3. Other exoosures of the $t. John's Ba y Formation.

The Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite can be traced north-

wards in Queen's Valley to a junction with purple rhyolite

(6983 5100) belonging to the Bouley Bay Formation. Both rock

types can be seen as far west as Le c8tii Farm (69L4.2 5115).

In an old quarry just south of the farm (6937 5110) is a

porphyritic igniinbrlte containing a few small sedimentary xeno-

lithe (O.li.%) and albite (2.1%) and quartz (1.2%) phenocrysta.

Perthite phenocrysts are abundant (12.6%) and eutaxitic texture

is well developed. This Ignimbrite resembles the Bonne Nuit

Bay Ignimbrite more closely than any others described In the

coastal sections. Exposures of rhyolite north of the farm

display rubbly and autobrecciated. horizons and can be corre-
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lated. with the Anne Port Rhyolites.

Immediately west of Le Ctil Farm the inter-forma-

tional rhyolite boundary is faulted northwards. To the west

of this fault there is no visible outcrop of tie Jeffrey's

Leap Ignimbrite. With a few exceptions all exposures of the

St. John's Bay Rbyolites can be correlated with the Bonne Nuit

Bay Ignimbrite (B.N.I.) They invariably contain from 1 to 5%

of small (10 mm) angular sedimentary xenolitha, up to 8% each

of quartz and perthite and L% albite phenocrysts. Eutaxitic

and axiolitic texture8 are well developed. and some exposures

show columnar jointing e.g. 6539 5067. Just east of Pierre

de la Fetelle the basal 10 m of the ignimbrite is much more

purple than normal B.N.I. (Pig. L1..9.). This is transitiohal

into typical B.N.I. and is thought to be a local colour variant

rather than a separate flow.

Inland outcrops of B.N.I. are too numerous to cata-

logue. They are abundant adjacent to the andesites between

St. Manellier (6lLi. 510) and. Augrès Mill (652 515) and along

Grands Vaux and Vallée des Vaux. North and west of La Chesnée

(660 529) inland exposures are rare.

A distinctive purple tuffaceous rock outcrops on the

northeast side of Grands Vaux between Trinity playing fields

(660 535) and. Rue Coutanche (6Lili.l 5Ljl.i.8), and also along

Trinity Road. (6610 5375). The more northerly exposures contain

xenoliths of shale and andesite (6%, L1.0 mm) and are somewhat

brecciated. Southern exposures contain fewer and smaller

xenoliths (i.Li%, 3 mm) and display a marked eutaxitic texture,

best seen on polished surfaces. The rock Is clearly an ignim-
brite.
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The purple ground.rnass becomes friable with weath-

ering and is largely feleitic, small areas displaying patchy

devitrificatlon. Corroded bipyramidal quartz arid perthite

phenocrysts (6 to 10.5%, L mm) are present in equal amounts,

as are alblte (0.2 to 1.8%, i. mm) and chioritised biotites

(0.5 to 1.8%, 1 mm) xenocryets. Fiamme can only be distin-.

guished in thin sections in plane polarised light, picked

out by a variation in magnetite dusting.

This ignimbrite cannot be correlated with any other

member of the St. John's Bay Formation and its location

suggests that it is younger than the Fremont Point Ignimbrite.

8.Ii.. Summary of the correlation and distribution of the
St. John's Bay Formation.

The Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite is the oldest member

of the formation and extends inland as far as St. Saviour's

Hospital where it is overlain by the B.N.I. A feeder of the

Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite runs along Queen's Valley. The

B.N.I. forms all other inland outcrops of the formation with

the exception of a purple ignimbrite seen just S.W. of

Trinity Church. This is younger than the Fremont Point Ignim-

brite, which has no inland exposure. The relationship of the

Anne Port Ignimbrite with the north coast sections is un-

certain. It also has no inland outcrop and it is petrologi-

cally unlike any other ignimbrites. The preservation of its

non-welded top suggests that the overlying Anne Port

Rhyolites are not much younger and that this is the youngest

member of the formation. The succession recognised is :-
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Anne Port Ignimbrite

Trinity purple ignimbrite

Premont Point Ignimbrite

Bonne Nuit Bay Andesites

Bonrie Nuit Bay Ignimbrite

Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite

50m

c. 100 in

160

110 - 175 in

550 - 900 in

200

8.5. Correlation within the Bouley Ba Formation.

Inland exposures of this formation are not common

and generally difficult to correlate with the horizons recog-

nised in coastal sections. Distinctive marker horizons such

as air-fall pyroclastics and thin andesites are not recog-

nised inland. The Anne Port Rhyolites oan be traced as far

inland, as Le Ctil Farm (see above, 69Li.2 5115) in isolated

exposures but their extent and thickness cannot be mapped

with any accuracy. Many inland exposures of red ryolj?

cannot be correlated with named horizons simply because many

of these have identical lithologies. Isolated exposures of

the distinctive green Lower Bouley Bay Ignirnbrite outcrop at :

1. La Pesène (subsoil)	 6582 5510

2.. Ebenezer Chapel	 6573 5Li.51

3. Les Croix (subsoil)	 6600 5Li.20

Li.. Les Cateaux (subsoil)	 6697 53L1.2

5. Rue du Rat	 6890 5363

6. Rozel Manor	 6980 5301

These are widely scattered and difficult to relate to the

coastal outcroD. They indicate that the rhyolitea and tufT a

of Giffard. Bay thin rapidly to tie south as several (2, 3)

outcrop close to the base of the formation. They also con-

firm that the complicated folded structure of these volcanics
is not confined to coastal sections.
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At St. Martin a series of exposures (696 525) of

purple columnar jointed rhyolite are overlain to the east by

a grey-green ignimbritic flow of irregular dip and. strike but

with well developed eutaxitic texture. The rhyolite is high

in the formation and cannot be correlated with the Anne Port

Rhyolites, neither of these flows having a coastally-exposed

equivalent. This could well be true of other lees distinctive

inland outcrops.

It has therefore proved impossible to extend the

detailed division of coastal exposure inland, and what little

inland evidence there is does not assist in correlating the

coastal sections. This correlation must therefore be attempted

solely on the evidence seen in the sections themselves,those

established on the coast being :-

a.	 North Coast :

Upper Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

Lee Hurets TUff

Lower Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

Vicard. Igniinbrite

200 in

90m

35m

80m

25m

Lea Platons ithyolite
	

50+ in

Tufts and Agglomerates
	

175 in

Agglomeratic and.esite
	

L.0m

Giffard Bay Ignimbrite
	

25 in

Gift ard. Bay Ithyolite
	

120 in



85m

52m

1)4m

36rn

28m

1.95^ in

55 m

160 in
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b. EaBt Coast :

St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite

Upper Dolmen Ignimbrite

Upper Archirondel TUff

Lower Dolmen Ignimbrite

Upper Archirond.el Ignimbrite

Lower Archirond.el Tuff

Lower Archirondel Ignimbrite

Anne Port Ithyolite

There is some similarity between these sections.

In both, rhyolite flows are succeeded by thick aphyric ignim-

brites with thin porphyritic 'tuffe'.

The basal Giffard. Bay Rhyolite contains a thin

andesite flow between the two rhyolite flows recognised. At

Anne Port a thin andesite (Fig. 7.1)4.) also occurs within a

series of rhyolite flows. It is unlikely that the andesite

seen at these localities is from a single flow, equally it is

improbable that a single rhyolite flow extends for the 10 km

between coastal sections. However the similarity of the

sections cannot be ignored and it is believed that, although

individual flows cannot be correlated, they are strictly

contemporaneous.

The Giffard Bay succession is complicated by a thin

porphyritic ignimbrite, another andesite flow and various

air-fall pyroclastics all topped by the Les Platons Rhyolite.

These also are probable lateral equivalents of the upper

part of the Anne Port - Havre de Fer sequence. Eruption of

a series of rhyolite flows, with ashes and minor andesites,
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on the flanks of a major volcano and in an area of rapid

erosion is envi8aged.. The Giffard Bay Ignimbrite does not

fit into this scheme very well, its petrology being remini-

scent of the St. John's Bay Formation, and it is probably a

late re-awakening of the earlier ignimbritic activity.

Correlation of the upper parts of the formation is

more difficult. Both coastal sections contain aphyric ignim-

brites which display great local variation yet have sufficient

external similarity to justify equating almost any two flows.

Negative correlations can be made : for instance, the green

Lower Bouley Bay Ignimbrite has no east coast equivalent.

The Lee Hurets Tuff and Upper Archirondel Tuff are both thin

porphyritic ignimbrites and it is tempting to correlate them.

However, their lithologies are quite different and they

cannot be equated. Several of the north coast ignimbrites

are composed of more than one flow, while none of the east

coast horizons has a similar compound nature, suggesting that

they are the product of separate eruptive events. The situa-

tion is comparable to that seen in the underlying rhyolite

flows, where the sections are contemporaneous but individual

horizons cannot be matched.

The porphyritic St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite

rests unconformably on a highly eroded irregular surface

above the east coast aphyric ignimbritea and must signific-

antly postdate them (7. Li.7.). It therefore seems unlikely

that any volcanic on the north coast is of the same age, and

the ignimbrite is regarded as the youngest volcanic deposit

now seen in the island.
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9. METAMORPHISM OF THE VOLCANICS.

9.1. The aureole of the NW Granite.

Contact metamorphism at' the volcanics at C6t11

Point (631 563) was first noted by Wells and. Wooldridge

( 1 931). Similar effects have long been known at Le Pulec

(5L1.8 5L9) where Jersey Shale is also invaded by the NW

Granite. Infrequent inland outcrops and numerous loose frag-

ments of metavolcanics and hornfelsed. shale leave little

doubt that the aureole is continuous between coastal sections.

At Côtil Point a normal intrusive contact Is present

between the volcanics and the Invading granite (Fig. 9.1.).

XenolIths of andesite and rhyolite (Figs. 9.2., 9.3.) in the

granite occur adjacent to the respective outcrops of these

rocks, while veins and sheets of pegmatite, granite and

apatite extend up to 100 m Into the volcanics. Vertical

foliation trending 175-355° is strongly developed. for a simi-

lar distance from the granite and runs obliquely acrosa three

pre-granite dykes (Fig. 9.1.), one of which is terminated by

the granite. In contrast a post-granite gabbroic dyke is

unfoliated. Xenoliths, especially rhyolitic ones, dIs1ay a

similar foliation, but the granite is not foliated. at all,

and its 'quartz Is almost free from strain shadows' (Mourant,

1933).
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Figure 9.2. Andesite xenoliths in the NW Granite

at Côtil Point (632 562).
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Figure 9.3. Part of a meta-rhyolite xenolith in the

NW Granite at Côtil Point (630562)
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9.1.1. The meta-andesite.

Specimens of 'andesite' were collected, at distances

of 0.2, 6, 12, 30, 50 and 200 m from the granite-andesite

co.ntact. 200 m from the intrusion the andesite has a felaitic

groundniass similar to that seen in other Jersey andesites (c.f.

Fig. Li.iO.). Material closer to the granite has a granoblastic

matrix of equant interlocking quartz, albite and perthite

grain8 which may reach 0.1 mm in diameter but rarely exceed

0.05 mm, the feldepars forming up to two-thirds of the rock.

Aligned biotite flakes ( 10-15%, 0.05- 1 mm) are associated

with this granoblastic material and pick out the foliation of

the rock. They often occur in clusters, also aligned, and

are partly replaced by penninite and clinochiore (Fig.9.Li..).

Finely divided magnetite (3-8%) is ubiquitous.

In contrast to the white laths seen elsewhere,all

feldspar phenocrysts In the andesite are pink. 200 in from

the contact the albite laths (15-25%, 8 mm) appear to be un-

affected by thermal metamorphism ; but at 50 in some are partly

replaced by granoblastic material identical with the matrix,

some are completely replaced by perthite, while all are seric-

Itised. At 30 m perthite and/or granoblastic quartz and

orthoclase totally replace original plagloclase : closer still,

granoblastic material replaces all phenocrysts, the pink feld-

spars appearing streaked out and brightly coloured. 200 m

from the granite original anhedral mafIcs (5-10%, 3 mm) are

replaced by granular quartz, muscovite, chlorite and iron ore.

Apatites are associated with these altered pyriboles. Closer

to the granite no definite traces of mafic phenocrysts remain,

although clusters of apatite suggest that they are replaced by

biotite and granoblastic quartz and feldspar, similar to the
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matrix. These apatites are not orientated parallel to the

foliation.

Muscovite is pre8ent throughout the meta.-andesite.

At 200 m It partly replaces original mafic minerals, while

at 12 m small flakes (0.5%, 2 mm) are scattered through the

matrix and grow across the fabric. At 0.2 m minor muscovite

is also present In aplite veins ; these consist essentially

of coarse (0.2 mm) granoblastic quartz (50%), albite (10%)

and orthoclase and must also have been affected by the

thermal metamorphism.

Macroscopic chestnut-brown garnets associated with

epid.ote and often accompanied by actinolite, quartz and ephene

were recorded in patches and veins in loose and.esite blocks

close to the granite-and.esite contact (Mourant, 1953).

Despite a careful examination, including searches by several

groups of students, none was found during the present study.

Similar material has also been found (Mourant, pers.comin.) in

the lower , now infilled, portions of Westmount Quarry.

Analysis of the garnets (Oliver, 1958) showed andradite

80.28%, grossular 10.36%, almandine 5.L1.7% and spessartine

3.L6%, a composition which, along with the mode of occurrence,

suggests that the garnets are metasomatic in origin (c.f.

Firman, 1957). Aplite veins cut some garnetiferous patches

(Mourant, 1953), suggesting that the latter developed at an

early stage In the granite cooling history. No garnets were

seen in thin sections of the meta-andeelte.
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Figure 9.4. Plagioclase phenocr r sts rep1ac-u j

granoblastic quartz and alkali-feldspar (clear patches)

in nieta-andesite. Foliation Is especially picked out

by biotite porphyroblasts. PPL, x40.

Fiure 9.5. Granoblastic albite, alkali-feldspar and.

quartz forming the matrix of meta-rhyolite. A few

biotite porphyroblasts pick out a foliation. Crossed

polars, x175.
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9.1.2. The meta-rhyolite.

Xenoloths of rhyolite (Fig. 9.3.) display a marked

N-S vertical foliation which is picked out by biotites and by

elongation of megacrysts. Their granoblastic matrix (83.1%,

0.01 - 0.3 mm) is predominantly of quartz with perthite and

minor albite (Fig. 9.5.) : but small biotite flakes (6.7%,

0.2 mm), though individually randomly orientated, occur in

parallel trains which pick out the foliation. Quartz (L.%,

2 mm), albite (2.5%, 2 mm) and perthite (2.3%, 1.5 mm) mega-

crysts have irregular margins due to partial replacement by

the granoblastic matrix. Original quartz phenocrysts have

recrystallised to patches of irregular interlocking grains,

perthites are patchily replaced by perthite-rich granoblastic

matrix and all the megacrysts appear re-orientated parallel to

the foliation. Porphyroblasts of green to pale yellow-green

pleochroic blotite (0.9%, 1 mm), which often form aggregates

also parallel the fabric. Small flakes of muscovite (0.5 mm,

0 .5%) and minor sericite are associated with the feldspars.

The main mass of metarhyolite (Fig. 9.1.) has a

comparable petrology. 200 to 300 in from the granite typical

felsitic rhyolitic groundinass is present. Original eutaxitic

Ignimbritic textures can be seen in the field 150 m from the

contact, Individual flamme being picked out In sections by

the distribution of finely divided opaque minerals. Blotite

Qppears as far as 150 m away, but from this distance to within

80 in of the granite is comparatively rare. Beyond 150 m feld-

spar phenocryste are not rep1aced by granoblastic material

while original shale and andesite xenollths In the Igniinbrite

are apparent. The disappearance of xenollths and the appear-

ance of biotite at the same distance (150 in) suggests that the
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latter grew largely as a result of the thermal metamorphism

of the former. Muscovite is common throughout the aureole,

coating numerous joint surfaces near to the granite,

especially those dipping south. The presence of radiating

clusters of muscovite flakes (1 mm) which are not restricted

by the metamorphic fabric Indicates that muscovite growth

postdates the development of the foliation.

A single specimen (J215, 63 Li.3 562Li.) collected 255 m

from the granite contains an 8 mm vein of quartz (62.5%),

calcite (l1.].%),d.iopside (21.2%) and garnet (5.2%). Original

diopside (5 mm) and garnet (Li. mm) were irregularly inter-

grown and are now partly replaced by sparry calcite (Fig. 9.6.)

so that fragments of the original crystals do not exceed 2 mm.

The garnet is heavily chloritised along cracks. Later gran-

ular quartz (i mm grains) now forms much of the vein,which

cuts Ignimbrite with a felsitlo groundmass having a strongly

developed granoblastic texture for 3 mm. on either side of the

vein. This granoblastic zone contains numerous irregular

clots (0.05 mm) of d.iopside and epidote. A similar vein,

lacking only garnet, was seen nearby (J222, 63 Li.6, 5622).

9.1.3. Pre-ranIte &vkes.

Pre-granite dykee occur in the metarhyolites at

CtIl Point (FIgs. 9.1., 9.7.). They vary from 50 mm to

O.Li. mm in thickness and are cut by the granite and its off-

shoots. These dykes are affected and cut obliquely by the

same foliation as the meta-volcanics. Granob].astic quartz

(28.8%) and sericitsed feldspar (13.7%) reach 0.Lj. mm grain

size, but average 0.05 mm, and the foliation Is picked out

by flakes of biotite (5Li..3%, O.Li mm, FIg. 9.8.), which often
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Figure 9.6. Netasoraatic vein in meta-rhyolite,

consisting of intergrown garnet (pinkish) and diopside

(yellowish) which are partly replaced by chlorite,

calcite and quartz. PPL, xlOO.
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Figure 9.7. Foliated dyke In the meta-rhyolite at

Catil Point which is cut by aplitic and granitic

veins.
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Fiure i.o. Foliation in the pre-raiüte dyke (above),

picked out by clusters of greenish-brown biotite in

a grenoblastic matrix. PPL, x40.
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occur in elongated clusters and are partially chioritised.

Finely divided iron ore, now limonite, is often associated

with the biotite. Augen-shaped patches up to 1 mm long are

devoid of biotite (Fig. 9.8.) and possibly indicate original

felsitic metacrysts in the dyke.

The original dyke-rock type is difficult to deter-

mine. The present mineral assemblage suggests a rock of

intermediate composition, but with little calcium. However,

it must be borne in mind that dyke chemistry, as well as

mineralogy, may have changed considerably during metamorphism

(9.2.).

9.l.Lj.. The nature of the aureole.

The main features of the aureole of the NW granite

are the production of foliation and granoblastic textures and

the growth of biotite porphyroblasts. The replacement of

andesitic pyriboles by quartz, of plagioclase by perthite and

of perthite by quartz suggests some alkali aM silica enrich-

ment of the aureole material. Vein diopside and garnet In

the meta-rhyolite, along with a similar recorded assemblage in

the meta-and.esIte also suggest metasomatism. Firman (1957)

has shown that comparable veins in the meta-volcanics around

the Shap Granite are of meta8omatic origin, andradite especi-

ally being usually of metamorphic/metasomatic origin (Deer et

al, 1966). The venous aspect of these minerals argties against

Mourant's (1953) suggestion that they result from the altera-

tion of calcite amygd.ales, The strong granoblastic texture

developed adjacent to the veins observed indicates that the

fluids which effected metasomatic growth also played a large

part In the production of metamorphic fabrics, the main heat
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transfer agent in the aureole being metasomatic fluid. The

growth of garnets, and. diopside rather than amphibole

suggests (Firman, 1957) that this metasomatism took place at

a fairly high temperature. The fact that it preceded aplitic

veining (Mourant, 1953) sUpports this view.

The development of the foliation within the aureole

is something of a paradox. Foliation is restricted to within

100 m of the granite and most strongly developed close to it ;

it must therefore have been effected by the intrusion. The

consistency of the foliation trend. extends to the xenolithe,

which have not been rotated sirce they were foliated ; this

suggests that the growth of the fabric is essentially a post-

granite-freezing phenomenon. However the granite itself

shows no evidence of post-crystallisation strain (Mourant,

1933). Squire (19Th) has indicated that folding in the Jersey

Shales may have been Influenced, 'by d.iapiric granite intrusioh,

and the pattern of shale and andesite outcrops around the

eastern bulge of the NW granite (appended map) suggests a

similar effect. It may be that post-crystallisation upwards

movement of the still-hot granite locally produced foliation,

especially in parts of the aureole rich in metaomatic fluid

while the later growth of low temperature phases such as alpha-

quartz and perthites obliterated similar fabrics in the

granite itself.

Muscovite, calcite and. quartz cut acrosa the foli-

ation and are later, lower temperature, hydrothermal minerals.

The retrograde conversion of biotite to chlorite may also

relate to this activity.
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9.2. Chemistxv of the meta-andesites and Dre-ranite dvkee.

Six samples of meta-andesites were analysed,chiefly

to determine the effects of metasomatism on their chemistry.

A pre-granite dyke was also analysed (Table 9.1.).

Compared with the average unaltered. pyroxene-

andesite (Table 11.3.) the average meta-andesite contains

considerably lesa (FeO + Fe 203 ) and MnO, similar amounts of

Si02 , Al203 , Ti02 and CaO, slightly more MgO and P 205 and

much more Na20 and 1(20. The replacement of plagioclase by

alkali feldepars close to the granite suggests that alkali meta-

somatism took place. 1(20 content generally decreases away

from the granite and., though Na20 content is much more vari-

able, K20/Na20 also generally decreases sharply away from the

granite (Fig. 9.9.), although these relationships do not

obtain in the case of J208, the high Na20 content of which

may be due to aplite veins cutting the sample. This vari-

ation suggests that metasomatic enrichment In K20 is a near-

granite eftect, while any Na20 enrichment occurred further

from the intrusion. CaO content also varies with distance

from the granite, but in an opposite manner to that of 1(20,

material close to the intrusion being CaO-deficient, while

that further away Is relatively CaO-enriched. Replacement

of Ca2+ by K during metasomatism and subsequent migration

of the Ca2 away from the granite may explain this.

No other relationships between chemistry and posi-

tion in the aureole could be elucidated. One sample contains

a large amount of secondary silica, which is reflected. in its

analysis (J210, Table 9.1.).
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TABLE 91. Metp-pnd.esltes and. p1tered dvkes from
the aureole of the NW Granite.

S peclmen ____	 203BL	 209BL	 jp1pBL	 212BL

8102	 59.6	 60.6	 71.2	 63.7
Tb 2	0.97	 0.91	 0.9L.	 0.31	 0.89
Al203	19.7	 18.3	 18.1..	 13.3	 17.1
Fe203	1.90	 1.52	 1.31	 0.Li.9	 2.22

FeO
	

1.90
	

3.514.	 2.20
	

1.18
	

1.714
MnO
	

0.07
	

O • 05
	

0.05
	

0.01
	

0.07
MgO
	

1 • 02
	

1.214-	 3.145
	

0.30
	

1.07
CaO
	

1.71
	

1.21
	

1.09
	

0.03
	

2.02

Na20
	

6 • 70
	

5115
	

3.33
	

14.81
	

14.37
K20
	

5.56

	

6.72
	

6.98
	

6.814
	

14.62

1120
	

1 • 10
	

1.36
	

1.78
	

1.19
	

1.91
P205	 0.31
	

0.31
	

0.18
	

0.15
	

0 • 21

Total

SDecimen

6102
RIO2
Al203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20

K20
1120
P205

100.214.

60 • 6

0.914.
17 • 2

4.. 33

2.28

0 • 07
O • 72
1 • 30
14.314.
Li.. 99
1.714.
1.09

99.91

Ave race

62 • 5
0.83

17.3
1.96
2. 1L1.

0.05

1.30
1.23

14.78
5.95
1.51
0.38

100.31

59.3
0.83

15.3
2.55
5.07
0.22

5.140
0.60
2.81
14.01

3.36
0 • 16

99.81
	

99.92
== = = =	 = =

Total
	

99.60
	

99.93
	

99.61

	

= =	 = == = =
Meta-andesite samDles :

J207,6223 56214. 50 in from contact of granite and. and.eslte.
J208,6317 5618. 0.2 in from contact.
J209,6318 5618. 6 in from contact.
J210,6319 5618. 12 in from contact.
J212, 6320 5619. 30 in from contact.
J216, 6339 5623. 200 m from contact.
Metamorphosed dyke : J200, 63014 5623.
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The composition of the pre-granite dyke (Table 9.1.)

reflects its biotite-alkali feldspar-quartz mineralogy. The

low CaO and high K20 content are a further indication of the

removal of Ca2+ from material close to the granite during

potassium metasomatlem. Such chemical changes prevent direct

comparison with the chemistry of other &yke rocks and hence

prediction of the original &yke petrology.

93. Regional metpmorDhim.

The keratophyric alteration seen in the volcanics,

especially the and.esites, has been described in previous chap-

ters, The mineral assemblages produced by this alteration are

typical of greenschist facies metamorphism, the quartz-albite-

muscovite-chlorite subfacies of Turner and Verioogen (1960).

The underlying Jersey Shales have suffered simil9 metamorphism

although same zeolite fades material is also found (Squire,

l97Li). It is possible that the metaffiorphism of the volcanics

is related to the Cadomlan orogeny, for the main Cadomian

deformation is known to have been accompanied by greenschi8t

fades metamorphism elsewhere (Roach et al, 1972). It may also

be the result of rapid burial in a volcanic area with a high

geothermal gradient, i.e. propylitisation ; both models provide

the necessary conditions for the mineralogical changes observed.

Although fold.- .induced cleavage is well developed in

the sedimentary succession there is a general lack of petro-

fabrics such as foliation, which would indicate that tectonic

activity played any important role In the production of meta-

morphic assemblages. Squire (l97L. ) notes that any orientation

of secondary layered silicates in the sediments Is parallel to
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the bedding and is influenced, by the original sedimentary

fabric, and he implies that this is essentially the result of

regional burial. It was concluded (chapter 3) that folding

and alteration of the St. Helier andesites preceded granitic

intrusion, while in the same area the partial collapse of half-

filled vesicles indicates pre and syn-tectonic metamorphism of

the andesites. It is suggested therefore that the metamorphism

of the Jersey volcanios was essentially a pre-tectonic event and

that the Cadomlan orogenesie failed to increase the grade of

the metamorphic assemblage already present, and to impress

any significant tectonic fabrics on the volcanics.

The Belle Hougue andesite (Chapter 2) suffered

atypical alteration so that carbonates rather than silicates

formed the Ca-rich phases during metamorphism. It has been

suggested that this resfllted. from a high 	 during altera-

tloh, the source of CO 2 being uncertain ; either it was juve-

nile or derived from the underlying sediments. It Is worth

noting that when the biotite isograde is attained (Turner and

Verhoogen, 1960) the following reactions may occur :-

chlorite + calcite + quartz
	 actinolite ^ H20 + CO2

dolomite + quartz +
	 tremolite + calcite + CO2

Actinolite Is developed in the andesite at Mont d.e a-orey (709

503) and. shows that as such a higher grade was locally achieved

in the volcanics, It might therefore be expected to be preva-

lent at depth. Thus, rapid burial in an area of high geo-

thermal activity and the resulting metamorphism of calcareous

shales may have produced the CO 2 necessary fa the mineral

assemblages seen at Belle Hougue.
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CHAPTER 10. MINOR INTRUSIONS.

Dykes, and. a few sills, occur throughout Jersey.

They are most abundant in the SE where a dyke swarm ha been

mapped. With a few exceptions (9.1. 1 s. .) the dykes postdate

all the major intrusions exposed. Three types of dyke-rock

are found : dolerite, acid porphyry and lainprophyre. Only

those dykes found within the volcanics and in the granite at

Mont Orgucil, are discussed in this chapter.

10.1. Field RelationshiDs of the SE Dyke Sws.

NNE-trendlng dykee at Anne Port (Fig.101.) and E

to NE trending dykes in the SE complex have long been recog-

nised. Mapping has shown that these belong to the same swarm

and are linked via the Queen's Valley area (Fig. 8.1.) The

swarm consists of dolerites and acid porphyries, often in a

composite relationship, and several phases of intrusion can

be recognised. Four phases are seen at Le Croc (673 14.62 :

Mourant, 1932) arid at least three at Anne Port. At the latter

locality the most westerly dolerite (Fig. 10.1.) was proluced.

by two magma pulses, later dolerite having a chilled margin

against early material (Fig. 10.7.). Younger porphyry dykes

are generally intruded between pairs or along the centres of

dolerites, although the two types may be separated by 'rafts'

of ignimbrite (Pig. 10.1.). Some porphyries have 'rhyolitic'

margins which consist of alternating pinkish and greyish bands

(Fig. l0.2a). These bands darken towards the edge of the dyke

and approach the colour of the host rock, their exact boundar-

ies being therefore difficult to pinpoint. Just east of the

two thickest banded dykes (71L1.5 5079, Fig. 10.1.) is a series

of ovoid patches of banded porphyry. Here banding parallels
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the sometimes angular edges of the patches (Fig. l0.2b.)

which may reach 2 m in length and are aligned with the dyke

swarm. It is thought that these patches represent the high-

est parts (or 'roof's') either of a separate dyke or of off-.

shoots of the larger dykes. Dolerites rarely exceed 0.5 Ui

in thickne8s, indeed some are present only as smears at the

margins of porphyries. They frequently bifurcate, and severs].

terminate in the reefs at Anne Port.

The acidic and basic members of the composite dykes

(Fig. 10.3.) usually have sharp co-margins. The porphyry

often veins the d.olerlte, an Indication of their age relation-

ship. In a few instances, often patchily along the length of

a single dyke, the acidic-basic boundary is transitional over

about 50 mm. This phenomenon is best developed in the thin-

nest composites e.g. 7175 5063 (Figs. 10.1., lO.Li..), which also

show the development of pink feldspar megacrysts in the doler-

ite adjacent to the contact. Their growth must be related to

Intrusion of the acid dykes.

The swarm as a whole dies out at Anne Port, although

isolated members are found as far north as the Rozel Conglom-

erate (appended map).

10.2. Field Relatinshi ps of the north coast &vkes.

Acid porphyry and. dolerite dykes together with one

sill, cut the volcanics of the north coast but show no general

trend or relationship : indeed, composites are unknown. Apart

from the metamorphosed material at Côtil Point (9.l. Li.) the

only dykes recognised are seen at the following localities :
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dyke has a porphyry centre and dolerite

margins.
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a. c6tii Point, ENE-WSW, 5 m, dolerite (Fig.9.l.)

b. Wolf Caves, NNE-SSW, 25 m, gabbro with chilled
margins (Fig. 9.1.)

c. Giffard Bay, N-S, dolerite, (6149 558 ; Casimir
and Henson,1955)

now shingle covered and WNW-ESE, 2 m, porphyry
(6503 5595)

d. Long Echet, N-B, 12 m, porphyry (6530 56145)

e. Petit Port, E-W, 10 m, dolerite sill with chilled
margins (6627 5588)

These dykes resemble Individuals of the SE swarm, although

they clearly do not belong to it.

10.3. FieldRe1atIonshiDs of the lamtroDKvre &vkes.

Most of the lamprophyres seen in the volcanics

conform to one type, rich in biotite phenocrysts which usually

parallel the dyke margins. Lamprophyres weather rapidly and

are most often seen on the coast, in the floors of deeply

eroded gulleys. The following were seen In the volcanica :-

a. La Crete (713 513) 1 m, N-S dyke.

b. Archlrondel (709 520) 1-3 m, N-S dyke with 0.1 m,
E-.W offshoots

c. Gorey Church (709 503) 1 N, NNW-SSE dyke cutting
acid porphyry

d. Grand Val (6623 5050) 0.2 m, NNW-SSE &yke

e. Bonne Nuit (614s. 559) 0.3 , N-S dyke

f. Giffard Bay (6149 559) Tz 1-2 a, N-S dykes

g. Giffard. Bay (652 559) 0.14 a, N-S dyke

Temporary exposures of lamprophyre were noted by Mourant

(1932, and field slips) at SIon (6145 527), Mal Asals (660

5014) and Augres Mill (651 515) while a manuscript map by

H.G. Smith Indicates an Intrusion at Five Oaks (660 501).
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Two other lamprophyre &ykee outcrop near Vicard

Point (Fig. 2.2.). Both are about 1 m thick and trend. E-W.

They contain no obvious large phenocrysts but display numer .

-ous small flecks of micaceous material, unidentifiable in the

field, which parallel the margins of the &yke and. are set

in a fine grained. grey carbonate-rich matrix. Whether these

dykes are contemporaneous with the other lamprophyrea or pene-

contemporaneous with the volcanios which they intrude, as

Mourant (1932) suggested, is uncertain. In the latter case

they might well be the equivalent of the pre-granite dykes

seen at Côtil Point.

l0.L.. Petrolozv of the dolerites.

In the field all the 'dolerites' are similar,with

0-5% of plagioclase phenocrysts and. occasional amygdales set

in a fine to coarse-grained grey-green matrix. Chilled

margins are darker and intense weathering has imparted a lim-

onitic stain to many dykes. A few specifie examples are

described as an illustration of the variation seen.

The 25 m Wolf Caves dyke (Figs. 9.1., 10.5.) has a

coarse gabbroic centre and chilled doleritic margins. Corroded

and cracked phenocrysts of ollvine (18%, 3 mm, Fo85 ) occur

throughout the &yke and their growth must predate intrusion.

The olivine is frequently enclosed by anhedral titanaugite

(20.5%, 3 mm) which is ophitic with sericitised labradorite

( 50%, L. mm, Au 56 ). Euhedral titanomagnetlte (3%, 0.6 mm) is

most frequently associated with the olivine, which,together

with the titanaugite, Is partially serpentinised. The pyro-

xene has undergone marginal alteration to barkevikite (Li..5%)
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Figure 10.5. icie o1f waves Jabro; oiivi.ne (h±iiy

cracked) rimmed by titanaugite (pale pinkish) which is

partly replaced by barkevikite (dark brown, bottom centre).

Some later biotite and chlorite, along with colourless

labradorite, can be seen. PPI, x40.
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Figure 10.6. Upnitic piagiocL6e

the finer-gralned margin of the Wolf Caves Gabbro.

PPL, xlOO.
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in turn partly replaced by brownish-green biotite (2.1%)

which may then be altered to chlorite (1.9%) (Fig. 10.5.).

The finer grained (1 mm) margins of the dyke show superb

ophitic texture (Fig. 10.6.) and only minor barkevikite,

biotite and. chlorite are developed, possibly because of rapid

chilling. This gabbro is almost identical to material from

Sorrel Point (A.C. Bishop, pers. comm.) but it seems unlikely

that it is a direct offshoot of the plutonic mass.

The post-granite dolerite dyke seen at Côtil Point

(Fig. 9.1.) has a similar texture to that of the margins of

the Wolf Caves &abbro but original mafioB have been replaced

by chlorite and ura].ite (actinolite), plagioclase is send-

ti8ed and titano-magnetite convertedi to leucoxene. The

uralite growths rarely follow original mineral boundaries and

ophitic textures are not seen. Rare large patches ct uralite

may replace original Qlivine phenocrysts (Fig. 10.7.).

The thickest (15 m) dolenite dyke at Anne Port

(Fig. 10.1.) is intruded along its length by two later 'veins'

of dolerite 1 m and 3 m wide, which have chilled margins. This

dyke is unusual, although not unique, in that it contains

xenoliths of the host ignimbrite and has an irregular highly

venous eastern margin. The older parts of the dyke are

similar to the dolenites previously described, plagioclase

laths ( Lj.0-50%, 1.5 nun) are ophitic with anhedral titanaugite

(L4.0-L1.5%) which is partly replaced by chlorite and uralite.

Randomly orientated plagloclase phenocrysts (0-6%, 6 mm) are

like the matrix feldspar, highly saussenitised or sericitised,

though some original labradonite is seen. Euhedral titano-
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Figure 10.7. Uralite (actinolite), either replacing

olivine or filling an amygdale, in altered gabbro

from a post-granite dyke at Côtil Point (631 562).

PPI, x40.
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magnetite (5-9%, 0.3 mm) is largely converted to leucoxene.

Subcircular patches of chlorite and. urallte (0 .3%, 3 mm)

may be altered olivines or amygd.ales.

The contact between the different dolerites In this

dyke Is sharp and the earlier material does not seem affected

by the later Intrusion. At the contact (Fig. 10.8.) the

younger dolerite has a dark glassy matrix rich In euhedral

magnetIte (1.i.%, 0.05 mm), but this lightens In colour away fxm

the contact as chlorite and actinolite appear In increasing

amounts. Albite laths (c.LiO%) rarely exceed. 0.5 mm In length

and. for 13 mm from the contact obviously parallel to It.

Pyroxene (up to 50%) is largely uralltisedi and first becomes

apparent 25 mm from the contact ; a further 25 mm, and the

dolerite takes on an ophitic texture. Chlorite and/or uralite

filled. vesicles, sometimes with cores of epidote, are small

(0.1 nun) at the contact and only gain their full size and.

concentration (2 mm, 6%) 0.1 in from It. Phenocrysts of

sausseritised plagloclase (0.6%, Li. mm) are rare. The whole

dyke is shot through with veins of granular epld.ote.

Uralite, a slightly unusual form of actinollte, is

thought to be produced by auto-pneumatolysls (Hatch et al,

1972 ; Deer et al, 1966). The vesicular nature of the younger

dolerites certainly suggests that fluids were available to

Initiate such a conversion, which must have preceeded the

epld.ote veining.
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Pigure 10.3. Contact of wo d.olerites (see text).
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10.5. Petrolozv of the acid porohvry &vkes.

Acid. dykes display greater lithological variation

than the dolerites described above. Some have banded margins

(Fig. 10.2.) whIch are exceptionally fine grained and have

flinty fracture and translucence. The centres of such &ykes

are microgranitic in their appearance, as are the non-banded

&ykes. Phenocryets of quartz and perthite are ubiquitous,

while albite and amphibole may be found, all types of pheno-

crysts being present in very variable amounts. As with the

dolerites, a few specific examples best illustrate the vari-

ation seen.

A 4 m dyke with banded margins runs NE through the

granite at Mont Orguéll (716 504). Phenocrysts of highly

resorbed. quartz (3.9%, 2 mm), euhed.ral albite (11.8%, 3 mm),

chloritised amphibole (2.1%, 3.5 mm) and. perthite laths

(9.6%, 6 mm) are set in a matrix of irregular interlocking

alkali feldspar grains which are about 0.05 mm in diameter

(Fig. 10.9.) and have the appearance of labile growths.

An adjacent 12 m wide dyke has a non-banded centre,

and contains only resorbed. quartz (4.8%, 4 miii) and slightly

corroded perthlte (19.5%, 4 mm) phenocrysts. The matrix in

the centre of the dyke varies from epherulitic to micro-

graphic in texture. Micrographic intergrowths of quartz and

perthite reach 2 mm in diameter, the largest being the most

perfectly developed. Much of the quartz in such intergrowths

is hollow-shell (Fig. 10.10.). Smaller (0.4 mm) quartz-feld-

spar intergrowths are feathery in shape and hover between

dendritic and spherulitic in appearance (Fig. 10.11.). The
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Figure 10.9. Labile irregular interlocking grains

of quartz and alkali—feldspar forming the matrix

of a porphyry dyke. The resorption shown by the

quartz phenocryst is typical. Crossed polars, xlOO.



Figure 10,1 Oa.. Graphic intergrowths of quartz and

alkali-feldspar in the matrix of a porphyry dyke.

Crossed polars, x40.
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Figure 10.lOb. Close-up of the above, s:owin the

hollow-Shelled nature of much of the quartz.

Crossed polars, x175,

r
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Figure 1O.11a. Groundinass of a porphyry dyke,

showing a variety of spheru].itic and graphic

growths with interstitial quartz and albite.

Crossed polars, x40.

Pijure 1O.11b. Olose-w': of the above; a feat:ery,

dendritic intergrowth of quartz and alkali-

feldspar which approaches graphic texture.

Crossed polars, x175.
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Figure 1O.11c. Close-up of Fig. 1O.11a., a dendritic

intergrowth of quartz and alkali-feldspar which is

almost spherulitic in appearance, displaying a poor

epherulite-like extinction cross. Crossed polars,

x175.
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feldspar in such feathery growths is generally optically

continuous, but a few spherulitic extinction crosses are

apparent. While matrix feldspar may be in optical continuity

with adjacent phenocrysts the same is not true of quartz.

Small interstitial patches in the matrix contain irregular

grains of quartz (3.5%, 0.5 mm) and albite (1.1%, 0.3 mm)

and. indicate that the graphic texture is not the product of

crystallisation from a liquid of eutectic composition.

The complete range seen between apherulitic and.

graphic textures suggests that these were produced by the

same process. All the growths appear original and were

probably produced during the slow cooling ct the dyke (cf.

Lofgren, 1971). Dyke margins probably chilled so rapidly that

the labile felsitic textures were produced, while the insul-

ated. centres cooled more slowly with consequent production of

the hollow-shell quartz and spherulit ic-graphic textures -

textures which suggest some undercooling. Some recrystallis-

ation of apherulitic feldspar evidently occurred, as evidenced

by the lack of extinction crosses in such growths. Possibly

early larger sanidine-cristobalite intergrowths recrystallised

as graphic material when the temperature dropped and Inversion

occurred. The presence of late Interstitial albite suggests

that final dend.ritic growth took place at temperatures below

the Na/K-feldspar solvus i.e. C. 700°C, and. almost certainly

from a glass.

Other porphyry dykes display textures intermediate

to those described. above ; most show some apherulites In a

generally felsitlo matrix. A 17 m composite dyke from ieen's

Valley (693 1495) has a 114 m central porphyry which contains
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phenocrysts of quartz (7.9%), perthite (10.3%) and albite

(14.5%). Spherulltes (51.7%, 1 mm) often form clusters with

interstitial granular quartz and. are Bet in a felsitic

matrix ; sOme show slight graphic recrystallisation (Fig.l0.

12.). Quartz phenocrysts often formthe nucleil of epheru-

lites, but feldepars do not. This is believed to reflect the

fact that the quartz was not in equilibrium with its matrix,

and was undergoing resorption. The latent heat required for

such remelting produced a temperature gradient around each

quartz grain and such local uridercooling enhanced spherulitic

crystallisation around. the quartz grain.

A third &yke from Mont Orgueil (717 503) displays

another type of post-solidiCication crystalline growth. It

contains feldspar phenocrysts (16.1%, 8 mm) with pink perthi-

tic centres and 0.5 mm thick rims of white orthoclase. The

centre and rim may be partially separated by thin zones of

felsitic matrix and, although they are not optically continu-

ous, have the same twin plane (Pig. 10.13.). The non-

perthitic nature and different structural orientation of the

rim Indicates sub-solvus growth, while the matrix inter-

posed between perthite axxl rim suggests post-solidification

growth of the latter.

Flow banding at the margins of some dykes Is diffi-

cult to distinguish in thin section. The most obvious feature

Is a marked increase In ore content In the darker bands (Fig.

10.14.), while the lighter bands may have a coarser grain

size (PIg. 10.15.) and contain more feldspar, an observation

supported by analysis of dark and light bands - Table 11.16.



Figure 10.12. Spheruiitic growths in the otherwise

felsitic matrix of a porphyry dyke. Top: showing

good extinction crosses, bottom; showing the

growth of epherulites around quartz phenocrysts,

rather than feldspar. Both crossed polars and x40.
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Figure 10.13. Perthite phenocryst in a porphyry dyke

with a rim of non—perthitic alkali feldspar. The

rim is twinned along the same plane as the rest of

the phenocryst, but the two are not optically

continuous. Patches of the groundinass separate the

rim and core of the crystal in places. Crossed

polars, x40.
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Figure 10.14. Banded porphyry dyke, the banding

picked out by opaques. PPL, x40.

Figure 10.15. Banded porphyry dyke, the banding

picked out by variations in the grain size oL the

groundmass. Opaques in the Liner grained bands are

surrounded by sericite, which appears as haloes

in the photoniicrograph. Crossed polars, x40.
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This suggests that the banding is a crystallisation feature:

however deflection of the banding around phenocrysts suggests

that a flow element is also involved.

The phenomena seen may be explained by analogy

with the crystallisation of und.ercooled. polymers (Keith and.

Paddon, 1963, 19614). Initital undercooling at the dyke wall

would produce growths, whether spherulltic or labile/felsitic,

of feldspar-rich material (since feldspar, having the most

complex molecular structure of the components involved, is

Been as analagous with the polymer). Such a growth front,

moving in from the &yke walls, would throw out excess iron

oxides and silica (analagous to the low molecular weight

solution) until their concentration was such that a relatively

quartz and iron ore-rich band crystallised. The process

would then repeat itself. It is most likely that this was

a solid State growth, from a glass, when slow cooling uld

produce the devitrification suggested. as well as t1e coarser

non-banded &yke centres (of. Lofgren, 1971). Deflection of

banding around phenocryste probably reflects their effects

on cooling and diffusion rates, rather than any flow.

The phenocryst content of the dykea is variable.

Up to 20% perthite, 17% alblte, 11.5% quartz and 6% amphibole

(now altered to chlorite) may be present, although they do not

exceed 31% in total. Both albite and amphibole are absent in

many dykes. This suggests several sources and phases of

injection but no logical pattern can be seen in this variation.
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The petrology of the individual components of the

composite &ykes varies little from that of the dolerites and

porphyries described above. In some Instances pink perthites

(10 inni) are developed in the dolerite for 0.3 m or so from

the central porphyry. These partly replace original plagio-

clase phenocrysts and. partly the dolerite matrix. They are

thought to be metasomatic in origin and produced by alkali-'

rich fluids emanating from the porphyry. It Is Interesting

to note that Lofgren (1971) found that epherulitic growth of

the type seen in the porphyries is enhanced in the presence

of such fluids.

io6. Petrolozv of the LamDrophyres.

LamprQphyres are iaua1ly highly weathered, but a

single dyke at Archirondel (709 520) contains patches of

relatively unweathered. material one of wMch has been

sectioned. Euhedral phenocrysts of bIotite (27.7%, 9 mm)

and pyroxene (9.3%, 5 mm), the latter now replaced by sparry

calcite and dolomite, are parallel to the dyke at its margins

but are more randomly scattered towards its centre. These

phenocrysts show a complete range in size up to the maxima

quoted and smaller ones are often orientated by flow around

larger ones. They are set in a matrix of alkali feldspar

( Li.1.3%) which contains numerous small grains of secondary

quartz ( 1 .3% , 0.1 mm) and, calcite and, dolomite (17.9%,0.5 inm)

These carbonates may replace small pyroxenes but have anhed.-

ral outlines. Euhedral apatite (2.5%, 1.2 mm) is scattered

throughout the rock but is frequently associated. with the

other phenocrysts (FIg..lO.l6.). The carbonate Is dissolved

away and feldspar partly kaollnised iii more weathered lampro-'
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Top: basal section through a biotite phenocryst

from a minette dyke. Numerous apatites are

included in the biotite. PPL, x40.

Bottom: calcite pseudomorph after pyroxene, and a

basal section through a biotite phenocryst in

the same minette. Crossed polars, x40.
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Figure 10.17. Calcite pseudoxnorph after amphibole

in a laznprophyre dyke from Vicard Point (664 558).

Pluxion orientated mafic inicrolites in the matrix

have been replaced by chlorite. PPL, x40.
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phyres, but they all resemble closely the fresh augite-

minette found on South Hill (653 L4.77 ; Hatch, WeUs and. Wells,

1972, p L.l7).

The two lamprophyres seen near Vicard. Point have a

quite distinct mineralogy. Original amphibole phenocrysta

(7.3%, 3 mm) have been replaced by quartz, chlorite and sparry

ferroan calcite. They are set in a matrix of alkali feldspar

which originally contained numerous microlites of blot ite

(18.6, O.Li. mm), picking out fluxion along the dyke : these

have been replaced by chlorite and minor sericite. Abundant

secondary calcite and Iron ore are scattered. through the mat-

rix (Fig. 10)7.). The chloritised nature of these dykes,

compared with the unaltered biotite seen In post-Rozel Conglom-

erate &ykes, supports the view that they are contemporaneous

with the material they intrude and predate the regional

metamorphism.

10.7. The Ae of the &vkes.

In only one Instance has the radiometric age of a

Jersey minor Intrusive been determined ; Adams (1976)

obtaining a Li.27 ± 13 Ma date for a hornblend.e lamprophyre

which cuts the Rozel Conglomerate. Field evidence however

provides considerable information on the relative age of the

dykes.

The foliated dykes at C&til Point are unequivocally

of pre-granite origin, and other dykes around. Vicard Point

may be of the same age. The SE swarm cuts the volcanics and

major intrusives, and. must postdate both. The swarm was
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previously considered to predate the Rozel Conglomerate e.g.

Nourant 1933 ; however both a porphyry and a dolerite, the

latter with baked margins several metres thick, cut the

Conglomerate near to its base just below Rozel Manor (702

529). Dolerites which cut the SE and SW plutonic complexes.

are themselves cut by aplites and/or micropegmatites of

granitic origin (Mourant, 1932). This suggests that the dyke

swarm only just postdates the main granitic intrusions and is

related to their cooling history. The fact that several such

dykes are also found just above the base of the Roze]. Conglom-'

erate suggests that the basal parts of the sediment are at

least contemporaneous with granitic intrusion, lndeed,possibly

isostaticuplift associated with the high level plutonism (Key

197L1. ) triggere& the formation of molasse deposits.

The non-swarm dolerite and porphyry d.ykea seen in

the north coast volcanics, and elsewhere in Jersey, are all

adjacent to, or within, granitic intrusions. In view of the

apparent relationship between minor and major plutonism in

SE Jersey it does not seem iiprobab1e that these other minor

Intrusivea result from a similar association.

The lamprophyree are demonstrably younger than all

the other igneous rocks, which they cut. Hornblende lampro-

phyres are restricted to the Rozel Conglomerate, to which

they give a minimum age of Lj.27 ± 13 Ma (Adams 1976). All t1

lamprophyres seen in the volcanics and conglomerate trend

roughly N-S,which suggests some tectonic control : it seems

probable that their Intrusion was influenced by the prepon-

derance of minor N-S faulting in the area.
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11. CHEMISTRY OF THE VOLCANIC ROCKS.

Analysis of the volcanics are listed in Tables

11.1 to 11.10. Several analyses have been made of the most

altered (essentially basic) units, to indicate the varlabi-

lity of their chemistry e.g. Table 11.1.

11.1. Alteration of the basalts and andesites.

Comparison of thin sections with the relevant

analyses .allowe an interpretation of the degree of chemical

variation seen in these rocks. This will be considered

element by element :

(1)	 Iron must originally have been present in mafic minerals

and as oxides. The latter are now usuaLly found in a more

oxidised, hydrated state, usually as limonite. Mafics have

been replaced by almost any combination of chlorite, carbon-

ate, muscovite, silica, epidote and iron ore, but in nearly

every case the latter forms a rim around the other secondary

minerals, which suggests minimal removal of iron from the

system. Only a few samples, which contain secondary pyrite or

epidote, show evidence of a nett increase in their iron content.

(ii) Titanium and Manganese are usually associated with Iron-

rich minerals, including secondary ores, and have probably

undergone little internal distribution in the volcanic pile.

(iii) Magnesium was originally wnfined to the mafic rock-

forming minerals, which are now replaced as Indicated under

Iron. Replacement by chlorite or dolomite probably Involved.

little movement of Mg2 , but any other form of replacement

must have Involved considerable movement of the element. The

Mg-rich chlorltes penninite and chlinochore which are abun-

dant In veins and. amygdales in the volcanics probably result
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from this redistribution of Mg suggesting that the volcanic

pile may also have acted as a closed system with regard to

magnesium.

(iv) Calcium was originally present in calcic plagioclase,

pyroxene and amphibole ; apatite, the only original Ca-rich

mineral still found accounts for only a small portion of the

total calcium. Minor amounts of zeolite or actinolite may

occur, but usually the Ca-rich phase now found is either

epidote or calcite/dolomite. Epidote is limited to the St.

Helier andesites and Rozel basalt (J336, Table 11.5.) and. the

only calcite associated with these rocks fills veins and amyg-

dales and may postdate the main metamorphism. The epidote

usually replaces original mafics and is associated with albit-

ised plagioclase, suggesting little nett change in Ca-content.

Elsewhere carbonate is intimately associated with the mineral

assemblages which replace the original caic-silicates e.g.it

occurs as small vermicular patches in albite laths, and. despite

minor late calcite or epidote veining throughout the ande.

-sites it seems probable that any nett increase of Ca in the

system is s)ght.

(v) Sodium was originally present in plagloclase feldspar,

which is still the only major Na-rich phase present, altera-

tion of the plagloclase having redistributed its Ca2,rather

than Na+ , content. No maor secondary sodic minerals are

present In these rocks, though minor paragonite may be associ-

ated with sericite. Minor replacement of feldspars by silica

indicates some redistribution of Na, but there Is no evidence

of significant change in the total sodium content of the

system.
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(vi) Potassium is present almost entirely as sericlte,along

with minor illite and hydromuscovite. The K20 recorded in

any sample is directly proportional to the concentration of

these minerals seen in thin section. Sericite normally rep-.

replaces feldspars, but may also replace mafics or occur in

thin veins and amydales. The variation in the potassium

content of the Vicard TUft, for example, (Table 11.1.) suggests

a high mobility during metamorphism but does not necessarily

indicate a nett gain or loss. Pyroxene.-and.esite with a high

K20 content (Table 11.3.) contains plagioclase partly rep]ad

by perthite, a further indication of the mobility of the

element.

Potassium must originally have been present in feld-

spars mainly in the matrix, in these rocks. Most of the ande-

sites contain a K20 content consistent with modern andeeltes

(compare Tables 11.1-14. with Table 11.12.), but the pyroxene

andesites appear too rich in the element (Table 11.3.). This

may suggest addition of potassium to the volcanic pile ; but

it must be borne in mind that mantle depletion of K+ means

that older andesites may be significantly richer in potassium

than the modern examples quoted in Table 11.12. Contamination

of the andesitic magma (11.3.2.) may also have resulted in a

higher than normal potassium content.

The growth of sericite may have proceeded according

to the reactions

KA1S1308 + Al203 +
	

KAl2(A18i3) 10(oH)2	 1.

or 3KA1S1308 + H20	 -,	 KA].2(Al813)o10(OH)2 4.	
2.

K20 + 63102
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The growth of hydromuscovite, Illite and. kaollnite must

follow similar lines, but Involve further release of potass-

luin and addiltion of water. Reaction 2 suggests a simple mech-

anism for the release of potassium and may be largely respons-

Ible for the mobility of the element. Reincorporation of

potassium into the system, again as sericite, can be expressed

fairly simply as :

K20 + 3Al203 + 68102 + 2H20 - 2KAl2(A1813)010(OH)2

3.

Comparison of reactions 1 to 3 indicates that alumina mu8t

be available during the growth of sericite If the system Is

to retain Its potassium. This may be provided by the break..

down of anorthite

i.e. CaAl2SI2O8 + CO2	CaCO3 + Al203 + 28102

Such a reaction would. explain the strong association of

sericite with albitised. plagioclase. Combining equations 3

and Li. gives the reaction which probably takes place in the

plagioclase laths, le.

K20 + 3CaAl2SI2O8 + 3CO2 + 21120 - 2KAl2(Alsi3)010(OH)2

+ 3CaCO3	 5.
This reaction is simplified, as It deals with end-member mole-

cules only, and with oxides rather than ions. The growth of

epidote, rather than calcite, can be expressed In a similar

manner, namely,

K20 + 12CaAl281208 + 5H20—*6Ca2Al.Al20.0H(8i07)(Si0)

+ 2KAl2 (A1S13 )010 (OH) 2 6.

Despite the simplification, reactIons 2, 5 and. 6 indicate

the likely mechanisms by which potassium was redistributed.

through the andesites.
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(vii) Phosphorus is combined essentially with calcium in

apatite, an original rock-forming mineral which appears

unaffected by metamorphism.

(viii) Carbonates : are entirely secondary in origin and

may be related to keratophyric auto-metasomatism of the

volcanic pile or to regional metamorphism.

(ix) Silica : the conversion of mafics to chlorite involves

release of silica, as does the alteration of K-feldspar

(equation Li). The replacement of rock forming minerals by

non-silicates must also release silica and the nett result

of alteration should be the production of free silica.Movement

of this would produce silica-poor and silica-rich Bamples of

the same rock type, as is found ; those rocks with a higher

silica content also contain more free secondary silica.

(x) Aluminium Olivine and pyroxene contain little

alumina, while amphiboles generally contain much less than

20% (Deer, Howie and Zuesman, 1966). Chlorite, their alter-

ation product, contains about 20% A].203 and a source of this

must be a prerequisite of the change. Feldspars are the

primary alumina-rich phase ; but It has been indicated that

their alteration consumes, rather than releases the oxide.

However an excees of Ca-feldspar with respect to K-feldspar

would provide adequate alumina upon conversion to calcite

(equation Li) or epidote.

I.e. LiCaAl2S1208 + H20 - 2Ca2A1.Al20.0H(Si207)(SI04)

+ Al203 + 2Si02	 7.

Further, impurities replacing A13+ in end member molecules

(such as Fe3+ In epidote) would also result In excess alumina.
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(xi)	 Water, along with carbon-dioxide, Is the essential

secondary add.ition to the volcanic pile for all the changes

which have been described.

Thus, despite a high degree of ionic mobility,there

is little evidence of bulk addition or loss of major elements

to the volcanic pile during Its alteration. The changes

described explain the chemical variation seen In any one hori-

zon. The most siliceous sample of Vicard. Tuff (3316, Table

11.1.) contains 8% secondary silica and little chlorite, while

the least siliceous sample (J293) contains only 2% secondary

silica and much more chlorite. Similarly the least potassic

sample (3299) contains little sericite, while the most potassic

(3317) has much of its feldspar replaced by the mineral.

Although it Is impossible to show conclusively that,

with the exception of CO2 and rr2o, the rock pile formed a

closed system, it is believed that the mineral phases present

and the chmlstry of each sample are consistent with such an

hypothesis. If so, the average of several analyses of the

same rock type should more nearly conform to the original rock

composition than any single analysis. With the exception of

one basalt, J373 (Table 11.5.) all single samples of basalt

and andesite are too altered to be representative of their

group.

11.2. Alteration of the rh,.volitee.

The rhyolites display little alteration. The most

common secondary minerals are quartz and sericite, the former

occurs in veins and patches, the latter replacing alkali feld-
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spar. Most of this material results from vapour-phase and

hydrothermal alteration in cooling flows and is not the

result of external Influences. Original, rare mafic minerals

have generally been altered. to chlorite or epid.ote, although

traces of biotite remain. Secondary haematite may form up

to L1.% of a 8ample, but carbonates are infrequent.

11.3. The enet1c and geochemical relationshi p of the
andestites and rliyolites.

All the analyses of the volcanic rocks were plotted

on an PAM diagram (Fig. 11.1.). Despite a considerable

scatter among the more basic rocks a typically calc-alkallne

trend. can be seen (cf Nockolds and Allen, 1953). When the

average compositions of the various rock types are plotted

(Fig. 11.2.) there is much less scatter about the same trend,

which supports the hypothesis that these averages approximate

to the original chemistry. Alkalis-calcium variatlon,plotted

In a similar manner (Fig. 11.3.) also displays a calc-alkalir

trend, but the curve extends much further towards the K20

corner of the tetrahedron than usual (ef Nockolds and Allen,

1953). Both of these variation diagrams show overlap of the

andesitic and. rhyolitic fields, particularly between andesites

In the rhyolitic formations and rhyolltes in the andesite

formations. This Indicates that, despite the unconformity

between the formations (ch. 5.), all the volcanics are gene-

tically related. A feature of the alkalis-calcium variation

is that, generally, the higher the 1(20 : (Na20 +CaO) ratio

then the younger and more silicic the rock type. Any genetic

model for the volcanic suite must account for this feature.
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The petrogenesl8 of the volcanics is closely related

to the regional tectonic setting cf the vulcanicity. All

post-Palaeozoic caic-alkaline suites are demonstrably the

product of destructive plate tectonism. While the operation

of such processes in Lower Palaeozoic and Late Precambrian

times is less clearly proven it 18 highly probable that

closing of southern and. northern 'European' land masses,with

attendant destructive convergent plate processes, began at

about 600 Ma (Dewey, 1969 ; 12 .3.), with consequent develop-

ment of the volcanics in Jersey.

Squire (1974) evidenced the 'fan-valley' nature of

the Brioverlan greywackes of Jersey and. Granville as an indi-

cation that the Jersey vulcanism was of island arc type and

generated close both to the continental margin and. to the

associated trench system. However the very presence of these

shales, which are at least 1 Km thick demonstrates that the

volcanics were not erupted in a true island-arc environment.

oreover Squire (1974, Fig. 9lB) has suggested that early Brio-

verian sediments were deposited in a series of E-W elongated

basins, centred around Jersey, Saire and Granville and bounded

by massifs. The presence of much older granitic bodies in

the Channel Islands and the adjacent French mainland (Adams,

1976) supports the view that the volcanics were erupted on to

a much older continental mass, probably of considerable thick

ness. Field evidence shows that the volcanics are wholly

subaerial, but essentially conformable upon marine greywackes

and shales. Probably the whole continental mass formed a

shelf-sea area which was subjected to isostatic uplift with

the onset of destructive plate tectonism. Recent research

has shown that It is possible to use the major element van-
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ation within andesites and basalts to identify their genetic

environments, and it is proposed to attempt to fit the Jersey

material into such schemes.

11.3.1. GeochemIcal evidence for the tectonic setting of the
basalts and andesites.

Pearce (1976) calculated discriminant functions,

related to basalt chemistry, whose values distinguish six

types of vulcano-tectonic setting and genesis. He used only

fresh basalts with MgO + CaO >12 and FeO/Fe 203 >1. None of

the Jersey basalts fits these requirements (Table 11.5.) :

however sample J373, the least altered rock encountered in

the area, contains original labradorite and. only minor second-

ary calcite, the main alteration having been of mafics to

chlorite and K-feldspar to sericite. Pearce states that

metamorphosed basalts which 'show no evidence of albitization

or of secondary carbonates' may be successfully classified by

his scheme. The analysis of J373 was therefore recalculated

to its original total after removing secondary water and

calcite (Table 11.11.) when the values obtained for Pearce's

functions indicate a calc-alkaline basalt erupted. on to conti-

nental crust at converging destructive plate margins ;although

they lie close to his shoshonite and. island-arc tholeiite

fields. The use of this single sample to predict petro-

genesis by such a method may be suspect, t or not only is the

sample altered but there Is also a 10% probability (Pearce,

1976 ) of incorrectly classifying a sample. Nevertheless,such

an exercise provides a pointer to the setting of the vulcanism.
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1.	 2.

8102
Tb2
Al2 03

Fe203

FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Ma20

K20
1120
P2 0
Co2

Total

Table 11.11.

146.2
1 • 90
18.3

3 • 28

6.35

0.16
3.146

8.145

2.90

1.33

6 • 30

0.140

0.35

99.38

149 • 8

2.05

19.7
3 • 53
6 • 814

0 • 17

3 • 73
8.62

3 • 12

1 • 143

0.143

99 • 142

Fl - 0.368
P2 - —1.1409
P3 = .-12.395

Analysis of basalt J373 (1) recalculated

after the removal of secondary CO 2 and 1120 (2) and the

values of Pearce's (1976) functions Fl to P3.
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French and Cameron (1977, In press) have approached

basalt classification differently. They have proposed four

classes, identified by the order In which ollvine,pyroxene

and plagioclase crystaillee, which can be also distlnglLlshed

by their chemistry. These classes are related to tectonic

setting, basalts produced at destructive plate margins being

In their class 3 (although so are those of Skye) which has a

crystallisatlon sequence plagioclase-olivine-pyroxene. The

presence àf abundant plagioclase and minor olivine pheno-

crysts In the Jersey basalts is consistent with such an origin.

French (pers.comm.) has suggested that basaltic andesites

would fit Into the scheme in the sense that although the same

crystallieation sequence would not be seen the andesitic

'classes' would have the same general tectonic setting as the

basaltic classes and their chemistry would correspond to that

of the related basalt.

A plot of Na20/Al203 (Fig. 11.14.) shows that all

but one sample falls in French and Cameron's classes 3 and 14,

and. MgO/Al203 (Fig. 11.5.) produces similar results. Alkalis-

silica variation (Fig. 11.6.) does not plot into any one

class, while for Na20/CaO (Fig. 11.7.) all but Li. samples plot

In class 3. MgO-Al203-S102 variation (Fig. 11.8.) indicates

that all andesites and. basalts lie with moderate scatter on

a curve roughly coincident with the boundary between classes

3 and Li..

Chemical evidence from the basalts and basaltic ande-

sites thus strongly suggests eruption on to continental crust

at a destructive convergent plate margin.
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The major element chemistry of andesites can also

be related to their petrogenesis (McBirney, 1969). Again

such discrimination relates to unaltered material, which

these and.esites are not. However it has been Indicated that

the andesites probably formed a closed system during their

alteration ; thus the average andesite, with secondary H20,

CO2 and S removed, can be compared with McBlrney's types

(Table 11.12.). Despite a slightly high Fe and low CaO

content the average andesite chemistry suggests a cross

between caic-alkali and alkali-calcic andesites, which again

Indicates generation at a destructive plate margin and erup-

tion on to a continental margin.

McBlrney's data (Table 11.12.) suggest that ande-

sites are Increasingly potassic away from the related trench/

subd.uction zone, an observation corroborated and quantified

by ]Yjcklnson and Hatherton (1967, 1969). Although separate

arc-trench systems display different 120:distance ratios,

and although modern volcanics are probably less rich in K20

than their Late Precambrian equivalents, if the present

chemical variation with tectonic situation can be regarded as

similar to that which occurred in the Late Precambrian then

Dickinson and Hatherton's evidence suggests that Jersey,with

about 3% KO in Its and.eslte, was situated 250+ Km away from

the associated trench.

11.3.2. GenesIs of the Jersey volcanic suite.

The evidence so far cited has suggested that :-

(a)	 The Island of Jersey was situated above an active

subd.uction zone and was at least 250 Km distant from any

trench system.



1

58.68

0 • 81

17.29

2 • 97

3.96

0.12

3 • 14

7 • 13

3 • 24

1.27

1.20

o • 17

a

58.65 58.05

	

0.79	 1.10

17.43 17.15

	

3.21	 3.33

3.48 2.54

	

0.10	 0.13

	

3.28	 2.16

	

6.26	 5.13

	

3.82	 4.57

	

1.99	 3.60

	1.06	 1.64

	

0.18	 0.43

2
Ti 02

Al203

Fe203

FeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

1120

P2 0

Co2

S
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58.3]. 55.8	 58.5

	

1.71	 1.22	 1.28

	

13.77 16.7	 17.5

3.37
	7.50	 7.87

6.48

	

0.23 0.13	 0.14

	

2.27	 2.L1.5	 2.57

	

5.58	 4.20

	

3.91	 3.13	 3.28

	

1.88	 2.92	 3.06

	1.01	 3.35	 1.06

	

0.46 0.31	 0.33

	1.97	 -

-	 0.09

Total 99.98 100.25 99.83
===== ===== =====

98.98 99.77 100.00

===== ====

Table 11.12.	 Average and.osite analysis.

1. Calcic and.esite from island arcs.

2. Cab-alkaline and.esite from island arcs.
McBirney,

3. AlkalI calcic andesite from continental 	 1969.
interiors.

4,	 'Andesites' from oceanic & non orogenic
continental areas.

5. Average Jersey and.esite (49 analyses)

6. DItto, recalculated to 100% after removal of
secondary 8, CO2 and 1120 and assuming approx.

1% original 1120*
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(b) The volcanic pile was erupted on to pre-existing

continental crust of considerable age but unknown thickness.

(c) There is a continuous variation of major element

chemistry between basalts and rhyolites.

(d) The chemistry and stratigrapkiy of the volcanics

are related ; each formation, and often each horlzon,being

more potassic and silicic than the previous one.

Any genetic model for the volcanic suite must be

con8istent with these facts.

Numerous mechanisms for the generation of andesitic

magmas have been advocated (cf reviews by Ringwood, l97 Li. ;

Cawthorn and O'Hara, 1976). Those hypotheses which suggest

direct generation of andesitic magma by the hydration of

mantle material (McBirney, 1969 b; Rlngwood, 19Th) appear

untenable in the light of data (Nishikawa et al, 1971) which

demonstrates that the descending lithospheric plate will lose

its water prior to attaining the depths at which andesitic

magma is thought to be produced. Similarly the direct gener-

ation of andeelte by the partial melting of dry eclogite or

garnet-pyroxenite (Green and Ringwood., 1968) is unllkely,both

because it is at variance with chemical data (Stern, 197L1. ;

Gill, 19Th) and because the liquids produced would undergo

considerable modification by reaction at higher levels in the

mantle (Cawthorn and O'Hara, 1976).

The common occurrence of relict hornblende grains

(Yoder, 1969) and amphibole modules (Aoki, 1970 ; Lewis,l973)

in andesitee suggests that amphibole fractionation may play

a major role in andesite genesis. Cawthorn et al (1973)
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and. Takeehita (197Li. ) have explained the development of sped-

fic caic-alkaline suites by such a mechanism, while Cawthorn

arid. O'Hara have shown that the stability fields of the phases

involved. are such that amphibole-dominated fractionation of

hydrous basic magmas (possibly tholelitic) at mantle depths

can occur, and will produce a cab-alkaline and.eslte.

Two possible sources of acidic magma must be consid-'

ered, the descending lithospheric plate and. over-riding mantle

wedge, or the continental crust. The distinction of such

origins is best achieved by isotopic data, particularly 6r87/

Sr/66 ratios. Unfortunately such information 18 not available

for the ersey material, but other considerations suggest that

the rhyolites were produced by partial crustal anatexis.

Large volumes of Ignimbrites are normally associated

with continental areas (wright, 1971), which indicates some

crustal influence on their genesis ; and on Jersey the rhyo.-.

bites have a surface outcrop of about 23 Km 2 , compared. to only

10 Km2 for the andesites. If the acid. material resulted from

further fractionation or other aLteration of the basic magmas

(see above) produced in the mantle then greater relative

volumes of the more basic material might be expected : more-

over It Is difficult to see how such processes could produce

the 1(20-rich ignimbrites. Indeed Carmichael (1963) has

argued that rocks whose norms fall in the quartz field. of the

system Ab-Or-Q (as many of the Jersey ignimbrites do, e.g.

Fig. 11.10.) must be the products of fusion, rather than

fractionation ; and. Huang and Wyllie (1975) have Indicated

that it is impossible to produce granitic liquids by fusion
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in the mantle. The general absence of granitic rocks in

island arcs with no associated continental crust 8upports this

view.

Winkler (1957) and Winkler and von Platen (1958,

1960, 1961), whose work is summarised. in English by James and

Hamilton (1969), showed that the femic components in various

greywackes had little effect on the compositions of partial

melts. The partial anatexis of all 'granitic' crustal mate-

rial must therefore follow a similar pattern ; and while it

is not suggested that the Jersey Shale Formation extends to

depths at which anatexis could begin, the results of the

greywacke melting experiments can be applied to the genesis of

the Jersey material.

Partial melting of grantic. material with a low

P H20 produces liquids with salic norms similar to the Jersey

acid. volcanics. The exact melt composition lB dependent on

the salic norm of the source material as well as on tempera-

ture and pressure, high quartz and low anorthite producing

more potassic melts. Inery instance the lowest temperature

melting fraction is the most potassic produced (Winkler and.

von Platen, 1960, 1961). A low P H20 is essential for such

melting as only under such conditions is muscovite unstable

and the melt highly potassic (James and Hamilton, 1969).

The basalt-andesite-rhyolite association seen in N

Island, New Zealand, is among the volcanic provinces most

closely comparable with the Jersey material. Ewart and Stipp

(1968) demonstrated that the rhyolites resulted from partial

crusta]. anatexis, while the related more basic materials were
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essentially sub-crustal in origin, though partial contami -

nation by crustal material resulted in continuous chemical

variation throughout the suite. The Jersey volcanic 8uite

is believed to have developed in a similar manner. Thus,

after the initiation of subduction, basic liquids produced by

melting of the descending lithosphere underwent fractionation

and the basalts and andesites were erupted. Crustal contami-.

nation of the ascending liquids became more pronounced as the

thermal energy dissipated by this volcanic activity warmed

the overlying crust. Eventually the crust was warmed to the

point where partial anatexis occurred, but at about the same

time subduction ceased, at least locally and probably in the

manner outlined by Dewey (1969), so that little additional

andesitic magma was produced. Generation of rhyolitic magmas

then reduced crustal temperature and water content (since

acid inagmas tend. to act as 'sinks' for hydrous fluids (James

& Hamilton, 1969) so that later lower temperature, less

hydrous magmas were K20-enriched, and volcanic activity even-

tually ceased.

11.Li.. Pre-eruitive histoiv of the acid volcanics.

Phenocrysts are found in both the older more sod.ic

ignimbrites and. some of the younger highly potassic flows.

Thus it may be argued that although magma composition con-

trolled the type of phenocryst which grew, the physical

conditions under which the magma accumulated decided whether

or not crystallisatlon occurred. This section attempts to

predict the physical conditions affecting some of the magmas-

in the case of porphyritic rocks,the conditions under which
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crystallisation took place - using the available chenical

and petrological data.

Considerable use is made of the experimental

results and. conclusions of other authors. In view of the

degree of uncertainty attached to, and, implicit in, such

work the conclusions of this section are regarded as a rough

guide only to the conditions under which phenocryst growth

took place.

11.14.1. The Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite (B.N.I.)

This ignimbrite appears the most suitable for study

as it contains relatively few xenoliths and usuLly appears

unaltered in thin section, though one of the samples analysed

(J2L1.2, Table 11.7.) is heavily sericitised.. The Tb 2 , FeC,

Fe203 , MnO and MgO content of the Ignimbrite is low, and can

be directly related to the xenolith content, viz :-

Sample :
	

Femics
	

Xenoliths

J2 23
	

l.L4
	

1.14
3226
	

2 • 140
	

14.6
J238
	

0.714
	

1.0
32142
	

0 • 71
	

1.6

The shale and andesite xenoliths are rich in chlorite and iron

ore, and very little primary femic material is found in the

ignimbrite. This suggests that the latter can be regarded as

belonging to the system anorthite (An) - albite (Ab) -

orthoclase (Or) - quartz () - water (H20).

Modal analyses show a decrease in plagloclase pheno-

cryst content and a general increase of the quartz : perthite

ratio towards the top of theeoollng unit (Pig. 6.14.). This is

not well reflected In the chemistry (Table 11.13.) ; the

calcium content of the rock bears little relationship to the
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quantity of plagioclase phenocrysts, and, e8peclally when

that combined in the apatite of the xeno].lths 18 accounted

for, is minor. The samples may justifiably be thought of as

representatives of the system Ab-Or-Q-1120. Sample J2Lt2 has

a relatively high potash content, largely the result of

sericitisatlon, but apart from this specimen the analyses

indicate a steady drop in Na20 and rise in R 20 towards the

top of the Ignimbrite. This decrease in Na2O/EO must be

the cause of the disappearance of albite towards the top of

the ignimbrite, and suggests a reverse zonatlon in any parent

magma chamber.

Sample	 3238	 J223	 J2L.2	 J226

Distance from
top of	 275 in	 200 m	 50 in	 15 in
cooling unit

Phenocrysts:

Quartz	 L.5	 5.3	 5.5	 9.0
Albite	 1.5	 l.L1.	 3.5	 -
Perthlte	 6.5	 3.6	 7.0	 3.1

Chemistry :

CaO	 0.38	 0.76	 0.17	 0.27
CaO *	 0.06	 0.73	 -	 0.22
Na 0	 2.3L.	 2.31	 0.80	 1.91
K26 	 5.23	 5.59	 L..73	 6.36
Na20/K20	 0.Li5	 0.Lj.l	 0.17	 0.30

Table 11.13.	 LocatIon, phenocryst content and chemistry

of Bonne Nult Bay Ignimbrite samples ( *CaO content after

that combined in patite is removed).
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However, ignimbrites, especially thick ones,

genera1y experience internal alkali redistribution during

their cooling. Scott (1971) has shown that such exchange

results in more potassic margins to an ignimbrite, and. al-

though such an effect is not so well developed in compound

cooling units (Scott, 1971), it might be considered the cause

of the pot&saic top of the Bonne Nuit Ignimbrite (BNI).

However the phenocrysts are pre-eruptive phenomena indicative

of original magma chemistry and. thus the albite:perthite

variation does indicate original variation in the source,

possibly accentuated by later alkali exchange.

The compositional variation seen may also result

from the rapid generation and eruption of discrete magma

pulses, rather than 'layering' in a single chamber. The

latter hypothesis is difficult to explain in terms of gravi-

tiona]. settling, as the solid phases involved have similar

densities. However it may be explained by comparison with

the proposed genesis of the whole volcanic suite (11.3.2.),

later magma added at the base of the chamber being more pot -

assic. In addition mobile fluid phases, carrying alkalis,and.

permeating up through any chamber may have aided the partition

the smafler ionic radius and weight of Na+ aflowing faster

migration of Na than K' through the magma.

Where albite, perthite and quartz phenocrysts are

present the associated matrix must have a composition which

lies on the Inivariant line marking the junction of the

quartz, alkali feldspar and plagloclase volumes in the An-

Ab-Or-Q tetrahedron (Carmichael, 1963). However the norma-

tive An In the BNI Is so low (and there is no secondary
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calcite content) that the composition of the matrix must

closely approximate to an leobaric minimum composition in the

system Ab-Or.-Q-H20, though this is not true of sample J226

which contains no plagioclase phenocrysts. In all the

analysed samples the albite content of perthite phenocrysts

is estimated visually at 15%, and individual groundinass

compositions have been calculated in terms of Ab-Or-Q for all

samples except the heavily sericiteed J2Lj2 (Table ll.14.).This

exercise strengthens the impression that the base of the flow

was richer in sodium ; the relationship between matrix Ab/Or

and distance from the top of the flow (Table 11.13.) is al-

most linear. Although the matrix of J226 is not an isobaric

minimum composition, such minimum compositions must shift

towards the silica corner of the Ab-Or.'Q triangle, while

remaining stable with respect to Ab, as the base of the flow

is approached.

The saturated system Ab-Or-Q--H20 has been studied

to 30 Kb pressure (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958 ; Luth et al,l96Li;

Merrill et al, 1970 ; Huang and Wyllie, 1975). Isobaric mini-

mum compositions in this system, projected on to the aithydrous

Ab-Or-Q plane, shift towards Ab with increasing pressure.Even

at the lowest pressures the Ab content of these minima is

higher than Is seen in any sample of the BNI. This clearly

indicates that the magma aa not water saturated, a conclusion

consistent with the earlier suggestion (11.3.2.) that these

acidic magmas were produced by partial fusion of water-

deficient granitic material.
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In the anhydrous system Ab-Or-Q at 5 kb, minimum

melting occurs at higher temperatures and produces a more

potassic liqui4 than Is seen In the saturated system at the

same pressure (Huang and Wyllie, 1975). This suggests that

the result of Increasing P 1120 from 0-5 kb in a system with

TOT 5 Kb would be a gradual reduction in minimum melting

temperature, the composition of the Initial melt produced

becoming considerably more sodic and slightly less silicic

with increasing P 1120 . This compares with the saturated

system which is markedly lees silicic with Increasing pressure.

A 'schematic' diagram for the system Ab-0r--H 2O at 10 kb

(Luth, 1969) suggests a similar variation, with a large shift

of the Isobaric minimum towards Or and away from Ab with

decreasing P 1120• The anhydrous system at 10 kb has a much

larger field of quartz crystalllsation than that at 5 kb

(Huang and Wyllie, 1975) but the Ab:Or ratio of the ternary

minimum does not appear significantly different. It there-

fore appears that in the system Ab-Or-Q-H20

(a) under arthydrous conditions the ternary isobaric

minimum shifts towards Or, especially with respect to Q, as

T0T Increases :

(b) under saturated conditiona the quaternary isobaric

minimum shifts towards Ab relative to both Or and Q with

Increasing TOT :

(c) in any undersaturated magma if P 1120 is fixed then

the Isobaric minimum becomes increasingly potasaic and higher

In temperature as TOT Increases.
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James a d. Hamilton (1969) have shown that minor

amounts of An in the saturated system Ab-Ab-Or-Q-H20 at 1 kb

Can result in a significant shift in the quinary minimum

towards the Q-Or tie-line. Thus with an An = 0%, minimum

melting composition is Ab 350r29Q36 (estimated from Luth et al,

196L1), with 3% An it is (Ab320r29Q39 ) 97kn3 and. with 5% An it

is (Ab220r36Q 2 ) 95An5 . There is a corresponding increase in

temperature of the melting. The8e data suggest that the

earlier assumption that the An content of these rocks was of

no importance, is incorrect. Sample J223 contains 3.8% norm-

ative An, samples J226 and J238, 1.2% and 0.3% respectively.

Even this small An content, averaging 1.8%, may have signifi-

cantly shifted the quinary minimum away from Ab ; and it must

also be borne in mind that calcium may have been removed from

the BNI during low temperature hydrothermal alteration.

Another feature which must be considered is the

considerable resorption of quartz seen in all samples of

porphyritic igninibrite. This has a simple explanation. What-

ever the conditions prevailing during crysta].lisation, the

quartz field in salic systems reduces in size as pressure

drops. Thus in a rising magma quartz phenocrysts will attain

disequilibrium with their matrix, and consequently undergo

resorption. It follows that the matrix composition now seen

in each sample of the BNI (Table 11.lL1..) is more silicic than

immediately after phenocryst growth. The volume of quartz

resprbed is difficult to gauge from a study of sections, but

it is estimated that only half of the original phenocrysts

remain. Probable original matrix compositions are plotted on

Fig. 11.9., the points being estimated by doubling the quartz

phenocryst content now seen In the specimens. These points
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Analysis

Sb2

Na20

K20

Bulk Comvosition :

Ab

Or

Q

Ab/Or

J2 26

7Li.. 8

1.91

6.36

17 • 2

39.9

142.9

0.431

J223

75 • 8

2.31

5.59

20.9

35.3

143 • 8

0.592

J2 38

76.8

2.314

5.23

21.].

32 • 9

46.0

0 • 64i

Phertocryst content :

Alb 1. te
	

1.14.	 1.5

Perthite
	

3.1
	

3.6
	

6.5

Quartz	 9.0
	

5.3
	

14.5

Matrix ComDositbon :

Ab	 17.2	 21.2	 21.5

Or	 38.14.	 36.0	 31.6

Q	 L1.4.4	 142.8	 14.6.9
Ab/0	

0.1448	 0.589	 0.680

Table 11.114. Bulk and matrix norms of the BNI calculated
from chemical analyses and known phenocryat content.
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suggest that the matrix (minimum melting composition) was

enriched in Q and depleted in Or towards the base of the flow,

whilst Ab remained constant.

The high Or content of the isobaric minimum compo-.

sitiona shown in Fig. 11.9. indicates that the rhyolitic magma

was undersaturated. The exact water content is unknown, but

an upper limit of P 1120 1 kb appears to be indicated (cf.

Luth, 1969 ; James and Hamilton, 19 69). The minimum melting

composition obtained from J238 (Ab2350r315Q) is close to

that produced by James and Hamilton (1969) with 5% An

(Ab220r36%2)An5 with P 1120 of 1 kb. However J238 contains

only 0.3% An. Alternatively the isobaric minimum at 5 kb in

the arthydrous system Ab-Or- is approximately Ab220r33

(Luth, 1969), a composition similar to the matrix of J226

(Ab21 Or 35 ) : the latter, however, is not an isobaric mini-

mum nor was it developed under arthydrous conditions. When it

is considered that 3226 is one of only two BNI samples without

plagioclase phenocrysts (of. Fig. 6.L 1..) it seems unlikely that

the matrix of 3226 is very much more potassic than the isobarLc

minimum under the appropriate conditions. Bearing in mind.

that the quartz. field becomes larger with increasing P 1120,

and that P 1120 was about 1 kb, then the composition

Ab21OrQ35 would be an isobaric minimum at about Ls. kb and.

the near-eutectic 3226 probably crystallised. at a slightly

higher level with T0T about 3 kb. The low An content of

3238 (compared with James and Hamilton's (1969) 5% An) com-

bined with a maximum P 1120 of 1 kb and probable undersatura-.

tion (to explain the high Or content of the Isobaric minimum)

suggests a TOT of l - 2 kb. The expansion of the quartz

field seen between J238 and J223 and implied between 3223 and
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J226 (Fig. 11.9.) is certainly consistent with a pressure

difference of several kilobars.

This ]. - 2 kb difference in pre-eruptive crystalli-

sation pressure between top and. base of the Ignimbrite.

suggests eruption from a large chamber, rather than discrete

magma pulses, since In the latter case the material for each

pulse might be expected to accumulate at roughly the same

point. The large size of the chamber, as Indicated by this

pressure dIfference, is compatible with surface geology. The

samples under discussion represent L00 in thickness of Ignim-

brite, and the cooling unit extends for 10 kin along strike,

being at Its thickest on the N coast of Jersey, and. may have

had an original volume of hundreds of cubic kilometres.

The temperature of the magma can be estimated

approximately. The saturated granitic system displays a nega-

tive TIP gradient for isobaric minimum melting, the aithydrous

system a positive one (Huang and. Wyllie, 1975). Qomparison

of these gradients suggests that at 1 kb P 1120 the temperature

of minimum melting would. remain roughly constant between ij -

3f kb. At 3 kb saturated melting begins at c. 670°C and

anhydrous melting at c. 3.000°C, so these temperatures represent

the extreme limits possible for the chamber. Melting in the

saturated system An-Ab-Or-Q at 1 kb begins just above 700°C

(James and Hamilton, 1969), and the presence of perthitic

uninixing In phenocryste Indicates temperatures above the

solvus temperature of 670°C at 1 kb P 1120 (Bowen and Tuttle,

1950). The first 1 kb P 1120 In the saturated granite system

reduces melting temperatures by about 150°C (of. Huang and

WyllIe, 1975). All these data suggest that a reasonable estl-
mate for magma temperature Is 75O_5500C.
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One problem remains. The above account refers to an

ignimbrite, but might easily also refer to a rhyolite, and one

must ask what physico-chemical feature distinguishes the two

modes of eruption. Genetic considerations (11.3.2.) preclude

a high water content in any of the acid magmas, although other

volatiles might be present. Possibly the ignimbrites were

enriched in water just prior to eruption : indeed such enrich-

ments could trigger eruption. This hypothesis, however, has

the hallmark of the 'special case', and the relative volumes

of ignimbrites and rhyolites (both In Jersey and. on a global

scale) suggest that the lava is more 'special' than ignimbrite.

Possibly, then, lava-producing magma was either initially very

water-deficient or underwent pre-eruptive outgasslng (which

requires superheating with respect to the initial liquld.us and

means that, as is seen In Jersey, no phenocrysts should be

developed In the rhyolites). At 800°C even 1% H20 should pro-

duce enough superheated steam to effect vesiculation of a magma

and to satisfy the mechanics of ignimbritic eruption.

ll.L2. Jeffrey's LeaD Ignimbrite (JLI)

This IgnimbrIte has been considerably contaminated by

andesitic material (Chapters 7 and 8), which has resulted in

muc.h high Mg, Fe and Ca contents In parts of the cooling unit

(J093, J09L1. , QV3P, Table 11.8.) . Amphibole and biotIte,now

chlorItlsed, are associated with xenolith-rIch patches In the

rock and result from its contamination. The assimilation of

andesitic debris has also addei an unknown quantity of plaglo-

clase xenociysts to the magma, and It is thus difficult to deter-

mine original magma compositions.
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A single sample of JLI : JOLi7, Table 11.8.) from

close to the base of the cooling unit contains only 2.6%

shale xenolitha and 0.3% altered. biotite. These account for

the total femic content of the sample, and the CaO present

is not only low (0.09%) but also largely combined with P205.

Alteration of the sample, including sericitisation, Is minimal

and the original magma must have approached the Ab-Or-Q-H20

system more closely than did that of the Bill. The presence

of quartz, perthite and albite phenocrysts, and lack of norma-

tive An, suggests eutectic crystallisatlon (cf. James and

Hamilton, 1969). Probable original matrix composition,allow-

Ing for the resorption of quartz, is plotted on Fig. 11.10.

The valid:Ity of using a single, though apparently unaltered,

sample to work out the magmatic history of a thick ignimbrite

may be questioned, not least because there might have been

considerable alkali exchange (cf. Scott, 1971). However such

an exercise may provide a comparison with the BNI.

The probable original matrix composition has a much

higher Ab : Or ratio than the BNI, although Its quartz content

is similar to that predicted for the deeper parts of the Bill

magma chamber (cf. Figs. 11.9., 11.10.). Comparison with

published data suggests that the Ab : Or ratio is consistent

with crystallisation at 0.5 - 1.0 kb P If20 (cf. Luth et al,

l96) and the quartz field with T0T of 2-3 kb. Such under-

saturation would effect the slight shift In the isobaric mini-

mum towards Or (with respect to 0.5 - 1.0 kb saturated m1ninnim

melting compositions) which Is required (cf. Huang and. Wyllie,

1975). Thus conditions affecting the JLI magma were probably

similar to those affecting the Bill magma, the higher An con-

tent of the latter being largely responsible for the differ-
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encee Been In minimum melting compositions (cf. James and

Hamilton, 1969). However the solidified vent of the JLI,

seen in Queen's Valley (8.2.), and the abundance of andesite

xenollths in the Ignimbrite, Indicates that the later BNI

was erupted from a separate geographical source and possibly

from a separate magma chamber.

ll..3. Other in1mbrites of the St..John's Ba y Formation.

The Freinont Point Igniinbrite (FPi) and Anne Port

Ignimbrite (API) contain phenocrysts of perthite and quartz

only, the latter showing strong resorption. Clearly no iso-

baric minimum composition was reached. during magmatic

crystallisatlon, but the original matrix composltions,allowing

for resorption of quartz, should lie on the univa1ant line

separating the quartz and alkali-feldspar fields of the

system Ab-Or-Q, since both have a negligible CaO content

(Tables 11.9., 11.10.). The presence of perthite, and. the

fact that matrix compositions are more sodic than bulk compo-

sitions (Fig. 11.10.) suggests that the matrix should plot to

the Or-enriched side of any Isobaric minimum, though In rare

cases (ef. Steiner et al, 1975) such an assumption may be un-

true. The matrix 18 also sufficiently sodic to predict a high

P 1120 : TOT ratio. Both matrix compositions lie roughly on

the univariant curve for the saturated system Ab-Or-Q-H20 at

2 kb (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958), and the available data thus

strongly suggests pre-eruptive crystallisation under near-

saturation conditions at about 2 kb and a temperature above

the Isobaric minimum.
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Boulev Bay Formation.

The pre-eruptive history of the aphyric ignimbrites

is more difficult to deduce. Possibly they were generated

and erupted so quickly that maginatic crystallisation was

prevented, but this seems unlikely, especially in view of

the thickness of some flows. The lack of phenocrysts

suggests, rather, that magmatic temperatures were too high

for crystallisation to occur, a view supported by the way in

which the Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrlte, for example, caused

welding In the underlying flow.. If it is assumed that the

magmas contained less than 2 water, as Luth (1969) suggested

is true of all acidic eruptive magma, then their temperatures

can be estimated approximately.

All these aphyric ignimbrites lie close to the Q.-Or

tie line for the system Ab-Or-Q (BI and. LAI in Fig. 11.10.)

which, in a saturated system implies minimum melting at

c. 800°C between 0.5 and 10 kb (Luth et al, l96Lt). Under

anhyd.rous conditions melting begins at 980-llLi.0°C up to 10 kb.

The 60:L4.o Q:Or composition of these ignimbrites (FIg. 11.10.)

Is not comparable with any eutectic composition In the system

Q-Or (cf. Luth, 1969) and would therefore begin to cryatallise

at higher temperatures than those indicated above : about

300°C hIgher at one atmosphere (Schairer and Bowen, 1955),

though Luth (1969) indicates a smaller increase at higher

pressures under azihydrous conditions. Such temperatures are

unlikely in the crust, and it follows that the system was not

anhydrous ; however, isobaric minimum compositions In the

satureted. system are only slightly more silicic than those in

the anhydrous system (Luth, 1969). 2% water generates a

P 1120 of 750 bars (Huang and WyllIe, 1975), at which pressure
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minimum melting In the saturated -0r-H2O system is about

800°C. The minor Ab present would slight'y reduce the

isobaric minimum, but the samples have a far from eutectic

composition. As no pre-eruptive crystallisation occurred

a minimum magma temperature of 900°C is therefore suggested.

Three thin porphyritic ignimbrites form part of

the Bouley Bay Formation, the Lee Hurets Tuff (Table 11.9.)

the Upper Archirondel Tuff and the St. Catherine's Bay Ignim-

brite (Table 11.10.) As they all contain less than 0.1% CaO

together with quartz and perthite phenocrysts, their original

matrix compositions (Fig. 11.10.) should plot on the uni-

variant curve separating the appropriate quartz and feldspar

fields, and to the Or-rich side of the isobaric minimum. The

two east coast horizons have sufficiently Or-rich matrices

to prevent prediction of the original P H20/PTOT ratio (cf.

11.4.3.). However the position of the quartz-feldspar divide

indicated for the two magmas suggests crystallisation under

conditions similar to those of the FPI and JLI (1l.1i..3.,

Fig. 11.10.).

The Les Hurets Tuff (Fig. 11.10.) lies almost on

the Q-Or tie line of the system Ab-Or-Q, and contains aburi-

dant perthite ( 13%) and resorbed quartz (12%) phenocryste.

The probable original magma composition, allowing for the

quartz resorption, is approximately Or 55Q45 . This composi-

tion Is too poor in Or to correspond to any isobaric minimum

In the Q-Or system, but Is almost exactly that Indicated by

Luth (1969) for the saturated system Q-Or-H 20 at 1 kb.

Since an increase in P 1120 or TOT results in a more potassic

isobaric minimum, pre-eruptive crystallisation at 1 kb, under
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near-saturation and at 760°C (Luth et al, 19614) is indicated.

However it is possible that post-eruptive losa of potassium

occurred (Scott, 1971), in which case crystallisation took

place at higher temperature and pressure).

11.5. Pre-eruitive crystallisation of the andesites and
basalts,

Fractionation and contamination of a basic prflt

magma to produce the andesitee and basalts has been postulated

( 11 .3. 2 .). Thus the present chemistry of these rocks, and

the phases present, may differ significantly from the con-

straints aftecting original magmatic history. The presence

of oscillatory zoned plagioclases, for example, suggests that

magma chemistry was continually changing, and not always in

the same direction. Later alteration has destroyed all evid-

ence of the chemistry of erupted mafic phases, such evidence,

Cawthorn and O'Hara (1976) suggest, being vital to the pre-

diction of precise magmatic crystallisation conditions.

Magmatic history Is therefore considered only in general terms.

Some andesites such as the Trinity Hill Andesite,

contain only plagioclase phenocrysts. Although mafic phases

may have been removed by fractionation this petrology suggests

that during final pre-eruptive crystallisation plagioclase

was the liquidus phase. Where pyroxene phenocrysts occur

they are ophitic with, and subordinate to, plagioclase. This

indicates co-crystallisatlon of the two phases and again

implies that plagioclase was the liquid.us phase. Eggler

(1972) and Eggler and Burnham (1973) have demonstrated that

plagioclase, rather than pyroxene, is the llquldus phase in

andesitic magmas below 5 kb P H20 and 10 kb OT	
appears
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therefore that the bulk of the Jersey andesites underwent

final cystallisation at crustal, rather than mantle, depths,

with '	 probably not greater than 5 kb. This lends weight

to the earlier hypothesis (11.3.2.) that the andesite-

producing magmas suffered cruetal contamination.

Altered amphiboles, rather than pyroxenes, occur In

the Belle Hougue Andesite. They appear fractured and. corroded

(cf. Yod.er, 1969, 11.3.2.). This andesite has a much higher

Pe3+ : Fe2+ ratio than the adjacent rocks of similar composi-

tion (Tables 11.1., 11.2.) which indicates a higher magmatic

f02 and hence a higher than usual P 1120 (Osborn, 1962). Such

conditions are consistent with the survival of amphibole

until eruption, as calc-alkaline amphibole is increasingly

unstable as P 1120 is reduced (Cawthorn and O'}Iara, 1976) :

they also explain the absence of pyroxene.

The high alkali, low ferric content of the basalts

(Tables 11.5., 11.11.) compared with average basalt types

(Hatch et al, 1972, p 375) is consistent with fractionation

and/or contamination of a tholeiltic magma, as suggested

earlier (11.3.2.). The basalts contain olivine and plagio-

clase phenocrysts indicating that pyroxene was the solidus

phase, and thus suggesting (cf. Yoder and TIlley, 1962,

p Li.51) that final niagmatic crystalllaation occurred under a

low p 1120. Indeed such a low P 1120, with the consequent

Instability of amphibole (Cawthorn and O'Hara, 1976) may have

inhibited fractionation of the rising magma and effected the

basaltic composition of the erupted material.
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11.6. The eochemica1 relationshiD of the volcanics and.
plUtOfliC8.

Analyses of the plutonic rocks have been plotted.

on to variation diagrams to enable comparison with the trends

seen in the volcanic rocks (Pig. 11.11.). Data on the

gabbros and diorites were obtained from Key (197)-i.), average

values for each of his rock types being used. Granite

analyses are from unpublished information kindly made avail-

able by Dr. A.C. Bishop of the British Museum (Table 11.15.).

Examination of the variation diagrams reveals

several distinctions between volcanics and plutonics. Although

the granites and. gabbroe lie on cab-alkaline curves (cf.

Nockold.s and Allen, 1953) the PAM curve for the volcanics

has a different trend , while the most potassic alkali granite

is not nearly as potasaic as the younger ignimbrites. The

diorites do not follow the same trend. as the other p].utonics

on the FAM diagrams, a distinction which may also apply ts

their alkalis-calcium variation (Fig. 11.11.). This is con-

sistent with Key's (197)-i.) demonstration that some of the

diorites are metasomatic rather than Igneous in origin.

The geochemical evidence available thus indicates

that although the volcanics and plutonics are both calc-.

alkaline their relationship is largely geographical. This

supports field evidence that an orogenic episode separates

the two types of Igneous activity.
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11.7. The chemistry of the clvkes.

Analyses of dolerite and acid porphyry dykes

(Table 11.16.) thave been plotted on to standard PAM and

Ca-Na-K variation diagrams (Fig. 11.13.). The separation

of the points representing acidic and basic material may be

too great to justify predicting any general trends, but com-

parison with the other igneous rock suites can be made.

Analyses of the porphyry dykes fall close to, or on to, the

acid end of the granite-gabbro curves and have an overall

chemistry which resembles that of the granites far more

closely than that of the ignimbrites (compare Tables 11.7 —

11.10., 11.15., ii.i6.), especially with regard to alkali

content.

Dolerites show a large scatter, particularly when

their alkalis-calcium variation is considered (Fig. 11.13.).

The most calcic samples are also the least altered (J109,

J338, Table 11.16.) and vice versa, and all samples except

J338 contain more K20 than is usually found in fresh dolerites,

PAM variation indicates that the chemistry of the d.olerites

is more closely related to that of the diorites than that of

any other rock suite (Fig. 11.13.), and lends further weight

to field evidence that the dykes have undergone ame meta-

somatism, which Is attributed to the acid dykes (10.1.,lO.5.)

Again, the least altered specimens plot at one end of any

variation curve which might be drawn, and also close to the

gabbros (Figs. 11.11., 11.13.). It would thus seem that

original dyke chemistry is closely related to that of the

larger Intrusive masses, rather than to the volcanics ; an

observation which is in accord with field evidence (Mourant,

1932 ) that the dykes are contemporaneous with coolln& f thegraixl e,
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The petrology and chemistry of those acid. dykes

analysed allow deduction of the general conditions under

which phenocryst growth took place. The CaO content is very

low (Table 11.16.) and the &ykes approximate to the system

Ab-Or-Q-H20, while the presence of albite, perthite and.

corroded quartz phenocrysts indicates final original growth

in a magma of eutectic composition. Bulk and, matrix compo-

sitions, the latter taking account of quartz resorption as

for the ignimbrites in section 11.L., of the average porphyry

have been plotted on to the anhydrous base of the cjuaternary

system (Fig. 11.12.). This suggests an original isobaric

minimum melting composition of about Ab3LI,0r38Q2B, whose quartz

content indicates a high total pressure and whose Ab:Or ratio

suggests a low P H20. The size of the quartz field. corres-

ponds closely with that seen at 10 kb in the anhydrous system

Ab .-Cr-Q (Luth, 1969), but under such conditions the ternary

minimum has a higher Or content (Ab27Or1,5Q28 ). Addition of

water to produce the required shift of the quaternary minimum

towards Ab would further enlarge the quartz field. Hence

TOT must have been less than 10 kb. At 5 kb in the saturated

system Ab-Or-Q-H20 the eutectic composition again comprises

about 28% quartz (Luth, 1969), but is far too sodic. 5 kb

(saturated) and 10 kb (arthydrous) must therefore delimit the

conditions under which crystallisation occurred. Under

saturation conditions the first kb of pressure produces a

shift of approximately Ab27 - Ab31,, In the isobaric minimum

composition of the system Ab-Or--Q-H 20 (Tuttle and Bowen,1958;

Luth et al, 1961j), and the same shift is required from the

10 kb anhydrous minimum to that of the dykes. Therefore it

Is suggested that P H20 during phenocryst growth was about
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1 kb and, bearing in mind the enlargement of the quartz

field with increasing P I120 that T0T was closer to 10

than 5 kb, probably at about 8 kb. Anhydrous melting at

8 kb begins at about 10500C, and the first kb P H20 in the

saturated system reduces minimum melting by about 150°C

(Huang and Wyllie, 1975). Therefore it Is estimated that

the dykes were Intruded at a temperature of about 900°C.

Pressures of 8 kb or so Indicate phenocryst growth

close to the base of the crust. This may account for the

close association of acidic and basic dykes ; partial melting

of adjacent mantle and crustal material producing the two

distinctive magma types, the basic one being intruded slighly

earlier in time.

The lamprophyre analysed (Table 11.16.) was the

least altered of the minettes which cut the volcanlcs. Its

analysis is comparable with those of other minettes, but

reflects a high content of secondary carbonates and chalcedony.



Key to analyses: ND = analysis by N. Loran,
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BL = analysis by B. Lockwood,

other analyses by G.M. Thomas.

All totals corrected for FeS analysed as FeO + S.

TABLE 11.1. THE VICARD TUFF.

Si02

T102

Al203

Fe203

FeO

fln0

gO

C aO

20
K20

1120

Co2

Total

J270

52.2

0.74

16.9

1 •91

4.79

0.11

3.70

6.04

2•90

2.29

4•14

0.17

3.99

99.88

J271

53.5
0.81

17.6

1•33

5•50

0.12

3.01

551

3.79

1.10

3.36

0'17

3.20

99.00

J285

54 . 1

0.74

16.2

1.38

4.96

0•14

3.48

6.34

2.43

2.11

4•13

0•16

3.79

99.96

J 293

52.0

0.79

16.3

166

4.38

0•11

3.58

7.74

2.94

1'44

3.21

0.13

5.46

99.74

J 299

58.3

0.72

16.6

1.12

391

0.08

4.63

3.74
3.20

1 .06

2.91

0.14

2.96

99.37

S j0

Ti02

Al203

Fe203

FeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

1120

002
S

J 300

52.6

0.79

16.0

3.55
4.50

0•11

3.28

5.05

1118

1•33

4.82

0.15

5.38

2.42

J31 1

57.6

0.83

15.0

1•34

4.03

0.11

2.68

6.31

2.17

1•94

3.26

0•15

4•15

0.51

J316

58.9

0.68

13•0

1•79

4.18

0.13

3.35

6•39

1•93

1.06

2.61

0•14

5.05

0•98

J317

57.7

1•15

15.6

1•29

4.83

0.09

3•40

3.70

0.34

3.48

2.92

0.17

3.93

J 323

55.5

0.74
16.0

1•14

4.75

0.09

3.27

5.68

1•53

1•99

3.73
0.16

4•23

Total	 100•55	 99.96
	

99.94
	

98 • 60	 98.81
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Sb2

Tb2

Al203

Fe203

FeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

1120
P2 05

002
S

Total

J298

55.7

0.68

17' 3

4.23

1•41

0.13

1 30

6.59
2.14

3'12

3.84

0.14

4'15

100.73

*
Average

55.3

0.79

16.0

1.89

4.29

0'll

3.24

5.73

2.23

1.90

3.54
0'15

4.21

0•35

99.65

431BL

37.2

0•19

16.5

0.92

12.88

0.46

5.78

8.89

0.48

1 '98

14' 06*

0.64

99'98

ll specimens contain variable anounts of chlorite, calcite,

dolomite, quartz and secondary iron oxides replacing original

mafic minerals and forning veins and patches. Plagioclase

has been albitised, sericitised and partly replaced by

quartz and carbonates. Pyrite occurs in a few samples and the

che r'iistry of all the samples reflects their varied mineralogy.

	

J270, 6536 5626 	 J271, 6536 5620

	

J285, 6542 5633 	 J293, 6593 5631

	

J299, 6616 5626	 J300, 6628 5604

	

J311, 6635 5583	 J316, 6644 5575

	

317, 6646 5569	 J323, 6669 5554

J298, 6613 5627: pink coloured tuff,rather than green, due to

a high haematite content.

Averae* = average of 11 analyses of vicard Tuff,

J431, 6590 5627: chloritised pumice fragment from the Lee

Rouaux Agglomerate. *jncludes 002
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Si 02
T i02

Al 203
Ee203
FeO

n0
i' gO
C aO
Na2 0
K20

Co2
S

Total

3268

45•O
1•34

16.6

8.54
2.13
0.14
4.48

.34

1.92

2.03
4.06
0.31

5•41

100' 30

J276
50•6
1'13

16'3

4'71

5.49
0'14
6'16

3'81
2'57
2.34
4•00
0'16
2.86

100 ' 27

J278

49•2
1.17

16.7
8.10
2.49
0.07
6.02
3.22

2.71
273
4.18
0•17
3.01

99.77

J294

59.0
1110

18.6
3.83
3.42

0.09
2.85

1•01
4.52

1•37
2.40
0.17
0.83
0.36

99.46

3295
58.0

0.95
16.7

4.68
5.35
0.08

3.09

2.73
3.87

1.27
2.39
0.12
2.03

99.26

Si02
T i02
Al 2 03
Fe203
PeO
In0
N gO
C aO
Na20
K20
H20

002
S

Total

Average1
524

114
17.0

5.97
3.38
0'lO

4.52
3.82

3.12
1•95

3.41
0.19
2.83
0.07

99.88

J297
58' 1
0'91
17•5
1'66

5•40
0.13
3•87
1•51
5'50
0.49

4'05
016
0•10

99•38

J308
52.6

0.68
17'9

0.76
4.58
0.09

3.49
7'Ol

2.33
1•07
338
0.40
5'lO

99•19

Average2

53.2
1.04

17.2
4.61
3.81
0•11

4.28
3.95
3.35
1•61

3.49
0•21

2.76
0.05

99.66

J310
55.6
0.82
16.7

1.05
4.77
0.10

3.60
5.90
2.24
1'41

3.99
0.16

3•91

100.25
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TABLE 11.2. contd....,

All specimens contain secondary chlorite and/or calcite

and/or dolomite replacing original mafics and forming veins

and patches and infilling amygdales. secondary quartz,

haematte or pyrite may be present and feldspars are albitised

and sericitised,

(1) BELLE HOUGIJE MTDESITE

a) Purple in colour:

J268, 6533 5604. Abundant calcite, chlorite and haematite,
little sericite and traces of quartz.

J276, 6531 5625. Less calcite, more chlorite, sericite and
feldspar than J268. Mag etite rather than
haematite.

J278, 6529 5630. AS J276, but haernatite not magnetite.
J294, 6593 5630. Minor pyrite, much smaller amounts of

secondary material. uontains abundant

al bite.

J295, 6550 5633. Sli htly more secondary material than J294,
including c.5% quartz.

Average 1 = average of above 5 samples.

b) Green in colour:

J297, 6610 5629. little calcite and sericite, abundant
quartz.

J308, 6623 5616. Abundant calcite, chlorite; little sericite,
quartz and albite.

Average 2 = average of above 7 sanpies of Belle lou
Andesite.

(ii) PErIT PORT ANDESITE

J310, 6626 5589. Abundant ferroan calcite and dolomite, c.3%
quartz, little sericite and chlorite.
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TABLE 11.3. PYROXENE-ANDESITES

Sb2
Ti02

Al2 03
Fe203
FeO
MnO
I gO

C aO
Na20

K20
H20

CO2

Total

J362
58.2
0.95

15'7
4.68

1.44
0.19
0'91
4.42
4.43
3.29
4.49
0.27
0.83

99.80

J365
61.0
1 .07

16'6
4.29
2.30
0.05
1.42
1.11
4.16

5.20
2.56
0.32

100' 08

J38 1
62.5
0.92
16.8
6.25
0.67
0.08

0.91
0.36
3'15
4.66
4.00
0.26

100.56

J382
60.9
0.89

16.5
2.63
2.26
0•11
1.05

2.32
4.55

3.88
2•01
0.27
1•73

99'lO

J384
62.3
0.88

17•6
4.08

0•75
0.02
0.96
0.60

3.35
3.83
3•78
0.38

98.53

S102
Ti02
Al203
Fe203

FeO
MnO

?lgO
C aO
Na20
K20
H20

Co2

Total

J386
63.2
0'96
18•0
3.60

0.52
0.04

0.50
0.60

3.86
5.89
2.51
0.24

99.92

J390
65.7
0.84

17.1
2.95

0.47
0.02

0.50
0.27

3.33
5.33
2.64
0.09

99.24

J395
61.3
1'13

16.0
5•13
1.84
0.14

1'44
0.88

4.54
4•04
3.15

0.34

99.93

J402
65.1
0.95

15.9
1 •08

2.96
0•05
1.90
0.58
3•50
3.30
3.25
0.25

98.82

*
Average
62.2

0•95
16.7
3.85

1•47
0.08

0•95
1.28

3.87
4•38
3.15
0.27
0.28

99.43

= average of the 9 analyses on this sheet (the main
pyroxene-andesite),
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Sb2
Ti02
Al203
Fe203

FeO

NnO

NgO

C aO

Na20

K20

H20

CO2

Total

J375
46.0

1 •87
15.8
3.46
6.00
0•22
2.07

10•00
2.55
2.04
5.03
0.48
4.97

100.49

J 376
46.6
2.29

17.8
3.68
5.49
0.15
2'02
8.10
1•72
3.47
3'30
0.46
4.66

99.74

J41 5
49.9

1.88
15•3
6.37
3•14
0•21
2.62
9.30
4.01
1.53
2.57
0.72
1.67

99.22

J41 9
60.5
0.89

16.8
0.94
4.27
0.06
0.79
2•18
4.49
4•00
3.28
0.36

98.56

(i) Main Pyroxene-Andesite: originally consisted of plagioclase

and pyroxene phenocrysts with accessory apatite and magnetite

all set in a glassy, now devitrified, matrix. The pyroxene may

be replaced by calcite (J382) or magnetite, chlorite and
quartz (all others). Plagioclase is albitised, sericitised and

partly replaced by microcline (J384, J386). Secondary quartz
is always present in minor quantities and limonitic staining

is comion. Specimen localities are:

	

J362, 6630 5310.	 J365, 6430 5180.	 J381, 6685 5118.

	

J382, 6646 5075. 	 J384, 6620 5070.	 J386, 6620 5055.

	

J390, 5060 6640.	 J395, 4970 6627.	 J402, 4975 6727.

(ii) Vallee des Vaux Pyroxene-Andesite: pyroxen replaced by

chlorite, plagioclase albitised, sericitised and partly

replaced by calcite. Chlorite, ferroan calcite and dolomite,

and quartz fill amygdales. !4agnetite is altered to limonite.

Sample localities are: J375, 6538 5037.	 J376, 6538 5037.

(iii) J415, 638 488. The Lower Bathing Pool Andesite. Epidote
and chlorite replace pyroxene and, with calcite, fill

amygdales. Plagioclase is ericitised and albitised.

(iv) J419, 6390 4875. The Upper Bathing Pool Andesite. Petrolo
-gy originally as (1); epidote and chlorite replace pjroxene,

perthite replaces albitised and sericitised plagioclase. rTinor
quartz and calcite occur in veins arid patches.
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SAVIOUR'S ANDESITE FORIVIATION.

Sb2

Ti02

Al2 03

Fe203

FeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

1120

002

Total

Si02

Ti02

Al203

Fe203

FeO

MnO

N gO

C aO

Na20

K20

1120

3377

47.0

2.02

18.8

4.63

5.47

0.21

1.66

5.06

3.27

3•15

5.49

0.42

2.53

99.71

J408

52.6

1.80

16.6

7.70

1•77

0.16

1.64

8.40
3.98

110

3.06

0.45

3397

50.2

1.77

16.6

3.24

6.27

0•20

2.73

8.00

3.28

1•39
2.20

0.30

4.31

100.49

J409

49.6

2•18

179

4.27

5.38

0.16

3.97

4.10

3.94

3.24

4.27

0.72

J398

45•2

2.09

17.8

8.28

2•81

0•20

2.39

7.34

3.61

3.04

3•17

0.53

3.84

100.30

J4 12

52.7

2.32

15 • 1

5.84

4.88

0.20

3.53

4.10

2.00

3.84

5•12

0.63

J407

50.0

2.08

17•5

5.93

4.00

0.17

2.75

5.54
4•12

2.31

4.69

0.53
0.52

100.14

J4 14

52.2

1.62

17•5

6.71

3.48

0.17

1.92

7.70

3.71

1.60

2.66

0.48

3416

50.4

1 .71

18.3
5.78

3.24

0.16

3.20

6.10

3.53

3.09

3.50

0.74

99.75

*
Average

51.8

1 .98

16.8

6.13
3.88

0•17

2•77

6.08

3.41

2.45

3.78

0•57

99.26
	

99.73
	

100.26
	

99.75
	

99.82

J377, 6538 5037. Rubbly base to andesite flow. rafics are

chloritised and plagioclase albitised and sericitised.

T397, 6585 4960. Trinity Hill Andesite. No mafic phenocrysts,

plagioclase albitised with minor sericitisation, matrix

largely replaced by iron oxides, arnygdales filled by

calcite, dolomite, chlorite, magnetite, silica and

epidote.
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Sb2

Ti02

Al 203
Fe203

PeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

H20

Total

J396

63.3
0.84

16.7

2.82

2.70

0.09

0.39

0.30

3.27

5.61

3.48

0.13

99.63

J413

552

1.60

16.9

4.82

5.12

0•21

3.08

2.49

3.15

4.05

3.03

0.71

100.36

J398, 6585 4960. Rubbly top to andesite flow. Plagioclase

albitised and heavily sericitised. Calcite, dolomite,

chlorite and zeolite (1%) fill amygdales. Ti-rich

magnetite altered to lirnonite.

J407, 6581 4956. Centre of same flow as J398. Contains no

amygdales. Chlorite, epidote and minor calcite replace

much of the matrix.

J416, 638 488. Middle Bathing Pool Aridesite. Plagioclase is

sericitised and albitised, mafics are replaced by

epidote and chlorite, which also fill amygdales.

Magnetite partly convered to limonite.

West Mount Andesite. Much as J416; minor quartz fills veins

and amygdales, perthite replaces albite (J409), a single

quartz-orthoclase-albite vein cuts J414, heulandite is

present In J412. Specimen locations: J408, 6438 4915.

J409, 6455 4926.	 J412, 6435 4915. J414, 6440 4905.
* = average of the four samples of this andesite.

J396, 6600 4970. Tuff, felsitic matrix, plagioclse albitised

and sericitised, magnetite limonitised, minor chlorite

and quartz, pyrite noted in hand specimen.

J413, 6440 4905. West Mount Tuff. As J396 but contains uch

epidote and chlorite, no pyrite; minor calcite was seen

in hand specimen.
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TABLE 11.5. NON-ANDESITIC ROCKS FRO. THE ST. SAVIOUR'S

ANDESITE FORI'ATI0N.

Si02

Ti02

Al 203
Fe203

FeO

NnO

M gO

C aO

Na20

K20

H20

Co2

S

Total

J284

45•0

1'61

15'6

7.43

1'95

0•20

4.67

8.50

2'7O

0.35
4.84

0.40

5.96

0.05

99.25

J336

45.8

1.45

18'O

6.84

3.93

0•17

5.20

6.45

3•91

1'12

4.65

0•29

1.93

99.74

J373

46.2

1•90

18'3

3.28

6.35
0.16

3.46

8.45

2.90

I ' 33
6.30

040

0.35

99.38

J27 3

71•9

0'34

139

1'70

1 •19

0.07

1.16

1 • 18

3'19

2.69

1.05
0.08

0.75

99.20

J400

52.8

3.21

16'3

3.94
8.21

0.19

5.30

1 • 10

0.32

0•12

6.41

0.60

*
98.50

J284, 6540 5630. Basalt. Olivine replaced by chlorite, which

also fills amygdales. Plagioclase albitised, abundant

calcite and dolomite, some associated with the feldspar.

Janetite is limonitised and 2% secondary quartz.

J336, 6995 5302. Basalt. Much as J284, epidote and sericite

also found in amygdales, some epidote replaces mafics.

J373, 6534 5053. Basalt. Original labradorite, olivine

replaced by chlorite, minor quartz (0 . 8%) and calcite

(0 • 8°)

J273, 6536 5611. Long Echet Tuff. Thin porphyritic ignimbrite

contains 1'7% calcite, 5 . 6% chlorite and c.6' quartz as

secondary minerals.

J400, 6850 4949. Tourmalinised tuff. Contains shale fragments,

1'4% sericitised albite, 29 . 7% secondary quartz, 35.59"

chlorite and 16°' tourmaline. * Analysis total does not

include an estimated 1 . 6% boron oxide.
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sj-02
Ti02

Al 203
Fe203
FeO

MnO
NgO
O aO
Na20
K20

002
S

Total

J2 45

59.5
1.05

16.9

1.31
5.97
0•18
1.29

3•38
2•50
3.49
2.24
0.30
0.86
0.22

99•14

J246

63.4
1.29

14•3
6.17
1.08

0.07
2.73
1.03
1.33
5.28
2.59
0.17

99.44

Si02
Ti02
Al 203
Fe203
FeO
IVnO
gO

C aO
Na20
K20

H20

002
S

Total

072ND

60.5

1.81
17.1
4.70
0'99
0.04

1.75
0.51

4.43
5.14

2.39
0.36

99.72

J251
68.2
0.60
16.3

)3.35
)
0.07

0.65
0.68

5.24
2.47

1.03
0.06

98.65

J2 59
59.5
0•96
18•2

)
0.13

2.30
0.64

0.33

6•65
3.62

0.29

99.54

*
Average
62.7
1•12

17•2

5.32
)
0.08

1.57
0.61

3.33
4.75
2'35
0•24

99.27

J260

55.2
1.76

16'7

5.57
5.17
0.56
2.28
2.63
3.65
3.78

1.73
0.42
1•12

0.05

100.61

* = average of J072, J251 and. J259.
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TABLE 11.6. Contd.,.,

Andesites in the St. Johns Bay Rhyolite ormation:

J245, 6461 5592. Bonne Nuit Andesite. Phenocrysts of plagiocla

—Se, flOW albitised and sericitised, and pyroxene, now

replaced by chlorite and quartz, set in a felsitic

matrix. Quartz and calcite fill arnygdales and occur with

pyrite in veins.

J246, 6468 5602. Bonne Nuit Agglomerate. 1ine grained

tuffaceous specimen, abundant chlorite, sericite, quartz

and haematite replace the felsitic matrix.

Andesites from the ouley Bay Rhyolite Formation:

J072, 7138 5119. Anne Port Andesite. Albitised plagioclase

phenocrysts are set in a felsitic matrix and the whole

rock is sericitised. Small amounts of chlorite.

3251,6483 5596. Giffard Bay Andesite. As J072 but less sericite

and abundant secondary quartz.

J259, 6501 5587. Giffard Bay Andesite. As J072 but abundait

secondary quartz and chlorite.

J260, 6503 5588. Andesite fragment from the Giffard Bay

(andesitic) Agglomerate. Phenocrysts of ?pyroxene are

replaced by chlorite and plagioclase is albitised and

partly replaced by sericite and calcite.

TABLES 11.7. to 11.10.

All rhyolitic specimens are essentially unaltered. bericite

and secondary quartz are conrrnn in amounts of less than 5% of

the total rock. The percentage of phenocrysts In porphyritic

samples is given usIn. the key Q = quartz, P = plagioclase

(albite), A = alkali feldspar (perthite) and B = biotite and!

or amphibole altered to chlorite. Aenolith content is

indicated after 'Xt.
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TABLE 11.7. ST. JOHN'S BAY RHYOLITE ORPATION (N. COAST).

Si02
T102
.Al2O3
Fe203

Fe 0
NnO

r gO
C aO
Na20
K20

1120

Total

J223
75.8
0•15
12.7

)1 .04*

0.01

0.24
0.76
2.31

5.59
1 •07
0.02

99.69

J226

74•8
0•32
12.5

)182

0.03
0.23
0.27
1.91
6.36
0.89
0.04

99•17

ND
J238
76.8
0.09
12.5
0•16

030
0.01
0.18
0.38
2.34
5.23
0.97
0.24

99.20

J242ND

80'2
0.10
12•0
0.08

0•18
0.01

0•34
0•17
0.80

4.73
1.85
0.20

100•66

**
Average
76.9
0.17

12•4

)0.89

0.01

0.25
O•40
1.84
5'48
1'20
0'12

99.66

Si02
Ti02
Al203
Fe203
FeO
NnO
NgO
C aO
Na20
K20

1120

Total

J244
69.9
0.34
15•3

)157

0.04
0.86
2.68

3.89
3.46
1 .98
011

99.83

J230
76.4
0.27

11.7

)1'31

0.03
0.22

0.51
3.15

3.95
0.83
0.03

98.40

J248
76.5
0.25
12'2

)1172

0.02

0.27
0.13
2.64
5.06
0.99
0.02

99•80

* Total iron as Fe203

** = average of samples J223, J226, J238 and J242.
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TABLE 11.7. Contd...,

(1) Bonne Nuit bay Ignimbrite.

J223, 6351 5625. 5 . 3Q, 1•4P,

J226, 6387 5620. 9.OQ, 0.OP,

J238, 6420 5593. 4 . 5Q, 1•5P,

J242, 6449 5594. 55Q, 3.5P,

3.6A,	 l.4X.

3.IA, 4.6X.

6 . 5A,	 1•OX.

7 . OA,	 1.6X.

(ii) Bonne Nuit Tuff.

J244, 6462 5589. 0 . 5Q, 27 • 2P. Also contains 8.9d'

chioritised amphibole phenocrysts.

(iii) Fremont Point Ignimbrite.

J230, 6401 5618. 4 . 5Q, 2 . 8A, 2•1X.

J248, 6478 5604. 4 . 7Q, 9 . 1A, 3•OX.

TABLE 11.8. ST. JOHN'S BAY RHYOLITE FOR ATION (E. C0.ST).

(i) Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite.

J047, 7180 5070. 3 • 3Q, 3.7P, 6.3A, 0OB, 2.6.X.

J93, 7150 5075. 8 . 5Q, 5 . 9P, 24 • 5A, 3 • 5B, 5.7X.

J94, 7150 5075. 5 . 5Q, 8 . 52, 15 . 6A, 2 . 113, 6.OX.

J191, 6969 5040. 4 • 2Q, 0 . 8P,	 6 . OA, 0 . 7.13,	 2.9X.

J430, 6964 4979. 2 . 6Q, 13 • 72, 7 . 6it,	 3.5B,	 1•7.L.

QV3P, 694 496.	 0.5Q, 8•OP, 10.OA, 7'lB, 	 4 . 4X. This sample

also contains 8% calcite in veins and replacing albite

phenocrysts.

(ii) Anne Port Ignirnbrite. All samples contain finely

disseminated secondary haematite, which combines with

microcrystalline silica to produce jasper.

J67, 7134 5111.	 4 . 5Q,	 6 • 1A,	 3.2.X.

J68, 7134 5111. 6 . 4Q, 5 . 9A,	 1•4X.
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TABLE 11.8. Contd...,

S i02

T 102
Al203
Fe203
FeO
Tn0
MgO
C aO
Na20
K20

H20

Total

047ND

75.6
0.06

12.6
0.37
1•03
0.02

0.32
0.09

3.47
5.36

0.92
0.04

99 88

093ND

68.1
0.62

15•0
1.76
1•45
0.04
0.91
I • 17

3.49
5.89
1'57
0•18

100•18

J094
66.8

0.48
16.4
158
1 . 64
0.06

0.90
1.96

4.01
5.10
0.89
**

99.82

l9l
75.6
1.17

11'5
0.62

0.50
0.02

0.41
0.15
0.82

5.33
2.31
0.89

99 . 32

72•0
0.31
14•4
0.82

1q39
0.03
0.47
O•20

4.16
5.83

1•15
0.03

100.79

Si02
T i02
Al205
Fe203
FeO
NnO

NgO
C aO
Na20
K20
H20

002

Total

QV3PND

53.0
0.99
168
0.50
4.64
0.05
3.09
4.68
5.24
4.10
2.79
0.28

3.45

99.61

*
Average
68.5
0.61

14.5
0.94
1.78
0.04
1'Ol
1'37
3.53
5.27
1.61

0.24
0.58

99.98

JO 67

75.4
0.25
12•4
2.20

0•70
0.02

0.35
0'lO

4.33
3.02
1q01
0.22

100•00

J068

73.7
0.25

11.5
3.03
0.65
0.06
1.80
1•01
284
4.34
0.85
**

10O03

** =	 not determined

* = average of 6 analyses of Jeffrey's Leap Ignimbrite.
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TABLE 11.9. BOULEY BAY RHYOLITE FOPJ1TION (N. COAST)

Si-O2
Ti02
Al203
Fe203
PeO
NnO
MgO
C aO

Na20

K20
H20

Total

J249
77.8
0.11
12.0

)1109

0'Ol

0.32
0•10

4.25
1.20

1.19
0•01

98.08

J264ND

77.8
0.07
11.7
0.14

0.04
0.01

0•18
003
O • 84
6.63
1.72
0.56

99'72

J282
71'l

0.23
15.9

)1.73

0.01

0.79
0•04

1q54
5.40
2.52
002

99.28

J329
78.9

0.16
12'4

)1132

0•01

0.34
0.03
0.23
3.66
3.52
0.02

100•59

J340
74•2
0'17
13.2

)144

003
0.45
0•02

0.13
6.53
2.12
0.02

98.31

Si-02
Tb2
Al203
Fe203
FeO

NnO
NgO
C aO
Na20
K20
H2O

Total

J360
79.4
0.14
11.3

)1'25

0'Ol
0.37
0'03
0.06

3.95
2.61
001

99•13

J 346ND

78.6
0.08
121
0•01
0.14
0•01
0.17
0.00
0.12
6.45
1•91
011

99.70

347ND

77.0
0.08
12•O
0.04
0.10
0.02
010
0.17
0'19
8.58

1'39
0.41

100•08

3348ND

78.5
0.07
12•0
0•04
0'll
0.01
0.39
0.07
0.14

6.04
2•03
O•23

99.63

353ND

77.4
0.08

13•2
0•01
0.07
0.02
0.24
0•10

0.09
5.67

2.41
0.16

99.45

* total iron as Fe203.
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S102

Ti02

Al203

Fe203

FeO

N nO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K20

H20

T o t al

**
Average

77'l

0'lO

12.5

)039

0.02

0.27

007

0•13

6.65

1 • 97

0•18

99.38

344N D

77.9
0.06

11•9

0.12

0.24

0.01

0.14

0.07

0.13

7.24

1.59

0.46

99.86

j441BL

74.6
0.16

15.0

0.66

0•55

0•02

0.35

0.07
0.28

7.89

0.45

0.23

100.26

J 44lb

74.6

0.19

11•4

1•94

0.77

0.02

0•04

0•03

0•37

8.76

1'99

0.05

100.16

:t0ta1 iron as Pe203

Average of 5 red Bouley Bay Ignimbrites:

J340, J346, J347, J348 and J353.

J249, 6482 5598. Giffard Bay Rhyolite.

J264, 6522 5561. Les Platons Rhyolite.

J282, 6519 5588. Giffar Tuff.

Lower Bouley Bay Igninthrite: green in colour, one sample

stained with haematite (J340).

J329, 6677 5519.	 J340, 6700 5482.	 J360, 6660 5439,

Middle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite:

J346, 6719 5454.	 J347, 6735 5447.
Upper Bouley Bay Ignimbrite:

J348, 6739 5441.

J344, 6687 5463. Les Hurets Tuff (porphyritic); 12'OQ, 13'OA.

J441, 671 546.	 Spherulitic ?Niddle Bouley Bay Ignimbrite

(pebble):	 a = spherulite,

b = matrix.
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TABLE 11.10. B0ULE BAY RIffOLITE F0RATI0N (E. C0.hST).

si02
Ti02
Al 2 03
Fe203
FeO
NnO
NgO
CaD
Na20
K20

H20

Total

Jo 33
77.8
0•10
11.6

1•52
0.04
0.02
0.08

0.32

1•34
6•15
0.94

99.91

J034
77.9
0.09

11.5
1•36
0.06
0•01
0•22
0'14
2.70
5•11
0.70

99.79

J070
70.5
0.58
13•9
4.38
0.42
0.03
0.65
0.36
2.66

5.37
1.64

100.49

J 147
75.5
0•10
12•8
2.14
0•10
0.01

0•79
0•49
1.78
4.68

1 37

99.76

J151
78 • 1
0.04
11.6
I 27
0.07
0.01

0.75
0.50

4•19
3.05
0.65

100 . 23

si02
Tb2
Al203
Fe203
FeD
MnO
MgO
C aO
Na20
K20
H20

Total

*
Average

77.9
0.08
11.6
1 .38
0.06

0•01
0.35
0.32
2.74
4.77
0.76
**

99.97

J176B1

78.3
0.16
11•3
1 • 10
0.92
0•01
0•59
0.07
0.41
5.87
1'54
0.02

100•29

J162BL

77•6
0•11
11•3
1 .86
018

0•01
0.57
0.03

0.32
6.43
1•68
001

100 . 10

J

73.2
0•12

13•6
1.83
0.66
0.01
0.79
0.07
2.08

4.85
2.15
0•23

99.59

J023BL

76.2

014
12'6
0.70
0.80
0.02
0.27
0•07
1'94
6.63
0.97
0•01

100.35

* = average of the 3 least altered specimens of Anne Port
Rhyolite, J033, J034 and J151.

**	 not determined.



	714 512.
	

)
714 513. )

7139 5118. )

7128 5151. )
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7093 5194.

7077 5201.

7076 5193.

7096 5190.

7148 5113.

J168, 7108 5190.

J020, 7089 5199.
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TABLE 11.10. Contd...,

S102

Ti02

Al 203
Fe203

FeO

MnO

MgO

C aO

Na20

K 20
H20

Total

Ji 42ND

75'l

0.32

11.8

1.78

0'42

0•01

0.47

0.06

0.97

6.35

1.72

0.98

99.98

J168ND	 J020a	 J020b

77 . 7	 78.0	 78.8

0 . 30	 0.06	 0.05

10 • 7	 11.2	 11•0

2 . 37	 1•51	 1.19

0 . 07	 0.09	 0.08

0•01	 0•01	 0•01

0 . 27	 0.30	 0.35

0 . 16	 0.46	 0.33

3 • 11	 4.19	 3.89

4'17	 3•01	 2•99

1 . 03	 0.95	 1.38

0 . 09	 **	 **

99 . 98	 99.78	 100•07

J33,

J34,
J070,

J147,

J151,

J176,

J162,

J172,

J023,

J142,

Anne Port Rhyolite.

Lower Archirondel Igninthrite.

Lower Doirnen Ignimbrite.

Pumice from Upper Archirondel Ignimbrite.

Upper Archirondel Tuff: 5 . 5Q, 23.5A.
St. Catherine's Bay Igniibrite:

5 . 7Q, 4.5A.
St. Catherine's Bay Ignimbrite:

6.8Q, 1'7A.

Spherulite from the Upper Archirondel

Ignimbrite:	 a = spherulite,

b = matrix.
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TABLE 11.15. PLUTONIC ROCKS.

Sb2
Ti02
Al203
Fe203
FeO
NnO
r gO
C aO
Na20
K20
H2O
H20

P 205

Total

1
47.80
0.78

16.55
1•37
7•13
0.14
8.49
12.24

2•11

0.94
2.44
0•18
tr

100.17

2
50.06
1.03

20.00
1•11
5.70
0.12

5.90
9.32
3.44
0•79
2.33
0.44
0.07

100.31

3
49 . 10
1.52

16.39
3.20
8.30
0.23

5•64
10.57
3.86

0•99
1.60

0•15
tr

101.55

4
49.43
1•05

18.32
2.32
7.77
0.21

7.49
7.79
2.80

1•01
2.40
0.19
0.01

100.79

5
51•34
1•14

17.25
2.13

7.11
0.17
6•29
7.70
3'03

1'19
2.19
0•18
0.08

99.80

Si02
Ti02

Al 203
Fe2O3
FeO
IvinO

NgO
C aO
Na20
K20
H20
H20

CO2

Total

6

53•98
1.20

17.76
2.74
6.26
0.16
3.89
6.97

3.31
1.30
2.17
0.17
0.06

99.97

7
57•13
1•23

17•55
2.60

5.42
0.12

2.57
5.67
3.65
1•51
1•91
0.17
0.13

99.66

8
64.68
0•10
19.29
0.77
1.65
0.06

1.60
4.90
5.18
0.78
0.67
0•18
0.05

99•91

9
76.59
0.07

12•56
0•33
0•92
0.05
0.12
0.51
3.42

4.87
0.50
0.08
tr

0.24

100.26

10

65.13
0.72

14.26
1•33
3.28
0.12

2.59
2.63

4.24
3.02
1'94
0.25
0.25

0.89

100.65

Analyses 1 to 8 obtained from Key (1974), 9 to 16 provided
by A.C. Bishop (unpubl. British 1'useurn analyses.).
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Si02

Ti02

Al203

Fe203

FeO

?'nO

N gO

C aO

Na20

K20

H20

H20

'205
CO2

Total

11

70.86

0.33

14.31

0.67

1.73

0.04

0.68

0.98

4'17

4'78

0.99

0.10

0'07

0'27

99.98

12

75.57

0.14

12.67

0'43

1 '07

0.02

0.31

0.51

4'03

4'27

0.52

0'lO

0.02

018

99.84

13

72'55

0'20

13.65

0•37

1.47

0'08

0.76

0.86

4.39

4'OS

0.76

0.09

0.04

0.12

99.39

14

7558

0.06

12'49

0.41

0'49

0'Ol

O'02

O'29

3.92

4.88

O'21

0'13

0.02

0.08

98.59

15

72.57

0.26

14.07

0'81

1'34

0.04

0.44

i'll

4.29

4.39

0.42

0'13

0.11

O'04

100.02

16

76.74

0.08

12'03

0.50

0.44

0'Ol

0.09

0.34

3.26

5.40

0.44

0'lO

0.02

0.19

99.64

1: Le Nez Gabbro, average of 5.

2: Sorrel Point Gabbro, average of 4.

3: Dark margin to diorite sheets, average of 2.

4: Neladiorite, average of 9.

5: Mesodiorite, average of 8.

6: Leucodiorite, average of 3.

7: Appinitic leucodiorite,'average of 9.

8: Appinitic leucodiorite apophyses, average of 2.

9: Le Hocque Granite, Le Hocque; anal, no. B?' 1972 P32(24).

10: Dicq Granite, Dicq Rock; anal, no. BM 1973 P35(54).

11: Elizabeth Castle Nicrogranite; anal, no. BM 1972 P31(58).

12: Aplogranite, Sorrel Point; anal, no. BM 1972 P31(4)

13: Le Hocque Granite, La Rocque; anal, no. EM 1972 P31(102).

14: Aplogranite, Sorrel Point; anal, no. BM 1973 P36(6).

15: Porphyritic granite, Sorrel Point;

anal, no. EM 1973 P36(7).

16: Porphyritic granite, La Houle; anal, no. BM 1973 P36(27).
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Si02
Tb2
Al203
Fe203
FeO
n0

rigo
C aO
Na20
K20

1120

CO2

Total

J1Q8ND

47.9
2.29

16.8
3.23

7.33
0.22

6.49
7.70
2.64
1.68
3.67
0.35

100 . 3Q

109ND

45.9

1•88

17.2
1.80

7•96
0•04
7.91
9.83
2.03
1.46
3.36
0.16

99.53

J30 1
47.5
2.00

15•7
0.76

8.92
0.17

4.22
7.34
3.06
0.34
4.46
0.27
4.70

99.44

338ND

44.8
2.45

13.8
3.05
7.86
0.18

8.14
10.27
3.38
0.58
3.97
0.46
2.46

101.40

J4 10

49.3
2.31
16.4
5.08
5.38
0.20

4'13
5.20

3.87
2 • 10
2.69
0.54
2.55

99.75

Sb2

T102
Al203
Fe203
FeO
NnO

r gO
C aO
Na20
K20

1120

Co2

Total

QV3 DND

47.7
2.07

16.2
0.91
9.47
0.26
6.62
3.08
2.39
2.28

5.08
0.37
2.31

98•74

049ND

75.2
0.21
12.5
1'lO
0•42
0•01

0.17
0.03
4.69
4.80

0.91
0•01

100.05

j053aBL

76.9
0.10

11•9
0.43
0.82
0•01
0•08
0.17

3.22
5'51
0•54
0•01

99•69

J05 3b
74.2
0.11

14.0
0•02

0.85
0.01

0.19
0•10
3.68
6.37
0.65
0.01

100•19

Jl7O
54.4
1.70

13.6
2.11

4.45
0.09
6.10
4.50

1•93
2.04
2.39
1 '07
4.18

98.56
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(i) Dolerite dykes: all consist of sericitised plagioclase

microlites and rare phenocrysts (J108). Some original
labradorite remains, but most of the plagioclase has been

altered to albite, Original titanaugite is ophitic with the

feldspar and has been partly (J108/9, J338) or completely
(others) replaced by a mixture of uralite and chlorite.

Original Ti-rich magnetite is at least partly converted to

Ti-rich limonite. Veins of calcite/dolomite (J301, J338, J401,

QV3D) and epidote (all sarples) are common and some secondary
quartz occurs in veins and amygdales (J3O1, J338, J410).
Sample locations are:	 J108, 714 508.
J109, 714 508.	 J301, 663 559.	 J338, 702 529.
J410, 6462 4930.	 QV3D, 694 496 (from borehole).

(ii) Acid porphyry dykes: slightly sericitised rocks with

phenocrysts set in a devitrified matrix.

JO49, 715 508. Non-banded centre of a banded dyke, contains
9 . 7% quartz, 9'6° albite and 8 . 4° perthite phenocrysts.

J053, 714 508. Banded margin of a dyke. Contains 3 . 8' quartz,
5 . 4% albite and 1 • 7°/ perthite phenocrysts.
a = dark coloured band, b = light coloured band.

(iii) Lamprophyre dykes:

J170, 709 520. A minnette which contains 30% biotite
phenocrysts and 2 . 5% apatite. Original pyroxene has
been replaced by calcite and dolomite, with traces of

chalcedony (0 . 5A). The alkali feldspar matrix shows

little serici-tisation and kaolinisation.
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STRUCTURE. AGE MD REGIONAL SETTING OFTHE JE

12.1. Structure.

The structure of the Jersey Shale was described in

some detail by Squire (l97Li.) who recognised an E-W Viducastian

(late Cadomian) and later NW-SE post Cad.omian fold phases ;

Variscan reactivation of these folds was also postulated. Key

(19Th) has suggested that most of the structures seen can be

explained by the processes of caldera collapse, an hypothesis

which is examined, below.

12.1.1. Jersey - an ancient c pldera ?

The idea that cald.era collapse occurred at some

stage in the evolution of the Jersey igneous suite Is not new,

being mooted on almost every field trip to the area: strangely

however it has not appeared In print. Key's thesis (19Th)

cites the following points as evidence which favours cald.era

collapse :-

(a) The lack of any 'plastic deformation or stress

fabric indicating forceful intrusion of granite'.

(b) The absence of high grade thermal metamorphism in

t1th ehales adjacent to the plutonic complexes.

(c) The large scale development of agmatites, a feature

'characteristic of brittle fracture disruption at high levels

in the crust', at basic-acidic contacts in the plutonic

complexes.

(ci.)	 The 'broader structural features of all the rocks

intruded by granite '.

The abundance of ignimbrite also suggests that a caldera-type

structure formed during the development of the area ; indeed

Smith and Bailey (1968) have argued that thick piles of acid
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volcanics alway8 originated from such features. It 18 help-.

ful when applying the concept of caldera collapse to Jersey

to orientate a geological map of the area (Fig. L.Li..) 80

that east Is at the top, when the result is said to resemble

a near-vertical section through a caldera with granitic walls.

Alternatively the 1E trending synclinorum can be regarded as

the product of caldera collapse without any reorientation.

While the 'broader structural features' may be

consistent with such an event, consideration of more detailed

evidence suggests that the hypothesis of caldera collapse is

untenable. The Jersey Shale Formation Is of Upper Brioverian

age (i.L..l., 1.5.2.) as are the andesites which are conform-

able upon the Shales. The overlying acid volcanics, though

probably unconformable upon the andesites (Ch.5) are equally

affected by the apparent fold phases of Squire ( 197L1. - see

below). This strongly suggests that, like the Shale, the

volcanics are pre-adom1an. The granites however (Adams,1976)

are post-Cadomlan. It is difficult to imagine collapse

StruCture8 which would appear as two phases of folding in

thick competent Ignimbrites, especially as Ignimbritic vulcan-

ism is frequently concurrent with subsidence (Smith and

Bailey, 1968).

The dyke swarm which invades the SE of the island

formed during cooling of the granites (10.7.) and as such may

be related to cauldron subsidence : indeed, it could be argued

that the curved swarm follows a series of ring fractures In

the now-tilted caldera. However these dykes cut the Rozel

Conglomerate suggesting a close age-relationship between

granites and sedimentation and again highlighting the disparity
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between intrusives and extrusivee. Certainly the fact that

the &ykes largely intrude the plutonics, and then only in

the SE of the island argues against any relationship with

collapse.

If the agmatites developed at basic/acidic plutonic

boundaries are features of caldera collapse as claimed by Key

one would expect them to develop also at granite-shale and

granite-volcanic contacts. In fact the granites contain

remarkably few xenoliths and display sharp Intrusive contacts.

Squire (l97Lt) has suggested that some 'basins and. domes' seen

in the Shale may be the product of granite dIaric activity.

This could be related to resurgence of the cauldron during

granitic Intrusion, a process which Smith and. BaIley (1968)

have argued is typical of large caiaeras. However In such an

instance little trace of collapse should remain, beyond the

typical fracture patterns of such structures. Comparison of

the fracture pattern seen In Jersey (Fig. 12.1.) and recent

resurgent calderas (Smith & Bailey, 1968) does not reveal any

81 ml 1 an ty.

Therefore, while It is probable that the ignimbritea

were associated with a caldera-type structure, which may or

may not have collapsed, this was of pre-Cadomlan origin and

not related to Cadomian post-tectonic granitic Intrusions.

The geometric arrangment of the plutonics and other rock types

Is riot attributable to caldera collapse and no evidence

remains of the structure which produced the ignimbrites. Such

a structure may have been located away from the island.
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12.1.2. Cadomian and. Variscan oroenesis.

The structures seen in the volcanics can be explained

in terms of normal orogenic deformation. The main faults and

folds are shown in Fig. 12.1. Three fold directions are

apparent, E-W, N-S and. NE-SW. The NW-SE F2 folding seen in

the Jersey Shale by Squire (l97 L is not present in the vo].-

canics, which may support Squire's contention that it is

partly attributable to the Intrusion of the NW and SW coniexes

Interference between the N-S and EW folds produces several

small domes and. basins (Fig. 12.1.). The SSW plunging St.

Helier syncline Is separated by an anticlinal structure trend-

ing 095 - 275 from the main NE-SW synclinoruin, Itself prob-

ably the result of interfering N-S and E-W folding, as all

fold axes seen within it have these trends.

Folds In the Rozel Conglomerate plunge gently to-

wards the NE, and. 'weakly developed cleavages' (Squlre,].9Th)

confirm that flexure has occurred. This fold episode may be

of Variscan origin or the result of epirogenic post-Cadomlan

movement; It may also have accentuated the NE plunge of the

synclinorum and. may even have initiated some of the minor

flexures seen on the western margin of the andesite outcrop

for Instance Bequet Vincent (65 52). Such flexure partly

accounts for the sinuous outcrop of the base of the Conglom-

erate. Squire has suggested that Variscan movement tightened

Cadomlan folds. This may be so, although there is little evid-

ence to support such a statment. The Lj.27±l3 Ma date (Adams,

1976) of the hornblende lampropbyre which cuts the Conglomer-

ate is early Silurian. Like the other lamprophyres It trends

N-S ; and If their intrusion is related to tectonic reactiv-

ation then this is more probably a Caledonian event.
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The relative ages of the N-S and. E-W told phases is

difficult to determine as little phase interference is Been

in. the coastal exposures. There is also a general lack of

fold-related lineations or fabrics which can be used to mdi-.

cate the earliest phase. Poor E-W cleavage in the Vicard Mud-

stone (Fig. 5.1.) is apparently unaffected by the N-S ftlding

the Belle Hougue area has so obviously suffered, while poorly

developed N-S axial planar cleavage in the local breccio-

conglomerate (653 563) is equally unaffected. The latter,in

view of Its more obviously fold-related origin, Is perhaps

the better evidence of the sequence of events. Evidence from

the Jersey Shales clearly indicates an early E-'W phase

(Squire, 197L1. , p 313) and it seems probable that the same Is

true elsewhere.

Both volcanics and. shale are highly faulted.Major

faults 1 roughly ESE-WNW in trend, cu1 across the Island while

abundant minor faulting and micro-faulting can be seen in

coastal exposures. Much of the major faulting predates the

Rozel Conglomerate : for instance the dextral Fremont Fault

is straddled by an unaffected outlier of Conglomerate (Fig.

2.2.) and at least some of the faulting pre-dates the granite

as may be seen in Fig. L.3. However a few major faults cut

the Conglomerate (the sinuous fault running E-W to the S of

Rozel Manor) and a few cut the granite (the N-S fault off-

setting the N.W. granite (Fig. 1.14..)). Numerous minor NNW-SSE

sinistral wrench faults in the SE complex are picked out where

they cut dykea, and. a major fault separates and.esItes from

plutonics at Les Rouaux (FIg. 2.2.).
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Squire (19Th) has argued that much of the faulting

can be related to a N-S stress field, and, thus to the primary

E-W folding. Yet many faults do not fit into his scheme

(p 336), which pre-supposes a high number of wrench faults.

Such faults can be explained in a similar way, but with an E-.

W stress fie'd i.e. they are related to the second phase of

folding. For example the WNW-ESE sinistral wrench fault run-

ning 652538 - 685 528 has the trend of a first order dextral

fault in a N-S stress field (Squire, 19Th, p 336) but of a

first order sinistral fault in an E-W stress field. The bulk

of the faulting, it is therefore suggested, is contemporaneous

with the folding.

such of the post-grani, post-Conglomerate faulting

may have resulted from the movements that produced flexre

folding in the molasse. None of the lamprophyres in the vol..

canice are offset by faulting, although many cut across fault

planes. The same is true of a bifurcating dyke in the granite

at Gorey. This is a further indication that Variscan earth

movements did not affect the area.

Several specific faults merit closer attention.

(i) The Fremont Fault (Figs. 2.2., 6.2.). This has a 10 m

wide mylonitised vertical fault plane, and drag folds in the

associated Jersey Shale indicate dextral shear. The fault

can be traced from Fremont Point to Bouley Bay, and pre-dates

the Rozel Conglomerate. The exact movement along the fault

plane has been disputed. Mourant (1933) suggested a normal

downthrow of 1800 m to the south, Casimir and Henson (1955)

amended this to 680 in and Squire (197 1.i.) suggested a d.ownthrow

of a 'few hundred. metres to the NE' and a dextral displacement
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of 1 Km. These figures are all disputed. At Vicard Point,

to the north of the fault, ignimbrite overlies andesite,while

at Cotil Point the same relationship is seen to the south of

the fault (extrapolated). This indicates a total lateral

movement of nearly L. Km. Although vertical movement might

exaggerate the apparent throw there is little evidence that

this is significant.

(ii) The main syncline is terminated, to the south by a fault

running WNW-ESE from Chestnut Farm (6145 501) to Wellington

Road (662 1493), which is Itself cut by minor N to NE trending

faults. Squire has suggested that this fault displays dextra].

movement of the order of 1 Km, which is feasible. However,a

normal downthrow of a few hundred metres to the north, corn-.

bined with the interfering fold phases, would also account for

the present outcrop pattern.

12.2. Ae of the volcanics.

The volcanic sequence has not been radlometrically

dated, and any estimate of Its age Is dependent on Its known

relationship with the surrounding rock types. Normal intrus-

ive contacts with the granitic plutons, both seen (C6tIl

Point, W Granite) and Inferred, indicate a pro-granite age.

The granites are post-orogenic late Cad.omlan intrusIons (Mains

1976 ) and their relationship with the volcanics (12.1.1.)

suggests that the latter predate the orogeneels. The uncon-

formable relationship between post-orogenic molasse (Rozel

Conglomerate) and highly folded ignimbrites supports this

view. The main Cadomian deformation has been dated at arPund

6140 Ma (1.5.3.; Adams, 1976) while trace fossils in the
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Jersey Shale, which is overlain conformably by andesites,

are late Precambrian (Downie, 1976). All the evidence thus

suggests a late Precambrian age for the volcanic pile.

12.3. Regional setting of the volcanics.

An outline of the geology of Br1ttany has already

been given (1.5.) and evidence that the volcanica were prod-

uced at a destructive plate margin and erupted onto pre-

existing continental crust has been detailed (11.3.1.).

Other Eocambrian volcanics are known on either side of the

Atlantic. Late Brioverian acidic vulcanism around St.

Germain le Gaillard. (Boyer, 1970) and early Cambrian ignim-

brites at Tregor (Auvray, 1975) lie within 100 Km of Jersey

(Fig. 12.2.). Brioverian spilites (some of doubtful age,see

1.5.) are also found in northern Brittany. Upper Monian acid

metavolcanics and slightly older spilites seen in N.Wales may

also be of Brioverian age, and Eocambrian (Arvonian) calc-

alkaline vulcanism is known in the same area (Shackleton,

1975). Pedibian volcanics (St. Davld.B) have been dated at

613 and 625 Ma by Moorbath (communication in Shackleton, 1975)

and were folded, intruded and eroded prior to deposition of

basal Cambrian. This Is analagous to the Cad.omlan metamor-

phism of the Jersey volcanics. The calc-alkaline Uriconian

volcanics of Shropshire have a minimum age of 620 Ma (Fitch

et al, 1969), and sodic tholeiltes from the Malverns (Warren

House Group) have been correlated with the Uriconian by

Dnnning ( 1975) who notes many minor exposures and borehole

records of late Precambrian volcanics in central England

(Fig. 12.2.).
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FIO.12.2. KNOWN OUTCROPS AND BOREHOLE OCCURRENCES OF PRECAMBRIAN VOLCANICS IN

ENGLAND, WALES AND N.W. FRANCE
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There is thus widespread evidence through Southern

Britain and. 1W Prance of late Precambrian vulcanism, often

separated from Lower Cambrian rocks by angular unconformity

and episodes of folding or intrusion. The presence of thick

sedimentary sequences (Longmynd.ian and Brioverian) and expo-

sures of older basement (N.W. France, Anglesey) suggest

extrusion onto a continental mass, while rather tenuous geo-

chemical evidence suggests that earlier vulcanlem in the NW

of this area was tholeiitic rather than cab-alkaline, as

Instanced by early spilites in the Gwna supergroup of the

Monlan (Shackleton, 1975) and. by tholelites from the Malverne

(Dunning, 1975).

If genesis of these volcanlcs is to be considered in

terms of plate tectonic theory then a south-easterly moving

descending plate situated. north of Anglesey would explain the

variation seen - the development of early spilitic/tholelitio

vulcanism close to the trench system and later cab-alkaline

material further away. Such an hypothesis fits the model of

the Appalachian/Cadomian orogen outlined by Dewey (1969) and

Mitchell and Reading (1971). ThIs model proposes a trench

system running through SE Ireland and the English-Scottish

border area with the aesociated. lithospheric plate diving to

the south (Fig. 12.3.). Dewey (1969) suggested that the des-

tructive margin was initiated in the late Precambrian, produc-

ing the Gwna volcanics, and was active until the Devonian.

This same continent-trench system may have run through Newfourii-

land and the Appalachian area. The Avabon peninsular of S.

Newfoundland is formed of volcanics remarkably similar to the

late Precambrian of southern Britain. They are older than

580 Ma, were affected. by late Precambrian (Avalonian) oro-
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FIO.2.3. PROBABLE STRUCTURAL ZONES AFFECTING THE U.K. &

NEWFOUNDLAND DURING THE CALEDONIAN OROGEN

(AFTER DEWEY7969; MITCHELL £ READING 1971)
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genesis (Rodgers, 1967) and have a caic-alkaline geochemistry

which Hughes (1970) suggests indicates an island arc environ-

nient. Dewey (1969) has suggested that southern Britain and

Avalon were part of a single continental mass prior to the

Mesazoic opening of the Atlantic. Palaeogeographic recon-

structions of this continent (Pig. 12.3.) suggest that its

northern, Andean type, margin was about 500 Km from Jersey,

a figure which is compatible with the trench-volcanic distance

estimated from the K20 content of the andesites (11.3.1.).

The Jersey volcanics were thus probably produced

after the initiation of an Andean type destructive continen-

tal margin in the late Precambrian, and can be correlated

with similar rocks in southern Britain, }IW France and New-

foundland, all of these areas originally being part of the

same continental mass. The Cadomian orogeny must be the

result of tectonism associated with this destructive plate

margin and is therefore probably contemporaneous with Avalon-

ian, Charnian, Malvernian, Monlan and Uriconian earth move-

ments. Deformation associated with this plate movement

reached a climax in the Ordovician and continued until the

Devonian (Dewey, 1969) 80 that the Cadomian may be regarded

as the earliest manifestation of the Caled.onian orogenesis.
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13. SUMIILARY AND CONCLUSIO1S.

Volcanic rocks outcrop in a NE plunging synclin-

orium in eastern Jersey and in a SW plunging syncline west

of St. Eelier, as shown on the appended map. Three form-

ations have been recognised within the volcanic pile :-

3. The Bouley Bay Apflyric Rhyollte Formation	 L.30 in

2. The St. John's Bay Porphyritic Rhyolite
950 inFormation

1. The St. Saviour's And.esite Formation 	 850 in

13.1. The St. Saviour's And.esite Formation.

This formation consists of subaerially deposited

lavas, tuff a and agglomerates of andesitic and basaltic

composition and is essentially conformable upon the under-

lying Jersey Shale Formation, though their boundary is prob-

ably dlachronous. Locally a breoclo-conglomerate separates

the extrusives from the marine greywacke-type sediments

beneath. The formation now displays a keratophyric/green-

schist fades mineralogy, the result of propy-litisation rat1r

than regional metamorphism. In the Belle Hougue area this

alteration took place in the presence of abundant CO2 . All

the lavas contain numerous plagioclase phenocrysts which,

excepting in one basalt, have been altered to albite. The

basalta all contained original olivine phenocrysts and most

of the andesites original pyroxene, though infreciuently

amphibole occurred instead : in some cases no maf Ic pheno-

crysts were present.
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The andesites outcrop in three separate areas and.

the stratigraphy of each has been elucidated. for the first

time. However, correlation of specific horizons between the

areas has not been possible. The andesites around. Belle

Hougue were derived from a vent not far to the NE of their

outcrop, the remaining and.esltes probably resulting from seve-

ral vents situated. somewhere south of their present outcrop.

There is a marked angular discordance between the

andesites and. the younger rhyolites. This partly reflects

differing modes of eruptive activity, as the andesitio vulcan-

ism formed cones while rhyolitic ignimbrite flows tended to

fill topographic lows : however the presence of interform-

ational laharic mudstones and conglomerates suggests a short

period of erosional activity between deposition of the form-

ations.

13.2. The St. John's Bay Rhvolite Formation.

Apart from a few local andesitic lavas and. pyro-

clastics this formation comprises five massive ignimbrite

cooling units, four of which are exposed on the coast. They

are rendered. distinct by their field petrology. These ignim-

brites display internal base-surge horizons, puinaceous hori-

zons, and a vertical variation in phenocryst content, all

indicating that they are compound cooling units containing

numerous individual flows. In many cases erosional features

are present between flows in a single ignimbrite. All the

Ignimbrites display well developed eutaxitic textures and
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individual fiamme often display axiolitic devitrification.

Corroded quartz phenocrysts and perthite laths are ubiquitous

and. albite laths are abundant in the two oldest ignimbrites,

the Jeffrey's Leap and the Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite. All

the ignimbrites contain fragments of country rock derived

either from the magma chamber or the conduit and concentrated

in base surge horizons : shale and andesite are common,acid.io

volcanic material generally rare. In the Jeffrey's Leap

Igniabrite assimilation of andesite has introduced sufficient

femic components to promote the growth of amphibole and blo-

tite phenocrysts. A fissure feeder for this same ignimbrite

has been mapped In Queen's Valley, but the source of tl

other ignimbrites remains uncertain.

An abundance of aphyrlc rhyolitic fragments in the

Anne Port Ignimbrite demonstrates the eruption of such mate-

rial during or before St. John's Bay Formation times, but no

outcrop of such material Is now known. The boundaries between

individual members of the formation can be extended inland ,

but are approximate only.

l3... Boulev Bay Rkvolite Formation.

Plows of rhyolite seen in both the E and N coastal

sections, mark the base of this formation. Thin and.esites

occur among the rhyolites and are additional evidence that

the two sets of lava flows were penecontemporaneous. On the

N coast, in Giffard Bay, a thin porphyritic ignimbrite and a

thick sequence of air-fall pyroclastics are sandwiched betwe

the rhyolite flows. Some of the pyroclastics were deposited

in pools of standing water and some were reworked. by streams;

there is also other evidence of considerable erosion at some
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levels within this sequence.

In the eastern coastal section the rhyolites are

succeeded by a sequence of fairly thin aphyric ignimbrite

flows with intercalcated. air-fall tuffs, all tightly folded

about E-W axes. A late porphyritic igniinbrite overlies the

sequence with angular discordance and is probably the young-

est deposit to be seen in Jersey. Ignimbrites seen around

Bouley Bay are similar to the aphyric material from the east

coast, but are folded about N-S as well as E-W axes. They

are thicker, and several are demonstrably compound cooling

units comprised of two or three separate flows. Textures in

all these ignimbrites are similar to those seen in the older

porphyritic flows, but xenoliths are acidic rather than ande-

sitic or sedimentary and spherulltic d.evitrification is often

spectaculary developed. The whole volcanic succession is

unconformably overlain by the Rozel Conglomerate, a molasse

deposit of probable Cambro-Ord.ovician age.

13.LL. Thermal metamorihlem of the volcanics.

At côtii Point (631 563) an intrusive contact

between the volcanics and the NW granite is well exposed. A

thermal metamorphic aureole about 300 m wide is developed,

its principle features being a pronouneed N-S vertical foli-

ation, well developed granoblastic textures and the growth of

biotite porphyroblasts. Metasomatie andradite, diopside and

epidote are locally developed in veins and patches, and meta-

somatism has enriched, the volcanics close to the granite In

potassium.
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13.5. Geochemistry and genesis of the volcanice.

The andesites have undergone considerable alter -

ation, but are considered to have acted as a closed system

during these changes. Averages of several analyses of a

single unit thus approximate fairly closely to original rock

compositions. Together with the rhyolites the andesites

display a calc-alkaline compositional variation. Overlap of

the andesite and rhyolite compositional fields emphasises

the cogenetic nature of the whole volcanic suite. The chem-

istry of the andesites and basalts indicates magma generated

by partial melting of a descending lithoapheric plate, and

modified by fractionation and contamination en route to the

surface. Crustal contamination is more pronounced in the

younger andesites which are more silicic and potassic. The

mineralogy of the andesites indicates pre-eruptive crystallis-

ation and possibly fractionation at crustal levels, which Is

consistent with the postu1ate sialic contamination. Water

evidently played a considerable role In determining the compo-

sition of the magma to be erupted. A lowPH2O resulted In

basaltic compositions, while with a higherPH 2O amphibole

fractionation probably occurred and andesitic liquids were

produced. The potassium content of the andesites is indica-

tive of eruption on to continental crust at least 300 Km

distant from the associated trench-system.

Both the composition and relative volume of the

rhyolites argue that they result from crustal melting rather

than any mantle or lithospheric processes. Partial anatexis

under low water pressures, probably lesa than 1 Kb Is envis-

aged. It Is suggested that subduction ceased, at least

locally, at about the time that geothermal gradients and
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crustal thickening permitted anatexis to occur. This explains

the sharp division of andesitic arid rhyolitic material.

Present composition and mineralogy of the ignini-

brites have been used to postulate the PIT conditions under

which magmas accumulated prior to eruption. The porphyritic

Bonne Nuit Bay Ignimbrite probably erupted at 750-850°C from

a magma chamber with its top about 5 Km below the surface,

its base 14-7 Km deeper and under a P H20 of approximately

1 Kb. This chamber showed some cryptic layering, being

increasingly potassic at depth. The other ignimbrite-produ-

cing magmas accumulated under similar conditona, though

aphyric material probably collected. under slightly higher

P H0 and was erupted at temperatures between 800 and 900°C.

Lava-producing rhyolitic magma Is thought to have been almost

anhydrous.

The geochemistry of the post-tectonic Cadomlan

plutonic complexes has been compared with that of the volcan-

ics they Invade. Although both rock-groups are caic-alkaline

there are sufficient distinctions between their individual

trends to Indicate that they are not comagmatic. The dyke

swarm which invades SE Jersey has a geochemistry which Is

comparable to that of the plutonics and the two are thought

to be comagmatic. This agrees with field evidence that the

dykes were intruded while the plutonics were still extremely

hot. The composition and mineralogy of the acid dykes indi-

cates that they are derived from magma which accumulated at

approximately 25 Km depth ;this in turn suggests generation

of the acidic and basic magmas at the crust-mantle boundary.
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The combination of geochemical and, field evidence,

together with the known regional geology, leads to the con-

clusion that these late Brioverian volcanics were generated

soon after the initiation of the destructive plate teotonism

which resulted In the formation of the Appalachian and

Caledonian mountain chains. Thus the Cadomian 'orogeny' is

regarde& as an early, Eocambrian, phase of the Caledonian

orogenesis. The many lamprophyre dykes which cut the vol-

canics and Rozel Conglomerate are unfaulted and. of Silurian

age (Adams, 1976). ThIs Is thought to Indicate that the

flexure folding which deforms the Conglomerate Is also Ca].e-

d,onlan, resulting from post-Cadomian epeirogenic movements

rather than the Varlacan orogenesis.
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